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: FOREWORD
During the past 14 years reconnaissance of the ocean surface by air-borne remote
sensors has undergone rapid expansion until it is now widely used in marine meteorology,
physical oceanography and marine biology. The Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution has
taken a leading role in the development of this science since its inception. The use of extended
strip photography and air-borne infrared radiometry to map large scak features such as the
Gulf Stream are two research areas in which WHOI made early contributions.
The advent of earth-orbiting vehicles constitutes a dramatic enlargement of available
means for rapid scanning of the ocean. It is, of course, essential that oceanographers be
cognizant of these developments and that their usefulness for scientific purposes be correctly
assessed. WHOI therefore readily responded to the suggestion of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, Office of Space Science and Application, that such an evaluation be
undertaken. In order to sample the opinion of a representative cross section of oceanographers,
a conference was convened at Woods Hole on 24-28 August, 1964 under the chairmanship of
Gifford C. Ewing. The papers presented in this document represent the formal result of this
conference.
Response to invitationsto the conference was such thatattendance co_J Jerably exceeded
our capacity. In this emergency, John S. Coleman assisted by arranging for use of the
National Academy of ScienceWs summertime facilityat LittleFarm. This timely assistance
. is gratefully acknowledged. _. _._
_. Paul bl. Fye, Director
, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
!
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PREFACE
"Oceanography from a satellite" -- the words themselves sound incongruous and, to a
generation of scientists accustomed to Nansen bottles and reversing thermometers, the idea
may seem absurd. This is all the more so because decades of technological constraint have
•_ all but forced oceanographers into consideration of the class of problems that derive from
" the vertical distribution of properties at stations widely separated in space and time.
But this is a new age, when spacecraft, circling the globe in ninety minutes, reconnoiter
the whole planet surface on a daily schedule with remote sensors of great power and refinement
These sensors exploit the enth e electromagnetic spectrum, they come in active and passive
modes, their sensitivity and angular resolution are high and their response is ultra rapid.
Remote sensing is, of course, not new to oceanographers. For nearly fifty years they have,
by acoustic means, looked at the ocean b_ttom through thick layers of water. Now, using a
variety of electromagnetic devices, they are learning to look at the ocean surface through ever
thicker layers of atmosphere.
Of course the millenium is not yet upon us. It is easy to point out the difficulties that
lie in the way of making useful scientific observations through haze and clouds, tt is easy to
see that, even if our view of the ocean surface were perfect in every detail, many of the
classic al problems of oceanography would not thereby be resolved.
But when all is said and done, the ocean is essentially a thin film of moisture on the face
of the earth -- its horizontal exaggeration relative to the vertical being of tl-e order of 6000.
All '.he significant exchange of energy between the ocean and its external environment passes
through its upper surface, fully exposed to examination from above. So intuition tells us that
future generations of investigators, scanning the ocean from a new vantage point, will have the
imagination to ask new questions of it and the ingenuity to devise ways of answering them. It
is unthinkable that oceanographers will not find ways to exploit this burgeoning technology for
the advancement of their science.
It was to encourage this new look at oceanography from space that in August of 1964 the
Woods Hote Oceanographic Institution, with thz support of the National Aeronautics and Sp_ce
Administration Office of Space Science and Application, convened a group of 150 oceanographers
to review the capabilities of satellite sensors and to consider what areas of oceanographic
endeavor might be advanced by these means. The participants rep._esented the various com-
ponent disciplines of oceanography; physical, biological, chemical and geological. They
listened and deliberated for one week, producing the seventy-eight contributions presented
herewith. Admittedly, one week is not very long to orient oneself in an unfamiliar context,
especially since, for many, this was a new exposure not only to satellite characteristics but
to remote sensing of the sea. The reader should bear dlis in mind. Here he will not find a
coherent book or even a clearly defined consensus. This is a collection of papers not yet
seasoned by criticism or matured by reflection. That will come later. The papers must speak
for themselves. Some are cautiously pessimistic and a few are perhaps too sanguine. But, as
a group, they reflect a restrained enthus'asm that has the ring of real scientific innovation.
The purpose in publishing them is to btimulate fresh ideas, and this goal, hopefully, will be
achieved.
After the formal papers had been presented to the conference, the participants spent a
working day divided into panels organized around specific topics, as follows:
Sea level Marine meteorology
Waves Marine biology
Sea ice Coastal geology and geography
Currents Instrumented buoys
Sea surface temperature
The recommendations of these panels are grouped in the text with papers by individual authors
bearing on related topics, For easy reference they are prominently emphasized in the table
1 vii
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i of contents. The ideas contained in these panel reports are. perhaps, the main dividend to be
derived from the conference and from this publication.
It was widely agreed by several panels th_.t a most important use of satellites in ocean-
: ography would be in gathering and retr_tnsmitt._.ng information t :lemetered by various sen" .. •
located on the surface. These would include tJrifting and fixcd ,n_trument buoys, ships,
stations, tags attached to migrating ani,nals, markers on ice and drifting bergs. If tele.
ing is lacking in novelty, itrateu high in workability. On the one hand ite_pitalizesthe
satellitelscapabilitiesfor frequent and complete coverage of the world, and on the other it
takes advantage of allthe conventional techniques thathave been evolved. Characteristically
these give detailedmeasurement of the intensityof physical,chemical, geologi_:aland bio-
logicalvariables at or beneath a si tglepoint in the sea. However, for the description of field
variables the extensive character'b._icsof the distributionare as Important as the intensive
ones, and for horizontallycontinuous observations, aircraft and satelliteshave intrinsic
utility.This advantage can be measured in terms of perspective, gaining directlyin pro-
portion w the elevationof the viewpoint. Itis in this area that we search for programs
uniquely suitedto the capabilitiesof remote sensors mounted in orbiting satellitesin ")laceof
telemetering sensors at the sea surface.
For example, precise levellng of the sea surface by direct measurement from a known
orbit would not only refine estimates of the shape of the geoid but would define rilegeos_rophic
current and barotropic distortionsdue to storms. Itwould provide entirely new data on the
characteristics and propagation of tides, surges, and tsunami waves. The required datum
woulu be provided by precise altimetrywith a relative accuracy of 5 cm over an area of 1000
sq kmo The outlook for adequate instrumentation is not too discouraging. Itcan safely be said
thatthiswould be the most general and fundamental contributionthat satelhtes could make to
the science of physical oceanography. Far reaching benefits would a,crue to other branches
of marine science, includingbiology, fisheries,geology, engineering, surveying, offshore
drlhing, and marine safety.
A closely related endeavor would be the classification and recognition of the surface
exposure of water masses and their interfacial boundaries or "fronts". Although oceanographers
wish to trace the masses at all depths these are, in so far as conservative properties are con-
cerned, formed at the surface and surface processes are the _aost importart determinants of
their characteristics. Thus the key to the temperature and sa,initv _.: .be ..eqtral water masses
in alloceans is to be found in The surface water of the _,btrt_pi_-._leonver._ence. Usef,_i
instruments are microwave and infrared radiomet_ rs, ,._ultispe_-tral"_evicesto measure the
heat fluxthrough the surface, and photocolorimetmc devices. Phot_gt aphy and visual observa-
tlcnof clouds, foam, trash lines,and the shape of the gll_terpattern of the sun, moon or stars
may give valuable auxlliary information. The desired thermal re',olutionof 0.5°C over dis-
tances of 50 km from satellitealtitudesappear._"to be somewhat beyon i the abilityof present
technology because the intervening atmosphere i_trod.Jcessevere problems of env_.ronmental
noise. But these impediments, however forn idable they may appear, may be circumvented by
ingenious means not yet conceived.
Biologists share a need for a wide range of octanic data in common with other oceano-
graphers. T., thisextend their requirements are not urique. Their most &enerally needed
special data is the photosyntheticrate in the upper s .nlitlayerz of tho sea. This is a rn_st
difficultprocess to quantize,even by conventional n_,-"n_. However, considerable infcrmat_.,,
can be inferred from maps of the chlorophyll concentr.,..i,_-.,o¢ the water. This chemical ha_
strong and unique spectrographic signature of absorption _ands. Therefore. the possum '_'.
exists of a photometric method of remote sensing of this para_nete. _. It would give _':_.. _;
fundamental importance. Less elaborate methods of recognizing _:,-_',ls _f disc,:l._red w.. "- •
would also be of use.
Windwaves and swell constitute another field which requires the extended persp,'_'_.ive of
an elevated viewpoint for complete observation. Attempts #o derive the wave field f.-o_, data
taken at a few discreet points are always hopelessly incomplete. What is needed is !be direc-
tional and energy spectrum of waves in a two-dimensional surface, and for this the vantage
point offered by a satellite is ideal. It is within the capability of present day radar technology
viii
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to give a complete description of the sea state. The usefulness of such information both to the
theoretical oceanographer and to the marine engineer would be difficult to overestimate.
To the geographer, geologist, and coastal engineer the chief appeal of a satellite as an
observing platform lies in its readiness to monitor large _cale features and events wherever
and whenever they occur. These include inaccessible coastlines and their modification by
storms, floods, surges, tsunamis and wave attack. Other significant events are submarine
eartb_ake._, slumping, CrUF':_n a_ld emergence of new volcanos, and the appearance or dis-
appearance of transient bar.,. "rod islands. The requirements for definition are 10 meters in
plan and 50 cmm elevation. These goals appear to be within the reach of the very best
photographic and radar techniques.
The survey of sea ice is a relatively straightforward application of satellite reconnais-
sance. Here the attraction is the availability of complete and continuous air coverage of the
relatively inaccessible polar regions. The resolution required, of the order of 30 meters,
seems to be realizable, and ice, because of its dielectric and optical properties, is readily
differentiated from water by radar, microwave, infrared and optical imagery. Stimulated by
the U. S. - Canadian TIREC survey, the use[ulness of ice surveillance is already well
established.
Several recommendations of a general nature were made. It was suggested that a._
atlas be prepared showing representative examples of the best photographic infrarr:._ and
radar imagery available so as to arouse the interest of earth scientists. Where possible,
these examp__es should be supported by data and analytic i_:terpretation.
A system of rapid scanning of data flowing from various satellites is needed to insure
its prompt and timely dissemination to potential users.
Adequate "ground truth" test facilities must be provided to serve as calibration areas
over which new instruments can be proved.
The problem of se_ u-ity classification was singled out as a major impediment to the
development of scientific interest in and use of satellite data. Numerous speakers made
allusion :o the handicap of not being allowed to show simple examples o,_ modern remote
sensing apparently on the assum_.tion that some military advantage might be compromised
_hereby. Most participants felt that indiscriminate security classification may well be a
detriment rather than an advantage to the national interest.
After the adjournment of the conference many letters were received expressing the
enthusiasm and interest aroused by the papers and discussion. Favorable comments _vas also
made on the imagination and energy shown by Dr. Peter C. Badgley in launching the manned
space science program in oceanography. It is a pleasant duty of the chairman to note these
comments as an expression of appreciation addressed to all who, in various ways, contributed •
to the success of the conference.
W,_ods Hole0 Massachusetts
March 1965 Gifford C. Ewing. Editor
ix
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INTRODUCTORY BRIEFING
Peter C. Badgley
Chief, Advanced Missions, Manned Space Science Program,
Office of Space Sciences and Applications, NASA Headquarters, WashingS, on, D. C. 20546
It is a great pleasure to see so many of you here. You are already aware of the purpose
of this meeting, which is to determine the interest of oceanographers in utilizing manned earth
orbital spacecraft .'.or the study of the oceans. Drs. Fye and Ewing expressed this purpose and
the challenges anticipatPd in a very clear manner in the July 1 letter "_f invitation which you
have all received.
It would be impossible to convene al_ interested oceanographers and space scientists for
a meeting of this type, but I feel that an excellent represent_tion is present. I hone thet you
will bring addit'.'onai scientists to our attention if you feel that they can make a valuable con-
tribution and are deriroas of doing so.
This conicrenee is just the beginning of what we hope @ill be a strong association be-
tween space scientists and oceanographers. We would like you to recommend those experi-
mental areas which you consider most promising for inclusion in our forthcoming manned
eartJl orbital spacecraft. In a few minutes I am going to give you 3ome idea of the spacecraft
schedules we contemplate currently. You will see that an adequate period of time exists for
you to look into the feasibility phases of your most important experimental areas and to work
on preliminary design of spacecraft instruments.
You will notp fhat this conference is being convened to explore the interest of ocean-
ographers in participating as eventual expemmunters on manned earth orbiting spacecraft.
Many of you are being exposed to earth orbiting spacecraft for the first time so that the dif-
ference between manned and unmanned spacecraft means very little to you. What we would
like you to tell us is this: What natural phenomena do you wish to observe? Which of these
are most important? With what resolution do you wish to observe these phenomena (to the
nearest centimeter? foot? 0.1°C?)? Do you wish to observe these phenomena with a number
of visual and electromagnetic sensors at the same time or by only one sensor at a time? How
often do you wish to observe these phenomena? What weight, power and telemetry require-
ments will your instruments call fo,'? How selective must you be in acquiring the data? You
will be able to answer ,_nme of th _e questions. We shall have to answer some of them. Some
of our own philosophy on this subj ct is as follows: The ubv of various sensors over the sane
re-rain or ocean will p_,-vide comparative d_.ta that will explicitly define the capabilities of
each sensor.
You should study the data returns from TIROS and NIMBUS very carefully. What degree
of improvement in resolution {temperature, distance, etc.) will you need to study the oceans?
These needs will determine the weight and power requirements of your instrument packages.
We have plans to publish albums containing photographs, imagery and other data returns from
TIROS, NIMBUS, U-2 and our current aircraft multispectral program, to a' ._you in determin-
ing the usefulness of observations of the oceans and land areas from very high altitudes.
How important will it be to have a trained observer aloft with the instruments? We shall
have to inform you how many pictures (and other data) you can take. Th'.'s will depend upon the
power and telemetry facilities of the spacecra,'t at our dispose/. My own gueeq is that you will
want very accurate data and will want an observer during the early years when you are explor-
i ing the usefulness of each device. If you already have a high degree of confidence and satis-
[ faction in the applications, resolution and merits of certain light weight instruments then you
I should bring these to our attention so that we can put them in the available light payloadI
satellites at NASAts disposal. You must state your overall needs and we shall work with youin an iterative manner to develop the most useful missions to meet your objectives. You m st
I bear in mind that your objectives must be coordinated with the objectives of other scientific
;. disciplines also.
.! 1
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We would like to come out of this conference with a firm indication of the experimental
areas which you are going to propose for detailed feasibility studies. A subcommittee for
each area might be a useful approach. For the terrestrical geosciences, I should point out that
we already have a very substantial feasibilxty and instrument design effort underway in a num-
ber of areas. It would be most valuable for you to become intimately acquainted with this
effo:t and for cooroination and budgetary reasons it would be advisable for you to appoint
representatives to the existing NASA instrument committees. For e sample, we already have
an infra-red group, a radar group, a multispectral photo _rraphy _'.'oup. It would be inappro-
priate to form two radar groups, one for oceanographic ._&tr _m(! one for all other radar
geoscience applications. However, you will no doubt hay, a number of committee areas .no+.
common to the other areas of geoscience in general. Actually the observation of natural
phenomena is the prime objective that we see. We want you as scientists to control the ex-
periments rather than letting the instruments or the spacecraft do this for you.
i Obviously, it would be nice to investigate many areas but we do not have the funds to take
a shot gun approach. We have budgeted for a strong feasibility program but I am going to be
quite frank in saying that this can be a much stronger program if some of you from other
agencies and other countries join with us in joint support of research projects. I might say
that a number of other agencies are making strong contributions to our existing program
already (e.g. the NRL radar aircraft contribution.)
I
Let me now run through some figures which will attempt to relate this oceanographic
activity to other NASA areas of interest.
|
, Figure 1 Note the position of various missions. Our effort is devoted mainly to the
development of scientific payloads for the 35 - 60 day A.E.S. orbital flights
(initially) and for the permanent earth orbital research laboratories (ORL).
Figure 2 This is a rough estimate of the time schedule involved.
Figure 3 Note the relationship of current feasibility studies to other mission phases.
Figure 4 Note *dae relationship of current feasibility studies in aircraft to future
missions.
Figure 5 Note the relatLmship of current feasibility studies to futu:'e *prrestrial
applications in a number of disciplines.
Figure 6 Questions being investigated during our feasibility studies.
Figure V Note the data exchange problems being encountered during our feasibility
studies and contemplated for our future missions. Note the interdependency of
various portions of the spectrum and the need for rapid exchange of informa-
tion.
Figures 8, 9 These figures will give you an _dea of the configuration of the earliest generation
spacecraft (manned earth orbital-extended stay time).
Figure 10 Note Manls role in future m;ssions. In the less .omplicated light weight satel-
lites man can play a part in calibration, adjustment and so forth. In large
payload vehicles like the ones we are considering, with tremendous data
gathering capabilities, mants powers o_ selectivity and decision making are
g_ing to be extremely valuable if not mandatory. His ability to capitalize on
the unknown elements which are encountered will be most important.
I have purposely said little about individual research areas which we are investigating
already. These will be nicely covered by the following speakers. 1 would ask you to consider
the test site approach, using sensor equipped aircraft which w_ are now involved in developing
for terrestrial objectives. I believe it would be very appropriate to oceanographic and coastal
problems also. We now have a group of remote sensor equipped Lircraft at our disposal and I
2
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can assure you that we shall do everything we: can to help you in solving some of your feasi-
bility programs prior to spacecraft missions.
Figures 11_14 will give you an idea of the guidelines which we are using to select test
sites. ! hope that the volume resulting from this conference will include a list of test sites
for our consideration in the immediate future.
In closing, I wish to assure you that NASA is most anxious for all of your work and
reporting to be carried on in a completely unclassified manner. We shall work with you
vigorously to achieve this and other goals which you recommend.
!
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SOllEQUESTIONSASAISTRYINGTOANSWERBYAERIALSURVEYS
ANDEARTHORBITALMISSIONSPRIORTOLUNARORBITALF IGHTS
SPECTRAL EMISSION STUDIES
• WHAT RELATIONSHIPSEXIST BETWEENSPECTRALEMISSIONANOMALIESAND
MAJOR GEOSCIENTIFICFEAT RES ON PLANETARYSURFACES?
!
• HOW CAN THE EMPIRICALrELATIONSHIPSESTABLISHEDBY ANOMALY MAPPING
; LEADTO A BETTERUNDER_[ANDINGOFEMITTANCETHEORY?
• CANTERRESTRIAL"GRObID TRUTH"SURVEYSREMOVEMANYOFTHEUNCERTAINTIES
ASSOCIATEDWITHTHE INTERPRETATIONOFEMISSIONANOMALIES?
• CANSPACEBORNESPECTRALRADIATIONDETECTORSBEUSEDTO DETERMINETHE
CHEMICALAND MINERALOGICALCOMPOSITIONOF PLANETARYSURFACES?
SPECTRAL IMAGERY
• DOMULTIBANDPHOTOGRAPHYANDSPECTRALIMAGERY(FROMORBITALALTITUDES)
PROVIDEADVANTAGESOVERCONVENTIALPHOTOGRAPHY?
; • HOWIMPORTANTARETHEFOLLOWINGADVANTAGES:
L
SYNOPTICCOVERAGEAND CONTINUITYOFOBSERVATION.RECOGNITIONOF
GROSSPATTERNSNOTDETECTABLEON SMALLERAREAIMAGERY(REGIONAL
TECTONICS,GEOGRAPHICPATTERNS,ETC.)
• AVOIDANCEOFMOSAICDEGRADATION
ACTIVE SENSORS
• HOW WELLCAN RADAR PICK UP STRUCTURALDETAILSNOT REVEALEDBY
CONVENTIONALPHOTOGRAPHY?
• HOW EFFECTIVEIS RADAR INDETERMININGTHE THICKNESSOF SOILAND GLACIALTILL?
• DOES RADAR PERMITTHEMAPPING OF GEOLOGICALCONTACTSWHICH CANNOT BE
DETECTEDBY CONVENTI.'.'.PHOTOGRAPHYOR BY SPECTRALEMITTANCE?
• HOW ACCURATELYCAN ACTIVEMICROWAVE SENSORS (RADAR)PREDICTTHE SURFACE
ROUGHNESSAND DETAILEDTOPOGRAPHY OF PLANETARYAND OCEANICSURFACES?
REMOIE SENSORS (ALL TYPES)
• CANSPACEBORNEREMOTESENSORSAID IN OURUNDERSTANDINGOF A_R POLLUTION,
INDUSTRIALGROWTH,MAJORHYDROLOGICDISTRIBUTIONPROBLEMS?
. Figure8
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE PANEL 0,7 CURRENTS
Chairman: Robert W. Stewart "
University of British Columbia
Vancouver, British Columbia
Members
D. F. Bumpu_J J.A. Knauss
W. V. Burt A.R. Miller
H. L. Cameron P.M. Moser
J. H. Carpenter M. Rattray, Jr.
F. C. Fuglister
Sea Level. The difference between the local mean sea level and a true level surface (the
geoid) is a quantity of the greatest importance to physical ocemlography, and not only to the
study of tides and tsunamis. Spacial variations of this quantity determine the surface geo-
strophic currents, and if precisely known would give information on the oceanic "depth of no
motion." Temporal variations largely determine the barotropic time dependent motion, lack of
knowledge of which is one of the greatest stumbling blocks in present day oceanography.
The required precision seems to be about one order of magnitude beyond the present
radar capability. If the instrument does not permit measurement of relative elevation to within
50 cm, the information is of essentially no oceanographic use. The value increases very
rapidly with improvements over this figure, and if a pre,_ision of 5 cm could be achieved, the
resulting information would be of immense value. Obviously, to obtain such precision some
refined technique of averaging over, or otherwise compensating for, wave motion is required.
For the purpose envisaged here, averages over areas in the neighborhood of 1000 sq. km would
be suitable, so the mean level is in fr.ct definable to suitable precision in spite of the presence
of even high waves.
To repeat, if the precision required can be met, measurement of sea level would be of
such value as to warrant a large cfIort, but less than the required precision is useless to
oceanographers.
Surface Mapping. L is conceivable that surface mapping might reveal many features
associated with current systems. Large temperature gradients accompany the boundaries of
' many of the most vigorous ocean currents. It is also well known that in fluid mechanical sys-
tems the isolines of contaminants of any kind tend to become aligned with stream lines. For
this reason, devices which enhance the "color" contrasts of sea water - whether in the visible
or not - should be tried out.
The strongest case for manned, :-_ opposed to unmanned satellites in this connection is
the possibility that large scale variations in some parameter not yet appreciated may turn out
to be visible. It is possible that current shears, either horizontal or vertical, may modify
surface wave parameters so as to produce effects visible in the glitter patter,_s. Wakes may
be seen from some islands, or even from some kinds of fu]ly submsrged bottom relief, and it
would be unwise to prejudge the possibility of some entirely unsuspected contrast proving
visible to a trained observer. (That such contrasts are not obvious to untrained observers can
be inferred from the silence, on this subject, kept by those, both American and Soviet, who have
been in a position to observe from orbit.}*
Mapping of ice-covered regions, either optically or by line-scan radar, is likely to reveal
structure from which it will be possib?.e to inter the orientation of surface strea.m lines. The
ultimate value of these mapping techniques is still of uncertain value. They are widely used
by glaciologists, but little used by limnologists, each of whom need on!y aircraft to gain
*Note: Glenn reports having seen the Gulf Stream during the MA-6 flight. _-d.
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corresponding information. It woulcl seem that a program in this direction should deve;op step
by step and be subject to constant review, for the results may not be worth the candle.
Multiple Look Techni_.es. The most direct measurement of velocity involves the mea-
surement of displaceme._," during a kJaown time interval. For the ocean, a s:ngle satellite is
i not well suited t:, this purpose. During a single pass, a low s_tellite (1000 km or lower) from
. which reasonably detailed resolution is feasible, can view a particular area on the surface for
times only of the order of a minute. In this time, typical ocean currents pr,_duce translations
of only a few meters. Since the horizontal translation produced by surface waves is of the
same order, any measuroment of displacen_ent over such a time interval w_uld not only be
: difficult to make, but wot_ld be heavily contaminated by noise.
For a single satellite, lo_ks on successive passes occur twice daily. This is exactly the
wrong interval. Among the largest motions of the ocean are tides and particularly inertial
oscillations, both of which have periods of the order of one-half day. Observations at this time
interval would thus be subject to a very large noise component which would be aliased through
the whole spectrum, and make the interpretation extremely difficult.
Bowever, if three satellites were used, on polar orbits displaced by 60 °, sufficient
information could be obtained to smooth tidal and inertial motions and remove the aliasing.
Objects which might be followed in this way include deliberately planted buoys which may
follow surface motion or be attached to drogues at some desired depth. The trajectories of
such buoys can provide some information on both large scale mean currents and on turbulent
diffusion, but it should be recognized that such techniques are subject to some very fundamental
difficulties which preclude interpretation in other than a very general way.
Again, this technique is especially suitable for following ice movement. It may also
prove valuable in following identifiable water features such as Gt_lf Stream meanders. In these
cases, the use of stereo methods to reveal flow patterns may prove particularly valuable.
It should be noted that the comments in this section apply equally to optical, infrared or
radar scanning.
Communication. It was widely agreed among contributors to the discussion leading to
this paper that probably the moo; important use of satellRes in oceanography would be as
communication aids in transmitting information from instrumented buoys. The discussion of
the nature of such buoys lay outside the scope of this conference, but the resulting briefness
of this section should nc,t be taken as an indication of its importance. Some participants feel
that the _ really valuable role of satellites in oceanography will be this one of communica-
tion, and that of navigation.
Navigation. This paper would be incomplete without mentLon of the fact that perhaps the
greatest improvement in existing shipborn velocity determinations would be obtained by mak-
ing deep sea navigation as precise as is now possible in some near-shore regions. Naviga-
tional satellites have frequently been discussed, and if the perfection of such devices can be
achieved, the gain would be indisputable.
2O
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corresponding information. It woul;t seem that a program in this direction should develop step
by step and be subject to constant review, for the results may not be worth the candle.
Multiple Look Techniques. The most direct measurement of velocity involves ,he mea-
surement of displacement during a known time interval. For the ocean, a single satellite is
not well suited to this purpose. During a single p_ss, a low satellite (1000 km or lower) from
which reasonably detailed resolution is feasible, can view a particular area on the st, r£ace for
times only of the order of a minute. In this time, typical ocean currents produce translations
of only a few meters. Since the horizontal translation produced by surface waves is of the
same order, any measurement of displacement over suc_, _ time interval would not only be
difficult to make, but would be heavily contaminated by noise.
For a single satellite, looks on successive passes occur twice daily. This is exactly the
interval. Among the largest motions of the ocean are tides and particularly inertial
oscillations, both of which have periods of the order of one-half day. Observations at this time
interval would thus be subject to a very large noise component which would be aliased through
the whole spectrum, and make the interpretation extremely difficult.
However, if three satellites were used, on polar orbits displaced by 60 °, sufficient
information could be obtained to smooth tidal and inertial motions and remove the aliasing.
Objects which might be followed in *.his way include deliberately planted buoys which may
follow surface motion or be attached to drogues at some desired depth, The trajectories of
such buoys can provide some information on both large scale wean currents and on turbulent
diffusion, but it should be recognized that such techniques are subject to some very fundamental
difficulties which preclude interpretation in other than a very general way.
Again, this technique is especially suitable for following ice movement. It may also
prove valuable in following identifiable _ater features such as Gulf Stream meanders. In these
cases, the use of stereo methods to reveal flow patterns may prove particulerly valuable.
It should be noted that the comments in this section apply eq_Jally to optical, infrared or
radar scanning.
Communication. It was widely agreed among contributors to the disc ,.ssion leading to
this paper that probably the most important use of satellites in oceanvgraphy would be as
communication aids in trar.smitting information from instrumented buoys. The discussion of
the nature of such buoys lay outside the scope of this conference, but the resulting briefness
of this sect4,on should not be taken as an indication of its importance. Some participants feel
that the only really valuable role of satellites in oceanography will be this one of communica-
tion, and that of navigation.
Navigation. This paper would b_ incomplete without mention of the fact that perhaps the
greatest improvement in existing shipborn velocity determinations would be obtained by mak-
ing deep sea navigation as precise as is now possible in some near-shore regions. Naviga-
tional satellites have frequently been discussed, and if the perfection of such devices can be
achieved, the gain would be indisputable.
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_?) OCEANOGRAPHIC S_TELLITE RADAR ALTIMETER
AND WIND SEA SENSOR " "
o Thomas W. Godbey
The General Electric Company, Light Military Electronics Department
Utica, New York
In Dr.._.wing'soperAng remarks on blonday afternoon,he asked us all to cunsider that"_
new generation of oceanographers willbe asking new questions of the ocean and we should
attemp_ to anticipatethiswhen considering what can or should be observed and measured
from a Manned Orbital Oceanographic Laboratory.
As a non-oceanographer Iwould like to run through some of the things the oceans are
to the space effort.
Most obvious is the use of the space over the ocean as a safe laboratory to conduct
experiments on thatpotentiallyexplosive,often unpredictable beast called a space booster.
Just as important is the use of the ocean as a junk yard for the _parated booster stages and
other hardware which is not placed intoorbit.
The ocean was used as a landing place for our Mercury Astronauts and willbe used for
the Gemini, Apollo and other mar.ned space flightrecovery phases. Oceanographic predic-
tion,especiallyaccurate wave forecasts,wiltbe necessary to assure the survival cf the
Astronauts aRer the ocean landing.
The ocean also gives us a broad, accessible platform on which we can place as many
range instrumentation, tracking,telemetry and/or command and control stations as we need
or wish. All of thisis rent free and doesn't have to involve special treaty arrangements
with other countries.
A characteristicof the ocean which is potentiallyvery useful but which has not been
exploitedis thatthe ocean is the reference radius of the earth. The ocean is at _ero
altitudeand therefore when accurate altitudemeasurements are made from a space vehicle
i to the ocean, the vehicle's radial position, radial rate and radie 1 acceleration can be more
rapidly and precisely determined tha_l with any other measuring device known. I Accurate,
real time altitude and altitude rate information and a velocin'.eter is all that i o needed to
I control an orbit injection maneuver and a single point measurement of altitude, altitude rate
and altitude acceleration from an "orbiting" vehicle is sufficient to determine the in-plane
orbit parameters. General Electrtc Company's studies 2 of this type of syste n show orders
of magnitude improvemenz in orbit injection and measurement over presently implemented
systems.
During the course of these studies we naturally had to determine the effect that changes
of the ocean surfacels radar return characteristics would have on the altimeter's transmitted
power and frequencys its minimum and maximum altitude capability and its altitude measure-
ment accuracy. What we found was that from altitude greater than 50 NAUTICAL MILES the
altitude tracking accuracy capability of a properly designed pulse altimeter is not a function
of sea state at all since the noise characteristic of the return is the result of so many million
individual back scattering facets of the ocean that increasing or decreasing their number by
two or three orders of magnitude has no appreciable effect on the returnts mean or variance.
We also found that for radar wave lengths less than 10 cm the large scale structure of
the ocean wi]/not be sensed by the altimeter but that the small sc,_.le (i.e., lc_,al wind sea)
structure will make the received pulse power change by a factor of about 200 to 1 from 5 knot
wlndwaves to 60 knot wtndwaves.
Dr. Moore and Dr. Katz described this change of radar re'-rn per unit area as a function
of both angle from the vertical and of wind speed in their presentatzons yesterday.
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Figure 1 is a compilation of measured average radar cross section per unit area as a
function of a.,_le from local vertical, Usea_), and local wind. It is presented here tc sum-
marize what they told us about the oceans radar section at, and near, vertical incidence.
In a classic case of serendipidy it occurred to us that not only accurate altitude could be
measured but also the "local wind-sea state" could be determined with the same instrument.
We felt that such a measurement would be useful to oceanographers and so after discussing
this with Dr. Moore he decided we should present the idea to Dr. Pierson.
The imh._.diate result of these meetings was a joint _roposal by Dr.ls Pierson and
Moore to fly this _xperiment as part of a more comprehensive radar experiment on NASA_s
Polar Orbital Geophysical Observatory (POGO) 3.
Quoting from this proposal, ---
"Objectives dealing with wave height are outlined in the separate section prepared by
Dr. Pierson. It appears relatively certain that their objectives can be met.
"It is not certain that enough precision in the range (i.e. altitude) measurement can b_.
achieved to determine mid-ocean tides, but it is quite possible. It is also quite possible
that bulges in the mean surface of the ocean caused by long fetches of wind will also
show up. It may be possible to determine variations m the mean surface height across
a hurricane or typhoon, and use this information to draw conclusions about the storm
intensity".
This morning, Dr. Pierson and Dr. Stewart both touched again on this need to measure
sea-level changes in the open ocean. They also mentioned one of the key characteristics cf
thes sea level changes which make it feasible to use altimetry from a satellite to measure
them, that is, their large dimensions. "!_.is makes it not only feasible but ne_.essary to aver-
age the altitude residuals over long periods of time (1000 to 10,000 sample data points) to
obtain very accurate mean sea level mvas-rements.
It is not proposed that this data reduction be done on board the satellite even in such a
well equipped orbital laboratory as the one proposed by Dr. Badgley.
Notice that I said we would average the atltitude measurement residuals. This means
that the altitude measurements, obtained at about a 100 per second rate, will each be sub-
tracted frum the Orbit Ephemeris altitude for the particular time and Geodetic position at
which the measurement was taken. This implies that the Ephemeris and the Geoid have been
determined very accurately, by using data from many *.racldng stations (and possibly the same
altitude data) for many orbits to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of their true dimensions.
The altitude measurement residuals then would be exactly zero, except for Sea Level varia-
tions, if there were no bias or random errors in either of the measured or estima;ed quanti-
ties. Ephemeris estimates errors will be strictly of the bias variety, Geoid estimates wil] be
mostly of the bias kind but *.here will also be random errors on the estimates of the distribu-
tion of radius with position. These Geoid random errors are not however random in time
whereas the variation of sea-level will be; so khat day to day, week to week, and month to
month variations in sea level can be eventually detected.
The Altimeter measurement errors are going to be both of the bias and random variety
but the random noise will have a frequency spectrum from zero to the sample data rate of 100
per second. Thus, with a one signal random noise of 5 feet, 100 altitude residuals will reduce
th's standard error to 0.5 ft., a 1,000 sample running average reduces the standard error to
0.158 ft., and a 10,000 sample running average reduces the error to 0.0L ft. Digital data
smoothing also offers the capability ,_f obtaining the slope and the a_cceleration of the sea-level
changes if this is desired. 4 Obtaining the derivatives of the altitude residuals will be a useful
thing to do anyhow since the weightingfunctions on the noise are different from the simple
averaging described for a stationary signal. Thus if a sea level variation is indicated from
the s_.,oothed data a derivatives check will help to decide whether this is a true sea level
change or merely a noise residual drift.
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Now the next thing to discuss is how does one get altitudc measurements from a
satellite over the ocean with only 5 ft. stand__rd crror ppr measurement?
It isnlt easy, but it is feasible within the present "State of the Art". It is not "off the
shelf zf chiefly because no one has ever been convinced that their particular problem could
only be solved with this good or better altimeter measurements from satellites.
Ability to track the return pulse accurately is a function of the gain-bandwidth of the
tracking !sop, the noise characteristics of the return, and the transmitted pulse width,
amplitude and tire time stabilities. Amplih_de instability itself can he er_d4cated as a ma_or
error contributor by centroid (split gate) tracking. Pulse width and rise time errors can
largely be eliminated by both selection of a stable transmitter and by measuring the trans-
mitted pulse and adapting the tracking circuit gates to compensate for variations. At any
rate these extreme measures are probably not necessary since the largest improvement can
be made simply by choosing a good transmitter with a 10 nanosecond rise time and a 100
nanosecond pulse duration.
A optimum split gate tracker will be able to track the ocean returns to about 2 ft.
random error, whereas a leading edge threshold tracker would have about 4 foot random
error.
The next error sources to consider are the timing errors. These consist of the clock
error, quantizing errors, logic function errors and uncertainty on the propagation time of
the return pulse through the receiver. If the fastest solid state logic circuitry available
today is used in the critical areas we can count at near kilomegacycle rates.
This _peed is not necessary for the altimeter round trip time counter but will be useful
in calibrating the propagation time through the receiver and its variations with temperature
so that this error source can be corrected for using temperature measurements.
The round trip time counter in the altimeter should count a 200 megacycle clock
frequency which will give a two ended quantizing error of only 2.5/_6 = 1.02 ft.
A clock accuracy of one part in 108 with short term stability of one part in 109 is
obtainable with crystal oven oscillators. The e.'Tor due to the clock from an altitude of 3
milUon feet will therefore be much less than the quantizing error (about 10-3 f0 so there is
no problem here.
Logic function errors come from the fact that switching and gating commands are
recognized by threol,,ld detection of pulses sent from one subsystem or element to another
in the altimeter. Propagation time variations, rise time slope variations, and response time
delay variations are the error gznerators. The total random timing error at each of these
critical function interfaces from all these causes can generally be held to ±10% of the rise
time of the circuits.
A timing error budget for the altimeter which needs to be developed is shown in Table 1.
Altimeter characteristics are listed in Table 2.
A discussion of the error uncertainties due to propagation vertically through the atmos-
phere follows these tables and a short summary concludes the presentation.
Mr. Gordon Thayer of The National Bureau of Standards has studied and tested the
atmospheric refraction errors for radars at all elevation angles. Tests have been conaucted
all over the world. He found that at elevation an_les of 90 ° (Vertical paths through +,he totaJ
atmosphere) the mean range error will be 8.0 ft. v In a private communication Mr. Thayer
said that if the satellitets geodetic position is roughly known (to a few degrees in latitude and
longitude) and the day of the year is known then a standard correction for atmospheric range
delay will result in a resid_ial standard error of about _4_.1 ft. This is the reason for not L't-
cluding the propagation error as part of the altimeter error budget since _=0.1 ft will have no
effec.t on either the bias or the random error when compared to the other error sources.
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TABLE 1
Radar Altimeter Timing Error Bu*dget (1 Sigma)
Spec Bias Random
Item Source (nanosec) (nanosec) (nanosec)
Transmitted Pulse 1. Detection & Start Counter 2 _-.2 _.2
Pulse
2. Rise Time 10 _- 1 _- 1.0
3. Pulse Shape Square _- 10 :_ 1.0
4. Pulse Width 100 :_ 10 J- 2.0
Range Counter 1. Q_antizing Noise i 2.0
2. Frequency Stability
Local Oscillator
& IF Strip 1. Automatfc Fruquency Control
of Local Oscillator • 2.5 ± 2.0
2. Time for Received Pulse to
Pass Through IF Strip 25 _- 2.5 ± 2.5
3. Temperature Changes Both
AIrC & IF i I0 _-1.0
Range Tracking 1. 1st Gate Width 63 i 3.0 _- 3.0
Circuitry 2. 2nd Gate Width 37 -_ 2.0 * 2.0
Receiver Noise 1. at S/N Ratio of 20 db _- 2.0 • 0.6
Sea Return Noise 1. Always S/N Ratio of
r.l(4- rr) - -+.4.0
(NOTE - Timing Error Converts to Range Error at 1/2 footper nanosecond. The RMS Bias
and Random Errors arc converted to feetin Table 2.)
TABLE 2
Pulsed Radar Altimeter Characteristics
Power Transmitted 10 KW Peak
Center Frequency X Band
Transmitted Pulse Width 100 nanosec
Rise Time of Transmitted Pulse 10 nanosec
Pulse Repetition Frequency I00 cps
Range Accuracy
Bias Errors Uncertainty after Correction _- 12 ft (I sigma)
for Measured Temperature
Pulse to Pulse Random Error • 3.5 ft (1 sigma)
i_ Output Information Range - 100 _.imee.' see
Resolution 2.5 ft.
Power Required at 28 vdc 27 watts
Weight 10 Ibs.
Size 4.0 x 8.6 x 12.0 in.
Antenna Requirement 3° x 20 ° Beamwidth
with wide angle aligned
to the satellite flight
• : path,
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SUMMARY
I've described how a radar altin,eter can measure both the Local Wind-Sea State and
alti_de when operating from a satellite. It appears that both of these measurements can be
very useful to the Oceanographic and Geodetic Communities. All that is required now is
development of the altimeter to operational status and a satellite.
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_ w-_ SEA LEVEL AND TSUNAMIS ' _ .r-
H. B. Stewart, Jr.
-j U.S. Coast_ and Geodc'i.. ";_:rvt_y, Washington, D. C.
S_--A LEVEL -- The Problem -- "Sea level" is a concept rather than a reality, for in
addition to wind wavvs and swell the hetght of the' surface of the sea varies due to other factors
including astronomic tides, currents, wind set-up, air pressure, the distribution of water
density, and secular changes due to variations in total amount of water available. The height
of the sea surface at any point in space and time is the net effect of these factors, and the
range at some places may be as much as 9m over one ticml cycle. Interest in knowing the
height or, on an aerial basis, the topography of the sea surface stems primarily from the fact
that "sea level" is a highly sensitive, quantitative indicator of dynamic processes taking place
in both the atmosphere and the ocean.
Tide predictions fox" coastal areas and the prediction and warning of destructive storm
surges are two economic aspects of the problem, but it is towards the over-all understanding
of oceanic processes that the oceanographer is most interested in the variations in the height
of th£ sea surface. There is, for _ -ample, nt,w no means of direct measurement of the slope
of the sea surface across an ocean. There s not even a means for measuring the actual slope
across the Gulf Stream. Traditionally sea slope has been computed by assuming a level sur-
face of no motion at depth and determining the distribution of density above thi._ Ievel, but actual
measurements have not heretofor been possible and are needed as a check on theory. T, a-
ditionally the oceanographer has been limited to sea-level measurements made from shoreline
tide gauges providing data on variations of sea level with time at discrete coastal points. What
is now needed is the ability to look synoptically or quasi-snyoptically at the aerial variations
of sea surface height. Ideally the ability to discriminate slopes of a few centimeters over
distances of a few tens of miles is desired.
The Solution -- Satellit_ altimetry offers the possibility of adding a new dimension to
sea level measurements. It is realized that the degree of precision given above as "uesired"
is beyond the capability of present instrumentation, mt it is felt t_at the ultimate uses to
which the data could be put justify the development c,' the instrumentation to pr:_eure them.
Satellites have built inio them two qualities which are important to this problem: replication
and smoothin_ trine. For a satellite traveling at 8km]se_-, a ten-second average of altitude
would represent an ocean path of 80 km. Aside from errors introduced by equipment bias, a
precision of about one foot by smoothing over this ten-second period is not beyond the reach
of presen _. ,echnology and data even of this type (approximately l part in 105) would be ex-
tremely useful. The absolute height of the satellite is not important to this problem. What is
needed is knowledge of the apparent variations in this height as a function of variations in the
• height of the sea surface against wh':ch the platform altitude is measure'L It is, therefore,
urged that s.ltellite altimetry continue to be refined and that special attention be paid to high
accuracy radar altimetry and to stereo radar imagery using interferometric techniques as
posbible means of solving this problem. Studies of the small scale variations in the shape of
the geoid must be continued as the geoidal variations must be known to within the precision
limits and smoothing areas being considered in .qea-level measurements.
TSUNAMIS -- The Problem -- On a rough average of once every four years, highly
destructive r.eismic sea waves (tsunamis) generated by earthquakes beneath the sea race
across the Pacific to endanger life ann property on low-lying coastal and island areas. They
are extremely rare, however, in both the Atlantic and Indian Oceal_c An effective tsunami
warning system for the Pacific has been devised utilizing seismogra_phs, tide gauges,
tsunami travel-time charts, and a communicationb network to warn of the _mpending arrival
of potentially destructive waves. However, little ts known of the coupling mechanism be-
tween the ocean bottom and the water, and as yet is is impossible to predict the height to
which any given tsunami wiU rise along a coast. Research in this _rea is progressing but is
seriously hampered by lack of data on the characteristics of the waves in the open ocean.
Wave heights at sea are probably one or two feet, wave lengths are on the order of a hundred
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• iles, and speeds run to 500 _}r 600 miles per hour. Since the wave acts as a shallow water
wave, the bottom topography, even in the deep sea, modifies tht: shape of the wave front, yet
there is now no means of obtaining any actual measurements of the height, speed, direction
of propagation, or shape of the wave front on the open ocean. These data are essential if the
phenomenon is to be more fury ul_dvrstood.
The Solution -- Satellite and spacecraft observations may provide infGrmation to assist
in solving this problem. If high resol-tion optical photography or rada- imagery r " .arge
area of the ocean at a time when a tsunamis is in transit could discriminate to the extent that
the tsunamis wave train could be identified, our knowledge of these intriguing but deRtmsc-tlvp
waves could be greatly advanced. The infrequency of tsunami occurrence would not justify
the development of a continuously monitoring satellite system for this purpose alone. Any
satellite or spacecraft instrumentation that could detect tsunamis would be so useful for
other purposes that it would probably be in continuous operation. Otherwise, the orbiting
equipment could be triggered from the tsunami warning system whenever an ui_dersea earth-
quake was detected. As earth-observing equipment is developed for use in orb:ting satellites,
it is urged that its application to tsunami research be borne in mind.
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./_ CURRENTS AND PHOI'OGRAMMETRY
%_ by H. L. C.7_mercn
•_ e Acadia University. A.F.C.R.L.a._,_ D.A.._. of Canada -.
¢ 4
IN_DUCTION
Curr,_uts ._ave !oI-_ posed a challenge bo'.h to pr__c-i,-al men and t:_ecretica! scientists.
_b _ter curren,.._ were _._, f_."st :0 be noticed by man in his effor'.s to cross streams and am._.
o_ the sea: _-ircurrent_ are vow of equal i_,_erest_nd imporl_-_c__illthisday of world wide
._.-"ravel,and today ".hecurrents of both -.-el!q_--xdand jaseous oce-_.sare receiving intensive
s_:._d_ and measurement.
The me_.suremen_ of water curret,ts has b_en carried out _.,'_e_- Jy means of current
m_ers. These are based on a propeller, hetd immovabl_ in the current, which gives _he
: v_!ocity by thc numLer of revolut:ons in a given time int,._1-_al. Electrical meLhods using
.--_rrents induced hy ",he flow o_ the salt water ele .-trolyte through the earth_8 magnetic field,
have been developed. These devices gice mass flow, but still have the defect cf the meter
•.ethod in that they do not give a synoptic picture of @ze IIov, pattern. In attempting to _nea-
: _ure ocean currents the added complication of ship posit:cuing has been overcome by
electronic,navigational systems such as Decca, Lor_._ an,JShr, ran.
A new -he,hod ,_f wa_er current measurement :'_as b_en developed using air photos,
•. pace photos, or radar sco.oe photos. This is based J. t_e movement of moving objects rela-
tive t_ fixed objects during a time period fixed by _ueces_-ve phot_gr_.._s. The photographs
_-re stereoscopic, or at least cover the same gener_l are _ from approximately the same
[_)sition. The speed determina*.i,_n is made from the fals _ parallax which give a !a!se "topo-
! _-rapkAc _ position to the moving object, e.g. a s-trip or boa. will appear to be floating above the
; _mter surface, or to be m_ny fee*. _eneath the surface, d_'ending on wl_ether it is moving in
the opposite direction or the same direction as the al.'--'-_t. The basis _d the method is shown
i_ Fig. 1 which is la-gely "seLf-explanatory.
= _.PPL_.C_ _I IONS
The time lapse stereo method has Leen applied in a number of places in Canada _nd has
beer_ officially aaopted by the U. _. Coast Guard and Geodetic Survey. It is now being used by
ti'e Canad_a_ Hyd,'ographic Survey on a_ exper,:mental basis.
Pe*_t Passage m southwestern Nova Scotia _s one of the narrow entrances to the Bay of
_mdy. When urob]ems of small boat anchorage arose at *he village of Tiverton due ",othe
high tides (17 fee0 and strong tid_.t currents, the Canadiza Fzderal Department of PubLic
Works decided to t.:y this metho..; to obtain a synoptic picb,re of the currents. The RC.-_F took
photo strips at 1_ min._teinzervalsbothhere and at Grand Passage to the West. These were
worked up into a 8e_'ies of charts showing the configuration of the currents and the conclusio_
was reached that '.he mooring; diff_;ulties ar.se from eddy and counter crrrents created by
the jet wh._.h forms _._ the c,_nstriction at Ti;'ertor. The only solution is a dam or causeway
which will eliminate the jet. Fig. 2 is an example cf one of the current maps and Fig. 3 is r.
, stereo p,_ir showing tl.e f_1._e topographic effect of the moving water.
Minas Charn_c] and Chignecto Bay _re the iwo major extension of the Bay of Fundy.
Their size and shal_: u_ako them difficuL" to survey by conventional hydrographic me_hods so
they .were chosen for the _ecmm experiment. Because n0ither the RCAF or any civilian
agency had the alt_,:ude capability required for -;ide to side photography of these bodies of
,--'-ter, the R&F w_8 approached, _y_d very kindly consented zo carry 9:,t the w'Jrk as au exer-
cise. This is or.e more example of the pion_.ering spirit of this great service. The pho_o-
: graphy ,,,as very successful and Fig. 4 is a map showin_ diagrammatically the results of the
; preliminary r-arrent sum ey$.
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As soon aa apace photography from tb_9 Tiros satellites became availabl, checks were
made to test the possibility of using this me_hod. The resoluti, m of the Tiros irom I to _HI
is such that even large ships are indistinguishable: indeed there is a great argument as to
whether land areas will .-_,ereo, and if so, how much can be done with the relief _ts presented.
However, whc.l ice marked sea and g_tlf areas were studied it became obvious that the
me'hod ,ni#r_:t b_ applied, if srff|cient time lapse could be obtaincd. Fig. 5 is an exareple of a
stereo time lapse pair of Tiros H photographs which were used to measure the speed of ice
field motion in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The right h_ nd photo was taken on one orbit of the
satelllte, and the lef% hand one on thv next orbit, givL_g a time lapse of 10! minutes. The speed
was calculated at .49 miles per hour and it was ccnfir:ned by the U. S. Hydrographic Office
using conventional ptiotography taken on the sa,_ae day. By using photos from a_jac,,-.t flight
lines they obtained a figure of .5 miles per ho_r. These rather high speeds can be explained
by an easterly gale of ,_0 knots on the same day. With the better resolution and 100% cover
of the Nimbus photography it should be possible to map ice r reas and their movements in the
polar zones of the e_.rth.
The applic3._ion of this technique to radar photography has been made as part of experi-
ments in ice surveys in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. It is well known (and often r_iterated by
radar experts) that stereo viewing of overlapping radar will not give topographic relief
effects. However, if an area with a definite configuration, such as an ice field, is translated
between rada.-- scope photos, then the topographic effect is produced. Fig. 6 is an example
showing the ice masses in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The ice ,tppears to be at a different
elevation than "_.heland areas.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Stereo time lapse phutograptiy can be used to measure the speeds of moving )bjects by
stereo measurement of the false parallax produced by motion between photos. The method
has been used successfully with conventional aerial photography from !ow, medium and h_gh
altitudes. (1,500, 15,000, 43,000 an4 70,000 feet) It has also been used with space photography
from Tiros li and wlth ra_. j_r scope photography from 41,000'.[
i It is concluded that this method should be usable from manned space platforms for the
study of ocean currents using both photography and radar. In the meantime, a great deal of
work can be dnne using high flying aircraft a:td Nimbus cover ,_rom space.
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_ / OPTICS
3ohn F. Cronin
J
_' -" .&trForce Cambridg£- Research I._boratorie8,
Bedford, r,_s_ach _setts
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
The preliminary agenda stated that _ was |o b,. the topic of thi_ afternoon_s session.
Let us say, rather, that we are to discuss visual obsc rv_tions from n:mmed orbiters, photo-
graphy from extreme altitude aircraft, the problems o. visibility and some uncmzventional
photographic technique.
Most of what you will see today was _own fo_ purposes other than o_eanography yet its
usefulness to the oceanographer should be appare'_t Io all. It should also _e obvious that if
certain of these manned flights had been designe3 for oceanographic objectives with a trained
observer-scientist aboard, the information ret-_rn w _uld have been greatly increased.
i
To act as r moderator and to lead th_ discuss.on du_'ing this afternoon's matters of
moment I believe we have the preeminent choi,.e in Dr. S. Q. Duntley, director of the Visibil'ty
Laboratory zt Scripps L,lstitution of Oceanogr._phy. His career in a measure represents the
progress of oc$_nography during the last two decades, from his days in 1944 s_Jent in a glass
bottomed boat peering down into the Gulf Stream's waters, to this summer's c,Jncern with man
peering through the earth's atmosphere from an ea.-th-circling orbiter. Today, in addition to
being moderator, he wi]l also speak to us briefly on the subject of wind celoeity and _ea-state
measurements from se._ellites.
Prof. Cameron of Acadia University, Nova Scotia, who is well known among us for his
geolcgic oceanographic and photogramme'rie studies _f the. Maritime provinces and their
bordering waters will describe to us, shortly, certain experiments in radar mapping of ice
fields in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and also his efforts t_ measure ice field movement from
TIROS photography. In tomorrow's program he w:U present the substance of what I believe
to be the original study in the measurement of wave velocity from stereo photog_'aphy. Al-
though this paper was _irst presented {1952) more than a decade ago, the technique is st_!_l
either untried or unknown to most oceanographer_..
Dr. Wanta anu I had been scheduled to describe a study of a rather unusual cloud pattern
in TIROS photography of the Bay of Bengal. The origin may be, in part, seismic and oceano-
graphic rather than simply meteorological. The _aper will not be given today, but it will be a
part of the published proceedings of _.hese sessiohs.
Joe Morgan of the Infrared Laboratory, Un.ver.sity of MichiTan, had been scheduled to
present material given earlier this year at the spring meeting of. he Optical Society of
America. Certain infrared imagery had been declassified for that meeting alone; inexplicably
week s conference. We shall hear thena similar dispensation could not be obtained for "his
about certain qualitative aspects of this imagery -- imagery of sea ice and snow in the Gulf of
'. St. Lawrence and the north polar basin.
: I have been asked to present a few examples of photographic techniques that will become,
I believe, of considerab_e value to the oceanographer. We shall see refractive wave trains
photographed by panoramic cameras from extreme altitude aircraft, satellite photography of
"clear" seas plus narro.v band, :aultispectral, image enhancement experiments.
The astronauts of NASAts Mercury progrz.m were not scientists, yet with the briefest oi
training brought back photography and visual ob _ervations of considerable scientific interest.
One such example, photographic observations of the earth_ airglow layer by Gordon Cooper
' during his 16th orbit of earth, has been reported earlier this sum_ner by Cooper and the
Umversity of MAnncsota team of Gdlett, Huch and Ney (1964). This afternoon we shall hear
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' from Dr. _)wman of C_-,,ddard _pacd Flight Center who will review other such accomp]isll-
ment_ of ot_- first mar_ed orbital proJgram.
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¢_ OCEAYq(_RAPHY FROM MANNED SATELLITES
/ BY _;EANS OF VISIBLE LIGHT
_ Seibert Q. I>.mtley ,
Univer-_ity of California, San Die_:o, Calif.
Visibility Laboratory, Scripps Institutior, of Oceanogrephy
INTRODUCTION
The possxbility of conducting _ceanographic studies by human ob:Jervers in an Apol_l.o
Orbital Research Laboratory (AOl_.%) suggests the use of every knawn sensor that can be
applied to the scientific surveillance oF the world ocea:J from orbital a.titude. The most
: obvious and the most immediately e,_a_1_ble spectral region in which r_mote =_,_._ng can be
performed includes that to which the hu:.'aan eye is sensitive mud t,_e immediatel: adjoining
near-ultraviolet and near-intrared. Here direct visual observations can be rr,cde from the
orbital laboratory and visual aids, incluc_g toleseopic, ph:.tograph_.c, and electroni_ devices,
can easily be brought to bear upon oceanographic problems. The informatior obtainable
through the use of this spectral region i_. at least as interpretab].e as that ob'.alnable with
any other.
In the following discussion of the potentialities of oceanographic observations from
manned satellites by means of visible l'ght, it wilt be the plan to consider first the direct
capabilities of the human obgerver and then to discuss certain photographic and electronic
visual aids which he might employ. It is probaole that an Orbital Research Laboratory will
also have at its disposal a variety of non-optical sensors mid that the research output oZ
the scientific team (comprised of *.he as.'ronauts and their fellow scientists at stations on
!and, at sea throughout the world, and in central computer-equipped laboratories) will be the
result of multi-sensor techniques, the rapidity of motion (approximately 5 raps) over the
ocean may, howv'¢_r: impose e temporal limitation on the number of techniques which can be
brought to b_ar on any one occa_io,,, but this consideration need not be dealt with her,. = since
the choice of sensors a_d techniq_aes will be made d-tying the pla_mir,g of particuler missions.
VISUAL OBSERVATIONS
The experience of the Mercury astronauts indical_s that on some occasions a consider-
able amount of detail on the surface of our planet can be obserwed by naked eye from crblt.
It nmst be remembered that these were busy men during flight, that they were in a capsule
possessing only one small window affordi_]g a very limited field of vi_-.v,-, and that their
attention through this window was direch d to matters of astronomy, to luminous layers on
the horizon, and to obse._¢ations designed to indicate the flight performance of their vehicles.
Limitations on fuel supplies ser_,ed as a deterrent from maneuvering the capsule in order to.
gain a near-vertical view of the earth through the narrow wiyidow. Thu_, it is not surpl _:sing
that terrain sighting reports were not extensive; conversely, it would not be surprising to
find that astronaut teams in the Gemxni and ApoLlo orbital missions report the sighting cf
signiflcantiy more surface details that did the Mercury astronautr. Scientists in an Orbital
Research Laboratory wil! have the time, the windows, and the freedom of movement to £o
much more visual observation than any of their predecessors.
There can bc no question that visual observations will be u_eful ar.d rewarding', e!e_pite
the fact that the time for observation over any specific location _s short (e.g., 30 seconds to
2 minutes) av.d that the unaided eye is distinctly limited in its resolution with respect to
man*made objects and natural features of similar size. Many b'lanet::ry features of interest
to oceanographers, however, are large enough to be seen and these can be appreciated ar.d
understood in a unique way by profession'_lly trained, thr roughly prepared, and well-oriented
scientific observers. ]_ven so, it is important to no;¢ .': a'.. !:m ,hoot quantum efficiency of the
human visual system at dayligh: levels (10 -3) and the s._o# "line-constant (>0.1 sec) which
characterizes the perceptual system restrict hum:_n observation to a low area search race,
hopelessly inadequate to cover even a tiny fraction of the available field of -Ae,,v from orbit.
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1_"the risual capabilities of men in orbit do not d'ffer from those of men in aircraft or on the
grom_,i,sufficient knowledgL exists today to enable reliable quantitative statements to be
made auout the visual area search rate for specified objects under specific circumstances of
observation. Thus. the plam_tg of all MORL experiments involving direct human observations
(n_ed rye oz telescopic) ca,. la',e advantage of _lis capability, particularly from the stand-
I point of not expecting the astrcr ._ut to perceive t.;o much.
VISUAL CAPABILITIES OF AS ['RONAUTS
There have been specular.ons c,-ncerning tie visual capabilities of astronauts, particu-
larly wiuh reference to the poss.ble effects ol weightlessness. Most physiologists share the
opinion that no adverse effect on the vi:mal mechanism will result from pl_olonged weightless-
ness, but there seems no way to settle _.his mattt_r unambiguously until long-duration space
fl'._.hts have occurred during whi_ h quantitative ncasures of visual performance are made.
Wi_h this in mind, a visibility ex_ erir_ent is :., p._eparation for inclusion in the long-&lration
(7-day and 14-&ay) Gemini flights
The ¢_emini visibility expem. -ent is under the supervision of the Visibility Laboratory
and has two inflight phases: First, the capsule will be equipped wit/_ a vision testing device
which both as_ronautl_ will use dail 3 and with which it is hoped to recognize and measure any
longitudinal effects which may occu: '. Second, t_ere wii_ h_ _n out-of-the-window experiment
in wMch one of the astronautswill b : asked to perlorm a simple form discrimination task
along a nearly vertical, downward pa_3 of sight ever a prepared an'_ monitored ground target.
Psychophvsical studies will be made m each astronaut prior to his ilight. The men will also
be flown ix_ aircraft over simulations _f the target area. partly for practice in observing and
p_rtly tL, enable the re._ult of visibility prediction calculations to be compared with actual
visual performance "n _ aircraft envi._nment. Thus, it is hoped to ascertain whether man's
visual capability is _ any way dJfferc,_t _n orbit -:hart in an aircraft when the visual task is as
similar is poss._.ble. Since the experim_.nt will be done on a long-duration flight in the Gemini
pr_,_ram, longitudinal effects, if any, m_ y become apparent in the out-of-the-wt:=dow experi-
ments.
it is possible that still other visual _xperiments will be conducted in the course of the
orbi'_al Apcllo program and as a result of _ll of this work, the visual performance character-
i._tms of man in orbit should become well- ¢no_,n before MORL is launched. Those responsible
fcr preparing a._d planning for MORL shou. d review on a continuing basis the accumulating
visual talcs to be performeo by MORL astrcnauts in order to make sure that no form of
visual capability is being reli-.d upon whicl has not been effectively tested by the Gemini
and Apollo experiments. Conve,-sely, it ma, be t_ssible to include in the Gemini or the Apollo
programs tests to meet any special needs wl'ich :may develop in the course of preparations
for MORL.
ATMOSPHERIC LIMITATIONS
The atmosphere of the earth is a major deterrent to visual observation from orbit.
Large sections of the surface of the earth are obscured by clouds ann most other regions are
blm_keted by haze which drastically reduces the ability of h,. _ orbital observer tu discriminate
planetary features or to make ooservations leading to oceanographic data. This is not to say,
however, _hat useful visual observations are impossible. Many of the l_h,_:ions possessed by
us all are generated frc_ _,perienee in conducting our lives on the surface of the earth and
in flying as passengers in commercial aircraft. It is a rare circumstance, indeed, when an
airline rasseng_r is _forded a tru_ vertical view of the ground. During straight and level
flying a passenger, even with his nose against the window, has difficu!ty _a seeing steepl).
downward from most airliners. There is an important difference in atmospheric clarity
between long oblique pat,:s of sight and the downward vertical. This is we!l-knowr to those
who practice aerial photography; many hat ,: condition5 which seem discouraging to observers
on the surface of the earth are surprisingly transparent when the observation is vertically
downward or within a few degrees of that path of sig',t.
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Obsex_Jers of ocean areas from high a!tltude a_rcraft =nd those who have studied ocean
photographs from TIROS are awp.rc of the low contr,,st and indistinctness of coastlines which
often characterize these scenes and photographs. 'In_re are, of course, occasions wher£
atmospheric clarity is too poor to permit coastlines to be see_, but in ad0,iL/._n there a_-.e
times when the atmosphere is very clear and yet eoasfline._ are not teen. This occurs
whenever the inminance of the sea matches the luminance of ,'he ad.}acent land. The luminance
of the sea is governed by wind velocity as well as by the natur_ of the Jigs.ring provided by the
sun and the sky. The luminance of land masses also depend_ _pcu th_ n_turc of the lighting
and, of course, upon th_ nature of the soils, rocks, and vegetation of which the terrain is
composed. Quantitative stadies of the luminance of land -nasses eazd occas, surfaces under the
same lighting conditions show that under wind conditious of common occurrence, the lumi-
nance of the ocean often matches that of the adjoining land. Low resolu Lwill then
fail to rew, al coastlines.
The ocean.ographer in orbit will often find himself contrast-starved in his visu.nl obser-
vations. He will experience more difficulty in orienting himself and in performing oc :and-
graphic surveillance than would be the case if coastlines and other natural features always
appe._r in high contrast. It is likely, therefore, that observers in an Orbital Research Labora-
tory will require poir,ting systems and other navigational aids to show them wher_ to look.
They will seldom attempt to perform unrestricted _isual search but will ordinarily inspect
pre-selected areas. Visibility calculation studies car, ascertain the extent to which free
visual observation can be afforded on the chance of obs_.rvLug unexpected phenomena.
When visual observa_._ons &re pre-planued, visual ai-._ to observation should be employed.
Polarizing filters, color filters, and rna,.-nifying or de-magni._ying devices (telescopes) can and
should be used, Image-inten-_lf'ers may permit night observ_ttions and image storage systems
can provide stereo p:Ars. _r!_owing devices providing central" erthanc_ment can offset, at least
in part, the loss of contrast imposed by atmospheric haze during 4aylight hours. The items
of equipment jus. _ , numerzted _re available at the present ;-'-'me or can be produced in special
form by routine engineeriv.g and n,.anufacturing procedures. L,tgenuity can, of course, create
J_w and improved form_ of "ritual aids for use by oceanographers L'_Orbitit, K Research Labor-
a.'o_ tes. If the MC,RL flights are to take place in the early 1970_s, it is probablz that signori-
can :new viewing c,evicescan ba-then be available.
SEA STATE DETER_'INATIONS
]
__::_, -.f *_o ,,o_nnn_rsnhic oarameters that can be measured from a Manned Orbital
Research Lah._ra';ory are sea _.tate and surlace wi_;_ _,_le,city, _ . and two methods for makingI
such measurez _ents by m_ans oi visible 7.ight exist. First, the sh_.pe and slze of the glitter-
i_attern due _o lhe reflection of tY.e sun bf the surface of the sea is int,,rpretable in terms cf
surfr.ce wind velo_'ity. Second, abe spat'a!ly averaged inherent radiance of the _'cean va:ries
in a knowr, way ,vit-h ._ea state. Part, b_,t not all, of the latter effect is attributable to the
pre_ence of whi_ecapso If io,¢ resolu "ion pho_ov-._tric measurements are made from MORL,
and if due allowance is made for atm,_spheric effects, sea state and surface wind velocity
can be deduced from visib_ e light radlometric measurements. Sea-state dt._.ermination by
radiometry is not limited _:othe regir_n of sun-glitter but cm, _)-. accompl._shed in any part of
the field of view that is available fro_ the MORL. Research on atmospheric properties,
already well advanced, hr, s provided a memos for making the recraire d allowance for atmos-
pheric effects. Commercially available, battery-operated visible ligb'_ radiometers small
• enough to fit in a coat pocket can make the necessary measurements, l_entiflcation of cloud
patterns and their eorrelatioh with rneteorolo_ical information received from the ground by
an astronaut trained _.n meteorology _._ an i_r.i_ortant part of the process for introducing the
correction for atmospheric et'fects. Thus, ,_h._,presence of man in spree makes sea-state
determination by v_sible light radiometry much t:vsier, quicker, and more certain than in any
unmanned counterpar_ system.
Each of the ._wo visible li£_1 x,,ethods f,:r measuring sea state frozn orbit ha_e certain
inherent advantage;_ and disadvantages:
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1. Observa':ion of the shap. _ and size of the glitter pattern requires ..lowance for
atmospheric effects and, therefore, does not depend critically upon mete ._1 informa-
tion. The application of this method is, however, limited to only one po_ _he field of
vie_¢ and the observable pattern i_ ordina,'ily very large in terms of dist_ _s r.n the sa.--fa=e
of _le eai_th. For example, _ a typical instance the patter_ might occupy the enUre wid,..b of
_he Mediterra-:ean Sea, making it difficult or :.mpossibi_ to obtain information abo_,', the
differences it, sea _tate or wind velocity in different parts of the Mediterranean. Th_ sun-
glitter m_:thr, d has is greatest sensitivity at very low wind velocities, corresponding wiLh sea
s_ates more _alm lh_'n those ordinarily of importance in the operation of ships at sea.
Discrircdna;ion c.f the higher sea states, ordinarily found in the fringes of w_tve-gen_ru_ing
areas, is poor.
2. ]'he visiL£_ light radiometry method has the disad.¢antag_ of aa in:haste reliance upon
meteoro',ogical techniques for making the required allowance for atmosph_.'ic effects. It ten,_-_
to be in'sensitive to sea-state changes corresponding w_.th ver_ low wind ve .ocVies, but it has
excellent sensitivity in _he determination of higher sea states. It has the w:ry grt:a" advantage
of beir.g app_eable to any part of the field of view from the MORL and the ._dvantag_ that sea
._ta;3 or wind velocity can be determined with resolution which is governed on v on that of the
radiometer, up to the point where individual waves are sufficiently re :o!w _ tc make the
readings of the instrument hoisT. Thus, details of wind distributions near iand -na_._-.s, m the
i vicinity of islands, in straits, in opening_ in the Arctic ice, ano ":nother r_-stricted water_
I are txJssible by this method.
I
I
i In neither case is ar_ appreciable equipment deve!opment requires. Either method
c.oltld be used from an MORL to.Jay.
Some indication of the potential sensitivity of ":he visible i-ght radio:netry method for
sea-state determination is afford_.d by Figs. 1 and 2. The first _cplc:s the results of calcu-
lations of the apparen_ radiance of zhe oce_,n as it upp_-ars to a red-light radiometer directed
: vertically downward. The three cvrven relate to thr_,e ..loud -free c,_diti._s that were
:-z.:t. l._P.=or ::ory during over-documented by the instruu_ented r..zearch airc_ a "_.: ; _i: :,": " _
ocean flights; they represent a high srn, ,_ m..,:h_n_ ..t::_. s,,,J ¢_ low s,t. _-ur.di.Hon, respectively.
The apparent radiance of tne ocean _r _eer to _-a-"y sy._t_-.natically as a fuact,.'on of wind
speed. The eumous shape of the upp ,r, high-suP ,"t..'v," _s a result of the ip.vasion of _he
nadir by the edge of the glitter patter_ as _ ind sp_cd increases.
In order to :_ain some index ._f __.-a-sta_e discrimihability, homzJnh_l ma,-ks I_-_..e been
made along each of the curves at app:-oximately 1 db intervals. _-hus in the up,,--: .rye, 7
such intervals are seen to occur b::ween 0 #ind speed and 35.6 lo_,,ts. I:ven ti.-: ..._t
photoelectric radiometer is capable ,,f this 2recision. Arbitrarily, th_,_'efore, a s. = .ate
cflseriminability index of 7 has _)e_, as.qc._.Lated with th_ upper cur_-_. Obviuusi._, c" _ber
path of sight from an MORL under _b: _.arnc high-sun lighting conditio,, a,d the ._._.,-., atmos-
.gheric condition for which the calcul_J':.,.u 7.as made, could b_ assigned a s,.a-s __ • • ._criro-.
inability index under the same basis. _'i_:ure 2 represents an an&n-Lar real- of - - :.1 of
view beneath an MORL for one illustra,,,c circu,n_zr.n,.'e. In tbi_ poh,r pt::t. --..- ,. have
been drawn to represent 10 ° increment_ .:: -he :ield of vi_'w _'entcr_.'.' ;:b0.:.': _'_ ":r.
Obviously, the sea-st"te deter,ni_tabih.5" _'_¢.. x r, ,nains high i_. all par._ , , - ,d of view
out to at least 60 ° fron: the nadir.
The: two prese,_t_y _vailablc teehn,ques foz ._ea-s_:,:," drr.t.r.,-_ina...., * :,. such different
propcz-tlts am" .:ap, I.,|'_,.ieu that they at e _-en as sup[ ]c,.'lt:ltt]u_4 fat ]] ", z- rather than as
competing t_chniques. Nei,her will _-necrate clo,:.:s, and ui_e_ -'.h,.s," ,,_,'.t, ia':__. accompanx
storms, optical tcchnLqueb ._r? unsuitable for studying se_ _tat_.s :u :,_-[ _,_' art, a_ unlc-_ .q
rifts or holes appear in the c_oud pattern. The radiometric meti_.',d f,>r st,_t-_tatc d_'* -: ruina-
tion can be applied to radlometric m,.asurcmcnts the _ugh a_w br,,:,k_ i. t,..oud c_'," -_"large
enough to supply a path of sight for the l.atliomett r. .kit tldvant ,g_. of tilt 3dO.q'. is tht" abflit,
of man to diree,, the radiometer through such openings in thc t.lotltl_.
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WAVE PATTERNS
High resolution telescopicand photographic systems a_'ecapable of observing ocean
w_ve patterns from an MORL Th_s capabilityis enormously greater in the glitterpattern
formed by reflectionof *.hesun than elsewhere in :he fieldof view. Visual observation as
well as phntr*grapbif= f,_-s_rvat" ,n tpnds to be di::ficu!t here b__-cause c,f the steep ___-a.__ents of
lux.ain.mce which are present. Development wo-rk on a=t-.,ma*ic exposure control and auto-
ma-tic control of luminance _.n the field of view ;Jrovided by telescopes is desirable and
FI uu,_,_ 3 ..,_t as=. _ ,v =,.,u ._ a satisfac=ory _.._,_.jk='-'*-"._.w__.e obse:'v:'.ti_n .v_.""_'"_.----"'_**'_"_=r........
by"oceanograph(-rs in an 2$ORL.
CHLOROPHYLL ASSAY
Mu/ti-spectra/photogr_.phy (perhaps mer_-qy bi-spectral photography) should enable a
quantitative assay of chloroph/ll in sea water. T'_,Ic dramatic absorption Pdg_ between 0.68
and 0.70 microns in the deep r_.d. po:'tion of ".he _-:-s'ble spectrum provides a means for making
a remote assay of t_-'.'s biological parameter. Narrow-band photographs at wavelengths just
above and just beloa _he absorption edge should p:-ovide a means for detecting even a modest
concentration of chlorophyll, provided due allowm;ces for atmospheric effects and sky
reflection (sea state) effects are made. The s_.e meteorological techniques used in the
measurement of sea state by visible light radion.etry car. be brought to bear here to make
these allowances and to improve, _hereby, the s_:nsitivity of chlorophyll determ.,_ttions. It
appears p_-obable that special color film (bi-pack or tri-paeld can probably be devised to
detect the presence of chlorophyll--bearing war a r masses and cha_ t their distr!b,,_on L,
medium and high resolution pho_ographs of the ocean s,-_rf_c_. C_neeivablv densitom:.trie
techniques involving such special color fil--ns rlight be erf, ploy_d for quan-=_ative measure-
ments of chlorophyll cone _ntrations within the _e patters. Special films might provide an
automatic :_hotograp.hic means for the covtour mapp.,ng of chlorophyll cone.;r.trations.
Other biological features of t%e ocean as, for example, the ,)ceurrer, ce and distribution
o_ red tide is readily observable from _2rcraft, and, therefore, should be observable under
=lear weather conditions from an MORL. Sp.':ciz!ized fiLm-filter ,:ombinatir, ns and/or
specl,Jized color fihn can probably be devise d for the detection and mapping of red tice.
D2chroin viewing de-Aces, analogous to the Wra_en 97 filter, cza_ probably be dPveloped
to enhance the visual detectability of chloro_hy_ and other biological featuz=es of the o<:_an
for use Jr, conjunction with high resolution telescopes i ._ MORL.
Prel_trations for the oceanographic missions of MORL shuuld begin with Dights of
aircraftbearing spectrographic equipment ove _ ocean areas c.omaining known biologic fea-
tures in order thatfilm and filtersfor con-- ",tionalor multi-spectral photographic systems
and for w._ur-Isightingsc_.mbe ascertained. Atmospheric and li-_'htingconditions should bc
_ocum_nted during such sfectroscopic reconnaissance in ord-_r ,.natca!cula:_ons can be made
ot tae achievable sensitivityof such te=hniques from an MCRL. Such studies wili serve ms a
bas_s for s_dying the *echnic_.[a_-deconomic -.rade-offsand *.heen_.neerlng requiremevts to
be met by opticalsystems for biological_ceanography from space.
OT_IER CtBSERVATIONS
Most of the : emark_, made above conc0-rning sca state, ocean waves, and biolog_.al fea-
hlre_ of the _ea _.ave counterparts in discussing other oc_ _.-,,>g:al_hic observations by means
of .is_.bie light which may be possible from an MORL. a.mong these topics might be such
tt¢..as as shallow water submarine geography, beael', and ero,_ion observations, the detection
and tracking of large o¢.ean arAmals (e.g., whales) and other o_-ean surface effects, such as
the schooling of fish. The development of suc_ capabilities as _vell as thore discussed in
greater detail ea,.'!=r in thig account can be aecompliched most _urelyo most economically,
and best by means of air,'raft _ver-flights of known oce-_n ereas where sea-surface measut _,-
merits are made and atmo,:v_,eric conditions are properly monitored, and with adequate
airborne resear£h equlpme_ t which will permit parametric ztudles o_" sufficient sensitivity
and detailed to reveal the opti.-num techniques to be ua, d ".'_an MORL. If preparation is
adequate, there seems llttle doubt that many phys_,:a] and biological feat'tres of the world
ocean can be br_'u_Y_ under surveillance ._rom a m._.,med orbiting researcl, lalx, ratory.
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ti .NOTE ON AST.{CNAUTS TRAL%'ING
Konrad .'. K. Bu_itne."
Dep_men" of Meteorology
Univ_rsi_-" o£ _ashin_on. Seattle 5, Washington
With :,he introduction of r_diosouac_s, r idar mud othe." re,noze control sensors we iost
*_heair-._--ing mc.eor_dog'ist, the man who dally, in av. open plane with a 360 ° free field of
vision, sa_" the weath:._r ap :o the ceiling h_ight of his plane. Also th_ importance of mountain
obs_r_'atories was p_yed _own. A typical s vnop-tic working grouv a t a Umversity Department
_f Meteot_ology is located in _. windowless ba._ement. Sp,.cial lectures about clouds encompass
more -:he phvsicai laws of clouu _icros-.r'ac,'_ re than the vislbh, for-':Is of clouds zs reic_t_-i to
weather, orography, oceen entre ,*.s, etc. I _onder whether ",he ola az -t of making weather maps
w_uhoat the _.owledge of isobars is st¢.-il in ut e.
The furare astrondu:s wl-o are to fly t.h,: meteoroiogical-oceanographic mission_ dis-
cussed at :his meeting a_ c hn high school :o&_>-. The:,- should be ex.v'_s, d to s vs:ematic v_.. ,v-
Lug s_udics, essenti,oJ.1) " ._:_om above. Targets a_e geolo_', oceans, c_ouds, haze ]_%yers, etc.
This view training -at11 not hinder but in fact .further the hard stud_- of basics such as • ,.ath.
_,h)'sics and _eophv._ics.
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LIh_ITATIONS EOFRoMNIGHTTIMEsArSLLIT/_sVISUALOBS_SR VA'YION$
: _ W K. Widget, Jr.
'. _ ARACON Geophysics Company, Concord, Massachusetts •
When planning night_ime visual observation from a satelliteof objects or conditions near
the surface of the earth, consideration must be given to the Night Airgiow.Since the airF,Icw
consists of an aclive, lightemitting layer in the ::pperatmosphere between the satelliteand
the object to bc viewed, the desired objects can be seen only ifenough brighter than the *.ir-
glow to provide adequate contrast. Because the problem is prinQipa]lyone of contrast and not
oZ/11umination intensity,improved lightsensitivityin the viewing sensor is insufficientby
itself to remedy file situation.
The a_ght airglow, which. _rms an interfering shield between the satellite and the objects
below, h_s three principal origins in the visible spectrum:
At 0.557_ micron atorPic oxygen 1"2 emits due to the ._orbidden transition between the 1S
and ID state. This emission band is generated between 88 and 110 kilometers altitude with a
maga;tude of 263 Raylelghs. (A Rayleigh is defined as 106 photors/em21second.)
The sc oond spectral line is due to the D doublets of sodium, 0.5889 and 0.5895 micron 2.
The emission b,.ud .-'.sgenerated between 80 and 110 kilometers with the peak occurring a _. 92
l._£ometers. Its magnitude was found !o be abouz i__9 Rayleighs.
The hhird spectral bana at 0.6300 micron and 0.6364 micron are produced by two (,_ the
red tripleta of atomic Jxygen 2. The emission level of this line is relatively constant over a
night period _tnd over a year av,._rage. The emission is generated between 230 and 300 kilo-
meters w_th the perk located at about 270 __'lometers$. The 0.6300 micron line has an
in_.ensit: "o_ about 146 Rayleighs, and the 0,636_ micron line has about one-third of this
intensity.
_nu.; the _f£ects ot the r_d triplets of oxygen, the night airglow emission is about
9 x 10 -5 foot-e_actles.: it _s 1 x 10 -4 foot-candies with the red triplet.
The above _.3ectral lines will vary in int?nsity with latitude, time of the .year, and
: auroral activity.
In addition to the interference band effect of the _irgiow, the atmospheric albedo and
the reflectance or emission of the object_ to be x-iewed as compared to the background reflec-
tance determine the observing ability of d satel]J.te system. The minimum target illumination
for a useful satellite syst£m is governed by the night illumination required to overcome the
night airglow and the transmittance-reflectance losses in the scene, Fc," example, calculation
of c toud albedos indicates that the illumination available at the satellite will exceed 2 x 10 -4
foot-candles when 10 -3 foot-candles (correspond_.ng to a quarter moon) is incident on the
: scene. The average illumination at the satellite due to the night airglow is abo_,t 10 -4 foot-
candies. It Js reasonable to surmise that useful meteorological information can be obtained
under these conditions. Since sea ice alb_does are of the same order as those of clouds,
similar values should be applicable to nighttime ice observations.
Determination of the feasibility of nighttime satellite observati(_ns of luminescent bio-
logical phenomena would require calculations of the anticipated infensit_ and wavalengtEs cf
the light created by such luminescep.ce.
The m_.aimum iilumtnation required will be modified by auroral activity as well as the
latitude observed by the sateP_ite.
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Because of th_ number of airglow spectral bands of concern, ';heir frequencies compared
to the ranges of sensitivity of rnoPt lo_ light level sens_g systems, and the very low light
levels at best available-, filtering to eliminate the airglow lines is a questionable solution.
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POSb--_BL_:OCEANOGRAPHTC AND RELATED OBF,:_RVA'rIONS FROM SAT_ LLITES
I
John D. /._aacs
Scripps InstJhltton of C.ceanography. U,_-_r_itv of CaLifornia
S.an Diego, California
These notes primarily are concerned with _ome suggestion_ ,is to observations of
optical pheno "nena that might be made from satellites and which would yield insight '.nto the
eartt.'s meteor_lngical events as well as those of other pl_ue_s.
C,PTICAL PHENOMENA
Dr. Orlo Myers of the Visibility Lal_,.,.atory recently has published a resume of optical
phenomena (SIO REF, 63-4). In this he points out the considerable number of optical
phenomena (anti-coronae, rain and _oud bows, coronae, aureoles, etc.) that are diagnostic
of the meteorological events o". earth but also are applicable to the determination of the
nature of the particulate rp-terial and meteorological events in the atmospheres of other
planets. A number of _ese observations of other planets could be carried out from earth.
Observation of ear'.hly clouds appear to present the possibility of rather sophisticated mea-
surements, For example, the displacement of the specular image of the sun in ice clouds
(compared with the specular image L,n some colinear water body) appears to be a direct
mcasu'- e o£ horizontal acceleration of the cloud. Such measurements are in addition to the
determination of partical size. a-d composition from refractive-diffractive effects.
I believe that satellite observation of earth clouds in these particularly discriminating
ways not only would yield considerable insight into terrestrial meteorology but provide a
so,.mder basis for the study of planetary atmospheres from earth, e.arth satellite and flyby.
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
The conference undoubtedly will consider the satellite observation of IR for water tempo
stature; water color as a tracer of currents and productivity; biluminescence; fogs over
upwelling resions; relay telemetering of oceanograFhie data; glitter: etc.
i
Satellites should be able to detect splashes of large meteorites during tho day. Large
meteorite trails also might be tracked mid, in some areas, the impact pinpointed by examina-
, tion of So.qus records. They can then be catalogued .for eventual recovery by DSV.
Cavitatior: over the epicenter of underwater earthquakes might be inadvertantly observed
and should be identified.
It is possible that tne evsTurative and ¢he condensive molecular events give rise to
particular sharp peaks in the IR spectra. These should be searched zor in the laboratory, Y,_t.,r
in the r, cean from sateLLites.
Cherenkov f_.ashes from the 1020 to 1021 ev. cosmic primarie ] (occurring once or twice
a night over any particular area) possess the qualities of gated H.bht. Perhaps these flashes
could be used (vice Laser) for unusually penetrating nb._, -rations or (improbably) photos
-- through _e surface of the ocean at night.
Special unusaa!ly shaped clouds appe_.r to be associated with special local watermasses.
A discoidal cloud 70 m_o in diameter was r.bserved associated with an offshore discoidal pool
of river water in the Bay of Bengal. Suet unP.sual clouds may appear in satellite photos.
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j_ EXTRAORDINARy CLOUD PATTERN OVER BAY OF BENGALJohn F. Cronin
Air Force Cambridge Research _boratories. Bedford MassachusettsR. C. Wanta
Boston College, Boston, Mass"chusetts
i In January 1963 during what had been a routine exar_._ation of TIROS photography
Cronin noticed a ::rescent cloud pattern unique in size a-_,d shape off the east coast of India.
His initial conclusion, that this ms3 be a patt.._rn of oceanogr-_phic and s -ismic origin, has not
ye_. b=en fully explored and is still under study.
On the 70th orbit of TIROS V, 24 June 1 )62, from 15:39 to 15.44 I.S.T, (Indian Stan,;ard
Time) a camera of th_s meteorological satellite photographed a lo" _ crescent wave of cloud
over the Bay of Bengal (Fig. 1). Crestto crest Lts Jistance is 340 nautical miles; its total
len_t, is 880 miles. The bulge ex_ends as fay as 320 l_les from the coastal city of Madras.
In a _omposite photograph the deltas of the Krislh_a end ¢_odavari Rivers are: easily recogniz -
able (_'_g. 2). The pa_tern has also been transferrea t.._ a base map by c]_etchil:g from suitably
enlarged projections (Fig. 3).
METEOROLCx]IC AND OCEANOC-RAPHIC AS_'ECTS
Althcugh the arrival of the monsoon may be _ayed as much as .hree weeks, the
"burst" of the monsoon occurs fairly regularly about 15 June. It was somewhat earlier in
1962. On 24 June, the onset of the southwest m._nsoon is already well +.o the north of our area
of interest.
Precipitation in t,-_ao_as State was 89 per cent above normal in each of the weeks ending
20 and 27 June.._/eigh'._ring states, however, had generally subnormal precipitation amounts.
According to pilot charts for June, 74 per cent of the winds off Madras are from the
southwest, averaging Force L At low latitudes, the geostrophic wind is comparatively strong
for tb.e isobar spacing. In oar case with a spacing of approximately 5 degrees of latitude for
2-millibar isobars, the geostrophic wind speeds are 15 knots at 15 degrees latitude and 23
knots at 10 degrees latitude.
I Cu-rents in the Bay of Bengal are generally v_riable according to Chatterjee (1954),
dependiizg o==1oral conditions; in winter they are clo,:kwise. At the Madras coast the set is
l0 - 60 miles per day southward but chan_es to nort'.wr, rd in summer, pxtending Ul: as far as
the Godavari delta in July. Salinity accordiLg to Sverdrup (1942) is 34.92 o/oo at 10 deg north
and 35.07 o/oo at 15 deg north oo the average. These figures are used in a water budget yield-
ing an excess of evaporation over precipitation of 37 and 52 cm/yr respectively. Charts in
Sverdrap (1942), however, indicate a summer surface salinity of 33.5 to 34.0 o/c:-. At times
it is as low as 30 6 o/oo, e.g., at Calcutta after heavy rains. Charts of :_weL nd sea for June
show a maximum frequehcy from the _outhwest; near Ceylon it is between southwest a.,d west.
More recent pilot charts (1955) indicate for June a clockwise current, at or near _-hr.re,
starting through Palk Strait. Father .fir shore one finds 8n ear_tward and southeastward cur-
rent of 10 miles per day, indicating divergence at or near the shore. The current c,ff the
eastern coast o_ Ceylon is southeastward. But Balaramamurty and Ramasastry (1957) remark
that "even though the southwest monsoon sets in a northeasterly or north northeasterly current
in the :_pen Ba:-, the c_;astal current flows from the head _f the Bay southwards bey_ding almost
following the cosgt lin¢o This water can be traced to the extreme south of the Peninsular
India. _ Such a coastal flow makes pertinent the floods which occur-red in no,'thern India.
SEISMOLOGIC ASPECTS
Recently Anjoneyula (1961) an._ ly_.r and Pun_un (1962), _n d_'cussing the microseismi-
city of the Bay of Bengal, concluded that immediate r.c the c:_e_ "," _na,_- _ a.- area of high
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:_,:ismicity. The :nain outlnu under inv_-s:i.e-,t-_._n ,-nc..,npasst-s :he "'high." ]f ".m r-.- is c.,n-
-'.inua] replenishment _,f se,.:h;,_n', a!on_ :hL- teaS: s.Ju'.h _:f and fr:_:n :h,- .u:fl..-:" ,f ;it,-
God,,yard anc Krishna R_v,_ :'s, we sh:,u'-:d t-xpL-c: "an unusuai an.,,ur: of :urb;.': "h:._-. sla.,np, ,'..-
s:ope failure (,rind p_,'ioJ..-, uf unusua: "n;-cr'.,s,.is:nic ac.'.iv:'..',-.
Finai!y w:- co;:aid_.r:he .,_,I-,;_..,_:v;:_it".inin,rat.D;,il.;%%_a_:c:"Rc_x :':,iu_-_.:,_;"2d
. ,J....
J::ne19v2: -.ar'.nqu';k._-rept,r:. - At: ea:':h-l.;a;,._shcck .,fn: ,.:e:'a:ein'cns:::."a: ::s ,r;---':.n
with epie_n:."_-near La-. 25"'.Nan.:.h4;n_;,i@0° E YU.XA.X Pr¢,.'in¢'_-(Ch,_n_.).,L::u:_'/*45k:::
away" from P--:)na.was r_.e,,ri._-::iv:.hesels::ie_i:'_;)hsi::".h_."I-_ie"r:-;:.gl-calOff' et-.Po,,na,
at 05 hrs 57 :n:sI.S.T.on 24 Jun_- !96z." "rhr3eis:r_:u_-.".ai B-i!,:!nfor Jun-.-19"3"2,f-L,-
C.b. Coast ,_nc(Jeo,/e:;cStlr%'c:."re.:>.)r'.sa 4u;Ak¢:,.ri_in:ir:.:e_! "-'!"..9 G.C.';-'..h-=t.-'5.6'_X.,
Lo::g.i01.2° K., Yunan Pro"in¢_, Ch;.na. Focal ':ep:hwas Z3 kirk.Or£g:.n"_.::'.,-is thus
appr.-,x,-'_-n.-_'eiy/6hours an-550 n',inu:esbefore ".P._:i-'.':L":,f-ran:_-I_ (F_. :,).
i"has b==n no-it-to:ha::he crests ,-f-hi-cloud pat-ternqu':.-ccios=!y appr,_xim_-_ "h,:
third and four-h of re,or ,:,duallyspae-:d_'rvs-_ __ri_:n_:[n__f--;_n_:r.:-.-on:pu-_-i_Fi-:_.nlt-r.
%Vha: sign_ficc,_:ce,i"an'.,one .-'b/n:_::ac-h:o :hess_c:=s:a- spac;.n_ of "WaVe i-.ng'hs'"is
extremely prc.-1.--:na"_cat.
CANDIDATE HYPOTHESES AND DISCUSSION
%%'efirs-:.nq_;.rein:ome:eoro-_cglca[_'ausa:"factors. Exa:nina'ion of "h_.weadne:" map
for :200Z u:t?.4J:Ine 19S2 r:-v_-alsa w=ak sc.:.;'h_.,:-.-seri$ pressure grad'_ent=.zthe area. :vi:_h
the ncr-h_rn i'mi: of :he monsoon well :e the no._thward in "he seasonal '-rough(Fig. 4).
.AJcf:at 1.5 K.'na_._-,£sea ievul a 120OZ w_ no:ice _igh""&'=S-"._in_a" .%,._:,a_._ndnorthwes"
wind a_ Vishmc.hapam_u._{Fig. 51. I""isas ;.fthe .:or'hern.'...os-'.,ofthe -wo crests in "h_-clc-,a
pa:-'.ernrepresents a div:iing po=-ntbetween -he -wo offshore me'tons. Th_ _esc-_.ndingan_
F,'_sumable drier a_r fru:n ,_hepeninsula sce_ns -tohave cleare_:back eastward the clouoi-
ness p:esent in ,.osto{ "he Bay of Betlgal.wilh the s:ron4es-:convergence indica-edby th_
somewhat brighter and iar_er patte:'n_: along :he roD- o, c,o,,,.. F:'om :his point of %5ew one
would question w::_th_.r the rope of cloud is necess_ri!y con-'.inuu.:s in :he n-:dgqborhood ofiE
the sou*-hernmost :rest, _hat is. *.ha'- the shor t tail of clou-; tti-.l-th ;_f Ceylon nay be tndepem;-
on: of the arcs of cl,T:d:o tbe northeastward.
The principal%:'uak:_ssof -hishypo'hesis is ".he-sma, i :n'_-nsl-tyof :he offshore w';n_
relative to the large am'_Yr.,ccof -he pa-=tern.Oth_,-,poss_.blycoop.ira"re..:a--,sesare
therefore sought.
! Itshould be noted thatthe -&-avelength of 340 nau'icui"miles (630 kn*_Hes at the bot_oin
of the zone of unstable cyclone waves (Fig. 6). Smaller wa;--_-leng*hs fallin'oa stable
regime which holds down to roughly 30 kin, This result is based upon assumptions of two
layers, infinite ,.'n thickness, with an inclination of I part in I000 anti with friction negligible.
A possible contributory cause is upwelhng, although the distance from the Shore of 340
nautical miles goes oeyo_.dordinary-experience. The surface w_.ndsarc aiong shore or
sl;.ghtly offshore so that we do expect some degree of upweIling along the coast. At some
distance from the coast upv'P_inK --nay have been induoed by turbid;-y flow, sediment slump,
or slope failure triggered by the quake in Yunan province. Whatever the causes -= and all
are being explored -- it does seem probable that (1) the compa;-a¢,vely cloud-free sea surface
with-n the area bounded by the pattern and the coast is colder *ban adjacent waters, and (2} at
'.hecon,,ergent region along the interface of these water masses of differing temperatures the
cloud creecent has formed, initially the b, .wdary could have be_.n fairly" linear, only some h)O
nautical miles from shore. We can sneculate _hat the- length of the pattern made _:tunst_,ble
and open to some outside influence. Evc_,.ts in the train of the earthqua]._ may haw: b,.:-.
sufflcient.
It should be remarked that the carity of .he pattern, at leas; in the TIROS films t.'._date,
mxght be due to the rarity of a rope of cloud 8g0 nautical miles in length or longer. We would
expee*, instabt'lity to set in and the pattern rapidly to dissociate.
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Figllre 5. _ inds Aloft at 1.5 kin, Indian Daily Weathvr Report, 1200Z, 24 June 1962.
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We are hamtieapped in this analysis by having so f_w observations from ships in the
Ba.v of Bengal off the Coromandel Coast. Tbe_'e is but one ship that passes through the rope
i-egion fro:n the eonvectively cloud_ east side to the clear west side between 1200 and 1800Z.
This is a common d_.ffieulty in the _:se of meteoro!ogieal satellites not only o_-er water but
over lar.d. The deficiency is not necessarily forbidding hut c_,sts investigators both time and
certairty. However the propoted use of data buoys which ar_, .-'cad o,,.t by orbiting oceano-
graphic platforms, nlarmed or unmanned, would remove or reduce such shortcomings.
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, _ . UNCONVENTIONAL PItOTOGRAPHY AND OCEANOGRAPHY
'! I_")_- John F. Cronin! #tA
_ Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
Bediord, Massachusetts
Iim d to illustrate a few applications of photography, or types of photography, that I
believe ar -.,e_ too well known to oceanographers. It might be well to note, first, wh_rP ph.oto-
graphic s rvcillance of oceanographic processes is of particular value. Such a list shoul.d
inczude ::e fo_owing areas of investigation, all of which could be the subject of the techr.iques
illustr_ :d in these notes.
Marine biology
Bioluminescence
P_ankton bloom
Physic_ oceanography
Color
Slicks
Sun glitter
Sea ice a,d bergs
Water mas-_ _, ,undaries
Wind waves
Co_ _tal processes
Beach erosion
Coastal circulation
Bottozo visibility
HIGH ALTITUDE PHOTOGR_YHY
The first series of photographs are four views of refracted wsves taken by a p_moramic
camera at altitudes of 60-70,000 feet over the Bahama_. This particular camera sweeps from
i horizon to horizon, taking successive 180 ° exposu_'_s with a conO.nuously rotating scanning
head prism. Anff.;lar coverage is 42 ° x 180 °. Each picture is 2.4 inches x 9.4 inches on 70 mm
film. However, what you will see here is an enlargement of a portion of each frame. The
i photography was flown for meteorological pur_r_es and the exposure cho.-en for cloud photo-
graphy; land and sea surface therefore are quite dark. However, as you will see in these four
slides (Figures 1-4) the choice of exposure results in an enhancement of surf and wave crests.I
All four figures were from the same flight and, as it happens, from the only such over-
_ater photography as I have been able to obtain. In my opinion it was not simply a matter of
good fortune that this one flight should produce frames of such excellence and content. The
technique is ideal for any requirement of high resolut'on and a wide view, as, for example, the
program of wave study off southern California by Erne,-y (t958) in 1957 and 1958. He had con-
cluded that photography was a poor method for making primary observations (in his ;_tudy_
because (1) of the small area of each picture, (2) the uncertainty of oriez_t_.tion and (3) the need
for long or con_in,,ous observatiens. All such objvctions can be overcome by the technique
just illustrated.
MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHY
_be technique of multispectral photography, which has variously been termed spectro-
zonal, rnultiban_l, or narrow-band photography, ,_s that of photographing an area or object in
svw_r'al narr__w spectral ranges simu]taneously. The purpose is to detect areas, objects or
patterns whose subtle differences in spectra:, charact_._ristics may not be visible in conven-
tiona'L wide band photcgrauhy, The technique has had considerable success in medicine,
astrunorny, and agricutture.
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= Several of us, as geologists, are exploring its use in our own and allied fielJs. The
can-_era we use is a nine-lens inst:ument, Figure 5, that provides photographic coverage in
_ontiguous narrow bandwidths from 0.4 to 0.9 microns. Our particular chc._c¢ - of bandwidths
is given in Table I. Other choices are possible of course.
"Fable I
Lens Bandwi2th (m u)
1 400-500
2 430-51n
3 520-550
4 550 -600
5 590-640
6 670 -720
7 700-810
8 8 i0-900
9 Full r_ge of IR film
A simultaneous exposurz at these bandwidths is shown in Fig. 6. It is not a particularly
_ood example, bu _. there is still little to cho)se from, since thLre has been no attempt by
oceanographers to use multispectral techniques. Th:s view of a portion of _ Francisco Bay
from 20,000 feet is without certain data that should have been recorded, such as tim2 of day
or sun a_gle, meteorological conditions, sea state, e c., but the figure is, nevertheless,
rather interesting and deserves stud)-.
Clarke and Denton (1962} have pointed ont that fresh waters and coastal waters bavu
their maximum transparency at 500-600 n_ and that the Lnaximum transparency of ocean
wate es is 400-500 n_. Maximum information content in Fig. 6 appears to be at bands J90-
840 rn_ and 670-720 n%u.
VISIBILITY FROM TIROS
Not too infrequently I have observed in TIROS photography the dist;.net outline of the
Little Bahama Bank and the less distinct north end of the Great Bahama Bank (Fig. 7a).
-_!_te particularly the similarity in pattern of the Little Bahama Bank in both 7a and 7b.
Apparc.ntly, with the proper sun angle the calcareous bottom sediments of the Bahama Banks
are equally a_ viaibie from satellite altitudes as from more conventional altitudes. Most
regions of _e Banks c:'e less than 60 feet deep. It shonld be noted also in Fx'g. 7a thst the
light halo along the southwes coast of Florida is another area of shallow carbonate scdiment.
A second example of bottom visibility from TIROS is Palk Strait between Ceylon and
the Coromandel coast of India (Fig. 3). Here bottom depths are nowhere more than 5 to 7
fathoms.
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Figure 5. Nine-Lens Multiband Camera.
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;__ SPACE PHO'I'OGR:_PttY: A REVIEW *
Paul D. L_,wxnan, Jr. __ . _ "_,
Go:ldard Spaut- Flight C_.nt_r _.-/ \
,l
Greenbelt.._,Iarvlr,,id ; _ _ iA C T -_- |
TMs paper reviews the histoly, pr--s_,l t _Lald_.._i_d uni,lut: ¢:apabiliLicb uf phu.,,Eraphy of Ik
the earth from space, an2 presents representative space photo.c, rapl_s. Space phot, Jgrapl;y ?,_s \ .
the following main advantages over conventi,;nal aerial photography:, wider pe;-spective,
potential world-wide co,,e_age, great_x- speed, and rapid repetition of coverag,.. In addition, it
can partially duplicate aerial photography in producing large scale p':ctur_s b_ tne use of long /
focal-length cameras. Potcmial ar.piications of space photograpby _as<d on these cbaractcr- /
ist.tcs lie in geox,Jg-ic reconnaissance, topographic :napping, oceanog_ a:)hy> and several other /
, .k(..., /i
 T O,,JOTIO '.t,'- /
/
Since the development of large rockets L-_World War I!, thousa._.ds of rJhotographs ,,f th_
t earth nave been t_2ken from altitudes of 50 miles ")r higher, i.e,, from space. The ".,urpose
of this paper is to review briefly the history, present status, and un'.que capabilities of whdt
ma:_ be called "spar; photography, '_ or '_b.yperaltitufle photography." In addition, its potential
appl.:cations will be reviewed.
Stress will be on pictures of the e,_.rthJs surfs.co rattier than on those _,f cloud patterns,
since such photography is of interest primarily to meteorologists. Military space photography
is exlcluded from the scope of this paper.
HISTORY OF SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY
Although photographs were reportedly taken from reekers bcf.,reV,'orldWar I (Katz,
-: 1963), space photography began in earnest with the use of smaU cameras carried by V-2
[ rockets fired from White Sands Proving Ground after %orld _ ar II. S_nce that time, numer-
ous flights which performed photography have been mad_ by a vari_._y of sounding rockets,
ballistic missiles, satellites, and manned spacecraft; these are listed in Table L Represents-
! tire pictures taken during these ._lights are presenzed in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8. It
should be kept in mind, in judging the quality of ihv._v pictures, that nee.,'ly all of these flights
; we:'e made for purposes other than p_mtography, which was usually an auxiliary experiment.
Useful references on certain a._per'.._ _f spac_ photography incindc papers by Katz (1963),
Merlfied (1964), Bird and Morris,_n (1964), Rochlin (1962), and Lowman (lO_4).
CURRENT PROJECTS
Topics which will be discussed under tbis heading include interpretation of existing spa,-e
photographs, planning of space photography for prese._tly approw d programs, and long-range
planning and investigations for possible future space missions.
l_ the area of interpretation, current or recentlv-completed efforts include studies of
the MA-4 photos of North .Africa by Morrtson, et al (in press), of the Viking, Tiros, ,_nd
certain I_L_-4 photos by Merifield (1964), and of Tiros pictures of thc United States by
Cronfn (1963). Although not yet published, efforts are being made at Goddard Space Fli,./ht
Center and elsewhere to extract the maximum amcunt of nonm,.'teorological i_fformati,_, from.
the 27,000 images transmitted by the Nimbus I _aring its brief but productive lifetime. Other
interpretive research by specialis_ais in progress; an interestingexan_nl,,i:,th,,recent con_-
parison of Martian surface features with scifdunes in North Africa photographed by the MA-4
camera (Gifford, 1964).
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Figure 7..Nimbus I AVCS Picture ._howing Gulf of Suez, Suez Canal. and Nile River. Altitude
371 Miles.
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The only currently approw..qmanned spaceflightprogram involvingphotography of the
earth is.Project Gemini. A1t._:ugLprimarily an operational and engineeriug testprogram,
several of the _emini earth-orbitalfllghtrwill flareprovision for scientificexperiment.;,
includingsynoptic terrain and _'eather photography _Gilland Gerathewohl, in press). The
terrain photography is being planned to secure pictures of the United States, for which
ground truth and large scale air photos are available. Pictures thus obtained can he used
as a base of experi_.nce for interpretation of space photographs of remote I;arts of the earth.
Several possible furore space programs may involve space photography. Foremost
among these is the Manned Orbiting Research Laboratory (MORL) (Badglev mid Lyon, in
press); to aid in mission planning, NASA .uopcs to make calibration test flights over
selected parts of the United States with an airer'&ft equipped with a variety of sensors, nclud-
ing cameras. Another program under consideration is the Lunar Orbital Survey System
(LOSS), which would use modified Apollo spacecraft ip circamlupar nrbits to map the -voon
with cameras and a vamety of nonvisual sensors such as infrared, ultraviolet, and gamma-
ray detccto,'s. The results of planning and experimentation for possible ._IORL and LOSS
missions will, of course, be applicable to flyby probes of the planets by manned and unman-
ned spacecraft, such as the forthcoming Mars Mariner flights. A detailed discus_uon of
planetary exploration :'rein orbiting vehicles is presented by Badgley and Lyon (in press).
UNIQUE CAPABILITIES OF SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY
It is apparent, f_-om the examples presented here, that the scale numbers and cnverage
per picture of available space photographs are orders of magni*ude greater than those of
conventional air phot::s. We now ask what space photography can offer which aerial photo-
graphy cannot. Borer e discussing thi3 question, however, it must be pointed out that space
photography can duplicate, to an unknown but probably high degree, the functions of aerial
photography in produeir.g large-scale, high resolution pictures of the ground. Katz {1963),
for example, points oatthat a ground resolution of 2.4 feet should be ob'.ainable from _50
miles altitude on a photograph wSth rescdution of 100 lines/millimeter, using a 120-inch focal
length camera. Negiecting Lhis possibi__ duplication of aerial photography, however, we see
that space photography from ort)it_u_ v_.::icles offers the following unique, advantages:
1. Greater perspective
2. Wider ceverage
] 3. Greater speed
4, Rapid repetition of coverage
The perspective afforded by the great altitude of orbiting spacecraft is. of course, the
most striking characteristic of space photographs, permit.,ng us to see entire orogenic bcits,
I drainage basins, and wrench fault systems at a glance. This perspective affords a continuity
of observation which might permit, for example, the detection of large geologic st1 uctures
unnoticed on large scale air photos. In Figures 4 and 6, many lineaments scores of miles
iong are easily seen. The value of small scale photographs has, of course, been recognized
before (Hamphill, 1958; Cameron, 1961). and is demonstrated by the wide use of mosaics.
Space photographs, h,_wever, have an advantage ow.r mosaics in showing the terrain as it _s,
without the necessity for dodging, which must destroy many of the tonal t:lues to structure
(lt'Kller, 1961). This adrantage may be e:_pecially useful in delineatin_ structure in heavily
vegetated areas, where interpretation must depe,_3 largely on subtle m._e c_r color differences.
World-wide coverage can be provided for space photography by high-inclination or
pola:" orbits. The importance of th;s advantage for photography of the polar regions i_
obvious, but it may be pointedout that camera carrying satellites will also cover lar,-._- areas,
suel: as the central Pacific, which would be w, ry di.fticult and expensive to photograph from
aircraft. A _'elated characteristic of space photography from orbiting, vehicles is the .sp_ee._d
of areal coverake which is possible. Itochlin (1962) poines out that one satellite st a 300 mile
altitude in polar orbit could photograph the entire surface of tim earth in about 4 1]2 d,lys.
This extreu'.,:ly rapid coverage will also pernnt, if the satellite stays up fcr a few weeks _r
months, r_apid r_.petitir, n :.f coverage which would be very difficult to achieve with aircraft.
This would permit the repeated photography of emud-cew:red ar." Js and detection of se_tso.ual
changus in features such as vegetation, snow fields, and ocean currents.
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY
The unique benefits offered by space photography, coupled with the possibility af
duplicating conventional aerial photography with long focal length cameras, sugge'Jts
applications in many areas, such as the following.
GEOLOGIC RECONNAISSANCE
The most obvious applicatinnof space photography to geology is the photcmapping
of remote areas not previously mapped, such as parts ._¢ h\ "-iteriorof Antarclica. An
even mo, e interestingpossibilityis thatof photographing previously mapped areas to show
large geologic structures unnoticed on conventional air photos (Figure 4 is of interest in
tl_isconnection_. For example, the existence of transcontinental£racture zones, such as
the Clipperton Vema lineament crossing Venezuela (Fuller, 1964), might be investigatedby
space photography. Other geologic applicatior3 are suggested by the fact that color film
adds a negligibleamount to the cost of space photography; the spectacular pictures taken by
Cooper during the MA-9 flightdemonstrated the practicabilityof color space pho :ography
(Lowman, 1964). See frontispiece.
TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING
"i'neArmy Map Service study previously referred to (Spencer. 1959) conchlded tenta-
tively• at 1:1,000.000 scale topographic mapping might be d#n._ with satellitephotography
with good accuracy, and that somewh_.t larger scales might be po*'siblewith lower accuracy.
The requirements for attitudeand altitudecontrol of a cartographic gatelliteare consider-
ably- more stringent than those for one t: #ed only for reconnaissance mal:2ing. However,
even the present .Vlarc,Jry spacecraft would meet most of these requirements.
FORESTRY
The fact that aerial photography has become a l_early indispensable tool of the mo(lcrn
forester makes it seem likely that space _hotography will have applieatior, in this field. The
scale and resolution lX_ssible with small cameras would prevent the use of space photograph._
for detailed studies such as crown counts, but reconnaissance forest map__ng might be pos-
sible. The :_se of color film for space photography would increase its value in forestry. The
great potential value of mult'-'sp_u_,_al photography (Colwe_l, 196D in detecting changes iu
vegetation suggests that it would be useful to carry out speh photography from s_ace using
instruments such as the recently-developed 9-lens Multibaud camera (Yaffee, 1963)°
I_Y_ PACK RECONNAISSANCE
It was discovered shortly after Tiro_ I was put into orbtt that sea and river ice could be
seen on the telemetered images despite their relatively low re_olution. This led rapidly to
the .joint Canadian-Ame,'ican Project Tirec to investigate the ap_licatior, of weather satellites
to ice reconnsis_anceo Using Tiros photographs in conjunction with aircrP.rt photography and
grnund observations the project derf nstrated that satellite ice reconnaissance in areas such
as the Gulf of St. lawrence was clearly feasible and of great potential value (Balites and
Neiss); Singer and Popham (1963) report that as much as $1,700,000 might have been saved
in 1961 by the United States and Canada through ice observations from a Nimbus satellit_
had one been in orbit. It may be pointed out that a figure of this sort is misleadingly con-
servative; an operational Nimbus satellite could provide similar ice reconnaissance over
the approaeb.-_s to western _._rope, Russia, and Antaretioa at very little extra cost.
Film photography would h_,ve the advantage of greater resolution than television. But
in day-to-da_ ice pack monitoring, ulethods of rapid image r.,_trieval would have to be utilized,
such as facsimile transmission of films developed in flight, it s,_ems safe to say that both
television and photogra.-Jhy from orbiting vehtcles promise to be .mmensely useful in ice
studies,
$6
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HYDROLOGY
Although relativelylittleapplicationhas been mace of space photography to h/drology,
it might be useful in several ways. One of then, _.is the measurement, over larg_ areas, of
snow cover; the National Weather SatelDte Center and other agencies in the United States an,_
Canada are cdr'rent]y investigating the use of Tiros piet-dz es for this purpose. As si,own by
the MA-9 photographs, deep snow, light snow, and valley glaciers can be distinguished easil:,,
indicating that methods involving film recovery should also. be valuable because of the high
resolution of _he film.
The fact that entire drainage basins of major rive,'s con be photographed quickly from
satellites suggests that many other hydrologic applications c_n be found for space photo-
graphy.
SUPP;.EMENTAL WEATHER PHOTOGRAPHY
The greater resolution obtainable with film-recovery me _ods of space photography
makes space photographs v¢luable for synoptic studies of the fine structure of clou._ systems
(S. Soules and K. Nagler, personal communication), similar to !hose already conducted from
aircraft (Mallms, 1963). The #_retic Meteorology Photo Probe (Beans, Baumann, and
A_ndryshak, 1962) further demonstrated the usefulness of rocket photography in _upplement-
ing a..d supporting ,neteorclogical -atellites.
These applications wou2d not be considered photogrammetry in the usual sense, but are
worth mentioning becau'.',: a s_rprisingly large part of the eartn's surface is covered with
clouds at any one time. This will obvic.usly hamper terrain photograph,.,, but the pictures of
the cloud cover i_self will he of value.
OCEANOGRA2HY
The ability to take individual photographs covering scores of thousands of square miles
should prove invaluable in oceano&raphic studies, in add_.tion to the obvious benef,:1 s of
weather observations over remote oceanic areas, the following applications may Le possible:
1. Multispectral photography coverin_ _lze near i,ffrared, visible, and ultraviolet can
I show the distributionof currents and possibly of areas with differingsalinity. That such
photography is [x_ssibleeven from .¢"ace vehicles was suggested by Glenn's abilky to see
the Gvlf Stream during the MA-6 flight(Glenn, 1962). A knowledge of the stru,:t_reof such
] major near-surface currents would obviously be of v-lue to the fisb'ng and shipping industries,
and from a broader viewpoint to nations whose c!_.mate is stroasiy imfluenced by these ur-
i rob+s, such as Iceland, England, and Chile.
2. The dis,;overy by Cameron (1952, 1962) that water currents in oceans, bays, and
rivers could be mapped by pseufk,-stereoscopm time-lapse air photography opens r-_ther
possible application of space photography. Small areas can, of course, bc mapped with h,w
altitude photography, but to map large currents, such as those ir the Bay of Fundy, Cameron
found it necessary to use photog,'a._hs w-'_n scales of 1: _5,000. He suggests extensio,l of the
m,'thod to major currents such as the Gulf Stream (and to large physiographic features) by
the use of 1:270.000 photographs taken from altitudes of 80,000 ft. or higher, or by the use
of satellite photography.
!
3. L. G. Cooper. during the MA-9 llight, noticed striking color differences in the water
around islands in the Bm_alnas. which he attributed, presumably correctly, to water depth.
Conventio*lal air photos have been used to study this. and it is interesting to not,. the possi-
bility raised by Cooper's obselwation that space photo:,raphs can also be used t,_ ;:tap bottom
topography.
b
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EXTRAT_L P__A3T(Y_vr _PI_.ETATION
The ._st ira_edta*.e extraterresU-ial ase for space photography of the earth is its
.n_ :iieation to the study _. pictures _.f other planetary surfaces, that of Mars in particular.
It is intel esting to note that nearly all -Jhe efforts to :-terT, ret the thoueacds 6f a_.i_ble
p_ctures have been rr.a_ in essen._ially comule_e _r_r_-_ce of wb___tthe earth wo-JId !ook
_l_e under simP!ar eondition_. The problem of de_eL_ ".he nature of t_e Martian su.--faee
i_ complicated by the fact thal zxperienee gaine_ by the study, of lunar ftatures cannot be
appiieu reiiebiy to Mars, oecause the exiatence of a Mar*Aan atm._pbere and an intermittent
;wdrosphere may have produced phye_.ography more nearly te.-restr_l than lunar..An inter-
csting example of the use of space photography in the study., of Ma_ is presented by
C-if ford (1984).
_,'MMABY
It is, of course, obvi_-_e that p4_tography from orbital distances cannot =-vplace aerial
pht,tography, especially for ._pplicatlorm req_h-ing eziremely large scales. Nevertheless, it
scums clear that the uni _ely great coverage and pe- spective possible with space photography
wili make !_ an InvaJ, "_ole tool for many purposes, md may uncover broad z'eatmres of the
eart_e 8truehtre v=:_ee existence has bee_ only conjectured.
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: ORBITAL SENSORS FOR OCEAN_."
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Ann Arbor, Michigan
ABSTRACT
ORBITAL SENSO_ FOR OCEANOGRAPHY
The t£¢h_que o_ coordinated, simultaneous multi-spectral sensing in the infrared,
viable and ul_-a-Aolet ban_ is described and discussed. Modern infrared scamfing devices
producing pictorisl output are described and a non-imaging radiometer for s_._rlug ocean
surface tempern_ares is discussed. Some previous sc_nr.er appli_.tions of oceanographic
interest are desc:_bed and oceanographic problems in which this type of tns-rumentstton.may
be useful are Hsted.
INT--RODUCTION
I have been asked to say something about infra_d sensors as applied to oceanography
and will do so shortly. First, however, I wo_ld like to say a few words about simultaneous,
coorcEusted multispe,--tral sensing which includes the infrared and also the visible and
ultraviolet bands. AL_, given some modest advancement in technique 3, it will include passive
microwave sensing. Following the remarks on multispectral sensiv,_ I will describe some of
the modern infrare_Instruments and their capabilities, mention some previous applications
of those instrumeuts of interest to oceanographers and finally indicate some oceanographic
problems in which infrared sensors may prove useful.
MULTT_SPECTRAL SEN_- _'G
Ithss been traditional,for the most part, to develop and use pictorialsensors in sL'_gle
spectral bands. In recent years some of us at The University of Michigan have beglm to
question whether thisis the best procedure. As a result,for more than a year now we ha'¢e
been studying, experlmental_ and analyt_cally, the utility, of imagery produced simultaneousiy
in many narrow spectral bands ,_'stributed throughout the infrared, visible and ultraviolet
regions and combined in unconventional ways. Our motivatlon has been as f_Eows:.
Sensors of electromagnetic radiation in the optical regions, 0.3 to 15 microns, have
been of the three major types
1. Calibrated radiometers
2. Relative spectrometers
3. Imaging sensors
Each of these produces a distincttype of information and is employed for u distinctpurpose.
The calibratedradiometers produce absolute measures of power within specifiedbands due
to emission or reflectionwhich are used to infer states and processes present in the ol._._ect
within the field of view. Spectrometers produce relative spectral power distrlbutions due t,_
, emission, reflection, absorption and transmission which are used to infer the constituents of
. objects within the field of view. The imaging s_msors produce pictorial data in which shapes
_ :rod tones are utilized to effect detection and g3_)ss identification of objects within the field of
view.
The first two instruments, radiometers and spectrometers, are normally employed in
such a fashion that their precision is limited by fundamental physical processes. The same
is not true for the imaging sensors so _t should be possible to make sigrflfieant improvements
in their performance. The radiometer is limited by the irreducible internal noise power ofi
the instrument relative to the available sisal power in the spectral band used. This is a
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fvndamental Limit. Potentially th_ spectrometer "has two types of fundamental limit First,
like the radiometer, _ the limit set by the irreducible internal instrument noise in relation
to lhe available signal power iv each of the spectral band_ resolvable by the device. Second
is the extent of th.e_uniqueness of spectral signatures present ,_n nah2re. There is every rea-
son to believe that the former is the effective limit. In other words, no improvements in
•_e:isitivity and spectral resolution have yet failed to yield additional meaningful spectral
" strucV_'e. The fundamental limits on imaging sensors are the same two which limit s vectro-
meters. However, as normally used, imaging sensors are contrained, not by either of these
fundamental limits, but by the mode of employment. NormaJ_ly imaging sensors ave employed
to record spatial distrilmtions of power w_.'thm a single spectral band. Thus per_-.-r_nce is
constrained by the uniqueness of spectral sigl atur_s within single bands. This _.s equivalent
to attempting to do spec'_al analyses using single lh_es rather than using the entire series or
some dis_-.nctive p_wt thereof, i.e., the s_.-ectral distribution, and is the reason why the potmlar
s._ar-..h for a "best" film-filter combination cannot produce more than isolated improvements.
]_ is obvious from specti-oscopic results that improved and addltional image eont.t Ists can be
obtained by productn_ images simultaneously in more than one spec',xal band. Since pictorial
use of both tone and shape rests ultimately on the presence of contrast, this is the natural
route to improvement of imaoo_ng sensors. Furthermore, this route involves overcoming
eng-:neering difficulties rather than straggling to approach asymptotic'ally some fundament_
li_4._.
It is czear that _r_aging sevsors making use of many spectral bands wilt provide much
addi_._._al information but it will not be useful v_ttess improved methot_s of handling and dis-
playing the information are developed. The three most co_r_mon method_ of displaying multi-
spectral image data are demonstrably deficient; they are the simultaneous presentatiou of the
image in each band, the use of color f_Am and the use of multiple pass band filters with a _ack
and white film.
The simultaneous presentation of images from a number of different sp_ctral bands is
currently being p_actJced to some e_ent. It i3 clear that, in general, this p!ace_ additional
burdens on an already overloaded interpreter. Furthermore, many kinds of joint use of such
information are very diificult fcr a Imman being to effect. In the res ._cted case of comparing
the spectral series from sv._eral samples the metho_' is feasible but it breaks down when the
several photographs are pictorial with complex structure containing m_ny d_fferent tvpeJ, of
object£.
The use of color f_xa permits superimposing simultaneous images in different bands
and makes the interpreterts task manageable. It, however, is restricted to no more than
three simultaneous spectral channels and there are good reasons for believing that the
"- optimum number is much greater than three. For instance, color film cannot simultaneously
do full justice to the three dominant visible colors and display the distinctive behavior of
boL_ttcal materials just outslde the red end of the visible sp_.ctrum.
It is not s, immediately obvious that the multiple band-pass filter used with a single
black and-white f_lm is uo= optimum but it, and in fact any film-filter combination, can be
shown to be un&_ly restrictive in capability.
As a simplified example con_der a bL_ck and white film fi_ter combination having a
composite pass band consisting of the joint effecL_ of three sub-bands. Then the film density,
d, will be
d =tlP 1 + t2p 2 + t3P 3
where ti is the transmission and Pi the incident power in the t th sub-band. The equation is
linear and both the ti and the Pi are positive so d is represented by a _,ery restricted class of
equation. To illustrate further assume each product tiP l to have value's of only either 0 or 1.
Then all the possible different conditions are given in Figure 1. It is apparent that there are
eight different conditions of I_wer passing through the filter. Howe_er, in recording on film -,
one-half of these possibilities are not realized because the film cannot disting,_ish among
conditions 2, 3, and 5, nor among 4, 6, and 7.
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A much more __lexible method is needed to put the information in each sub-band in some
forD" (probably eJe_:ronic) which does not restrict unnecessarily the operations which can be
perfbr,-zed. A typical operat/on required to recognize a spectral signature or to enhance
contrast is to classify an object on the basis of both having specified powers in some bands
and no power in same other bands as in the identification of a spectral series. This operaticn
cannot be performed by the llnear equation above. "Given the freedom to perform the required
operations on the outputs of the individual channels of a multisrJeccral sensor, a scanning
printer can be programmed to form an image having enhanced contl ast for any objects having
spectral differences from their mwroundings. Objects having no spectral differences from
their surrm-,ndlngs cannot be differentiated from those surr_Jundlngs by any electromagnetic
technique. In this sense the method is optimum.
In an effort to evaluate the improvements attainable by the si_--.-_ttaneous mul.tlspectral
technique The University of Michigan _as, for slightly more than a year, been generating aerial
multispectral imagery in a number of narrow bands distributed throughout the infrared,
visible and ultraviolet bands. One program, for the U. 8. Army Elech-onies Command, has
generated imagery, at two week intervals for one complete annual cycle. On each occasion
imagery was generated at intervals of two to three hours for a complete diurnal cycle. Thus
the par_neters of target type° spectral band, dinrnal cycles and anmzal cycles may be studied.
The data reduction is jnst .__v-ting, so only preliminary examples of special effec,s are avail-
able. The imagery is classified, so it cannot be shown here.
More recently, under sponsorship of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
another program has bee_ started. It is generating multispectral imagery of crops and sozls
at the U. S. Department of Agriculture Experimental Station adjacent to Purdue University. It
is being carried out jointly by The University of Michigan ana Purdue University with support
from the U. S. Army Electronics Command and the U. 8. Department of Agriculture. Imagery
is being generated on five occasions distributed throughout the 1964 growing season. On each
occasion imagery is obtained at six times, distributed throughout a diurnal cycle. This
imagery is aLSo classified, so it cannot be shown here.
Ex_tion of the imagery produced in the many individual bands under thee, programs
verifies that nature does have the spectral structure upon which we hope to capitalJ_e. In
order to realize the implied benefits two tlfin_e must be done: the nature of the processes
for combining the multiband information into single images must be deduced by ext_flnatlon
of the spectral characters of objects of interest relative to their backgrounds, and means for
implementing th.,, pz _cesses must be found..A method exists for implementing virtually any
realistic process _g scheme. It consists of reading the densities of the individual images or
channels into a diglt_,_ computer and printing out of the computer a composite picture based
on joint use of the information in the many bands. To implement this operationally will re-
quire sclving some engineering problems associated with automatic channel synchronizers
and printers but no basic problems remain unsolved. We are attacking the problem of deduc-
ing processing methods by examining the imagery in an _*.empt to write rules directly and
also by manually reading densities for selected groupz of targetq for insertion into a com-
puter where certain types of statistical manlpnlation w:Jl be performed.
INFRARED INSTRUMENTATION
I ase_e you zre all more or less familiar with radiometers and _pectrometers so there
is no need to describe them here. l_._e same ma, v not be true of the image forming instrul:_ents
so they will be described briefly.
At present there exists no photographic films which will function satisfactorily at wave-
lengths longer than approximately one micron. Infrared image t:ibesdo exist but none now
, exhibit simultaneously the sensitivity and speed of response obtaL_ble with small uon-image
_y forming thermal detectors. Therefore the latter are employed in all critical applications.
To obtain images with these, it is neeessaryto focus a small instantaneous field of view on the
detector and then scan the IFOV in some regular pattern. The signal remzlting at the output "
of the detector is electronically processed and used ultimately to activate a light source which
is scanned in the same pattern and recorded on film or displayed dynamically on a cathode
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ray tube. The m, zt com_...: ;can pattern is shown in Figure 2. The scan uerpendicular _ the
flight line is causot _ by a ro_ _t_,.g element in the instr_ment. The displacement of successi7 :
_an lines is caused by the m_,tion 9f the carrying vehicle. The r-- suit is an endless television-
type raster.
A typical scanning optical system is shown in Figure 3. The detector rests at the New-
tonian or Cassegrainian fo<ras of _ simple telescope. In front of the telescope is a multi-
faced prism wxth flat reC_eting surfaces inclined usually at 45 ° to the optical axis of the tele-
scope. The prism rotates about an a_s coincident with the axis of the telescope and generates
the scan normal to the flight path when the optical axis and flight path are parallel.
So much for the gross features of the instrument. Now consider an example of interest
in oceanography. The infrared signal to be expected from the sea is illustrated in Figure 4
for sea temperatures of + 35 ° and - 2° Centigrade. _he curves are blackbody curves since
water has an average emissivity o_ 98_ in the region 4 to 12.5 microns. Also plowed on :he
same curve is a portion of the a.mospheric transmission curve for a 1,000 foot path. (i_ more
complete atmospheric transmission curve is shown in Figure 5.) Notice that the peak
emission for temperatures between +35 ° and -2 ° Centigrade lie between 9 and 11 microns in a
region of good atmospheric transmission. The transmission in this region is as good or _._e_er
; than it is in the visible. Appro_mately 29e_ of the total emitted sea radiation fans in the good
transmission range between 7.5 a,-d 12.5 microns. In the worst case, the lowe_ temperature,
the incremental radLstion for a I ° Centigrade _ _4,,_,_temper .... uifference is 4 x 10 -5 watts/era 2
steradian. _
Some fraction of the emitted power will be focussed on a detector by the optical system
of a scanner. Deteetivity curves for most of the important modern detectors are shown in
Figure 6. The detecflvtty D _ is normalized for detector area and electrical bandpass, i e.
D* " m_--_
where A is detector area and _f is electrical banc_ass. NEP is a radiant .r_wer leveI which
• will cause the same mean detector output as the inherent noise power of the detector. For a
1 cxn 2 area and a 1 cps band_uass, D* is the inverse of NEP. For that simple case, detector
sensitivities of between 10 -10 and I0 -11 watts are ttvailal31e in the region of interest.
Rather than go through some calculations here, I will present in Figure 7 some calcula-
tions first presentpd by Mr. Eric Wormser at one of The University of Michigan summer
courses several years ago. Subsequently, Mr. Wormser built this equipment for which the
calculations were made and the figure presents a comparison between the calculations and the
measured performance of the instrulnent. They compare favorably.
That instrument is a calibrated radiometer designed and built for measuring sea surface
temperatures from an altitude of 1,000 feet. Extrapolation of this performance to an orbit
altitude of 150 miles indicates conservatively that for fields of view not more than one mile
in diameter at the surface it is feasible to map temperature differences of 1° Centigrade or
less with collector diameters less than 30" diameter. Hence it appears practical to map sea
surface temperatures from orbiting platforms. The details of an adequate instrument and
its precise performance will require a more refined design study.
EXISTING APPLICABLE INFRARF_ RESULTS
A significant amount of infrared radiometric aud pictorial measurements applicable to
oceanographic problems have been made. Unforttma_ely they are, for the most part, classi-
fied and efforts __ obtain permission to show some of them at trots meet._r,g were unsuccessful.
Therefore, I can only describe some representative cases.
*Holter, et al, p. 884
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Infrared imagery of Ford Lake, a dammed portion o; the Hurc_n River near Ypsilanti,
Michigan, has b¢en made showing surface thermal structure in the relatively stagnant lake.
Imagery also exists of the efflux of the Detroit River into Lake Erie showing current patterns
and vessel wakes. Imagery further upstream in the Detroit River shows industrial discharges
into the river, e.g.. eooJing water from steel mills enters :he river at considerably higher than
stream temperature and shows clearly.
Imagery in the vicinityof the Flomda Keys clearly shows current patterns and .he prts-
ence of submerged reefs.
Imagery existsof the St. Lawrence Gulf and the Arctic basin showing patterns of sea
ice. Much structure is apparently related to the age of the ice an'Jamom,t of snow cover.
Also coastlines covered by ice extending well out over the adjacent sea are sometimes dis-
cernable by thermal patterns in the ice surface at the coast line. Thermal structure is also
apparent on the sttcfaceof the Greenland Ice Cap. These are especiallynoticeable in the snov'
bridges o_ _r crevasses and proTide a good means of detectinghidden crevasses.
All of the imagery ref£,'redto was obtained from airborne platforms and in many cases
a calibratedradiometer was operated in conjunction with the imagery scanner.
R is the general conclusion of these of us who have examined such imagery and radio-
metric measurements thatthe instrumentation and capabilityfor making measurements of use
in oceanography are in relativelysatisfaetorlshape and can be ext,."_edto orbiting vehicles.
On the other hand, experience with these methods is, as yet,very limited, so the greatest
current need is much increased utilizationof the methods to asse_s their fullcapabilitiesand
liwjtationsin oceanography.
The question of security classificationis a serious obstacle and is receiving the attention
of a great many people. There are indicationsthatw_thin the coming year a significantrelaxa-
tion of those restrictionswill be achieved.
Figures 8 through 13 show some of the few infrared images thathave been declassified
to date. Figures S through 12 have been reproduced from half-toneprints so the qualityis
somewhat degraded as compared w'-ththe or_.ginals,
Figure 8 sR._ws the tipof Manhattan Island at night. Figures 9, 10 and 11 are enierge-
merits of sections _,f._igure8, The wavelength band represented is •pproxlre.ately1 to 6
microns. The picture t_nes are due entirelyto ._mlttedradiant power, the lightertones corre-
sponding to _reater po-#_.rs(i.e.,usually due to hi_her temperatures). Notice that the water
in the rivers and the lake in Central Par_ is warmer than the terrain. Terrain typicaLLycools
fa_er than wa_er so it_s formal for water to appear warmer some time after sunset.
There is physlc.-llyn,-,-__hermal structure in the surface of the water but it does not
show in the Manhattan images bee_tuse ii_c-',,.s_r_:mentgain was set to show terrain thermal
structure. This illustratesa geL'era1feature of these instrume, cs. The dy_,,_micrange of
the thermal signals present in nature and ava._/ablein the detectors and eleecronics is greater
than can b_ displayed on film in a form availableto the human eye. Theret :re the instrument
gain musz be set to show either, but not both, the terrain or water thermal structure. A
later figure shows thermal structure on a water surface.
Figure 12 shows Love Field in Dallas, Texas. The spectral region is approximately
8 to 14 microns. Notice the white streaks behind the jet aircraft in the eerier of the figure.
The aircraft is taxiing and the white streaks are the hot jet exhaust gasses.
Figure 13 shows a lake in the western United States with a stream _,mptying into it. The
• spectral region is 8 to 14 microns and the instrument gain is set to show surface thermal
structure in the water, and there Is a great deal of such structure. The thermal structure of
the terrain in the upper left of the figure does not show well at this gain setting.
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ICONCLUSION
In concla_ion infrared radic meters and imaging scanners, or preferably callbrate¢,
2adlo_l- LerS coupled with a simultaneous undtispeetral imaging system, are in their present
state oi development _pplicable to many oceanographic problems. Furthe_nore, it is cies_r
that those technique8 can be extended to orbital usage. They appear to be caps,ble of
generating data of importance to all but one (Item m, Thermocline depth) of the oeeanograph/c
!_roblems listed for Wednesday's discussion in the tentative agenda.
_e greatest current need is for extensive oceanographic use of these instruments from
an-borne platforms to establish optimum methods of application. This will require a four
engine aircraft capable of operation up to a" least IO,O00 feet altitude. It is recommended that
the initial operation not be -.bo_e 10,000 fee, because of the difficulties associated with crew
requirements for oxygen and special equipment requirements above that al Simultane-
ously design work for an orbiting system should proceed. It is de-jirable that the initial orbit-
ing experiments be carried cut on manned orbiting vehicles beca_tse of equipment set up,
aiming and detector cooing operations. If initial orbiting operation is on unmanned vehiele_,
some sacrifices in capability will probably have to be made _nd probably unoooled detecto_
will need to be used.
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THE IMPORTANCF- OF _h'_ LX THE STUDY OF WAVES At_D
CURKENTS FROM MANNED SATELLITE
John C. Freeman, Jr.
National EngineerL_, Sc!e.neeComp_.y
which show. _ :lis_.r__4on. (e.g. He can select and pull a significant switch).
The impoo'tance of ;he wan is emphasise_ by my- experience in prep&ring £-_r t.__i_
conference."
When I asked myself how to :;_easure waves from an _.__,_nned satellite the answers a11
ir__luded devices in the ocean. When the qnes'.ior, of measuring waves from _t n,armen s_:zei£ite
is considered the possibility of p._otographing surf and infrared p.._tography of waves radiat°
ing from a storm present themselve_ irnmedia-.ely.
The reason that we can consider a man as making this poszible is tha t he is a gcod
"shore _llne seeker" ar,i a good storm seeker." A good telescopic camera guided by a man
can take good enough photographs to study wave lengths and possibly some indication of wave
heights.
When sateMtes and _craft a;-e coml_J.red as vehicles for study of the oceRn_ th_
sateIJ.ite becomes less expen_.ve _or gathering routine world-wide data over _r_a= measured
on a phnetar:,- scale.
J
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MAN E_ SPACE
Bernard Scbeps
U. So Army EngiI,eer, Geodesy, Intelligence & Mapping Research
& De,-elopment Agency, Fort Belvoir, Vir_nia
1. Man will be in spsr_e - ho,v can we use him'.-
2. What better decision ana discrimination .-_'_achine can we make and how can we pack
it in less volume with less weight?
3. What more efficient set of servos, circuit monitors and error correcting devices
can be made with Less weight and volume?
4. tIow will we instrument for ar ee¢,.ct or phenomenon which we dontt know exists in a
vlsible form (or other- is_? Man is neede0 to turn the disadvantage of the unanticipated intc
a gain.
5. How eoL:Id ",_ebetter discrlminate between data to be recorded and stored and data
of.transitory or realtime interest?
6. If we dontt _tart exporting people where will we pat them?
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EXPRESSION OF OPINION
Robert G. Paquette
GM Defense Research Laboratories, Santa Barbara, California
1. We know the technological ability exists to do ma,,y of the things we war, t, if we
want them baby enough.
2. The program vr;ll be a waste unless there are oceanographers actively associated
with the program who want the chtta badly enough to analyze it, interpret it, be sure it ,has
real meaning, and to go through the struggles of communicating with "he instrument designer.
3. The probability is high that the first instrumental techniques will he faulty or
worse. Here is where interest in the results and devo_on to the idea will be a paramount
requirement in the oceanographer. There needs to be a mechanism for continual improve-
ment in equipment until satisfactory results are being obtained. There needs to be a com-
munications bridge between oceanographer and instrument designer.
4. You need to go slowly enough to be sure your results are good for something before
going on.
5. You must face the economic question: "Does the data justify the cost?" I dontt
think it does if you don_t start using it immediately and keep up with interpretation. Even
then it may be too expensive.
This isn:t really a pessimistic attitude. I would just like to see people think of f-:nding
a good, devoted oceanographer to live with any measurement program which is to begin.
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RECOMMENDATIOES OF THE PANEL ON SEA ,c.TJRFACE TEMPERATURE
Jo'm P. Tully, Chairman
Pacific Oceanographic Group, Nmiaimo, B. C.
Members
J. ,J. Shule, Jr. J.F.T. Saur, Jr. T. Laevastu
M. K. Robinson H.J. Wetzstein and others
BACKGROUND
Climatological charts are (or soon will be) available, which define the mean monthly sea
surface temperature and its standard deviation both numerically and in isotherms.
Oceanographic information services (1) are in existence which can accept numerical
weather aud oceanographic information by radio and teletype, construct synoptic charts of
mzny parameters, combine these into derived products, and distribute the product by radio
an i telex in numerical or facsimile format, all within a space of a few hours. Resources are
av, Lilable to accept, process, interpret and disseminate oceanographic data on a daily or
sh( rter time basis. The major weakness is the lack of daily dsta input from large areas where
there are few or no observatories.
Polar orbiting satellites may provide means to increase the frequency, range and density
of observations.
REQUIREMENTS
The ultimate requirement is for synoptic sea surface temperature charts with observa-
tions on a 50-mile or less grid spacing (both directions) at daily intervals. One hundred mile
spacing or weekly intervals are the limits of acceptability. Consideration should also be
given to providing a resolution area of not greater than 5 nautical miles for special coastal
studies.
The data should show the real temperature at a point, or the rr, ean value in an area 25
miles square or less, within _- 0.5 C °. The ,data should discriminate _ocal variations within
0.2 C ° in a distance of 50 miles. The data should be corrected for diurnal heating and cool-
ing.
If this accuracy can be provided it will identify ambient variation in space from day to
day and in successive years. Also, it will define the seasonal sequence of change.
In addition to sea surface temperature it is necessary to know the heat budget in order
to f_reeast possible changes. This implies intimate knowledge of cloua cover, moisture
con:ent of the near surface air, wind speed, and low level air temperature.
' These data should be processed through existing weather and oceanographic serrice
.tacitities$.
These data are required for existing fisheries, military and civil pu_ poses. These pur-
poses have been defined in detail at a number of conferences and may be obtained from the
Federal agencies concerned. Once the service is established, considerable user expansion
shot ld be anticipated.
SU. S. Navy Oceanographi_ Office, Environmental Prediction Section, Suitland, Maryland; U. S.
Fh:et Numerical Weather Facility, Monterey, California; Royal Canadian Navy, Weather/
Oceanographic Centers at Halifax and Ebquimalt, Etc.
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PROCEDURES
On the basis of current experience with airborne infra-red radiometry, Tiros satellite
data, and recent advances in active and passive zadiometry in the far infra-red and micro-
wave parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, it appears that it may be possible to provide
adequate sensing equipment. A polyehroma_.ic sensing array is indicated in which the com-
bined data could be analysed lo determine the per_.inent parameters.
A games (oeeanon,etric, multiple correlation) anr.lysis should be made of several typ_
situations defined by existing Tiros, meteorological and oceanographic data to determine t!_e
mimrnum optimum combinations of se,lsors that would be require'_. This is a computer pro--
jeer. From such an apalysis Me hardware requirements would be defined. Then the feasi-
bi!i_y of constructio,'., orbiting, data readout, processing and anatysis could be determined.
A seco_-d and no less important application is to use the satellite as a means of inter-
rogating anchored or drifting weather/oceanographic buoys. Fhe necessary technology
appears to be well developed.
It appears evident that crucial experiments in the development of system components
for these requirements will be made from the re-.reed satellites. However, the short duration
of such projects precludes their use for continuous monitoring.
t18
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• .AIRBORNE OCEANOGRAPHIC PROGRAMS OF
_#P _THE TIBURON MARINE LABORATORY AND SOME OBSERVATIONS ON
;4_ FU'rUR_ JJEV.'"-i_)PMENT AND USES OF THIS TECHNIQUJ_
James L. Squire, Jr.U. S. Department of _he Interior
Fish and Wildlife Servie_
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
Tibuz_)n ivLarine Laboratory, Tiburon, California
The Tibur_n Marine Laboratory is presently conducting two synoptic oceanographic pro-
grams utilizinglow altitudeaircraft. The program ob3,:ctivesare the determination of infra-
red radiationfrom the sea surface and the monitoring of the dist ibutionand abundance of
pelagic schooling species. Both programs have been in operation for more than one year, and
from the resuRs to date certain conclusions can be made as to the effectiveness of the pro-
grams and what research may be desirable to make maximum use of the increase m scope
and frequency of observation thathigh altitudescanning systems may provide.
CURRENT Lf.rW" ALTITUDE PROGRAMS
INFRARED RADIATION (SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURES)
In August 1963, a monthly survey was initiated of three Pacific coastal areas using an
airborne infrared thermometer. These surveys are conducted in cooperation with the U. S.
Coast Guard, who furnishes a UF-2G (Gru-nman Albatross) for flight_of 6 _9 7 1/2 hours
duration in each area. T_,ese flightsserve a dual purpose of providing an aircraft from which
we can conduct oceanographic studies and a navigation and familiarizationmission for Coast
Guard pilotsand crev;.
The primary objectiveof the synoptic program is to provide a more det_ed picture of
surface isotherms on the. ntinentalshelfthan previously available to assist in deter_mining
how the ocean env:ronment influencesthe distributionof fishery resources, During the past
year 40 synoptic charts have been produced and distributedto interested persons and oceano-
graphic and meteorological laboratories.
Surveys are conducted ver the continentalshelf;the uorthern surve) area extends from
offCa_e Flattery,Washington, south to Cape Lookout, Oregon, approximately 102 kilometers
(55 nauticalmi/es) south of the Columbia River. The central survey area extends _Iong the
coast of California from Point Arena south to Point Sur. The third survey area extends south
from Point ArgueLlo to Point Salsipuedes, approximately 61 kin.(33 n.m.) south of the UnRed
States--Mexican border. All survey areas use a sawtooth flight_attern a,,dcover from the
shorf to approximately 74 kin. (40 n.m.) offshore in the northern and central areas and up to
148 kin, (80 n.m.) offshore from southern California. The flightelevationon the track lineis
maintained at about 152 meters (500 ft.)or less to minimize the effectof haze. The infrared
unitis no_ being caliorated in flight,and comparative simultaneous surface and airborne
observations are being made with the assistance of U.S.C.G. )ightvessels and the U.S. Nn, y
Electronics Laboratoryts oceanographic tower at San Diego.
The infrared equipment used in these surveys is manufactured by the Barnes Engineer-
ing Company, Stamford, Conn., and models .14-312and IT-2 are earrently in use. Information
from the inflared unitis recorded continuously on a Va :JanG-1.1 graphic recorC,_r.
The optical fieldof view of the infrared detector is 3° x 3°, equallinga fleldof view
approximating 209._-m. 3 (686.4 sq. ft.)at a 152 meter (500 ft.)elevation. The usual flying
speed of the UF=P'q during the surveys is 250 km. per hour (135 knots) (69.5 meters/see.),
resultingin the infrared system av.,ra_;in_;surface temperature observations at a rate of
1,820 m. 2 per second. The chart record is read out every ,30 seconds, and four observations
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(2 mLnJ are averaged. These two-minute averages are then p/aceu vn the master char" at the
midpoint of tz _vel and isotherms are drawn to these data.
PELAGIC FI3H MONITORING
In several commercial fishing areas along the U. S. muinland aerial fish spotters are
used to guide surfsc.e fi_h/ag craft to areas having an abundance of _chooling fish (Squire,
1961). Such fisheries .'or species such as 3almon, tuna, menhaden, he;-ring (Ma_ne sardine),
s_rdine, mackerel, bonito, sea bass, munet, thread herring, blueback herring and s-_-ordfish
utilize intermittently abo_t 70 aircraft.
In I£62, a pelagic fish mordtor_ng program wss initiated for the southern and central
California area. Six fish spotter pilots are now under contract to provide ir_formation on all
surface schooling species seen during each flight, their location, number of schools, and
estinmte of abunden_e. Species most commonly observed are anchovies, sardines, mackerel,
barracuda, yeLlow_.ail, sea bast bonito, sharks, rays and tuna. Information is tape recorded
by pilo*_s, and the results are transcribed in the laboratory to a coded log form. During the
pa_ year over 340 separate flight records were obtained from contract pilots.
Present statistical methods employ dockside catch statist'-'_s as an indication of abund-
ance. Results from this program are indicating abundance and distribution infor_uation for
species such as the anchovy (E. mordax), a species :hat is not presently the subject of an
intensive fishery, in addition to developing information on species subjected to sport and
commercial fishing.
Flight operations are conducted at low elevations of from 152 to 365 meters (500'-
1,20C), and more than half the flight operations are at night dqring tae absence of moonlight,
EacJ, pilot operating _rom the southern California area flies 800 to 1,000 hours per year.
However, some of this time is spent surveying off Mexico and the central American coast
when operating _ith the tuna fleet, and th,s flight time is not r__orded for our program. The
program as present/y operating in the southern and central California ar_a has a maximum
potential of about 4,800 observational hours per year.
OBSERVATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS ON FUTURE USES OF MANNED HIGH
ALTITUDE AIRCRAFT AND P4ANNED OR UN,_,TNED SATELLITES
IN THE FIELD OF BIOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY
The potential of orbiting laboratories to produce oceanographic data ou a global basis of
interest _.o researchers in many fields may be exceedingly great. However, the suggestions
offered here are of particular interest to researchers in the field of bio-oceanography. If the
suggestions are technically possible to develop, _hey would fill a very practical need in deter-
mining the reaction of the pelagic fishery resources to changes in environment.
It would ap[)ear from our experience gained irom about 400 hours of flight operation off
the west coast with the infrared unit that cloud cover of all degrees, from high, thin cirrus to
haze and fog, will be one of the more important factors in limiting high altitude observation of
the sea surface. Infrared flight operations over the west coast continental shelf hace required
postponement of one day or more for greater than 50 percent of the monthly flights in the
central survey area due to very low overcast < 152 meters (<500 ft.) and fog conditions. The
northern and southern areas have exporienced less cancellation due to weatl.er; however, in
all areas more _:n_u, 50 percent of the flight time has been under a low overcast of 9, to 365
meters (300-1,200 ft.).
Data now available from tY.e U. S. Weather Bureau should allow an estimate of the per-
cent of time various pox'Lions of the ocean could be observed from a very high altitr _e.
Three related areas of research that, if conducted from very high altitudes, may pro-
vide conslderable reward in bio-oceano_.raphy are:
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1. Infrared observations of the continental shelf _._d : s_ociateG oceanic areas.
A further development of infrared mapping technique to determine tht," gross isothermal
pievare (L'_ 1° C.) of the oceans of the world is desirable. At the present time several
isolated, small areas about the continental United States are being mapped in limited detail,
and it wou_d be desirable to produce at a greater frequency information in 2om:_arable detail.
The oceans surrounding the North and South American continents should be given
particnlar emphasis in any advance program. Isotherm charts similar in se _le to those
preseatSy produced vy the Tiburon i_Larine Laboratory and other laboratories, b_t covering the
entire cc_,stal z_ne, could be obtained by readings taken from individual 9.3 kin. (5 n.m,)
square areas. If resolution of satellite infrared equipment to a 9.3 kin. square _cca is pos-
sible, then the charts produced troz_ the data would not only have the basic pic:ure as found
in current charts, but would scan the areas not presently ob_,_rvcd by the low a!t:t'_'dc a-:rerafi
and should result in charts of much greater detail.
2. Observations of water color as a method of dpfining wat__r mass, the coastal and converg-
ence zones in particular.
Water color in coastal and oceanic areas is the result of the presence of a fairly stable
metabolic product re_Rted to production of phyteplankton (Kalle, 1938) or the presence of
suspended inorganic and organic particles. Discoloration by algae or dL_oflagellates or other
•_mall invertebrates, and suspended mineral; all may contribute to this feature of the c.ceants
surface that is readily observable from the air. An optical, photographic or electronic sys-
tem to map the color difft.eences of blue to green in the offshorc areas, mid brown to gt'een
and blue in the inshore areas would be useful to those studying plankton distribution and the
related environmental characteristics of the ocean.
A gross picture might be obtained of such features as discharge and flow patterns within
the inshore and estua__.ne area, aa¢i the covvergenee areas between major water masses off
the North American continer_t. Identification of these convergence areas off the west coast
should be useful in plotting the relationship of albacore and bluefin and other species of tuna
to the convergence zone of the upwelled waters and the California current and the relationship
of such species as yellowfin tuna and marlin to water mass off Central and Sonth America.
The convergence zone of the Gnlf Stream and the slope water south of New England appears to
be yroductive for biuefin tuna in the spring, and for yellowfin tuna in the summer, and shows
promise as a productive fishing area (Squire, 1963). A better definition of this zone in rela-
tion to tuna fishing may 1 _sult in a method of short period predictions on the movements of the
tuna r_pulations relative to these convergenoes.
The determination of true water color (quantitative color measurements) is difficult due
to the many uncontrollable interfering factors. Therefore, _e determinatJop of the relation-
ship of true color tc any biological or physical phenomena would also be difficult unless a
standardized technique is developed to give a record that will be as near true color as possible.
_£erial color photography should yield useful data of a qualitative nature. To strike an
optimum balance among faithful color rendition of the emulsion, the light penetration of the
water, thc minimum surface reflections, the removal of ultraviolet and near ultraviolet, and
the reduction of atmospheric haze, Dr. Boyd E. Olson (personal communication) suggests the
following technique to obtain a reasgnable color renditior_
(a) All color film used should be from a single batch.
(b) The cameras should be pointed at a right angle to the sun and down at about 45 °.
(c) The lens should be capped with a _larizing _ilter properly oriented for maximum
absorbency of surface reflection.
(d) Photography be limited to th_ hours when the sun is between 45 ° and 55 ° above the
horizon with the sky free of clouds.
3. Observations of the abundance, distribution and migration of near surface pelagic fish
schools.
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This phase of research has much in common with the previous section on w_ter color.
_e iderttiflcation of pelagic.- near surface school groups requires a system to discriminate
_ubtle color differences of a tar_=.t of < 15.2 meters (<50 ft.) in diameter, and this may be
beyond present technical ability from very high altitudes.
The low altitude fish spotter pilot, during daylight hours, has developed an ability to
distinguish subtle differences to be foun(, in the color composition of water masses containing
near _rface schooling fish and those without fish. After discerning gradation of luminosity
emitt=_d from the surface, +.he observer discriminates between color and light intensity. He
then '_ecognizes" or perceives some distincti_,-e inherent characteristic associated with the
fish school target. The second phase of t h__ recognition process is the attempt at determina-
tion of species. This determination may be on the basis of color, shspe, behavior, and may
be a combinat;on of these factor_,.
During observation of near surface schooling species at night during periods when
moonlight is absent, t_,e spotter pilot relies on the perception of very low, bio-luminescent
li_.t levels. The bio-luminescence of plankton created as a result of _e activity of schooling
fish is used to vector the fishing vessels to productive areas.
In summary it is suggested that the following research be considered:
la. Development of IR satellite equipment capable of a resolution and readout of a
9.3 km. (5 n.m.) square area at an accuracy of > 1° C.
b° Comparative tests between low altitude ]RT observations and very high altitude 111
scanner systems capable of mappIng a 148 kilometer strip (80 n.m.). If use of the
very high altitude system is successful, substitution of the high altitude scanner
tecm_ique for the present synoptic low altitude surveys should be considered.
c. Consideration be given to the production of IR isotherm gradient charts for all
oceans, with particular emphasis on the continental shelf and the major current
systems surrounding the North and South American continents.
2a. Research on the deve]opment of a tecnnique to determine and record with reason-
ab!e accuracy t_e water color from low altitude and very high altitude aircraft,
preliminary to deveiopment of scanner systems for satellites.
b. Research on the relationship of water color as observed from above the surface to
the biological organisms and organic and Inorganic suspended matter that may be
in the near surface layers.
3a. Experiments using photographic techniques to determine the height from which fish
schools can be observed during both day (color difference) and night (bio-lumines-
cence).
b. Determination of the true color of fish school and the relationship of the true color
to species composition.
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wOPERATIONAL ANALYSES AND FORECASTING
/_ OF OCEAN TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE
C _tain Paul M. Wolff, USN
U. S. Fleet Numerical Weather Facili*.y, Monterey, California
A brief review is given of the factors affecting the thermal structu
well as of sources of errors in the surface temperature reports.
The heat budget of the interaction between the oceans and the atmosph£re has been
analyzed and adapted to routine numerical computations at Fleet Numerical Weather Facility,
Monterey. The dependence of the temperature structure in the ocean on atmospheric events
is demonstrated.
The effects of the constraints of gria mesh size, instrument and transmission errors ar
considered in the production of sea surface temperature analyses. The underwater tempera-
ture structure is analyzed using a simple model. Finally, the integrated effects of the calcu-
lated ener_, exchange at the surface are applied to the initial analysis to obtain a two day
prediction.
Examples of th=rmal structure analyses and predictions are presented and the factors
affecting their interpretations are briefly pointed out. Brief notes are also given on the
future plans for improvement, extension and utilization of oceanographic predictions.
INTRODUCTION _J
The Fleet Numerical We.,ther Facility (FNWF) located at the U, S. Naval Postgraduate
S_hool iJl Monterey is developing an expanding program in meteorolo_, and physical oceano-
graphy. This report is a condensed summary of the existing operational proFram in sea
surface temperature (SST) analysis and of the program f,,r the analysis and prediction of
ocean t._mpersture structure variability with tLne, space and depth.
Development programs at FNWF produce operational computer routiues whose end
product is designed to be useful environmental information for naval operations. Most efforts
are engineering applications using computers to imitate suece&sful manual operations. Gains
are in speed, quality control, and the ability to accomplish the 7 billion eomputatior, s involved
in d uay's production in a useful time.
The atmosphere and the ocean should be treated as two closely related parts of the total
environment. All of the energy which produces changes in the ocean comes to it through the
atmosphere. The same basic equations of motion govern both fluids; iv. fact the equations are
simpler in the oceans. The existence of clouds and moisture and the large-scale turbulent
motions are particularly difficult atmospheric problems not present in the ocean.
The sea surface temperature is the most commonly recorded observation available on a
synoptic basis, Its key importance in environmental ans/yz, es and prediction win be demon-
strated. The first section of this paper attempts to establish the approprlatenp,_s of the pres-
ent ._]WF approach to this pivot/variable.
DATA AVAILABILITY AND ACCURACY
Numerical analyses are made for c_nvenience at coordinate intersections in a regular
x, y array. The problem of deriving analyzed values at these intersections from a randomly
located array of data has many solutions. The final result is obtained by combinations of
fitting and smoothing. The proper scale for the grid is determined by the avarage data
density in space and time and the scale and persistence of the variations in the scalar vari-
able to be analyzed.
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In order to study the scale in terms of typical data coverage, all unique observations of
SST received for a 3-1/2 day period in May 1964 were located on a hemispheric chart. Under
the assumption that an average density of one observation per two ,grid squares is required
for meaningful analysis, the grid square side dimension was determined. Figure 1 shows this
chart with isopleths of allowable mesh length. For most water areas of the hemisphere a 200
mile mesh is all that 3--1/2 days of data justifies. A grid 50 miles" on a side is supported in
only a few narrow areas in major shipping lanes. O_, course concentrated fleet operations may
make denser grids usable in sn-all operating areas such as the one off San Diego. Figure 1A
summarizes the differences between sea level pressure and SST data as inputted to a scalar
analysis program.
Figure 2 sho'*z the bas$e grid on which FNWF computes and outputs most meteorological
data.
SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE ANALYSIS
Sea surface temperature reports are subject to several kinds of error. Careful recent
studies (typically Saurls) report a standard error of 1.65 ° F. and a positive bias. The
analysis procedure present!y used at FNWF is Carstensenls linear method.
Carstensenls linear analysis scheme i8 a combination of fitting and smootl ,ng. The last
analysis provides a smooth first guess field. New data is considered in the neighborhood of
each grid point and moves the guess value up or down by a fixed small amount (.2 ° F.). This
amount is a function of date density and is less in dense reporting areas and more in sparse
areas. The changed points are combined with the first guess by a successive relaxation
process alternated with weak smoothing. The resultL_g cyclical alternation of fitting, relaxa-
tion and smoothing is not carried to complete convergence since the first guess has independ-
ent information content. L-, dense data areas the final grid-point analysis is determined
entirely by the dat,L a_.a in no-data areas by the first guess with a combination of the two in
between.
This method produces an error distribution summarized for one recent run in Figure 3.
Of th_ 6000 unique reports, 100were rejectedin the gross error px_cedure. The remaining
differences between the observations and the analysis have a somewhat normal distribution
but with a higher frequency in the tails. This is attributed to a combination of a few large,
essentially random numbers interpreted by the data sort as valic! sh_p observations with a
group of errors less than i0 ° F. The 2.4 ° F. standard deviation ,:s typical and not excessive.
Earlier FNWF employed Carstensen's Relaxation method in SST analysis. The fitting
com_41tation wRs cubic in this method which has been unsurpassed in its quality in the
analysis of meteorological p_essure data. Fiffo:-e 4 shows the results of a simple experi-
ment estabhshing the superiority of a simp1,.r linear fitting over the cubic. Three types of
linear temperature distributions were t_ , ,"with data having a normally distr'_buted standard
error of 2.4 ° F. Figure 5 shows the an .... J contours produced by this method whet. applied
with a grid spacing of 100 miles _16000 1_ /hemisphere).
PATTERN DECOMPOSITION
Recently an iterative procedure has been developed at FNWF which permits a scale
separation by & heat diffusion analogue equation. When this operation is performed on the
same SS_ analysis, one can readily see the different pattern scares which compose the whole.
Figure 5A shows the small space scale disturbances. Major cu, r_nt boundaries are outlined
and the remaining irregularities are shown as warm spots (interpreted as areas of recent
net heat additions or stable meanders) and cold spots (probably due to wind mixing or upwell-
ing).
Removal of these small-scale disturbances from the initial analyses produces the large-
scale pattern _igure 5B. This chart is similar to long term time averages. The components -_
of this chart are more apparent and useful when the purely zonal portion is subtracted.
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Figure 2. Basic FNWF, Monterey Crid Used For Computa'_ion and Output of Most
Environmental Data.
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Figure _C shows t!',eselarge-scale anomalies and makes possil'iedi._dctcomparisons of loca-
tionsand intensitiesof the larger scale SST anomalies.
ATMOSPHERE - OCEAN HNERGY EXCHANG_
The prect-_dingsection of thispaper described the $$T analysis program which has been
under development during twice daily,operations at FNWI r for over two years. This section
describes research in progress which willbe placed in dullyoperation in the fallof 1964.
Feaslbilitycomputations, and in some parts, computer testruns have been made on all _arts
of the pro cram. Experience indicates,however, tha..many changes and refinements willbe
required after routine operation of the program bee'ins.
Figure 6 shows schematically the pr_,posedenvironmental cycle, The entire system
willope.-az_once a day and produce an analysis of the initialtemperature structure and a
48-hour prediction. The initialvariables are preJominzntly atmospheric includingonly
sea/swell history and SST in th_ ocean. The laztday's anaiysis is modified by the heat flux
terms, the m_chanical mixing by waves and the divergence effectsto produce computed
estimates of the 24-hour structure change. Tnis structure is combined with the current
SST analysis at the surface and climatologica_dam below 600 feetto produce a second esti-
mate to the current structure. The temperature at 3000 feet is constant with time but has a
small space variability.At 1500 feetthe temperature fieldshave more space variabi.lityand
are changed monthly. At 600 feetSchroederts monthly charts from Woods Ho_e are used
while in the Pacific a fieldof temperatures at 600 feetwillbe generated from Anderson's
equations each day.
This second estimate of structure will then be modified b_"the additionof aJ.1available
BT data producing the completed current analysis.
This structure is shown in Figure 7. Next the initialstructure is modified .byintegrating
the effectsof heat balance, mechanical mixing and divergence over the next 48 hours. The
variables involved willcome from atmospheric forecasts. Figures 8 through 10 illustrate
these effects. Computations willbe made initiallyon the basic FNWF grid but willbe moved
to a 50-mile grid in four areas soon. These areas are shown in Figure 11. The smaller grids
(Figure 12) willhe used only in very limited operating areas.
The applicabilityof thismethod is illustratedby some recent results obtained by T.
Laevastu at the University of Hawaii. The computations were made by hand from geophysical
year historicaldata.
Figure 13 shows the totalheat exchange for 15 Feb. 1957 and for 15 .'day1957. The
patterns are cellularand have a space scale clearly related to th_ major surface pressure
systems in the atmosphere.
Figure 14 shows the air-sea heat exchange for two successive days in May 1957. Excel-
lent continuity is obse"vable between the patterns with the motions of the centers associated
with the movement of the atmospheric features.
The results of Laevastuws study indicate the interdependence of events in the two parts
of the environment with this dependence more evident in the changes produced in the oceans.
In longer range plans (6 months to 1 year) it is proposed to include currents, advection,
shallow water effects, and ice in the computations. Large eddies az_d internal waves may also
be handled.
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FNWF OCEANOGRAPHIC MODEL
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/ _O / FUTURE 5SE OF SHIPS, BUOYS, AIRPLAN_ __ND SATELLITES
_ / IN CSTAINING OCEANOGR_,PHIC OBSERVATIONS FOR ,
ENVIRONMENTAL PREDICTION SYSTEMS ?
Captain Paul M. Wolff, U.S°N.
U. S. Fleet Numerical Weather Facility, Monterey, California
FNWF PHILOSOPHY ON ENVIRON:_ENTAL OBSERVATION
1. GENERAL
The general FNWF philosophy concerning the gathering of environmental data both in
the atmosphere and in the oceans is that:
a. The sensing element should generally be at the location being sampled, i.e.,
remote sensing should be avoi,qed unless circumstances dictate otherwise.
b. Maximum use should be made of observing platforms already available before
money and effort is expended on new platforms.
c. For data gathering from regions where platforms are P.ot aiready available, sensing
devices and telementry equipment should first be tested on land, then on ships,
aircraft and finally sate _llites.
d. The frequency at which a given location reports should be related to the density of the
reporting network and to the time variability of the data involved.
e° Preprocessing should be done at regional centers which then forward "clean" collec-
tives to research or analysis and prediction centers over high-speed communication
links.
2. PRESE.N_r SHORTCOMINGS IN OBSERVATIONAL DATA
At present it is possible to receive, at a given synoptic time, about 800 meteorological
reports from ships at sea. These reports contain only two truly oceanographic elements--
wave data and sea surface temperature in the form of a difference from air temperature. In
addition about 25 bathythermograph soundings can be received, mainly from weather ships,
naval units and a few fishing vessels.
The density of weather reports from frequented shipping lanes is reasonably sufficient.
Outside these lanes, there are large ocean areas where virtually no reports are received.
First priority in obtaining more information in these areas should be enlistment of voluntary
reporting from smaller cargo ships, fishing vessels, etc. The accuracy of the incteorological
parameters in ship weather reports is generally satisfactory; it is the two oceenographic
, elements (waves and s_a surface temperature) which are notor_.ously poor in quaY,fry. Smpha-
sis should be directed toward; (1) automatic recording of these elements and (2) code changes
' which would permit direct (not differ_nt, ial) reporting and greater significance.
i
The nu,nber of subsurface (BT) oceanographic ,_bservations is not sufficient in any area
of the world for making detailed synoptic analyses. The bathythermograph equipment now
available fulfills a good part of the instrumental requirements here and could be used on maQy
more ships if distributed together with proper winches and boom_. However, it would be
desirable to construct cheap, expendable BTs which would signal back temperatures while
_. sinking.
"_ For synoptic, operational problems _hese expendable BTs would be useful even if depth
were not transmitted as bodies could be designed to give a constant sinking rate wi*.hin the
desireC limits of accuracy.
: C]oud observations from both ships and satellitesare w.luable. ,putsto oceanographic
predictionprograms. For many numerical problems, insolationdata would be equally useful.
Ships and b*u_y_, should be equipped with cheap, reliable pyrheliometers.
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More accurate observation an¢ireporting of surface currents on a synoptic basi_ is also
an urgent requirement. Inere_tsed use of navigational satellites may permit increased
accuracy of navigation to the poiz:t where current drift ,hould be reporte_ by all ships at
3ea. Drifting buoys should nave tl_.e positions fixed with sufficient accuracy to permit
computation of drift.
3. USE OF D'--_FERENT PLATFORMS IN OBTAINING SYNOPTIC OC_NOGR._ PHIC DATA
The ships are, and wll! rein _ain the most ideal platforms for maritime meteorological
and oceanographic observations. There are about 5,000 ships at sea, of which about 800 are
voluntarily observing and reporting meteorological elements. Although the report density is
sufficient on frequented routes, there is a definite need to recruit fishing vessels and others
on less frequented routes. If reliable automatic :veather stations have been constructed for
land, they could also be distributed to ships and interrogated by satellites. However, it is
not feasible to get ships reports from large ocean areas which are not crossed by ships and
other means must be sought here.
buoys, drifting or moored, might come to use in the future to fill the aforementioned gap
when rcli._ble ones have been manufactured. Moored buoys will always be expensive and
in "ke "only a few of mere might be used y positions. Shortlived drifting buoys, dropable
from airplane._ would have extensive use, if these could be interrogated from satellites. An
accurate posiuoning during interrogation world be .highly desL,'able, to gain data on surface
currents. The first task in development of these buoys should be to construct a simple
reliable instrument which would work for so.verai weeks.
Airplanes are at present in synoptic use in ice reconnaisanee flights and in sea surface
tempera,_ure measurements in limited areas. Some additional use of exist.ing low-flying flights
(e.g.U.S. Coast Guard's flights) could be made in reporting current boundaries, fog and a £ew
other specific observations. Any equipment to be used in oceanographic satellites should first
be flown and tested in aire--aft.
Satellites will in the future find their principle use m communication, including the
interrogation of automatic stations. Some extended use of satellites will also be made in
measurement of cloudiness and radiation.
4. SUM_Y EVALUATION
In the past most of the developments in synoptic meteorology have been relatively slow
due to considerable international bureaucracy and conservative routine national services
with little flexibility. ?_ne advances are usually made outside these established systems,
The routine meteorological services should try to improve the quality of present maritime
observations by better instruction of observers, by selective recruitment of additional ships
and by distribution of additional instruments and their checking.
In order to utilize fully the existing reports a speedup in communications is urgent.
Although the development of automatic weather stations has proceeded fc - several years, we
still do not have a cheap and reliable model.
The ships are, and will be the principal platforms of maritime observations. The use of
drifting buoys is waiting the development of proper automatic stations. The use of planes will
increase with the use of automatic stations. The satellites are expected to assist mainly in
interrogation, communication, and improvement of navigation (for current drift use).
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OCEANOGRAPHIC FORECASTING
"'_ T_" _4F Columbus O'D. Iselin
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts
In most cases, oceanographic forecasts do not have to emphasize the future because the
sea conditions change much more slowly than do the conditions in the atmosphere. In general,
if one can describe the sea conditions as of tke date of the "forecast" this constih_tes a useful
prediction, except near some coastlines, for _he next week or more. The principal exception
to this statement is in wave forecasting because the characteristics of the waves can change
nearly as rapidly as the winds.
There are three principal practical objectives in oceanographic forecasts.
a) Ship Routing. This involves avoiding ice and head seas having a dominant period
corresponding to the natural period of pitch of the ship. The objectives are to avoid cargo
damage and by maintaining speed co shorten the time of the voyage. Often one day or more
can be saved on a transocean voyage. If, in addition, information is available about the posi-
tion of strong currents, a further equal saving in time can be made.
b) l_sheries M_agement. This invclves not only the currents and the associated
positions of oceanographic fronts, but also the depth and existence of seasonal thermoclines.
c) Horizontal Sound Transmission. Much the same factors are invol.ved, but in addition
there is also the question of whether or :lot a slight diurnal thermocline will develop.
Oceanographic foreeastz start ¢ff with statistical information concerning the seasonal
and geographical near surface conditi,_ns (down to about 200 meters) and then one tries to
predict how these have been modified _y the existing and past weather. Obviously insofar as
weather forecasts can be improved and lengthened the usefulness of oceanographic forecasts
will also be increased.
The data gathering network for oceanographic forecasts can be much more open than in
the case of weather forecasting over land areas. However_ the present network is inadequate
because ships are very unevenly distributed and their reports contain many errors which
must be screened on the basis of good statistical information. Data gathering buoys will have
to be added, but a serious radio communication problen- _,ill remain. A satellite communica-
tion system that could locate and interrogate snips and buoys would be most helpful.
The principal needs at present are for precise low level wind information, especially in
summer, and for means of mapping sharp horizontal thermal gradients at the surface. Only a
low level of absolute accuracy is necessary in mapping the oceanographic fronts.
It should perhaps be pointed out that the present need for oc _anographie forecasts is now
: l_.rgely confined to the northern hemisphere. However, it will soon spread to the southern
hemisphere and would then make a major contribution to weather forecasting over the land
_: areas. The United States can gain much good will he developing such a service on a _'orld-
" wid_ basis.
/
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,,A_ | THE POSSIBLE USE OF SATELLITE DATA IN ESTIMATING
"n THE DEPTH OF THE THERMOCLINE
I
/ohn P. Tully
4
Oceanographic Group. Nanaimo, British C31umbia
--IF
Pacific
INTRODUCTION
I doubt, very much, if there are any means of estimating the depth of the thermocline
in the ocean, directly from satellites alone, Ii.,..,'Ter, it is po'3sible that, by application of
erudition, satellite data can be used in conjunction with cx_sti_lg data or techniques now in
development, to provide much needed information. Mr. Schule and I will try to elucidate
some of the possibilities.
INFORMATION SF-RVICES
Oceanographic Informati_m Service_', similar in scope mid philosophy to the National
Weather S_rvices, are being developed in Japan, the United States and Canada. Their object
is to provide regular assessments and forecasts of the oceanographi,_ conditions (properties
and structure of the water) in the contiguous Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The orlginal
efforts were sponsored by fisheries researchers who have. produced summaries of sea-.
surface temperatures eTery tetJ days or every month. Recently the military in United States
and iu Canada have created independent services. Eventually, these fisheries and military
efforts will be coordinated because the requirements are essentially the same for both
groups. Meanwhile, they provide the driving force for high-speed wholesale assessment of
the oceans.
One of the primary I equirsments of these oceanographic services is to assess and
forecast _h,_ depti, of the mixed layer overlying the seasonal thermoeline. At the present
time, the assessment is inadequate and there :s very little forecasting.
A number of nave11 and fisheries researcl_ vessels ha_e been provided with bathythermo-
_: ._phs. They make observations several times a day and radio the oceanograph_.c and
acce..-oanying weather data to center" _here they are interpreted and collated onto charts.
Becaus_ ,he oceanographic data are sparse it is necessary to accumulate _hem for periods c_
about _ w_k. Even so, the data are not adequate to be :ndependently definitive, tlowever,
the picture t_ .'or all black. It is possible to assume persistence of the primary and, sor.,a-
times, of the se_.ndary features. Considerable weight can b_ placed on historical data.
Models of sea_oua_ ,_nd regional bePavior can be inw, ked. Correlations can be sought b:'tween
the desired quant'._, rt;.-h as d_pth of the thermocline, and more readily observable features,
such as sea-surface tem,_,:rature. The problem i_ to improve these procedures.
THE ROLE OF SATELLITES IN OCEANOGRAPHY
There is an evident need for high-speed wholesale assessment of the oceans. Althongh
observations from ships are the primary source of data, they are not adequate. The use of
maritime patrol aircraft to collect sea surface temperature data is being developed in the
United States and Canada. Also, some thought has been given to the use of satellites.
There are three, apparently obvious ways of using satellites _ oceanography; to deter-
mine the sea-surface temperature by sensing radiation from the sea surface, to aid in the
assessment of the surface weather, and to communicate with seaborne sensing dev_c_.
SEA-SURFACE TEMPERATURE
: There has been considerable research, particularly in the Gulf Stream region of the
Atlantic Ocean, to show relations betweer sea-surface temperature and the depth of the thermo-
eline. From this there is an immediate temptation to sugges _.+,hat sea-surface temperature
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st_._uL_ be inferred from '..he infrare_ r_-51_fion scanned by s._.tellizes. It ma_ bo argued that
the inrerent air path error wou2d be nearly constant, or varies regularly w_th latitude, and
could be compensated in such procedure. Also, on the l:aais of research now in pro&tress
(Scripps |r.stimLion of Oceanography, U. S. Na,,-ai Oceanographic Offlc_., Pacific Oc_.anographic
Grf, up} ]t is probable that :.t will be possible to correlate ",he sea-._xrface radiaUor, with the
.*-epresentative tc_per._:u.--_ iv. the mixed layer. Howf_l-er, one m_.ior difficulty ren._ins.
The infrared radiome:e.- ca .,rao_ nsee n th.--ou_h clouds. Math of the ocean is cloud covered
mucL of the time. Iience. the technique would de "r. on glimpses of the sea surface. It
wouid be necessary to p. see the picture together for period8 of a week (.r more to obtain
significant cunmlative results. Presumably this would be somewhat more adequate than the
present input of se_ _urface temperahtr? dat_L f.-_m ships, but certai_y it would fall far sho.-t
of. the reqoirement, particularly/n hip latitudes. Finally, the correlation between sea-
surface te_peratur_ and depth o_. rite thermoel_e is by. no means u_versally appl!_-able.
WJ_.._ ASSESSMEhW
Gradient w£ad speed over the ocean can be esU,nated, with _ceptable accuracy, from
detailed barometric pressure c]',_s, "_he primary /am are available from transitttng
ships and ocean weather stations via the weather services, These are adeq'-,ate only in the
principal si'dppl.ng routes, leisewhere there is considerable intuitfon t,t tI_e interTJretation of
th_ apart/: data. The analyses of wind speed can be greatly impeoved b) satellite pictures of
cloud c¢¢er such as shown in Figure 1. Seth pictures allow con_derabIe improvement in the
interp:-eta_on of the isooar/c patterns and, hence, or relative wind speed and depth of the
ther:nocline.
The utiliz_ttion of satellites for such purposes is economically feasible. A cheap
($12,000) real-*.ime photographic read-out facility has been developed by the Canadian
National Research Couucil and proven on TIR(_ VHI. On the Pacific coast we are giving
thought to acquirin_ such a facility for our weather/ocear_graphic information services.
However, the processing, ninclined-ecliptic" orbit of the TIROS _atellite series reaches our
northern area of interest, daring daylight hours, for only a few days each month. To be of
real use, such pictures must be available dP_ly. Therefore, our venf_Ire into satellites must
wait until there are enough polar-orbiting NIMBUS satellites to prowide _ly data.
I draw your attention to another feature that can be derived from adequate cloud pictures.
Present researches are showing that the thermocline rises in regions of divergence and sinks
in rep_ons of convergence, In oceanic areas these conditions are dependent on the curl of the
wind stress, which is adequately revealed in these cloud patterns.
COMMUNICATIONS
_ttrning now to utilizing the communications features of satellites, it is worthwhile to
consider coordination of some developments in the United States. The Stanford Research Insf::-
tute. under a contract with NASA is exploring the possible uses o_ a satellite that would
communica;e _._tb wandering radio stations, such as telemete_ng weather/oceanographic
buoys, and locate _hem zecu_ately.
As reported at the L_zoy conte,'w.nee in Washington last sprin_ the problems of a l_.toy
vehicle, power, sensing de,:Ices, data _,toragc, _--nd telemetering are, or soon will be, satis-
factory. The unsolved problem is how to moor them. Hence, thought is being given to the use
of drifting buoys.
The U. S. Bureau c, C(_mmerciai Fisheries, Seattle has maintained radio contact thrc,ttgh
three months with three free-floating telemetering buoys in the eastern sub_chc Pacific. At
the conclusion of the test thc.v were able to find and recover L,_em. They propose to launch
buoys in the confluence region of the Kuroshio and Oyashio, allow th.,m to cross the ocean in
the West Wind Drift and recover them on the American side of the occcn. The main _" ,_em
is to provide )'adio monitoring facilities which are limited by available channels and mon;tor-
ing statlons. The latter are scarce in the Pacific Ocean.
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"_Yith _xistin.g e__n_ing e,_._ipment this drifting buoy i,Tstem is capable of revealing
temperature and sound velocity struc/_re to at least 109 meters depth, and perhaps more.
A_, ._y comparison of successive positions it will reveal the detail of surf&ce drift. All
these ar_ par_neters of concern to the customers of the oceanographic services.
Bringing these two ideas together, it is evidently practical to consider such driving
se_usLng buoys in any part of the world ocean, located and monitored by polar-orbith,_g satellites.
_;_ch a system, by itself, would require a large number of buoys, and would probably be limited
by cor_ anicatio,_ fac_itieso However, taken together with present data income and knowledge-
able weather assessmen', as ou_Amed above, _.t re.ay be possibl_ to devise a system of oceano-
_-r_,zphlc asoessr_ent w_.,'_'chcan be econon_,_ally based on the u':.;1_-ation ,Jr all available
.acilitieR,
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I,) RELATION OF THERMOCLINE DEPTH TO SURFACE
TEMPERATURE IN THE ATLANTIC
John J. Schule, Jr.
U. S. Naval Oceanographic O,Ti_. e, Code 3_00, Washington 25, D. 'C.
" At the Oceanographic Office we have a rathe, large progTam in sSaoptic oceanography
and provide services not unlike those Dr. Tuny has described. We are_ therefore, extremely
interested in the sea surface temperature, not only because of its direct value in many
applications, but also because it is basic to understanding subsurface conditions. Many more
surface observe:ions are received than subsurface and the surface temperature field c_n be
contoured _ore accurately than any other level. It is only natural, therefore, that r,ne would
wish to use the surface d_ta as an aid in any way possible when ansesbing substL,_,ace condi-
tions, and, of course, one of the parameters we are all interested in is the depth to the top of
L the thermocline.
L
i no quantitative relationships directly inferringUnfortunately, exist for the thermocllnc
depth from the surface temperature, lu the relativeiy ntable waters with which Dr. Tully is
_ concerned, changes in the thermocline depth are dtze mainly to local changes brought about by
:, _ such processes as heating, cooling, mL_ug_ and eonvectiun. One would not expect any quanti-
tative relationship to exist between thermocline depth a_d surface temperature in these waters
except perhaps in Autumn, when convection mixL-.g due to heat loss at the surface is the
domina_m.g process. At all other t_.es the problem is mainly one of estimatiug the strength
(- of these factors which will change _he the_-m_ocline depth.
f. In. areas such as the Western North Atlantic the situatio,_ is somewhat different. The
_: presence of the _ Stream and Labrador Current with the resulting extremely complicated
_', structure preclude the possibility of quantitative correlations in any season. On the other
hand, the fact that both cold and warm water masses, each with its own characteristics, e._st
_._ in this area separated by rather sharp discontinuities, enables rough qualitative inferences to
_ be drawn concerning the depth of the thermocline. In winter, for instance, the presence of
_ relatively cold surface water would lead one to expect an extremely deep convective layer
; in that area, while the relatively warmer waters would have shallower thermoclines. While
v _" the picture is not quite so clear in summer, the effect tends to be just the opposite, the
_2 warmer surface water having the deeper t_ermocltne.
We are taking many steps to improve our understanding-of the sea surface temperature
_ field. One of these efforts has been the development of our version of the Airbor_. _ Radiation
._ Thermometer built by the Barnes Engineering Co. We have been fl_ng this instrument for
_ about two years and have found it to be a valuable tool in assisting in the assessment of the
_ sea surface temperature field.
-t
'_ _. Several experiments have been eondscted to compare airborne radiation thermometer
I_ _. measurements with surface observations taken by other means. One such experiment is
• _ illustrated in Figure 1. The contours are of sea surface temperature taken from the chart
"_: _. prepared routine".3 h'om injection thermometer observations from ships for the period during
: which the flight was flown; the flight track is also shown. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the
: _ aetua_ airborn,, radiation thermometer readings and temperatur, values interpolated along the
i_ _ flight track from the contours. Agreement is good except Jr_ one area where the contoured
_- values were considerably higher.- This discrepancy happened to occur in the northeastern
% _ portion of the flight track where the track paralleled the contours; the _iscrepancy between
_ _- the readings is, therefore, very _en.-._tive to the .,_ct placement of the contours in that area.
": _ 1_ the contours are adjusted twelve miles to the east, the resulting comparison is shown in
"_ _. Figure 3. Thi_ suggests that the airborne radiation thermometer has value in interpreting
•_ _ data obtained by other means.
_ Our experience with the airborne radiation thermometer ma_es the possibility of
_il _ obtain$_g similar data from satellites very attractive, in view greatly expandedof the
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coverage such a system v'ould provide. If the stat_ of the _--" ,_z._ be developed to the point
where satellite data can be ob:ained which is of ,_-e!, co.'r.para:)ie quality to thz'. now obtainable
from aLrcraft, cur capability to assess the sea surface :_,r.._rature field "and :o uno.erstand
oceanic struct_r_ willbe greatly enhsu-zced.
Figure 4 shows another c_mpariso _.between sa,_ce temperatures measured by"the air-
home infrared radiation -'.hermo:neterand :_ose t_,_ken}:yconventional mesu-m. In Figure 5
resuits are shown for a repea_.edrun of Lhe radiationThermometer :s d_x !ig.._.z__.dzt n,-'gat.
The r.'_--ghtflighlis sligh'_lyfewer but the gradient tempera_res are reaso.-_b_-repeated.
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- RECOMMENDA]_[ONS CI -_THE PANEL ON BUOY AND COMMONICATION.S
_ James Bush, Chairman
Members
Takashi Ichiye Albert H. Oshiver
C. H. Jeffress P_ G. Terwillig_r
William K. Widger, Jr.
The buoy and communication committee has considered the problem of obtainingoceano-
graphic data. Rapid conection of data may be facilitatedby the use of airplanes,balloons,
rockets, and satellites.The followingbrieflysummarizes our present feeling.
1. There iq _ present limitation on the imagination imposed by ._he limits of todayts
technology. There is a further limitation enforced by the nonavallability of infor-
mation veiled under the security r_gulations. We, therefore, do not at this time
desire to se _- limitations or, _cr.,racy and precisions necessary for future instru-
mentation.
2. We desire to look at as large a portion of ff e ocean as possible, both areaily and
vertically.
3. The only feasible way of obtaining other than interface zone data is with buoy sys-
tems at the present time.
4. We could start collecting important information within the next few years from
selected locations of the ocean ff deve,!opme _t started in the immediate future.
5. We recommend the use of expendable and nonexpandable systems. :-.nchored and
ananchored systems, free floating and controlled course buoys.
6. Technical discussions of the feasibility of this application of data collection is em-
bodied in the Transactions of the Buoy Technology Symposium of the Marine Tech-
nolo_, Society held in March 1964; the Data¢.ol System report by Sylvania Electric
Company written for NASA, and the STROBE repot t.
7. The te,ntative NASA proqram cal!s for a feasibility experiment with a first model of a
satellite-borne Interrogation, Recording, and Locating Subsystem (IRLS) on board a
Nimbus B meteorological satellite in the second half of 1966. The size of the avail-
able command memory will severely limit the number of sensing platforms which
can be accomodated by the initi._/experimental system in any given orbit. This
limitation is due to available memory capability; it is not inherent in the system
design. Within this limitation, representative user groups will be invited to parti-
cipate if they so desire. Participating user grcups will have the responsibility for
providing the sensing platforms having the desk.red satellite interface characteristics.
Among the NASA planning milestones for later experiments is the development of
_reater memory capability to permit access to a larger number of sensor platforms.
Thv iRLS is so designed that an increased memory capability can be incorporated
without other changes being required.
f 167
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"_ OCEANO',_RAPHIC PROBLEMS OF UTILIZATION OF SATELLITES
"_ by Takashi Ichiye
'" +1_ Lamont Geological Observatory of Columbia University
New York, N. Y.
d_TRODUCTION
The operation of satellites has increased the scopf, of data collection beyond _-r_agination
In various fields of sciences including oceanography. In general, satellites can be used in data
collection in two different ways. One way is to cbtain data directly through sensors atta-,hed
to satellites and send back the signal to grouud stations. This method is used by most of
scientific satellites including probers of the moon and the planets and meteorological satellites.
The other way is to relay the data collected by other means to ground stations. Both ways
have applications to oceanographic data collection problems.
DIRECT MEASUREMENTS WITH SATELLrt ES
:, In the present state of development of sensors attached to satellites, sea-surface
7 temperature and ice ocverage of the ocea_ might be the only oceanographic data measurable
- with one nf such sensors, namely the infrared radiation thermometer. However, infrared
i- sensors can mc_sure the water temperature to a depth of only a few millimeters below the
surface. Also the readings of the sensor depend on the air tempez.ature and humidity between
the sensor and water surface. Since the skin temperature of the water is influenced by many4
factors ,_f meteorological origins, it does not necessarily reflect ocesunographic conditions
_ such as circulation and water mass distributions. This limitation, as well as errors in the
_; readings due to the condition along the r_,y path, _essens the usefulness of infrared sensors
severely. Therefore, the oply .oignificanz use of infrared sensors w._ll be to detect the paths
,, of the western boundary c, rrents and the locations of oceanic polar fronts in a large scale.
because the gradients of the surface temperature are usually so conspicuous in these areas
• that even the skin temperature does indicate the boundaries.
Ice coverage of the ocean can be successfully measured with infrared photographs taken
": _ from a satellite. This program has been partly accomplished with a Tiros satellite. In order
_+ : to use the data of ice coverage for scientific as well as operational purposes, systematic
:'." measurements which might cover the ice-covered areas more freq_tently and densely will be
: _ necessa_'y. Increase of resolution of photographs, in additio:_ to increase of freqaency and
r,
-.,,. density of orbits of satellites, will make it possible to study the freezin_ process of the ocean
•_ on a lvrge scale a,ld even to detect the circulation of the northernmost or southernmost seas
by tracing floating ice.
BUOY SYSTEMS FOR OC_EANOGRAPHIC ME_SURLMENTS
The most promising use of the satellites for oceanography is to relay the dRta obtained
at floating or fixed unmanned star ons to shore stations. Appraisal of.various kind_ of buoys
developed by different organizations for oceanographic purposes has been made in connection
with use of satellites for relay, by O'Rourke (1964). According to this _ppr_/sal, a yearly
cost for maintaining one buoy for collecting oceanographic data and transmitting them at the
rate of abou*, 300 bits at a time to a satellite overhead is about $20,008. It is possibie to
.monitor about 1,000 bvoys with one satellite and thus over long periods the buoy-satellite
system will be much cheaper and reliable, than the conventional ship operation for oceano-
graphic purposes. However, limited number of buoy statio_ts and their limited capacity for
:' transmission of data inevitably make it urgent for ocea_ugraphers to examine more carefully
kinds of da_.s to be collected by buoy systems, geogra.r,'nic distribution of buoy stations, choice
of right kinds of buoys, frequencies of datd coll£ction and so on.
4
_, , In this paper two oceanographic problems which might effectively be solve¢* by applica-
+_ tion of a buey-satellite system are discussed. One problem is world-wide measurements of
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internal waves of tidal and lovzer periods. "ihe other problem is to determine generation and
distribution of eddies ,xith scales of geostrop_:tc motion in the ocean. In fact these two
phenomena are inter-related with each other and are essential factors in gover_Ling the
dynamics of the general circulation o r the ocean. It i_ obvious that the final goal of the buoy-
satellite system is _o obtain the da_a c ,. in s_tu conditions of the world ocean q_ickly an_:
widely. These two phenomena ha-', lonl_ been believed to be main causes of th.., changes of
oceanic conditions and yet have never before been fully explored owing to the cifficulties of
their measurements with the co_ventionr_l tecimiquee.
MEASUREMENTSOF INTERNALWAVF-S
Occasional measurements at anchored stations in the mid-oceans, indicate that the
vertacs.1 fluctuations of isotherms an:t thermoclines with periods close to tidal periods are
very common, (Ichiye, 1964) A hyaro_ynamic theory can predict one, the relationships be-
twean periods and wave lengths (frequency _quations) for different modes of internal waves
in the stratified ocean, (Eckart, L960). In order to determine the geographtc-_-I distribu_on of
the occurrence of such waves or the causes of the waves, measurements of wave elements
in different areas are needed. Since the denstty structure of the -rater is almost cov.b_,_t
several tidal periods, the amplitudes o_ internal waves can be determined by measur-
ing vertical temperature profiles, in fact the occasional observations of fluctuations with
tidal periods of subsui'face temperatures, particularly near the thermocline, seem to be _u,,
to internal waves. However, the d_ffieulties in maintaining anchox ed stations in deep sees
keep the data on internal waves scarce a_.d sporadic.
The main purposes of the buoy system for measurement of internal waves of tidal
periods can be itemized as follows:
I. To determine processes of occurrence and modes of propagation of internal waves
in various parts of the oceans.
9. To study relationships between the surface tides and internal waves.
3. To study causes of internal waves.
4. To determine interaction between internal waves and the general circulation of the
oceRnS.
5. To determine frequenciss of occurrence of these waves.
In order to achieve purFoses I and 2, measurements with the buoy system. -_ have to be
continued only for a period of a_,out one month. For pdrpose q of 3 to 5, at least o-= yearts
operation may be necessary.
The wave length L of internal wave_ is given approxlmately by
,.. ,-
Whereh is the depth, n is I_._ order of tl:._ mc_.% a Is the frequent-,, f is the Coriolis coef
cient and N is the Valsala frequency given by
N ,, _._d_ Zcl_:)}- dz - (Z)
in which 0 is the density of the water and c is the velocity of sound in water (Cox, 1962).
Observed maximum values of N are of order 10 -2 sec ") and those of a2 - f2 a_e of order 10 -4
s._c -I for tidal periods. Therefore, the wave length of the first mode is about 800 km in water
of 4 km depth. The waves of higher modes or for smaller values of N are shorter than this.
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AnalysEs by Barber (1963) indicates that the simplest array of wave detectors with a sufficient
directional resolving power may be a triangle of three detectors, with equal sides of half the
rave length to be detected. In 9rder to cover the world oceans with networks of trian_llar
arrays with sides of 400 km, almost 4,000 buoys are necessary. Therefore, it might be better
to set up a system of about 500 master buoys distributed at ten degree intervals of latitudes and
longitudes, each of the master buoys having two slave buoys at about 200 km distance. Master
buoys would receive and store the data from their slave buoys and transmit their own data, as
well as the data from the slave buoys, to a satellite. Since the most essential data of the inter-
hal waves are temperature at several depths near the thermocline, the accumulated data at
master buoys can be limited to 300 bits, which is the capacity of transmission to the satellite.
F,DE,IES OF GEOSTROPHIC SCALES
." From the detailed isotherms obtained with a bathythermograph which n,= l_ad invented,
Spilhaus (1940) recognized the existence of eddies of three disfluctly differert _izo.s on the
:.- shore side of the Gulf Stream. Eddies of the largest scale were detected e_ en with the routine
:. hydrographic techniques and its dimension was of the order of magnitude of about 150 kilo-
meters. The intermediate eddy and the smallest eddy, which was called parasite eddy by ldm,
- had a dimension of about 30 and 5 kilometers, respectively.
Both were dete_ted only by closely-spaced temperature measurer_¢nts using the bathy-
thermograph. He suggested that intermediate and parasite eddies would be numerous enough
for their effect on oceanic circulation to be capable of statistical treatment. However, there
was neither statistical nor synoptic study on these eddies in observational and theoretical
: phases of oceanography thereafter.
_: It was ten years later that details of generation of a eddy of the largest size was deter-
__ mined by a multiple-ship survey called "Operation Cabot" (Fugllster & Worthington, 1951).
In this survey seven ships were used in the area south of Grand Banks to observe the process
in which the eddy, with a dimension of 200 kilometers, was detached from the Gulf Stream in
a couple of weeks. The eddy wv_s at first a t_ngue of warm water protruding to the southwest
;- from the main part of the Gulf Stream but afterwards it became an isolated cyclonic vortex
of an elliptic shape with a long axis of 300 km ar.d a sho." axis of 100 kin. The current distri-
bution in the eddy was measured with GEK and drift,_ of t= .hips and temperature distribution
with BT. Although there was no salinity data cnrrespondin_ to detailed temperature data, a
j comparison of the mean temperature of the upper 200-meter layer, with the surface currents
determined directly with GEK and ships' drifts, indicates that the ge #strophic relation was
valid within the eddy and the isotherms were almost par'_llel to the currents.
As for the intermediate and parasite eddies no study was made until recently, except
occasional investigations about the Reynolds' stresses, which might be due to the e_dies of
such sizes along the edge of the Gulf Stream (Stommel, 1955. Webster 1961) of the Kuroshio
(Ichiye, 1957). Even the name of parasite eddies hss beel_ rarely used. The first ex{.ensive
measurement of the intermediate size eddy was made by a group from Scripps Institution of
. Oceanography off northern Baja California in October, 1959, using parachute drogues in
conjunction with the conventional hydrographic techniques {Rc!d. 1963). The significant result
: of this measu_-ement is that the currents measured with drogu._s _re fcunu _._ satisfy the
geostropl.ic relationships, even in an eddy with a dimension of 20 to 50 kilometers when they
are compared with results of dynamic calculation. It is also noted mat an ordinary network
! of hydrographic stations of 30 to 50 mile interval off California (and in most other are._s) may
i oftf.n fail t_ spot eddies of intermediate sizes, as illustrated by this eKample, because the
". eddy wo_,ld be unnoticed in the dynamic topography of t.be are_ without an extra station
occupied between the regular stations.
•_ MEASUREMENTS OF GEOSTROPHIC EDDIES WITH A BUOY-SATEL.',ITE SYSTEM
A synoptic measurement of development of eddies of geostrophic scale can be made _,ith
local scale of operations using either ships or buoy systems, as in cases of the "Operation
Cabot" and of C_lifornta Cooperative Surveys. The most effective use of the buoy-satellite
system for measurements of these eddies is to obtain the data which reveal the statistical
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features of these eddies, such as fr._q_encies of occurrence in various areas and distributionq
of their sizes and energies. In order to aehie'¢e this purpose, networks of closely spaced
buoys must be maintained for a long period of t_me. Therefore, it is necessary to determine
the most effective spacing for detection of ,.'ddies with the minimum number of buoys.
It is a_almed that the fixed buoy stations are set up in a rectangu;ar array of equal
spacing & . Also _.he eddies are considered to be circular with a radius r . Further, for
simp_ity, i _. is assumed that +.he eddies can b_ detected ff any station is within the radius of
the eddy (for instance, eddies are considered to hate different water characterist__cs from the
ambient water). Then the probability P (r,a) that the eddy is detected with four stations o_.
rectangular array is given by:
2-2
P(r,a) -- nr a fnra>2r _ (3)
JP(r,a) = r 2-2r 2Arccos + 2a r 2- a "2
for a _ 2r
The frequency of occurrence of eddies with a radius r is taken F (r). Then, the most
_5feetive networks with the minimum numbers of buoys can be determined by obtaining the
m_um value of a, satisfying the relation:
of F (r)P (r,a)dr = mln (4)
In actual situations, the function F (1") depends on the geographic location and the time.
In fact, it is the purpose of the buoy system to determine this function. However, if we con-
sider that the largest geostrophie eddies with dimensions of 200 km are our main concern
and also assume that the frequency F (r) is an error function, a simple estimation g*ve_, the
necessary numbers of buoys to cover the whole eeean as of the order of four thousands, which
is.too many to be realized. Therefore, it will be necessary to setupthe system only in areas
of the most importance. However, in the areas where strong permanent currents flow, float-
ing buoys would be more effective in detecting eddies of geostrophie scales when the buoys
are released at certain time intervals. The analysis of the data may be.executed accordh_g
to *.he theories of turbulence in shear flow (Townsend, 1956).
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IMPRESSIONS OF THE CON-FERENCE
J. F. T. Saur, Oceanographer
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Biological Laboratory
Stanford, California
My impression of the conference is that there are three main areas in oceanography in
which observations from satellites may be of considerable value:
1. Use of infrared, radar, and microwave for ice recommissance. (As used here, the
term radar pertains to an a_tive system and the term microwave to a passive sys-
tem, i.e., microwave radiometry.)
2. Use of all methods for world-wide reconnaissance of beaclles, their cLanges in size
and shape, .rod possibly of spectrographic methods to det_ rmL_.e mineral content.
3. Use of radar backscattering from the sea surface to determine a roughness para-
meter of _he sea surface .Cot wave research reconnaissance and prediction.
The outlook for using satellites to obtain data for sea surface temperature (SST) charts,
w.hich would be of great interest to our Laboratory, is less _tmistic. Even in the so-cal!ed
"atmospheric window" within the infrared band, the absorption of radiation by atmospheric
water vapor produces an error of 10-20°C which may be corrected only to an accuracy of
about _ 3.0°C. These techniques, which can scan a relatively narrow field and have a rapid
response, could be used in the absence of clouds got delinea_ion of sharp temperature grad-
ients, such as along the boundary of the Gulf Stream, but do not seem suitable for studying
yesr-to-y_-ar changes in temperature. The working group on sea surface temperature,
c_+aired by J. P. Tully and one in which I participated, felt that for mapping of surface tempera-
_- ture an average temperature accurate to 4, 0.5°C integrated over an area of uo more than _,tbout
600 square nautical miles was necessary to give new useful information. Use of microwave
radiometry, which will penetrate clouds, is hampered b_ changes in th_, emissivi%- of the sea
surface with changes in surface roughness or wa_ _s, and little quantitative information is
a_,ailable as yet about thL'. Element response time is sl.gw so that an integration time m 3
seconds (satellite movement: 15 miles) or more is necessary.
I made some brief comments on our Laboratory's interest in SST data. In thebe I noted
that, nlthough determination of SST is beset with certain problems, it is well to keep in mind
the potential value that would arise should a method be developed for determination of water
: vapor and the co+'rection to give SST accurate to 0.5°C. A satellite in a polar orbit would
probably get 3 daytime and 3 night looks at a geographic loc_tion, which wo_Id be 180 per
month. Thus, if a clear observation without clouds could be obtained only about 2+_ of the time,
this would give a sampling of about 3-4 observations per month. There are now large areas of
-:. the tropical and south Pacific ano the Indian Ocean in which we now get observations only a
few times a year, so that this would be an increase in data essentially by an order of magni-
tude.
h The: purpose of the conferenc_ was to consider observatlo._s which _uld be made with
tn_ _cnsor in the satellite. However, the potential v-_lue of satel]._t_ communications from
; buoys, fixed stations, _nd ships was deemed so great that a wort'+ng group was organized by
Dr. James BuslL I i P. Research Ins_tute, Chicago,. on this subject. Its recommendations,
i" which are to be incl "ded in the report, are general but serve to point out the importance of
this aspect.
: Another thought which aros_ throughout the conference wao of the value of just pla_ing a
trained observer in a satellite in orbit around the earth, it was felt that such an observer
: might well discover sources of information which could be obtained fx_m the satellite, ut
which would never occur to the persons sitting in the conference room. One scientist stated
the problem in the following words, "We need the manned satellit_ to find out what to look for
with the unmanned sa.+,:Httes," Dr. Badgely assured the conference that NASA is aware of
this and is already t_ ._king along these lines.
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The report, of the Panel on Mar_,e Bioio_ not_ that visual obser_ _tions of bioluminez-
eerie, discolored -',reas, animal Life au.d eonv_rgences; selective s_,_romeL,-y for chlorophyll
concentr._tion; and _':onitoring of con_..ercial and spor_ fishing .i'_eeu_; would be of great use :o
b_olo_ists, ..q would telemeter,_d informatior, on surface z.nd subsu:-fa=e sensors.
A _ffie_r_ relating _o the orie-_ta*.l,_n of tJ1e satell_te .s en_,_ou,_*.ered when one wishes to
determine the Reop;rap_.Ic location of some_.ing in a phc¢ogr_ph in order to use stereo
methods for meas,rreme_t of height or speed ._f movement from _wo photographs separated in
and predicted wi'.h gre_t accuracy, so ".hat this can he ",wed by surface ships with eleetro_lJc
gear to detern-.iDe their posl_c.-_ accur_ttely-the navi_t_._u_ satellite. Howe;-er, if one :_o a
satellite photograph (visual, Infr2re_o or microwave) th._ vertical orientation of the sa'.e]_ite
cannot at present be _verned no-- measured ,._ give a _.oc_tion better than ahoy.'. % 30 _r.i|es in
the photograph when the:, are no fixed reference po_.,ts in Lhe photograph, i.__., ph:_.41ca_ fea-
tures of known geograp_..c .oct:ion.
A number of participants wet _. apprehensive that much of the ?rc, F_sed effor_ might be-
corae classified because of security regulation _. NASA persorrnet indicated that they have
attempted to get observational informa_on re2.eas_ d and have PAd fal_ success in. this, even
though the fad capabilities of the sensor mig_t be classified. The conference went on recc,-_
to the effect that '_present security restrlc_Ions are: (I) impeding the a_pllc;ttions of ma_y
sentry techniques to Importan_ scientific problems and (2) preventing/nte.-'pretation of exist-
in_ data by scientists of recognized ability, which res,Jlts in a loss to both miiitar_- and non-
military projects of scientific nature.
I'i8
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/_ APPIJC-ATION OF SATELL|TES OR HIGH-FLYING AIRCRAFT
/ _-| TC STUDIES OF CETACEA:4S AI_D OTHER LARGE AL%RINE ANIM_&I_
i_ Wil_iani E. Schev_ll
e_ Museum of Comparative Zoology, Hzrvara University
Cambridge, Massaclms _-tts
(This is a special case of buoy work. But these buoys are fotmd ah_ady launched, and
_re hard to hold d_ring instrument-mour._h_
Ln this note we G='fe_"L,,iggestions for some biological tasks that might be adde _ "o the
program of a satellite or aircraft with other major tasks. Were there a chance of a vehicle
primarily for oceanographic work, further suggestions could be offered.
The utilizatior, of sate_Aites or high-flylng aircraft as an aid in cetacean resumrch has
been considered front time to time, but as far as 1 am aware, only a few :entative steps have
been taken in tl_As direction. Of course, a number of workers have used low-flyL'_g aircraft
(sometimes as low a_ a._out 5 meters), chiefly in spotting or observation, but occasionally in
conventional Inert-m_rk tagging attempts.
At the Woods }.role Oceanographic Institution we have mad_ ,_--_ral attempts to use radio
transmi_ers as tags : o trace the migz-ations of whales in the we rth Atlantic, using
ships or low-flying airplanes for de_,ection and location. If satellites o. "gh-flying'aircr'aft
could be u_ilized for this porpos_, we _:ould expect far greater coverage d improved track-
ing.
We have, to beg_n with, ques'.icns about the readiness of such vehicles to detect and
localize short irate-missions (probabiy shorter than a second) at unp_-edlctable intervals (from
perhaps 4 to 40 or more minutes). Precision of locailzaticn r_onld be acceptable at el00 __'leso
thor.g} finer fixes would always be welcorne, even in the first program.
It would be desirable for the receiving vehicle to discriminate between individual tags,
so that individual whales could be distinguished. The transmission might be coded, or several
frequen._'ies might be used.
It is intended to use the aircraft or satellit_ only as a L'ecelver or relay station, the
source to be on the whale or other animal being tracked. (This sort of system would of course
be equally applicable to drifting buoys, which would have longer and more predictable trans-
missions.)
: Another possibility would be a transpondlng whale tag, to be triggered by radar sweeps
from the aircraft or satellite, using either sidelooking or PPi radars. For whales, whose
surfacing time is unpredictable, this would be preferable to interrogation at longer intervals,
: since the chances of finding the transmitter at the surface would diminish rapidly as the
sweep (interrogation) interval increases.
•A whale-tracl._ng project is aiready in operation at WHOI, and this is ready to join in any
such operation right now. Doubtless a number of other biologlsta would wish to make use of
-' such a system. The Woods Hole project has been trying to track the migration of Eubalaena
glacialis (right whale) in the western North Atlantic. The conventional inert tags (Discovery
type) are of no use here, since this whale is no longer hunted, so that these tags would not be
!: recovered. It is so long since this whale has been hunted in the North Atlantic that we have
: been unable to find off-shore records of its occurrence, except for one region south of Iceland
where the hunting seems to have-stopped about 1915, All we are sure of nowadays is that a
small population (probably not more than a very few hundred) turns v.p on the North American
coast between Florida and Cape Cod in March and April, depaxtlng by early May.
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For the beginning, we have been content to try simple tracking, leaving till later the
addition of telemet_- of such items as diving depth, swimming speed, temperature, heart beat,
etc.
The tags we have used in our experiments have been uncoded transmitters on 140 mc.
We have obtained 50-mile ranges from aircraft at 5000 f_et. At present we have been limited
by the range of our small airplane to distances of about 200 miles from shore. With the
possibtlit 3 of sustained tracking over the ocean, we are of course prepared to modify the
transmitting characteristics of our tag to suit another receiver.
The detection and locahzation of our tag signals are of course only part of our problem.
The transmitter has a number of conflicting requirements, such as the compromise between
opttm-_m antenna size and hydrodynamic requ-_-ements so as to be tolerable by the whale.
There is also the sporting uncertainty of the actual tagging of the whale, l"nese and anci_ary
problems remain, whatever receiving system is used, lint we welcome the possibility of help
in the receiving and tracking department.
Of the possib'_ities mentioned, the radar-transponder is so far the most attractive. For
the present application, orb.iting receivers are not required; for erample, any trans-Atlantic
flights or suitably in_rumented aircraft would suffice.
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_ INTRODUCTOP_Y REMARKS ON INFRARED SENSING •R. J. P. Lyon r
_ NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett California 94035
Field,
Today _e are commencing the study of the electromagnetic spectrum in greater detail.
This morning _e will deal with the, infrared portion of the spectrum.
Even the infrared portion of the spectrum is wide and one must identify the waveleugth
or band of wavelengths in which one is working. Itts a little like saying that you come from
Texas, and the next questioner wants to know 'where in Texas' ? The visible portion of the
spectr_lm only covers the range from 0.4 to 0.7 microns - the infrared portion stretches
from 0.7 to beyond 300 microns,
We are splitting the infrared (IR) spectrum into several segments -- photographic IR -
0.7 to 1 microns, near IR - 1.0 Lo about 6 microns. And far IR from 6 microns to beyond
25 microns.
When infrared radiation is transmltted through the atmosphere, several windows
appear. These are areas of relatively good transmission (70 - 80_e) separated by areas of
strong absorption. The absorpL_.ons are prinmrfly due to H20 and CO 2. These peaks are
sharply bounded, but also have the le,s strong "wing" absorptions characteristic of gases.
Thus, even the windows have varying transmission, as a function of the H20 content of air
from day to day.
This absorption markedly aitenuates the IR transmissions with increasing altitude and
_ will be one of the major proL-lems with satellite-IR operations.
But these absorption bands and their attendant weaker wings can yield important infor-
m matlon to the atmospheric physicist and also to the oceanographer. Penetration depth (or
optical depth, attenuation depth) is a function of the optical constants of the gas or liquid
:: being studied. Knowledge of the optical constants is being accumulated and temperature
measurements as a function of depth in both the air and water can be performed. The 15.0
-_ _i_,.-on band of CO 2 and the 6.2 micron band of water can be studied with narrow band
radiometers for temperature gradient data.
I
This brings me to my first main poin_ increasing sophistication in the IR equipment
now enables the scientists to select narrow wavelength bands for detailed study where before
_. only radiometers could b_ used. Detectors now only require fractions of the energy of the
eaIlier thermistors, and the integration of wide energy bands is not required.
_ The second main point is this: radiometers respond to radiant energy received.
: Radiant emission is a function not only of the temperature of the source but also of an
/ _: efficiency factor (emittance),t <
Radiance (R) = k x emittance x (temperature) 4
,: _ where k is a constant.
If the emittance is known then the true temperature can be easily obtained from the
i_. : z,adiance. This is a fundamental physical fact and no advance in the state of the art of equip-
ment will bypass it. If the emittsnce is not known then it must be presumed - _-.nd for water,
. _ in a steady, fiat sea state, at near-normal incidence, and in the 8 to 12 micron band, a factor
of 0.98 may be used. Waves and whitecaps markedly change this value.
'._ ¼ This emittance factor (and its convers_ - reflectance) are even more worrysome in the
:_ : microwave region where for water values as low as 0.5 to 0.6 must be used.
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"Temperatures" should be called "apparent" or "equivalent balckbcdy" temperatures
mitil the emittances {or reflectances) have been calculated and allowed for in the measure-
ments.
Thus, while "thermal contrast*' maps may be readily prepared by thermal scanning and
image-producing units it always must be remembered that these are essentially "radiance
contrast maps" and may be maps of sea state rather than true temperature di._ferences° The
case is much more clearly made for _md rock and soil IR emission and for the microwave
areas, but it is important not to be mislead by the excellence of the picture shown on the TV
screen into thinking that there is a unique interpretation.
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•. EVALUATION OF INFRARED SURFACE SIGNALS "
RECEIVED BY WEATHER SATELLITES
by Konrad J. K. Buettner and Capt. Clifford O. Kern, U.S.A.F.
Un,versity of Washington, Seattle, WashinF_ton
Surface signals penetrate the atmosphere in a series of windows from 4_ to the micro-
waves. For emitters of the order of 300°K the 4_ signal depends so much on temperature
that the emissivity variance may be neglected. In the miero-,_aves the opposite is true. For
the 8 - 12_t window, true temperature changes _uence the received _ignal about as much
as e,ni_r_vity variations, The lamer have been investigated already'by R. Lyon. We mea-
sured n_ Ly ..atural surfaces with a new device. We also demonstrated from Tiros HI data
that the Sab_ a emissivity is substantially below unity. Water, snow, and ice are nearly
black emitters; however, water and ice dev_..ate from blackness at oblique angles. Therefore
wave formation lowers emissivity. A very thin layer of oil also lowers the emissivity by
about 2% or the apparent temperature by about 2°K.
Buettner, Konrad J. K. and Clifford D. Kern, Science 142; 671, 1963
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;_ OCEANOGRAPHIC USES FOR AN AIRBORNE INFRA._ED
DETECTION DEVICE
_ Richard A° C-eyer
t"
Teclmicai Director for Oc anography,
Texas Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Texas
The characte_*ietics of high mobility and day and night operation r_s'res this method of
remote sensin_ very useful for synoptic oceanographic observations. 'the ability of an infra-
red sensing de_tce remotely to determine oceanographic parame'ters is limited by several
cons traints:
/
1. The resolving power of the optical system that forms the image for the scanning
system;
2. the minimum vadiometric temperature differential that the infrared t_art of the
system can sense; and
3. the amount of cloud cover and certain other meteorological conditions.
The first application of .*his instrument _o oceanographic research could consist of tak-
ing a_ infrared lcok at the world's oceans. This is an entirely new method to obtain oceano-
graplnc information and the only method that directly m.easvres parameters ta the surface
layer° This device would be suitable for collecting temperature data that could be used to
prepare charts of the surface temperature distribution for the world's oceans. The radio-
metric temperature can b_ related to tL_e the:-modynamic temperature by a calr:ulation if
some w_lue for emissivity i.', assumed or determined.
The information ccliected could be used to revise t_e surface temperature charts al-
ready e:cisting or to prepare an entirely new bet. This w-_rk could also be extended to deter-
mine the annual variation in surface temperatures of the ocean. In such a large-scale
endeavor it might be possibl_ :o determine if there is a seasonal repetitiou of isotherms on
a ocean-wide basis. ThiR infzared device could also chart the diurnal variations in the sur-
face temperature of the world's oceans.
It is possible _at _ese data could be used to track large wa*.er masses whose ._rface
radiometric temperatures differ from that of the surrounding surface water by an amount
" greater than th.e resolving power of the infrared system. It could be used to take a synoptic
• look at _.he majoz surface ocean currents of the world.
Area__ of upwelling could be discovered and observed provide,: that the upwelling water
,' was a different radiometxic temperature than the surface water where the upwelling occurred.
; It might also be possible to study small-scale convecti_-e activity that occurs in the thermo-
; eline. The scale of convective activity that could be studied would be directly related to the
resolving power of the optical system of the infrared d_-_rlce= it is uossible that areas of
unusual act_v:'ty where some process was converting another form of energy into heat energy
could also be observed. For example, in an area where there was a rapid conversion of kir0ettc
_ energy into heat energy or an area where there was unusual c.hen_ical or biological activi.'.y.
,_ region of unusual surface radioactivity could possibly be found with this device. The
above conditions would have _.o be of Juch a nature that the surface t_.-mperature of the area
-_, _ in which they w,_,re occurring was affected.
This infrared sensing device appears to _'_ve general applicability in problems concern-
ing the heat budget of the world=s _ans.
The availability of _eground truth" to provide accurate calibration information for remote
: i sensing data is imperative, if significa.lt information to solve oceanographic problems is to b_
"/ obtained with these methods. Provisions have been made in the :dt shown in Figure 1 t_ n,ea-
,:. . sure in an accurate and efficient manner the necessary key variables. These include
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temperaturco rL-lativehumid.:_.y,wind direction,Larometric pressure and velocity,etc.
SoiEe of "-_hPapparatus in i_hek;_arc designed for ,_seon tan.d,but these could also be applied
to s:udy properties iv.the intertidalzone where *.hisinformatio-1m_,ghtbe applicable.
Occ:ncgraphi¢ sur-t-eysusing infrared sensors hav_ b_.encon_cled by"some organ:za o
lions. The evolutionof infrared syst_-ms bv on_ of thes,, namely- Texas Instruments, is shown
ir Fi_,_are2. I'.also includes sugges:ions for futur_ _dvan.c_sand appiicatlons. A flow diagram
£-'--u._trat-_nga possible new applicationis shown in Figure 5.
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" _ OCEANOGRAPHIC MEASUREM.ENTS WITH AIRBORNE INFRARED EQIHPM_'NT
AND THE_ LIMITATIONS t
_¢_. A TWO-WAVELENGTH MICROWAVE RADIOMETER FOR TEMPERATURE AND
(_ HE.A.T EXCHANGE MEASUREMENTS AT THE SEA SURFACE OF POSSIBLE USE
IN MANNED SATELLITES
I
E. D. McAlister and W. L. MeLeish
The. Applied Oceanography Group o" the Scripps Institution of Oceanography
" University of California, San Diego; La Jolla, California
INTRODUCTION
A part of the experimental s_udy program at the Applied Oceanography Group of the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography is to describe the infrared radiance of the sea surface,
its _.riation in time and space--the noise background of the sea--and relate it to the oceanic.
factors _roducing the variation. Infrared radiometers, a scanner, and meteorological
equipmenz installed in a DC-3 and a surface vessel for simultar.eous oceanographic measure-
ments are the essential equipments used.
The Office of Naval Research has acted under OpNav Instruction 01550.63 to declassify
records from these equipments which are of general cceanographic and geophysical interest.
Parts of the infrared scanner and its performance cl_racteristics remain classified.
These studies have shown that a number of oc,.,anographic features on the sea surface
and some underwater phenomena can be observed v.-ith airborne infrared equipment.
INFRARED _CALNNER RECORDS WITH INTERP/_ETATIONS
Some Physical Features of the Ocean S_rface Shown b_ an Infrared Mapper. The infra-
red scanner used by the Applied Oceanography Group provides images which, except for a
i transverse distortion, constitute temperature photographs of the ocean surface. In these
photographs the warmer areas are lighter in tone and the colder areas darker. The broad
horizontal dark bands in these photographs result from sky reflection and do not represent
the temp_:ature structure of the sea suriace. The accompanying figures show the relatively
s;,,_ii-scale horizontal temperature structure of an oceanic front, an eddy, convective re_,'_ons0
and various slicks..These figures imply certain features of the internal structure of the
ocean, and it is suggested that co_'respondingly, much lar__ev features might oe :_bserved from
a satellite to give similar implications of the larger-scale internal structure .,f the ocean.
A horizontal temperature discontinuity found 37 miles offshore near ,¢_, D_zgo ,s shown
,a Fitmre 1. The definition proposed by Cromwell and Reid 1 for an oceanic "front" is satis-
fied here, since there is an abrupt change in temperature along this Line. The apparent rise
of the water temperature beyona the front on the cold side is due to the instn, me_.: resl:onse
of the infrared scanner. Note that r_he ocean surface has different temperature patterns on
either side of the front. Thus, there are some irregular cloudlike features on the w,_rm side
of the front which do not appear on the co:c side. In Figure 1, the front consists of a single
; temperature discontinuity; in a number of other cases a front has beer. seen to have up to
four parallel discontinuities, a few hundr%d of feet apart.
: An eddy encountered along the northeast shore of Santa Catalina Island |, shown in
Figure 2. "Fne island itself lies outeide the lower portion of the picture. _["ne direction of
• rotation of this eddy indicates it to be the result of a southeast current along the shore,
! encountering a point of land in.mediately upstream, that is, to the left of the figure. The
: several features of this eddy are remarkably similar to those shown in a recently published
color photograph of the Smith-Benton eddy in the Caribbean 2. _I_e cold marks on ihe water on
the right portion uf the figure might represent oil slicks from the nearshore kelp beds
observed in the area.
¢
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Figure 1. Ocean Front at 32 ° 19' N, 117 ° 49' W.
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Figure2. InfraredImage ofOcean Eddy Along SanfaCatalinaIsland.
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The ,'two patter_s in Figure 3 were found together in the Gulf of Mexico in autumn. This
type of pattern is found on calm, clear nights when the ocean is losing heat to the atmosphere
and sky. The white warm spotz are presumed to be the result of convectiv_ cells disrupting
the cooled surface layer of the sea. These spots are from twenty feet In diameter to more
than one hundred feet; in facL. mu_h larger such features can at times be found, Mesm_rements
of the mixed lay, - dcp_J_ of the ocean when these convective patterns are present shows
generally shallo, _-onvective layers. The individual w_rm spots shown here, then, must not
represent indiv_ _._al convective cells, but instead must result from many such cells. A slight
tendency is see. in the lower picture for the warm marks to form rows. This tendency is
presumed to r 3ult from a very light wirLd.
The re_.-ainder of the figures in this section demonstrate wind-induced surface tempera-
ture patterns; these patterns are far more common than the features described above. Figure
4 shows a pattern quite commonly observed at sea, with the '_S" _hape being due to the trans-
verse distortion of the infrared mapper. The cold lines are roughly straight, and approxi-
mately parallel to the wind. The wind-driven ocean circulation has apparently collected a
cooled ocean surface layer into lines, These lines are referred to as wind streaks, and must
be related to the wind slicks occasiono_.lly seen on the ocean by eye. Note _hat there are
secondary lines between the main ones, and that the lines join on occasion to give an irregular
pattern. The wind speed here was nine knots.
The flig.hf path was parallel to these lines in Figure 5, so that this figure allows a _'_d
opportunity to observe their struet_Jre. Note the tendency to branch and join, _he irregularLty
of individual lines, and that some lines can be traced almost conf_'_uously for distances up
to one-half mile.
A different type of wind--generated pattern is seen in Figure 6, where the cold lines seem
: much less well developed than i_ the pre_'ious _vo figures. Note the wide range of line widths
seen on this picture and the higher _requency with which they intersect.
Figure 7 was made in the Long Beach area not far from a large sewer outfall. This
region is noted for its high concentration of organic surface film. The general pattern of lines
is similar to those of previous figures, but the individual lines are here much wider.
The patterns of cold lin_s parallel to the wind seen in _hese previous figures seem to be
almost entirely destroyed at higher wind speeds. Figure 8 "_as obtained near Hawaii when the
wind spe_d was near 22 knots. The strong cold (that is, black) spots are presumed to be
foam from whitecaps. The warm spots may be regions from which the cooled surface film
was carried away by steep waves which were nearly breaking.
Discussion. In the ensuing discussion it was brought out that the infrared radiation
recorded in these figures came from depths of water of ten mxcrons or less. The question
was raised whether these figures represented day or night scenes. The reply, all night
scenes, was later realized to be incorrect--Figure 2 was made near midday.
DIRECT RADIOMETER MEASUREMENT OF THE TOTAL HEAT FI _)W _'ROM THE SEA
SD'RFACE
A brief paper from _he Applied Oceanography Group by McAlister 3, describing me'4sure-
•_ ments of the total heat flow from the sea surface, was published in the May 1964 issue of
Aprlled O_tics. Only enough details are included here to show the optical principles involved
in mis two-wavelength radiometer and its application to this important oceanographic problem.
The reader is referred to the refere,lced paper for more details.
. The absorption coefficient k for water _-_rsuc wavelength )_ is shc'vn in Figure 9. k is in
cm -1 and _ in microns. A value of 1 for k means that one centimeter tnickness of water
-.,. absorbs 1
1_
- or 63_, i.e., the "optical depth", _, is one centimeter. This concept and its de-
e K
pendence on a linear temperature gradient in the water is described in reference 8, One
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Figure 3. Convective Patterns at Night With Light Wind.
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Figure 4, rcepresentative Wind Streaks With Wind Speed 9 Kllots.
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F_g_2re 5. Surface Pattern Along W_nd S_reakso
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Figure 6. A _'ine .Network of Wind Streaks.
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Figure _. Pa_tern W_th Sewage Contarninatio,_ of the Ocean Surface.
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Figare 8. Ocean Thermal Appearance at 'Nind Speed 22 Knots.
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1 1
notices in this figure that for the 2.2 micron region _ is about 0.5 mm and at 3.7 microns
is near 0.06 mm.
The absorption of water versus thickness for a 2.0 to 2.4 and a 3.5 to a 4°0 micron band
isolated by "sharp edged" filters is shown in Figure 10. These interference type filters
isolate wave length bands where the effective or optical depths are about 0.5 mm and 0.06 ram.
THE HEAT EXCHANGE AT THE SXA SURFACE AT NIGHT
The heat loss from the sea scrface by radiation comes from *.he top 0.02 ..-rum. The
evaporation loss occurs at the interface, as does the possible loss of heat to warm the air at
the surface, If the transfer of heat _y vertical convection in ;he upper 0.5 mm layer is small
in comparison to conduction, the fiow of heat by conduction between the 0.5 mm depth and the
0.06 mm depth is a measure of the b)ta] heat flow from the sea surface.
THE RADIANCE FROM THE SEA _'URFACE AT NIG:tT
The infrared radiance from the water IW _-s the sum of two parts: Iw(1 - r) from below
the surface and Isr from the sky to r_fiection _rom the water surface, as seen in Figure 11.
The radiometer compares this total vith that from the reference blackbody IB, i.e.,
(IB-I W) = IB-Iw(I-I) -Isr. (Z)
This reduces to
(IB-IW) = _:B-Iw)e _ :_-I_r" (2)
where the emissivity e = (1 - r).
:- When the radiation is restricted by a bandpass f".]ter, Eq. (2) applies, if applicable values
for r and e are. used. The e>:perimental procedure is to obtain a 30-sec. record of (I B - IW)
on ",he recorder for the 2.0 to 2.4 micron region and then a similar record for the 3.5 to 4.0
micron region. Next, a sky record (I B - I_ is obtained. Finally, another blackbody, B 1 , is
viewed by the radiometer for calibration purposes. Its tempera_re, T1, is accurately known
and held l°C to 2°C different from the internal reference. This provides a calibration record
where (I B - IB )/(T B - TB1) = C, where the crAibration constant C is in intensity units per °C
temperature _L_ference.
At the start of the experiment, the temperature of the internal reference is set and con-
trolled at 1°C or 2°C different from sea surface temperature. With this precaution, C remains
constant for sm_li temperatdre differences and (I B - Iw) = C(T B - Tw) , Eq. (2) becomes
T = "" - (3)
w _l_ eC
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
t_quation (3) was used to reduce data obtained from the measurements made at night from
the end of Scripps pier. Sky readings (I B - I_ and C (calibration constant), were taken at the
beginning and end of the run. Values of (IB - IW) averaged over 30 minutes or mope of record-
ings were obtained for each of the two-wavelength regions, 2.0 to 2.4 microns and 3.5 to 4.0
microns. FoP these regions, the reflectivity of water is 0.016 and 0.022. and the emissivity is
G.984 and 0.978, respectively.
: Figure 12 shows measurements of T w at optical depths of 0.5 and G.O6 mm taken on 16
November 1962 as a function of elpased time. Data points plotted here for each depth a, e an
: average of two adjacent 30-sec. recordings. The temperature difference for the 24-rain.
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interval averages 0.15°C. This value is entered in Table 1 under AT for this date. Similar
•recordings t_ken on 2 January 1963 (early and again later in the night) showed averages for
AT of 0.12°C and 0.19°C which appear in Table 1.
TABLE 1
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
aT H B
(°C) (cal cm -2 min -I) H/B
Nov. 1962 0.15 0.27 0.26 1.0
Jan. 1963 (a) 0.12 0.22 0.22 1.0
Jan. 1963 (b) 0.19 0.34 0.22 1.5
Average 0.15 0.28 0.23 1.2
The heat flow by conduction between these two depths is calculated next and tabula_.ed
under column H in cal em -2 rain" 1. Some measure of total heat loss for comparison with H
is needed. For this purpose a value was calculated by means of the Kraus and Rooth
eq.,atlon 4, using the observed cloud cover, water temperature:, and standard meteorological
observations. These values appear under column B. The ratio H/B is shown in the last
column.
The :Lverage value of 0.28 cal cm -2 rain -1 for the latitude of San Diego is shown as the
circ!ed dot in Figure 13 which is the radiation loss from the earth plus atmosphere to space
as measured from the satellite Explorer VH and averaged for the period December 1959 to
February 1960, from F. M_ller 5. Even t_,ough the average from Table 1 is the total loss
(radiation plus evaporation plus .:onduction to the air), the value is low here since the atmos-
: phere emits energy that it has absorbed directly from the s..'n and earth. Tt:e values iv. Table
1 are for night only.
In summary, the heat flow from the sea surface at nigh- _ by evaporation and air conduc-
tion is from the interface. The radiation loss comes from the top 0.02 mm. Water tempera-
ture at greater optical depths was measured experimentally by infrared radiome Ød with
wavelength regions selected for i/k -- 0.06 and 0.50 mm. Calculation of the heat flow by
conduction _u'ough this half-millimeter layer is within experimental error of the total heat
flow from the surface. This result indicates that the heat transfer by convection in this layer
is small compared to conduction, and that such equipxhent, preferably airborne, can be used
to measure the total heat flow from the sea at night.
THE OCEANOGRAPHIC AND METEOROLOGICAL VALUE OF DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF
TOTAL HEAT i,OSS AT THE SEA-AIR INTERFACE
The total solar energy absorbed by the seats lost by evaporation, reradiation, to the air
by conduction+ in local heating and is carried elsewhere by advection (currents), i.e..
%= <+e+%+ Q,,T+%-
Thetots/of the first three losses is measured by the two-wavelength radiometer.
If it were possible to make these measurements from a satellite in polar orbit and
obtain daily or even weekly maps of sea surface temperature and total heat flow for every
degree or two of latitude and longitude of the oceans, a major contribution to physical oceano-
graphy and meteorology w'_'uld result, a,b
WEATHER AND ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION LIMITATIONS ON INFRARED RADIOMETRY
:" Unfortunately, it is impossible to use these particular infrared techniques from satellite
_ititudes. For meaningful results of measurements on the sea surface even at 1,000 _oot
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altitude, both infrared scanners and radiometers require very fagot-able weather and atmos-
pheric contritions--one might say unusually favorable conditions. Clouds are opaque to the
infrared and in fact radiate about as a blackbody at cloud temperature. "Clear" atmosphere
is not 100% transparent, therefore, it raGir_tes as a "grey body" at its effective temperature.
Thus, if air temperature is different than that of the sea surface, any radiometric reading of
the sea is in error and cannot be corrected unless atmospheric transmission and effective
air temperature are known.
Some idea of the restrictions on the use oL satellite-borne infrared radiometers for sea
surface temperature mea_zrement can be obtained from the Marine Climatic Atlas 6 which
provides the following information.
World ocean Cloudiness
average amount Usable Distribution
0.2 15% Some areas more frequently clear
< 0.6 35% others not seen for weeks.
These numbers mean that over a 30 mile diameter circle, 15% of the time 0.2 or less of this
area is cloud covered and 35-40% of the time 0.6 or less is cloud covered. In other words_
it is impossible to obtain detailed information on large areas of the oceans with infrared
radiometry from high altitude.
Figure 14 illustrates the influence of weather on infrared measurements taken from
Tiros VII off the east coast of Africa 7 . This satellite was rotating so that the radiometers
scanned outer space, the earth below, then outer space again. Outer space serves as a zero
radiation calibration reference, Six successive scans are illustrated and simult-'nr.ous
records of radiation in the indicated wavelength regions are duplicated. Of interest h_.re is
the 8 to 12 micron record (2) which on each successive scan sh, _s an increasing fall in
apparent temperature (near the center of the scan) from 2#0°K down to 220°K. The reason
for this change in apparent temperature becomes clear upon comparing record (2) with
records (3} and (5). The latter are the total of ener_ received in the 0.9 to 5 micron and
the 0.55 to 0.75 micron region which represent solar energy reflected--largely from clouds.
Thus, the drop in apparent temperature from the 8 to 19. micron record (2) is where clouds
are radiating at a much lower temperature than the earth's surface; i_ other words, infrared
radiometers "see" the cloud tops only and the earth only between the clouds. Even between
the clouds the readi,..gs differ from true temperature because of attenuation and grey body
radiation due to the clear atmosphere.
If this problem of frequent -_.nd large area surveillance is to be solved, it must be done
with more nearly all weather wavelengths of radiation. With this in mind, the microwave
region will be examined.
THE TRANSMISSION OF THE TOTAL A]_MOSPHERE TO MICROWAVES
The Proceedings of the Second Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment 8 contains
several papers describing the transmission of the total atmosphere including cloud_ (p. 157),
and the additional effect of various amounts of rainfall (p. 134).
The electro-magnetic transmission of the tots/atmosphere from 1 to 30 mtUimeters is
shown in Figure 15 which is from reference 8, page 15"t. From 3 cm to Longer wavelengths the
' attenuation is le_s. Thus, more nearly all weather capability is approached in the 3 centimeter
region. A reduced capability eA_.sts at 8 mm wavelength.
THE ABSOr._PTION COEFFICIENT OF WATER FOR MICROWAVES
I Examination of the literature (9_ 10, 11, 12) reveals that the recent measurements of
[ _a_-,evioh and Yaroslavskit 12 in the extreme infrared, 42 to 2,000 microns, e/fectively close
! the gap in values for k determined experin, entally by infrared and by microwave techniques.
No discontinuity is apparent where the two Join. A comparison of value_ ,Pot this coefficient
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Fig,_re 14. Oscillogram Showing Six Scans Off the East Coast of Africa by the TIROS
VI T Radiometer. The Approximatv Wav¢length Intervals of the Cha,mvls Fl-om Top
to Bottom Arc:. 14.8..15.5U, 8-12p,, 0.2 5u, 8-30_, and 0.55-0.75_. "rn_" Effects
of High Clouds Are IUustrat_d.
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(cgs units) in the infrared and in the microwave region is made in Finite 16. The infrared
part of this curve is, in part, a duplicate of Figure 9 with reduced abscissal scale. The
microwave values are largely frr, m 9.
Of immediate interest here is that the absorption coefficient decreasez £rom a maximum
at 15 microns down to a value near 10 for k at about 3 cm wavelength. In -_ther words, the
absorption coefficient for microwaves runs through the same range of values for this mivro-
wave region at it does for tbe infrared. Therefore, it is theoreticall_ possible to use a "wo-
wavelength microwave radiometer to measure the total heat flow from the sea surface as has
been done with selected in',rared wavelengths.
Experimental values for k vary widely and a real depar_mre from the solid line _,alculated
from electromagnetic theory) occurs from 10 centimeters tc about 10 meters wavelen_h
MICROWAVES WITH OPTICAL DEPTHS (_ IN WATER OF ONE MILLI,_LETER AND LESS
The one millimeter depth in water which has a linear temperatu_-e gradient 3 has been
located in Figure 16. Here for k = 10 cm -1 the optical depth is one nlillimeter. For k =
I00 cm -I, U,e optical depth is 0.I millimeter and so on. The o-x_=c--_-nental values for k
Indicated by the open ,:ir_les II are believed best. If so, a wavelength of ab-,ut 3 cr_ ms an
optical depth of one millimeter and a wavelength of 8 mm has an op_inal depth of about 0.4
millimeters.
It is c.l.ear that better values for k are needed before these extrapolations van be de-
pended upon. However, experLments are in order with a 3 cm and 8 mm wavelength radio-
mefer to determine the absorption coefficient of sea water and how it varies with temperature,
saiL-liT.y, etc.
THE 11_FLECTIVTrY AND EMI_SiVITY OF SEA WATER IN THE SHORT MICROWAVE
REGION
The reflectivity of water for normal incidence is about 50_ and 60% at 8 mm and 3 cm
wave.length respectively. The emissivi_.y i_ therefore 50% and 40_ for these two wavelengths.
This is an order of magnitude less favorable for water temperature measurement than _s the
c_se for infrared wavelengths. Hgwever, these constants are subject to precise measure-
:nent so that appropriate values for emissivity (e) and reflectivity (r) can be used in Eq. 3
(which is repeated here),
- ( ef- )r (4)
Tw = _ref " e C
Tins will provide a value for the "real" temperature of the water at the optical depth of
interest.
It is not cert:.in that 3 cm and 8 m,.'_ _-e the best wavelengths to use. Ex_ erimental
measurements of !., r, anr_ e and their depenacnce on temperature, salinity, etc., for sea water
must be carried o_t as precisely as po_ble for these and other wavelengths. (_ce these
facts are known, a decision can be made on wavelengths to provide the best compromise for
optical depth, atmospheric attenuation and tempera,'ure sensitivity (smallest aT detectable)°
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, it has been shown that it is theoretically posslble to construct a two -
wav¢leng'd_ microwave radiometer that will duplicate the results of the present --'n_rared
_nstrumvnt 3. The great advantage of the microwave radiometer would be that measurements
of the sea surf_tce could be made through h_ avy overcasts.
The possibility exists therefore to obtain sea surface temperature and toby1 heat flow
fror_ the sea with airborne microwave equipment and with little interference due to overcasts.
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Once this has been demonstrated experimentally, extrapolation to manned satellite usage can
be made.
RECOMMENDATIONS
A. The Applied Oceanography Group of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography is
presently engaged in a program to measure the infrared radiance of the sea surface, its vari-
ation in time and space--the noise background of the sea--and relate it to the oceanic factors
producing the variation. Infrared equipment airborne in a DC-3 as shown in Figure 17 is
used in conjunction with a surface vessel taking simultaneous oceanographic records.
WRh the experience obtained in the last two years in this manner and the additiom_l
information to be obtained with the two-wavelength infrared radiometer, it is clear that an
ideal situation exists here to rr.__e at, exact avd detailed comparison of microwave and infra-
red capabilities. In addition, of course, the performance of a microwave radiometer through
heavy overcast and from high altitude can be deter.ained by comparison of records from the
aircraf _.with simultaneous records from the surface vessel.
B. h is therefore recommended that a single wavelength, 3 cm, microwave radiometer
be obtained and eventually mgunted in the left wing of the aircraft so that simultaneous
readings on sky radiation and sea radiation can be made. This radiometer should be
assembled by an experienced manufacturer using the latest and best "state of the art" com-
ponents so as to provide the be_t possible sensitivity and reliability.
The radiometer should be des._gned and cons.ru, ted so that conversion at a later date
to two-wavelength capability is possible.
C. It will be used at first in the laboratory to make precise measurement of k, r, and
e for sea water and the dependence of these constants on temperab_re, salinity, etc. With
these constants determined for the exact wavelength band of the radiometer, airborne tests
of its capability are then possible.
The oceanographic and meteorologic value of direct measuremez,L _f total heat loss st
the sea-air interface was pointed out in Section VH. a'b The first step of determinino _ the
possibility cf such measurement with microwave equipment lies in the airborne tests of a
single wavelength instrument tu determine _he accuracy with w;_ich "real" sea surface
temperature can be read. The cost of L_s initial teasibility study is very small in compari-
son to the potential value of a successful two-wavelength microwave radiometer.
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I
i NOTE ON ATMOSPHERIC INTERFERENCE
John Freemau
National Engin_,ering Science Company
It should be emphasized that clouds "intevf_'_e" with I.R. imaging by emitting I. R.
Radiation at low temperature. Water vapor, clo'_d drops, rain drops and ice crystals in the
atmosphere do not emit microwave _ignals of 8ulficient strength to interfere with measure-
ment •_f surface temperature by microwaves.
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4#_ . BRIEF FOR CONFERENCE ON OCEANOGRAPHIC/
_% EXPLORATION FROM SATELLITES
%
A bert Oshiver
#P United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
_ Observations to and under the sea surface fro_._satellitealtitudesprimarily require
devices sensitiveto electromagnetic energy. A carpful reappraisal should be made of the
reflective,tTaasmissi_e, and scattering properties of sea water and the overlying atmosphere
with respect to electromagnetic radiation. Anomalous bandwidths of highly penetrative or
strongly attenuated radiation may permit discrimination of variables from properties to be
measured.
: The following applications should be considere&
1. Radiometry (temperature, atmospheric, moisture, evaporation, carbon dioxide).
Measurement of horizontal temperature distribution of the sea surface would have bene°
" fitsin physical, meteorological, and biologicaloceanography. Such measurements on a large
synoptic scale could delineatecurrent patterns,water masses, and mixing "-'-ones.They could
: show areas of upwelling and w'_rm patches which may be related to coastal proc_sse_ and
marine life.distribution. On an abso.'utebasis, they could add toknowledge of the energy
balance of the earth and the origin ann distributionof weather conditions.
In infrared radiometry, the princip:fl probl_ m in measuring the temperature of the
liquid interface between atmosphere and hydrospl'ere is the atmosph, .'e itself -- the uncer-
tainty of its moisture con_ent in any vertical sect. _)n, and at thnes its opacity. The atmos-
pheric water vapor window in the 8 to 13 micron wavelen_h region still introduces significant
._ ambiguities in apparent temperature readings due to moisture, The Coast and Geodetic Survey
is engaged in experiments to develop techmques for accurate remote measurement of absolute
sea surface temperature. Direct measurements of relativehumidity profiles to the radiometer
altitudewere made for preliminary establishment of relationships. Techniques for remote
measurement of atmospheric moisture need development. In order to measure a verticaJ
section of the atmospheric moisture remotely from a satellite to correct for the tempera"uee
ambiguity, a double radiometer system and possibly even an actiw, system are envisioned
which would receive energy at different wavelength regiors where the moisture absorptions
are distinct. Somehow, air temperature and droplet size may need to be measured. A skY-
pointing radiometer may be included to compensate for additional cffects due to reflection.
Thus, the unxnown variables may be resoh.ed by simultancoas measurements. A by-product
of this system would be the. mapping of atmospheric mois%ure distribution.
To use this arrangement for accurate absolute temperature measuremenzs, an adequate
2 inherent stability or a reference temperature system may be required to nullify system drift.
f Relative temperature meas_remeL,ts would still have value in determining the location of
: thermal fronts, areas of upwelling, and current pa_.terns. Infrared mappers should have
'-' applications for these purposes.
,. Other parts of the spectrum, such as the mb_.rowa_e regions, should be investigated for
'_ possible advanta&es in atmospheric transpar,mcy°
,. The r,-lation._hip between the temperature o_ the liquid interface and the subsurface water
is a variable dependent somewhat on evaporation. Thus _he poscibility of remote ,,vaporation
rate surveys over _.11 the oceans should be explored using suLk-surface temperature information
J
telemetered from buoys to the satellite for comparison with the remote surface temperature
., measurements.
" i Survey of atmospheric carbon dioxide distribution may be possible by use of certa;n
: " infrared wavelengths to which CO 2 is strongly opaque, again in combination with receivers at
i., :
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other wave lengths to subtract out the other variables.
2. Currents
Stereo photogrammet_-ic te_,hniques are used by the Coast and Geodetic Survey for re-
mote measurement of surface flow rates and directions. High resolution optics in combina-
tion wirY. visible large targets (flotsam, icebergs, '-_rtificial targets) may permit such
measurements and possible systems should be considered, The infrared mapper may be
useful in indicating boundaries and meanders of c_rrents.
3. Bottom Topography-
Several techniques should be considered for possible ocean bottom mapping in shallow
areas from a satellite. We are irAtiating _ systematic study of the influence of Pmo_m bottom
features on the spectrum of shoaling waves as determined by stereo photogrammetry. This
should be followed by the application of a suitable high an_ular resolution systen_. Color
photography, which is being used e_r_._neively by the Coas: and Geodetic Stlrvey, should be
explored for high al_tude discrimination of bottom features. HJ_h spectral resolution
techniques may prove advantageous. The wide mstanta_L_ous field from satellite altitude may
provide perspective advantages. Lasers in the blue-green region should be invest. _ _ted for
use as ranging devices to whatever depth capability can be achieved in shelf areas as avail-
able peak power increases. In this connection the Coast and Geodetic Suz_vey has initiated a
• study o_ light scattering at depth. Also polarization may prove to be an enhancement
, technique for increasing depth ,-apabiltties.
I
I 4. Sea Level and Gravity
I In the area of gravimetric geodcsy, a continuous effort is being m_de to improve our
knowledge of the potential field in the immediate neighborhood of the ph ,sical surface of the
earth by the collection of gravity informa_on at sea and on land. It i_ especially the lack of
adequate marine observations which l_ads to an undesirable non-uniformity of the distribu-
tion of grevity measurements and c_uses errors larger than those caused by the defects ef
the theoretical de-_,elopments.
The surface of the ocean represents the geoid, aside from the disturbing factors of
tides and currents. Close-to-earth satellites ,-ould provide a tool of considerable theorettca_
and economical value when used to determine the geometry of the ocean surface by meesur_.ng
the height of the satellite above the ocean surface. Methods and instrumentation systems for
accurately determining the geometry of the satellite orbit itself are available as a result of
the effort conducte_ in satellite geod.esy. If, therefore, a system for measuring the height of
the sate]/ite over the ocean with sufficient accuracy car. be developed, both geodesy and
oceanography could b_ served by determining geoid pru::'es and at the same ._rr, e measuring
the ma,Jn_.ude of tidal effects and their progress with time over the ocean swrface.
,_uch data would not only contribute e_ _ -,P.ial information to the determination of the
configura-_on of the potertial surface close to the physical surface of the earth, as needed
especially for developing a significant model of _e mass distribution in the crust of the
ear_, but would, even if executed o:dy locally, be of assistance m the study of off-shore
regiox_s fo _ locating geologlcg/ deposits.
A capability for remote measurements of sea level 'c_ferences shoula be further
explored as an indicator of surz'ace wind and barmuetric pres_-Jre and for detecting tsunan:is.
5. Geomagnetism
It should be pointed cut that a polar orbiting satellite could be used to map the earth's
magnetic field patterns in important v_ays and this might conceivably provide addttional
incentive for carx ytng out the proposed program. This would be particularly relevant if
technology sb_,uld advance to the stage of me_._rt_g components ox the field.
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"_ THE APPLICABILITY OF TIRO_; AND NL'4BUS DATA q O INVE.$TIG.:__IO.N
. _ O_ THE FE.-'.SIBLI_ITYOF El_.__SUEF-sCP.
"_ TE:_L_'ERATURE .ME.._ _REMENTS FROM SATEI_LI_
C)
.Arnold H. Gla._er,Earl S. Merri'.l, RavLnond Wexler,and
f Wi_fam K. Wir'ber, Jr.
.ARACON C-eophysic_ Company. Co -_oral.AIassachu-___-:
Strict".hioceans cover nearly ".hL-ee-quu,;ers of "_e earth'5 s--arL-re, sea surf--re
ternp_ra.'urei_ a most significantgeophysic_ quantity. T'n_sis :rue operat!o;te.lly,in ".he
applied sciences of ,.-neleorolo_-znd oceanography, and from the viewpoint ,;fbasic research.
I'_ now appears probable that b'uch temperatures ca.'_ be ob ;erred from _ateliites through t,he
passive mea_arement of the emission in cer:air banes in the _rzr_d "s - -_-anG. O. _,:_ miero_a%'_
regions cf the elec*.romagnetic spectrum. The presently _-vailzble TIROS imfrared --,_:aare
the most per',inent observations for further _n_-est,'gating *-_hismauer. It may be que_tionea
whether these TIROS ,;a-*.awill provide reaiiv new inf;rma:ign o'_-er areas where :be short,
term variabili'.y of sea s-d_ace temperz.hares is s,Rall and ciimatgl6_- M.ready provides
information accurate "*owithin a few degrees C_ntigrade. B_ *.he TLROS data can cer_.aiply
shed light ,)n the general feasibili_- of using sazeliite infrared _ta and wi_I in all probability
pro:,i_:-e n_w and fmpro_-ed L-fformation in, arers, such as the Gu_ Stream, where tem._rature
va.--la-io.ns and _radients are -omparatively h-r_e.
B v proper processing _nd _aiysis of e:,isting rEROS data, :-'.shoul_ be possible to:
1. Detern_.ine *.he [easibility of deriving useful sea s,arface tempe: ._ture or temperature
gra-:lient measurements from existing and foreseeable satellite radion_etric observa-
lions.
2. Develop preiimL-mry _eehni,Tuesfor converting satelli-.eradiometrie measurements
to useful s__z surface tempera:ure _L_ta.
3. Pr_pere selected cas_-study maps or other present_.ticr:sof sea surtac-*tempera-
ture data to il_uf_.ra:e the types, accuracies, and limitatior_ of ti:e da_a that satellites
c_n provide.
I. REQL_REML.'NTS FOR .IMPROVED SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE DATA
Frem a meteorological viewpoint, nut._btrous investigations have been conducted i_ both
*.hetropics and middle latitudeson the cffe,-:to._ varied sea surface temperature condP.ions on
atmospheric storm systems, h_ ".hetropics, Palrn_en7 dem,mstrated _h,at hurricanes rarely
form when the sea surface temperature is c.older!ban 79°F; Fisher 4 ?rothced tentativeevi-
dence supporting a hypothesis thathurricanes move (prior to re_.urva_ure)along the rand
where the sea surface is warmest. More reeen*.!yPerlroth 8 has shown a cormection between
the intensi_yof hurricane Esther (I_61) and the sea surface temperature averaged over z
two-week period.
In mid iatitud_synoptic analysis,sea surface:temper::tures are uscd extensively,when
avail_ble,in air mass de'krn_inat_onsas an aid _o proper placemet,.tof fronts. Re_.d 11 found
thatthe mean polar f'ont wRs very closely related to the strong sea surfac_ temperature
gradients which _xistoffthe east coasts of Asia and North America. Pct-'erssenet ai9, in a
study of ea._'coast cyclonic development relatingto dynamic weather prcdictL',n,found evi-
dence ;.:,dicating that the temperature of :he sea surface was significant, in the development
pr._cesS.
From an oceanographic viewpoint, lht:need for a,-.accurate indicationof sea surface
temperature on a dailybasis for !arge areas of the world is even more acute, no! only from the
basic need t,,describe the,motion and temperature of the sea surface, but also to support both
military requirements and comm_; cialactivitiessuch as fishing ant]shipping.
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A :_ of thtse applications are se;'_'-eIv ba'n_ered b: :he. lac'-_ of adequate sea su: face
t_-.nl-er_..'-'ce _-*'_rm_:lo_._ In a _','_s cllr,atoJ,)glcp.A SehSC (-'._., scaso_-al _:eans and to a
limited de_ree seaS'c,.'._: _-ariablK_.v_, sea _,n-rf_ ce t" mpe=a'._ res a,-e r-,Lhe- well known ore:-
many, allhc-ugh fur from -_h, of the ocean¢, cf "he world. H__-wever, *_- i_--mperature distrihu-
li_ns an_ v-"rla:ior_ _-: _he :ime and sp_ .-e scale_, ol synoptic and mesoscal, obsprvations _.re
f_ less -¢:_!_ d--tcrLn]n-.-_-. .-k_on_ *.he =-=.e*.es frequentl;: foLl_xed by oct.-an vessels, someth_-vg
apprr,.,- -='._ an adcqua'.e _'.-r_--:-_i¢-d-_.-:si_..': of measurements does exis-, bu-: _.ch routes
_rav:-rs( ,rdv a sm_ fra.--:o:. :_f .t.e sore,-- 140 miIlien sqmztre .-r,ilos (nearl.-, -hre_-_:arters
ot uh-- e_ .__'-"._=ct._2 sur_ce) cover -'d by the oceamv. (Y'ose-'-va_.lons mc_r¢_ c__= .,.y spaced in
dis;a._ce a_.d more frequenGy re_.ea;ed in time Lave been confine-' to a (e_- e.xnremely limited
Lreas, _r:ch as pa-'_s of ;he Gu'.f Str.-am. and to sht_E_, and discr-_-te peH_,ds of time. Ev---r, in
•.h.rse fe_; inslances of _nt_nse sampling, _he areas _o be lravefs._d and the few nceanograi_,_=
__,*ips and aircra_ available have .necessarily- resttlzed n observations c_:mpa._-ative!y wick:t:
•.;_aced in _ime a.ua.,"or dds.*_ce. Regul_r tr_xe measures of Lustantanecus gradients of se:.
surface _emper-',_ures over dis:ances ef Cue order of se-.'era] :e._s to a few hundred milez are
very rare, as are repea:ed ebservatioe_ ion a day-to-day basis) of the temporal variation---.
2. APPLICABILITY OF SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS
._--e saieilite has provided a world-wide, obserring to._! which, it appears highly probable.
can ¢ _ ,-nuch to fie present -tcfic'.encies in sea surface temperature meas,,_re._..ents. For ex-
ample, in the ab._encc of c:r._: ,s, .:r where the breaks in the *_'loud c_ver are sufficient in size
and frequency, ".:_.eChannel 2 (.3-12 micron} d._,*a from _he TIROS radiometer would appear
to be abie to pr-.,-c_:de a useful rr.-_.asure _,I instantaneous sea m_r:_ace temperature gradients,
p_rhaps of t._.e day-to-_-_ay :e.*npvra-ture -.,ariations, and l:,:-ssibiy ol the t.emperatures the,n-
selves. At teas-: equiv--tern and i_robab_" belier ca_biiities may come ivto being in the future
using such s_s-=ems as -'.he N._mbus I High Resotu_it_._ Lnfrared Radio.neter (HRIR) (proba_iy at
night on:y) and in later Nimbus launches the M_Aum Resolu:ion Infrared Radiometer (_IRIR).
Practical -_tilizatic.., for sea surface temp'_-ramre measurcmen.-.s, of ".he satellite radio °
metric capabilities will _e princ.._ally dependent on being ab,.- to deal sati_;factorily witl_, two
prcblem areas: (1) intervening elo,:d cover and (2) the part,_, absorption rnd emission of
radfant energy by certain variable gases in the atmosphere at levels well above the sea sur-
face. The effects of these factors in determining surfac: t_mperatures and ways to deal will"
them wili be discussed below.
3. ATMOSPHERIC MODIFICATIONS AND DEGRADATIONS OF SURFACE LNFRARED
E_EISSION
Wh:!e the infrared emission of a surface as obnerved from a satelliee is rather directly
related to the :emperatu'.-e of that surface, the actual ,..mrs" reaching the satellite sensors is
seldom idemical with tLat to be expected from a black body at the temperature .,.r the surface.
The energy is attenuates by ".he atmosphere an_, to a lesser _.-xt_._!t, reduced by th,- lack of
perfect surface emissivity. Tt_vse effects must be taken i,,,t, account to interpret properly :no
surface tc::nperatttre and its gradients and variations. Accordingly. we will discuss here .'.he
pr_blems ,-elated to a_mosphvric attenuation of infrared rau-aLit-_. For cnnvenie:_ce, we will
also incluc_t, in this s_-etion, prmr to the discussion of atrnospneric elf, .'t_, a _,.'" .t discussion
of surface emissivities,
3.1 Surface Emissivity
The ratio of the :mount o" radiant energy cnl[tte,d by a substance, at a pa,-Ccular L_m -
peratu/.: and waveh.ngth, to the aniount of radiant cnt:rgy emitted by a black body (_tt the same
temperature and wuv,'length} is tat- e_nissivity of the substance. For a black body the ratio
would be one at all wav,..lengths, bu! for natural -ubstances the ratio v,trics from perhaps
nearly onr at so:re, wav_-l_-'ngtbs to significao.tly smalh,r values at other wavelengtlm. Surfac,.
emissivitit's of sea watt:r, in tt_e infrared, fortcnatcly are within a ft._," pere(.nt nt un.i_y.
Tin. eff.'e! of surface c missivity will b,' of even less si ._ificanc,. when only gradients
and var!ati,m. ¢. .trc of primary ,.oncern.
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"f :he earth is viewed in sun]i_ht, the effects of r.f'_,ectfo_- of solar rafliation rues', oe
consider..-d -_'hen using -.iala a t. 3.V.or:er infrared wavelengahs, such as 4-kose ased in the .Ximbu,
High Reso:u:ion Infrared l_-_diometer.
_._ Atn_svherle .Ab___zV',on "-rid Re-emission; Limb Darkening
Inf_-ared ,-adiat,:on emitted by "..hesea" _'- :: ace may be gre:t-'.lv modified by the atmos-
phere bef,.,re it reackes sa:el'.,ite sensor_. • -es m file atmosphere absorb the radiar_en and
".hen re-em't ft. bo:h unwa.,'d, nod ,=¢, :,'wLr _. =1 ._. -:r tempera.'----: e, which .-'s ......,_=_.,y"" Io_ v:" _i,,_
C,_at of :he surface. The net result is a eeplet_c.r o" this ='adiation with height and so an appzr-
en_ re@action in the observed surface '.empera'-.:,,-e. _ne exact amount of this depletion varies
with !,o*_ the wavelex_.]l at which tht _bservatxor .s made and the existing atmospheric
conditions.
Table 3- • L_sts ",he importan: absorp*ion band._ -,.*the main a:v_ospheric absorbers. The
absorption spectra of aLnaospherie gases are extremely co.,nplex ard are imquenced hy the
temperature, pres._ure, and amount ,,f gas present. It is never%heless p,0ssible to est=,.tate
the depletion el infrared radiation from :k.e surface from measured and/or assuaged atmos-
pheric temp,,rarures and the distribution of the absorbers i. the atmosphere. The depletion
is small, and t.hus easier to take m.t.o co_ideratior:, in _he 8-±2_. tmld (the so caUed a'. nos-
pheric window). A satellite sensoc looking straight down a_. -'A:e cea=s surface and measurxng
the i,_tensity of radiation in this band (proportional to the emi_: i'-;ty and fc_irth power of the
_marfaee temnerature_, cart obtain a meas,Jre of ".he surfs .e te:.--.-e'ature, e.-pec'-_I,,,-" ' " ==:er-*"
,:orrection for the small depletion in this bann.
Further corree*.ioos for limb darkening effects b2ve to t)e applied when the sensor is rot
looking straight down. Limb darkening normally occurs through the combined effects of the
decrease of temperature with height h'- *.he trop.)sphere and increase of optical path length and
so of atmospht :'ic absorption with increase in zenith angle. Semi-empirical corrections for
Limb darkening effects have oeen developed a_nd employed by We73er ;8- 19, 20 and by Wark
et ai, 17 to estimate su :face temperatures from TIROS measurements of the radiation in the
8-12, band (Channel 2).
Table 3 - 1
Absorption Bands Of The .More Significant
Atmospheric Absorbers
Ga._...s Band Center Stren_h of Absorphon
Water Vapor 6.3_ Very Strong
>20t_ Strong
Carbon Dioxide 4.3_ Strong
10_. Weak
15_ Strong
Ozone 9.0ta Weak
9.6p Moderate
15la Moderate
The important absorbers for the 8-12 micron range, and the limits within which they are
effective, are shown in Table 3-2. The indicated limits of the absorption intervals are rea-
sonable but arbitrary, ._in_.e they depend on the level cf absorption considered significant, path
length :hrough the atmospLere, etc.
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Tab_.e 3-2
Ab_rbers Of Infrared R_,aiation In The Ter'..-es.'.rivJ. Atmospt:ere
In T_._e Wa_length Int.erval 8-12 Microns
Abso: oing _tterval* Strength 0I
3a..s (microns) Absorption Remarks ;
Wate _ V_pcr <9 Moder-_t_. Important at large
nadir angles
11.2 - >12 Mo=Icrate importan _. at large
nadir angles
O-_one 9.1 - I0 Iv.tease
Czrbon Dioxide 9.25 - 9._5 Weak
10.15 - t0.75 Weak
*Arbitrary limits
3.3 Cloud Problems
Since clouds (except for very thin cirrus) are opaqde to infrared radiation, clouds in the
field of vision of the satellite seascr v-o-,tld prevent i*. from "seeL'_g" the see.'s sulk/ace, and a
determination of surface temperatures from infre_ced radJation measuremen*.s would not be
possible. Thus, in dezermining sea surface temperatures, only measurements of infrared
radiation from cloudlf ss areas should be _'-sed. Methods for deleting cloud contaminated points
from t,e infrared data must be app._ieo, as will be discussed later.
3._ Atmo#pberic Particulat_ s
In addit-:ou to atmospheric _.ases, poxticulate mattez within the ierrestrlal atmosphere
can affecl or even prevent infrared surface observations from satellites. This is especially
*cv_ of water and ice (cir.rus. _ _lc,uds, as was discussed in Section 3.3, but can also be true of
dust clouds. Thick water cloud:_ radiate as black bodies, a: the temperature of the cloud tops,
but thin clou_s, especially certain kinds of cirrus, are partially transparent to infrared radia-
tion and have emissivities smaller than one. 6 Dust clouds are apt to be composed of particle"
smaller than those .)f water clouds, particle concentrations are likely to be smaller, and
thickness may be comparable, so that, in _¢neral, dust clouds are likely to be more trans-
parent to infrared radiation than water .'iouds°
4. DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS
4.1.0_.ta Formats _d C_mputer Programs
As mentioned earlier, it will be necessary to eliminate data in which clouds are within
the field of view. For the TIROS mechum resolution infrared radiation data, which have been
recorded on magnetic tapes to which orbital and attitude information have been added (FMR
tapes) 12, _4 the problem of deleting suspected cloud data is relatively simple. One sets up
criteria for rejection of data and "hen either lets the computer _'eject the un'_-anted data, or
prints out all the data and rejects _uspected data "manually".
The extraction of the actual data point informat_.on from the FMR tapes c_n be achiev_.d
using a processing program developed by NASA* for the IBM 7094. This program selects and
lists each data point obtained by the radiometer, for each channel, _or a specific time period
(and thus geographical area) within a given orbit. These operations will be discussed more
fully below,
*NASA Data Listing }?rogram (MS 500)
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4,2 Geographical Location, Rectification, and Scale of Resolution
An important problem in - _;nection with use of radiation data for oceano_raphi= pur-
poses i6 determination of the geographic locations of the viewed areas. For TIROS cats, _:_ide
from timing problems, this is based on TIROS ephemeris and satellite attitude data. Improve-
ments of various kinds i_ attitude sensing _,ud determination have been conti,-ually effec_ed, so
that the geographic locations p_esented on the later TIROS FMR tapes should be mt.ch better
than those given on the FMR tapes for TIROS H dc-ta. 1
While R is difficult to give a precise figure for location errcrs, since they may vary
from orbit to orbit as well as within an orbit, the following staten.e_t has been made regard-
ing TIROS HI data: 'SUneertainties in attitude lead to an estimated maximum error of 1° to 2°
in great circle arc. ''14 Presumably, then, most position errors for this satellite wc_uld be of
the order of 1,'2 °, and those for later TIROS smaller. The IR sensor subtends about 1[2 ° of
great circle arc in the horizontal for zero nadir angle and significantly greater distances, in
the direction of the principal line, as nadir angle increases. _
4.3 Detection of and Correction for Atmospheric Effects on Satellite Observed Surface
Temperatures
As indicated in Section 3, the ma,_or problem areas_uticioated in the use of sate._lite
radiomeiric data for deriving sea surface ten.pera._lres are (i) clouds and (2) atmospheric
absorption ot the energy originatir, g at the t_urtace, with re-emission at a cooler radiatL_g
temperature.
4.3.1 .Ccusideration of Cloud I:nt_.rfe--'ence. and Elimination of Data with Clouds
Wherever a cloud or a portion thereof falls within the instantaneous 5° (a#uroximately
30 n.m. at zer,_ nadir angle) field of vie-_, of the TIROS Channel 2 radii,meter (or _f any other
satellite radiometer), it will prevent any reasonably accurate measurement of surface tem-
_ perature. In these cases, the temperature recorded by the radiometer will not only be
modified by atmospheric absorption and er_.ission (to be considered later) but will provide
a value representative of the integrated emission from both the clouds and the cloud free
areas. Since the portion of the en-dssinn from each source cannot be resolved by the TIROS
radiometers, -_ will not be possibl,, • to _Jlterpret these measurements and, therefore, it w-ill
be necessary to eliminate data when clouds fill any part of the field _ view,
A survey of the nephanal_ces published in the Catalogs of TIROS Television .Cloud
Fhotographyl6has. made it very obvious that sizeable areas con:pleteiy free of clouds are
comparatively rare,,especially over the oceans. While the determu_.ation, selection, and use
of such cases, using the TV photographs, will be useful in the researcl _.work proposed herein,
to be dependent on such situations would be so limiting as to cripple sign'Lficant sea surface
tempera_re use of satellite radiometric data. Accordingly, a way must be found to select
those specific radiometric data points, from areas of scattered and possibly broken clouds,
where the radiometer is viewing only the surface through a break iT. the clouds.
Fortunately, a way of making such selections during conditions of daylight is available.
When a cloud is signffi_antly within the field of view of the TLllOS radiometer, the compara-
tively intense reflection of solar radiation from its surface _vill be measured by Charnel 3
(0.2 - 5 m_cron, albedo) and Channel 5 (0.5 - 0.7 micron, visible reflected radiation) of the
same radiometer. The matters to be investigated here can essentially be co_dinzd to (a)
whether it is best to use Channel 3 data, Channel 5 da.,_ or some combination of both to detect
data points includ4ng clouds and (b) what threshold value(s) of either or the combined data
should be chosen to insure elimination of data points which include cloud within the field of
view.
A more difficult problem will ex_.st during the night when no measurements are avail-
able in either Ch_umel 3 or 5. The best apnroach tr, t_is problem appears to be attempted u_e
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of the difference between Ch_-mel 4 and Charmel 2 measurements.* This difference varies
from 5C _ -40C to 15-20C at 29C and is essentially a constaut at any temperature. However,
with high water vapor amcunts, *.he difference between the t_ o is dee .*eased. It may be pos-
sible to relate this decrease to the presence of cloudiness. It is not, however, o._:tous that
sucl; t_chniques will prove to be practical fer determining areas of clear skies and it may be
necessary io limit the usable observations of sea surface temperatu=.e t._ the daylight hour s or
to areas i__-_ownfrom conventional meteorological obser_ations to be free of clouds. Since
elimination of night cases would, however, restrict *,be observable areas because of (a) the
inclined orbit used for TIROS and _b) the lower probability of cloud free observations when
night cases are excluded, for any sate _l!ite, it would approximately halve the possibly usable
passes over a given area.
4.3.2 Data Processing to Determine and Eliminate Data Points Subject to Cloud Inter-
ference
Essentially all of the routine processing required to perfect or determine cloud detection
techniques, and to eliminate those data points wher_ clouds occur, (as discussed in Section
4.3.I) can be accomplished from TIROS data as a3-_e_dy suitably recorded on magnetic tapes
and using Electronic Data Processing (EDP) procedures.
All of the meteorologicaUy useful orbits of TIROS radiation datv, from which the cases
to be used would be selected, have been processed by I_&SA and placed in binary form on the
so-called Final MeteoroJogical Radiation (FMR) magnetic tapes. The FMIR tapes li_t rae,ia-
tion values for each channel, time and location of observation, etc. Complete listings of the
available data tapes and descriptions of the data therein have b_en Fablished by
NASA.I, 12,13, 14, 15
The extraction of the actual data point in£ormat!or= from the F_iR tapes can be achieved
using a processing program developed by NASA** for the i_M 7094. This program selects
and lists each data point obtained by the radiometer, for each channel, for a specific time
period (and thus geographical area) within a given orbit. Other programs for the processing
and analysis of the Tiros radiation data have been developed by ARACON q_eophysics Com-
pany for use in synoptic and heat balance studies based on these data, as reported by Wex-
lerl8, 19; any may be applicable to some aspects of the studies proposed herein: The 7094
can be instructed to eliminate those points where clouds appear t'._be within the field of view
as determined by the Channel 2 and/or the concurrent Channel 3, 4, and/or 5 values. Some
initial experimental trials, data inspection, and re-runs would be used to determine optimum
Channel 8, 4, _<,/or 5 thresholds for cloud point rejections.
The remaining (cloud-free) Channel 2 point_, representative o? surface temperatures or
temperature gradients, can b_ entered on charts for fur ther analyses.
It is estimated that approximately 60 separate orbits of TIROS radiation data would be
required for the studies proposed berein. Extraction and printing of the useful data points
from an average le,_o_.:, of applicable TIROS record _s expected to requtrs about six minutes
of IBM 7094/1401 time per orbit.
4.3.3 Consideration of Atmospheric At)sorption and Emission, and Ways to Correct
for Them
This problem area is expected to be significantly more difficult than elimination of day-
light clouds, but less so than elimination of nighttime clouds.
*Chanpel 4 (7-30 microns) differs from Channel 2 (8-12 microns) by the ener_y emitted in the
Rotational H20 band (17.9-40 microns) and in the 15_ CO 2 band (12.5-17.9 microns); ehus
the apparent radi_tting temverature measured by the radiometer is normally lesf_ i:._Channel
_" 4 than in Channel 2 for the same atmosphere. "
**NASA Data Listing Program (MS 500).
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As h_s been demonstrated by Wexler. 19 and _y Walk, Yamamoto, and Lienesch, I? the
black body tempera_re of an unde:'lying surface as measured by the Channel 2
radiometer is usually several degrees cooler than the true surface temperature as deduced "
from conv_ntionai observatiol_. This results from the fact that the 8-12 micron window is
not ,_ompietely transparent, and part of the radiation reaching the sateilit_ sersor= )riginates
from water Taper, carbon dioxide, and ozone emissions from levels of the atmosphere where
temperatures are normally cooi._.r than those at the surface. Some of the problems created
by these effects (and very ID.,.i I elso by mc presence of some scattered clouds) as regards
sea surface temperatures h_ _-e bean treated by Rac and WLuston. 10 These ma_ers were also
discussed in Section 3.
Solutions to this problem are expected to involve several approaches, as described be-
low, and will probably eventually utilize a combination thereoi2.
(1) For many purposes, sea surface temperature gra_ent dats will be nearly as valu-
able as absolute values. Radiometric measurements are expec_.ed to be able t_ provide
reliable gradients ._ver significant areas, since the parameters that create the discrepan-
: cies. between the measured and actual values will often be only slowly changing with distance.
Furthermore, regions of rapid changes in these parameters (and so of erroneous gradients)
will most often occur at air mass boundaries where the highly correlated e_'stence of exten-
sive and overcast (or nearly overcast) cloud cover wE1 prevent m_y satellite measu,'ements
of sea surface temperatures over substantial distances. Accordingly, the use of the tempera-
ture gradients alone, over homogeneous areas as regarJs a*.mospheric effects, Will _e the
one possible solution.
(2) Within areas where the radiometrically measured temperature gradient would be
expected to be reliable, _t single surface ship observation may provide a benchmark for
calibrating the correspondin_ and other satellite measurements. More than one observation
in such an area would, of course, be even better. One of the ,Audies that should be conducted
•.ruder this program would be to use areas with severn! ;,urface temperature observations to
test the validity of the hypothesis that the observed gradients are reliable, to determine the
probable error to be expected in using this hypothesis, and to attempt to determine indicators
of those areas or conditions where the hypothesis is valid and of those where it is not.
(3) The studies of Wexler 18" 20, oi Wark Yamamoto, and Lienesen 17, and other similar
investigations have suggested quantitative or se.mi-quantitative e_,rreetions to be appiied to
radiometrically measured surface temper_ttures as functions of _'.e "mdir angle of view
(which is generally known), moisture'content of the atmosphere, etc. The rate of change of
the mcisture correction with variation in atmospheric moisture content appears sufficiently
small to suggest tY,at in re,my cases corrections b_sed on climatological values or deduced
from the general nature of the synoptic situation may very well be adequate. The determina-
tion of the validity of using climatological, or gross synoptic corrections would be an import-
: ant area for investigation in this program.
These and other approaches that may be developed to attack the problem of atmospheric
absorption] emission corrections should be stud_ed and _.ested, both individ'_ally and in eombi-
: nation, _o determine the optimum method of d_termining and applying such corrections, and
the probable degree of the residual error.
5. APPLICABILITY OF NIMBUS HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER (HRIR)
DATA TO SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE OBSERVATIONS
While these discussions were beinb edited into their final form, the first samples of
Nimbus HRIR data b_.came available in the form of photo-facsimile strips a, reproduced
principally for public information releases. It is obvious from these samples that the HRIR
data-are of extremely high geometric resolution (approximate1 , equivalent to tha_ of TIROS
pictures). The fine detail visible in the pictures over land areas, and along coasts and lake
shores, suggests the abi]ity to detect _'mall temperature differences is also excellent. The
design of HRIR insures excellent calibratic.u and _-3°C accuracy.
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These data should most definitely t_ investigated to determine their applicability to sea
surface temperature observations, especial]j since their high resolution (approximately 2-5
miles) would permit surface observations through cloudfree gaps far tcu small to be of use
vlith the TIROS data.
On the other hand, it must be realized that it is not at all clear that the HRIR data can
be successfully applied to sea surface temperature measurements, although their meteorologi-
cal value is obvious. B_.cause of the spectral range of sensitivity (about 3.7-4.g microns),
the sensor responds, during daytime, to reflected solar as well e s emitted terrestrial
radiation. Th_ ,._fl_cted solar' radiation c_,,lpon_nt may wed be s afficient to prevent quautita-
tire daytime analysis of the emitted component. In fact, a single sample t _.low latitude d_y-
time HRIR da_ suggests the reflected componeut is predominant. But R is only during day-
time that the concurrent Advanced ViJinon Camera System pictures permJ.t ac,_'urate deter-
mination of areas with cloud cover.
At night, when only en:itted radiatlcn i_ detected. Nimbus I has no operational sensor
other than HRIR. Thus a multi-_?eetral approach ddetection and eliminatt_e is not
possible. E_en when HRIR and MRIR are flown concurrently, the problems of nighttime
detection of small or low altitude e-loudy areas will still be analogous to those tot TIROS,
as discussed in Section 4.3.1.
might be that careful examination of quant/tative analog (Visicorder) *.races of the
nighttime HRIR data would reveal charr-ct_ristic shapes of high temperature portions of the
traces that could be used to ident'fy areas where cloudiree surlacc temperature measure-
ments are being made. In any event, the early samples of the Nimbus HRIR data cle_u'iy call
for careful investigation of '.heir application to sea surface temperature determination.
6. FORESEEADI E IMPROVEMENTS IN SATELLITE SENSORS PERTINENT TO SEA SUR-
FACE TEMPERATURE DETERMINATION
The Nimbus MRIR fensor (not included on Nimbus I but scheduled for flight on a later
Nimbus) will use sn atm_:4pheric window channel narrowed to approximately the ten to eleven
micron wavelengths. This will significantly reduce the attenuating influences of water vapor,
carbon dioxide, add ozone ,_s compared to the situation for the TIROS Channel 2 data.
The satellite infrared spectrometer be_g developed for the USWB_s National Weather
Satellite Center 3 will provide surface observations in the pa.-'ticularly clear window, about
0.1 micron wide, at about 11.1 microns. Furthermore, this spectrometer will provide some
information on the ver_cal distribution of atmospheric temperattres through a series of
measurements along t/_e shorter wavelength wing of the 15 micron carbon dioxide band. If
these were to be made with s_itable precision, and similar measurements were to be made
concurrently along the lo,_g wavelength wing of th_ 6.3 micron water vapor band, the vertical
distribution of water va|_r could D<:calculated and used to determine improved values of the
effect of attenuation on satellite observed surface temperatures.
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Next ".he effec-=s of atmospheric _ases can b- considered. Fht- ".wo Eases which dominate
:he mic-owave spec:rum are water vapor _nd oxygen. Water vapor has a resonauce at 13.5-
ram "xav,:Icng2.h and oxygen has a seri,:s of :'- _onances in the 4-ram to 6-ram wavc.'-_ngk: band.
These gases haw b,-en studied ::o.ecre:!"eally and :n .'-he -abcratory 3- _,5 and -'.heir con:ribut'on
ic :he microwave _pect._Jm ca., be com.p'._tea. "F._-__..')e¢tm_m is d_-pcnc:en', upon the a!ti'.ude
dis:ribJ¢ion cf atmo_phe.--e corrposi=ten, pressure-, ant *.emperature. Neve._keiess. in_"or:na-
.. ¢°
"_on ava_abie a= presen: abou" cilma'._c ave: a_es 9, he=.- pa.-ame=ers permi.+.s the !0-cm to
O.6-cm spectrum :c be r-oderxte;y wei: -Jefined e>:cept for the variations in:rc-caced by
ftuctuatlons h_ =he amoun: ..)f ,_:mospher_.c -.va:er vapc, r. Grc- tory ".-at ":ions in the temperature
dis=ribu=ton have smaller eiie_- _. Sp-ee=ra-.'r. I! "_,fY.._. I is ;he spvctm:m app:Acabie for an
a:mosphere with wa:er "_a;_or fien_t._- =--_a. -=o 1.9 -:-_: -*-_r,gm. rod} wh=r,: a _s the ait_tude in
kilometers.
A goeo firs_ app_.':ima:i_n is :hat ".h_ area uno_er =he "_'a=_r vapor r,:souance eum-e is
proportional :o the _nt_gra:ed wa:er va:m_r over :he sea. The "'newldth is a!,._rox':mately
proport._.onai to a=m_spheric pressu:-e, which means :hz_ if *.h_s "_.a_er vapor wet, at i000 mb
pressure the line wou-_i be "wo "imes wider and _horter :hun if _he wa:er vapor were all at
500 mb p'essure.
Evidence *hat .:he taheore:ical compu_-a'ions of ihe H20-O 2 spectrum ar-- applicab!e has
recently been obtained from spectral measurements of '.he 8-ram to 14-ram atmospheric
opacity. Tb._se measuremen=s were made by observing se,-eral sunsets using a muitichannel
radio *=,escope. 6 The resu_.:ing spectra were cc "r_lated wi:h slmul:aneous _round :evei and
r_.,aosonde :neasuremen:s of bumidKy a;_ 2 temperature. Preliminary resuit_ sno_" the agree-
ment ber_'een ,'b_o,'y 2_._d exper-men; is _ "thin ten percent and withfn exper__'men.*.a1 erro_.
Clo'._ds and precipitation can also strongly affect Cne spectrum. Empirical m_a_ure-
ments show that the microwav_ opacity of clouds becomes important for wavelengths !ess than
_3 era, and is approximately proportional to the stature of the frequency. Scatter:ng can
Lceomc important if the cloud drople;s are ia:-g-_- enough, but i: genv.rally can be neglec:ea at
the longer wavelengths except in _he case of precipitation. Sp_.ctrum HI of Fig. I shows :he
effect on Cpectrum II of a cloud l-krn thick cen=ered at 2,5 km aitltud_ and containing
I gm/m 3 :_quid H20. Even *_J.s moderately dense cloud would not obscure the water raper
resonanc_ and could oe distinguished from the water vapor by its essen*.ially different
spectral .¢hape.
Pr-_cipitation absorbs microwaves and would usual]:- appear abo:,t .no- sau, e as a heacy
clued. Scattering becomes im_:_ant for p-_-¢-cipitation and could strongly afft-ct h:e specu'um
at wavelengths ._horter than abou" I0 times th_ drooler d_amcter. When scat_er'.'ng _s impor-
tant _i_c spectra that result ar_ strongly dependent m_ frequency -.nd particle size axstrit:_:-
:ion. Thus precipita-;on would yield spectral feat_ -,ut might partiaily ._._scure s._multane -
ou$ water _-apcr or c!ouq meas,:rements.
C-early there is a separat,:c,n problem in interp_',.ting sp,.'ctrai data obtained .¢rom a
mlc,':_wave sat_:Aite, but aa can bc seen in Fig. 1, the m_j..'.r atmospheric parameters have
diat'nc_ _pe¢:tral featurcs that could b_ u._:_ to provide separate measuren-cnts of t_t-se
parameters. It should be neted that *-he cases consid_ red in Fig. -_ imply almost an all-
"TBecker, G. E.. and Autl_r. S. H., Water Vapor Absorption of Elec'.romagn.ctic Radiat] _, ",_ *.he
Centimeter Wavelength Rt..gion Ph:-.s B.:v. 70.__,300-307 {1946).
4Barrett, A. H.. and Chunk, V. K.. A Method f¢,r the: Determination of Hi_h-Altitud_ W_ter-
Vapor -,bundance from Gr;_und-Ba_ed Microwave Obsrrvations, J, _eophys. Re.._.__.67, 11(1962),
4259-4266.
aM.ecks, M. L.. Atmospheric Emission and Opacity _" .M_alimet¢.'r Wavelengths Due to Oxy_:en.
J, G eo.p_p._h_ .Re_s, 6.66, 1 l, ( t 961)..-7 '9-37",7.
6Staelhz, D. :1. ,.ad Barrett. A. H., Research Laboratnry of Eh.etronis. M.I.T°, Unpub!i_ht.d.
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weather capability for microwave sens_,rs as opposed to optical devices, which are affected
.much more strong!y by clouds.
The spectra shown in Y_g. 1 are all for an antenna beam perpendicu].xr t,- -he se._. At
othe'.- receiving angles and at aifferen: polariz'_:ion_ . • various s .e.ctral featu:es could be
enhanced, thus permittin_ greatcz- sensivity.
Th,- sp_.e'ra _hnwn {n F'tL | can n._w b_ r,--r_.p_r*,4 _O h..e _--¢.-n__itiv_ties of eurr_nt! i
available ra:.'iome'..: '-'s suitable for spac,.-craSt. :_?L1the radiometric systems considered here
are of _he D_cke 7 c_muarison type.
The simplest radiometer is the _ ,.ysta. -:_deo type consisting prSmarily of a crystal
detectgr folSewed b:: a video amplifier (F1g. 2A). These are _ade-bandwieth de_fces and are
tLerefore useful priv.ariiy for wave._eng'hs l_.-_s ,.has I0 em. The Maril..e)" R spacecraft 8
carried two radiometers of :i :s type t_ Venus. i he :_aveleng-ths were 19.0 and 13.5 mr.-.
and the rms :'luctuations in the radiome'._'r output were equivalept to about 20-30.0]{ for a
30 second integralion time. The package ,;'ei/,nt inclu-._g the ca.'ibration cquipmer.t, etc.
was less than 21 I_. an-! tense,ned less than 5 watts a-_-e_age i0 wa_s peak. At 8-ram wave-
length with a brndwidth of about 5 C-e/sec, an rms deviation of thou) 5°K for a 10 second
_mtegrat!ou t'_::r:e can _.o obtained. These sensitivities almost make this type of radiometer
_uz:able for coarse measurements of clouds mid water vapor. Fo_- accurate meuse -ements
_.,f -emoe,*at-.re or narrow sp. eta_al f_aturcs other types of radiornete._s must b__ used.
The _econd cla_s ,_f radiometers includ- s tho_o with an RF amplifier in front of the
,-etectgr. (Fi_.. 9-B} funned diode amplifiers are among the most promising and can pro-
vide, for e::ample. = 0.1°K rms ser_sitivity for a 1-seconc_ integration time and a 1 Ge]sec
bandwidth° These ampld"ier:_ car. be quite small ant ligh'waight, and require a little m,.re
poe-er than the crystal ;:ideJ system. The major restrict'on is one of freq,_ency -- at
present such an,p'Aiie--s are available o,dy Lor wavelengths longer than ,--2 cm.
St_ll greater sensitivit_.es, p+'rha_s .0i°K for !-s_-.c_-nd integration, can be ')btaih_a
using parametric, .'r,piifiers. Bec.:ase *..hey t-.quire: a modt:rately powerful RF oscillator to
pump the amplif!e., these devices are somewhat heav::-,r ,tpd consume more p_wer than the
tu_me" diode ampliiiers. _eir bandwidth it. typ_.e:_lly a fcv." hundred u'egacycles but can be
made narrow., ttr.e expense of sensid;-ity. Thei:" :'e)'forma,.ce is ger erally improved when
the:-operat-: at !_x" temperatures, but roo.n temF_ rature is satisfactory. At present such
systems are available at wavel_mgths longer tha,t _3 cm ann ,_rc b,,ing developed for wave-
l_-ngths as shorl as 3 ram.
Clearly ooth tunnel diode amplifiers and parame':rie amplifiers ace sufficiently sensi-
t_.:e "o detect the spectral features shown in Fig. 1.
:,t present howevec, tl_¢: best available systt.ms for use in the higher freq..ency portions
of tht. spectrum are sup¢ rheterodyne radiom, ters tFig. 2C). These are quite co_nmonly used
for radio_netric systt:ms ,,,)crating at • "_velen_ths sh,_:.¢_" than 2 or 3 cm They are similar
to the RF amplifier system excep) they ha-'e another cx,,:',_tl detector before :he araplifier.
Thin detector mixes th,: incoming signs2 with the signal from a local oscillator so as to p:'o-
duct a new sibnaai at some io_ frequency where: amplification is simple. "l]_e syt_tem sensi-
tivity (for _1 -cm wavelen_h) -'.._usually _1 or 2°K )'_ s tdnctuation f,.r 1 second integration
time and a bandwidth of 20 Me/see "l.'b "so radiontetars are gon,,rally heavier :ban t_-,e tu)me!
diode systems and r_:qu're mo.)'e tx,wer. This is primarily because of the "to_.al oscillator
which must gent:rate moderate amountz. (a few mill'., yurts) of RF power, although this is less
power tnan is usually required by a paramelrir amplifier. Their bandwidt'i is generally
7DicRe, R. H., Th,- Mt asurement of 'l'bt.rmal Ra(hat_:on at M;crowave Frt qucnctes, Rev. of
Se'. !:=._.. 17. 268, (1948).
8Bara_}:. F. "F,. Barrett. A. H.. Cnpt, lan'!, J., ,_._,.s, D. E., Lilh,y. A. I':,, Astr. J. 68_._,74
(let)3).
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8 Mc/see up to a few hundred Mcisec, thus making them quite suitzh!e fez- n.,rrow spee*ral
feature_..
Fag. 1 indicate._ that t°K rms fluetuatic, n pez.mits good ident_.fication of the itnportant
spectral parameters, and i_ the integration time ".s lengthened, the sensltivit_ _erea_es. Of
enurse longer integration times imply less spatial resolutmn. These systems have u-,'ually
_perated at w_ve!cngths longer than 4 mm but can be used at shorter wavelengths.
Other ra.Z)n'_:.ricsystems e,upl%v:.ttgtraveling wa_,_ ,tmp,ifiex'n,mab.:,'_,etc.are
also feasible foz, future experiments but st present are not so practical for spacecraft as
the systems c', •:idered above.
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/MICROWAVE RADIOMETRY AND APPLICATION TO OCEAN_3RAPHY
California Institute of Technology
Jet P_'opulsion Laoo_ a,ory, Pasadena, Calif.
"Microwave" radiometry has been done from esrenHally DC to 0.1 mm (100 micron} and
even shu_'t_r, n_ar-IR, wavei_n_,hs. As opposed to racar:- winch are active systems in the
sense that they me_,sure reflections of power that they first transmitted and which are
eminently sr.ited for ranging (through pul _e coding) and for velocity measurements (through
Doppler shi't), radiorneters measure the passive microwave emission of targe:s and deter-
mine their apparent, or "brightness" temperature T_, Microwave radiometers have the
following range of eharaeteristics:
Item Typical __est Uni____t
Sensitivity I 0.01 Degree K, RM3
Integration time 1 0.001 sec.
Resolution 1 0.0 i degree
Bandwidth 0.1 20 to 0.,)i
Frequencies i0 d to 3000 Gc
Wavelength _0 large to 0.1 mm
Generally, three types of instruments are available, a) Single fixed frequency,
b) Spectrometer, c) Imaging.
All bodies radiate electromagnetic waves if their temperature is highe2 than absolute
zero according to #lanck's radiation law. The el,orgy in the microwave portion of the spec-
trunk, however, is very low, typically 4 crafts of magnitude less than at visible or/R wave-
lengths. This is the reason/or the typically long integration time required for microwave
radiometers. The measured temperature, or brightness temperat-.re T B of the target is
affected by several parameters:
-Thermometric temperature
-F.missivity / reflectivity
-Physical state
-Wavelet_gth of observation
-Intervening medium target-observer
-Polarization
Thess six parameters willnov be explored in same detailin the special case of the ocean.
_, 1. Thermometric temppr_h, rp T,r: _n the ease of the oceans, typica!ly250 to 300OK.
T B is directly proportional to T T, allother parameters being constant.
. 2. Em|ssivity ¢ _ Reflectivityp: In the case of the ocean water, tb_ emissivity is very
low, in th_ -rder of 0.4, _nd the refle.:tivitycorrespond__nglyvery high, in the order
oi 0.6. This implies that _he apparent temperature of the sea willbe low since
mostly COld sky reflectionwillbe measured. Th_ emissivity depends on polariza-
tion,angle cf viewing and wav._len_'thused. Figure i shows the variationof
emissivity w,_.thviewt,g angle for two polarizations,for pure water. Note that
emissivity re.aches 1 in vertical polarization(electricvector vertical)at about 530;
thisis the Bre_'ster angle. For saltwater, the curves would sta_'tat about 0.4
rather 0.75,but the shapes .re s_-m_-_ar.Note also the importance of -'.ngleof view-
ing and p_la_ization. ",n_ e,fectoi wavelength on reflectivityis illustrated_u
Figure 2.
[ 3. Pl_ysleRlstate: Roughening of .l_eobserved sur_.aeeintroduces multiple effective
viewing angles, multiple reflections,scatteringand other phenomena, ge._erally
resu1:ingin a higher T B in athan smooth situation. A wavelength dependence
exists
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h._.--:-: "r :5.e r.)ug_es$ (_ _:_zh -_maL_,_.- *.h_ *-he ",vave:e.n _ _-:w"-'-- ha-¢e :-:_.e or .,m
ef.ce-_-=o:.. T B-
4. Waveiengc_h: L-. aa_:io.-. ".o :he ret:ect:',-.:y &n:_ -"pugk_ess _epe_ " nee r__ -x_-,-e-en :_.h,
_5 e__p:alr:e.-; a_----, a penetra*.cn ef_ee', as a f,_ne:t._n rf -_-__ e:e:;_;. -'x_s:s. ._l'-'cr: °
•*'av_ ener-_.- ¢_s!?.'. :_ene*.:-a'.es. low _ie't-t.'r__e cpns=a%', rr._:, ='_--:_.__¢u_h_as s_.nis.
Wa'._ r. and in p,_- _ieu:ar see. wa-:er "-isa .'alr e-'.-n=-Jet_r, a ,.: pcnetr_ti¢,n in *.h._ ocean.
":s exert...:--. s:_a-i. T:,plca:'y. per:.e-'.r--:ior. "s tess :h._.n one wav-:-,-.-n.o*_h. Tc g2",-t an
idez.-_.L a'.*.enaa'_ons, -xe have 54 (_ ._f -* o -, -_ " = 18:_'..
•,.. _r.._a.:on p_:r und( r.';ea wav-::cng_h, ':s
ft.- f = 10 ke; T = [_.5im fnr f -- 500 .M--) , - -_ t-a_ u._ :h .... ,,-:._-'.on _-tr-n-_a'_.._ :
0.05 ,,°f _,_..'.'=e:er. A: a :yptca 3 frec.a.--:.,.e.: :_f ".0Go (X o:c.d), :l.e a_.enua-._on -xou!a_ be
SO00 db.: me*.er.
. Ln,_ez-rening mecaum: Two effects, one an a:tenuatton effect, one _ radiation e" ¢c-.
In uhe case of ,'.he ocean as observ_:d fror._ an. aK-craft or sr.tC.=ite, :he principal
m---dia are _ater (cloud, rain) and at:nospnere. These efffctt" are comp__ete!y r gli-
gib:e for a!l purposes _,f :tie ,*-r-.-:kength used is gr_a:er than 3. cm. At s :.-r_.er
wave],-ng_.h, water has a -qne at 13.5 mm (22.2 Gc$ and o:;ygen a= xr_m_d 5m.n {69 Gc}.
Figure 3 sho_.s T B as a function of =requency in the vic._ntty of :he water vapor line:
emission frorr., the atmospheric water, warmer than the sky. reflection, is evidv:,t.
At way :ler.gth_ shorter than about 3ram, the attenuation proffressive!y _ncreases
until the IR _-egion is reached.
6. Pola:izatiom The import¢_ce of polarization has been a!zeady mentic_--¢_ in con-
junco.ion with the emissivity and *,he ._'ysical state oi the ocean.
CONe LUSION
_':cro-_ave brightness temperatures as measured by radiome*.ers are -affected by at
"_,east six irrpc_':ant faetor_. !'_ _s thus necessary to b._ extremely careful in minimizing all
but one or possibly two, _factors during measurements. Only then will it be pessible to extract
the desired parameter f,r:_m T B measurements.
in particular, m-:crowave radio-meters are extremely well suited _.o determine ice forms-
tmns d_e *._ the very high e:aiss_vity of ice a_ compared to sea wa_er. Pr,-c_se ice area maps
could be obta-.ned easil;" f:_m aJrcraf_ or ._ate]!ite ai:ituaes, m_ "th:,s independently from
weather e._._dL'.i_:._.
Less obviously,, the thermome'.ric temperature of th_ tc F- layers of the seas, sea _',_''.,
and :hickr, es.¢ ,f ice over wa-'.er could be de_ermined by the use 9f "we or multi-frequenc2¢
rad_.ome'ers; sev--ra! _requencies being necessary to calibrate out -_i! but the p_-rtinem para-
meter. In ocean me,.eo,_ -_logy, the aistrtbutton of water vapor v_nd condensed water above _:ne
ocean, and atmospheric :cmperamre profi'.es c,-,a;d be obtained uy similar multi-frequency
te._hni_,_e._.
REFERZNC ES
I. "The App_icati,_ns of Passive Mic:'owavr "[_ehn:)lo_- *.o Satelli*.e Meteoro'.o_.. a sympos-
ium" e_ted by Y. He Kat._. Rand Corporation, Mem_rand,lm RM-3401-,_;ASA.
2. "Physical Prope_.',-.¢ of the Ccean". Report No.._ADC-AW-5234. U.S. Navai A_r
D_-ve]r.smem Center, J_'hnsviiie, Pennsylvania. Astia Document :_o. AD 410486.
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b% _ PART I: SL'M._LARY DISCUSSION OF ._EtCROWAVE RADIOMETRY
W. Conway
I: _s me purtx_se of _c.is par: to pro-.__de an Lntr_&lcti:._n :6 *.he subjec: of microwave
raCy, me:ere and a]_¢o *.o I,=e._de a smai_ amoan*, o." background on -'he subject. Part II will
dAscuss the spec_.f'-'c appl.=alione of :n.tcrowave radtome*.ry to oce_m and-¢ea*.her a,_asure -
: .'.e:l*S.
A mic.'-ow_ve radiometer detects tt, e energy" emitted hy a."! bodJps having a temperature
-_ther :ha.-. absoiu:e zero. Ln -,his respect "-'*.is quite s_mila.- Ln operation to the infrared
radiometer; howe;'e-, the wave_.,-ngth region and :he amoun_ of available energy" differ con-
siderabiy. Figure i sLc.ws a pio'. ")f Pl_nck's I_w. It shows that the amount of energy avail-
able at infrared is considerably larger than ".hat available in the microwave region. However,
in the m_:crowave :-egion :he sensor_ -'_-anb- ro._-_ wi:h a much better sensitivity ".ha.-. ts pos-
sibi,, in the Jaxfra.-ed r,-g_cn. These iwo fac_o:z appro.x_raate_- compensate t_, ailow equi_-alent
opera;ion in "he m'cro ,,avespec,_.,m.
Ano'_herdifferen¢:_:between the two regions i.-"the effect )f era- :vity. in b-_%hregions a
q'_.ant_'yc_Ikd ap_ren*, temperature _.suti'!zc:a.The apparen_ temp .h_-eis defined as the
_-,npert.._are a*. which _. perfec*, blackbody radiator wcu!d radiate t.b" _me amount of ener_-.
in :he infrared rtg-."n ".he majority of surfaces have e_issl,.-ities ;" , lie very close to one,
with very few materials exh.ib._tmg emissivities of less than 0.9. I.-_the mfcrowave region very
few n,_.:uralmaterials have e-nissivitiesthatare close _o ore. The ma_ior_ty=,',*di__*.rLh=:cd
over =|.e range of 0.fi :._ 0.9. C_ t,_;. mat--,'*'_als ex.hibi_ _hunges of frequency over the micro-
wave regio,_. Wat:,r. fo- ¢nstance, raL, ges f:_m a low ,,f the order of 0.05 at the low micro-
wave frequencies to a valv -_cf approximately 0.3 at the _'6 Kmc region. It is sis,; known thaz
wa:er reaches an emissivity of approxim-_tely one in the far infrared region: therefore, it is
r_asona ._ tc assume that this transition occurs sgmewhere between 70 Kme and ",.he far
infrared region.
S, nce ti-e emissi_ :y of objects in the mic.-,owave range is not unity and since the emis-
sivity ana the abso:-ptivity must be equal. _o satisfy thermodynamic constraints, the energy
that is not absorbed must be reflected. If there is energ h" reflected from a surface, it runs * be
considered when the apparent temperature of that surface is determined. Figure 2 shows a
sketch of how this reflected energy it combined -,,i,.h the emitted energy to determine the total
received radiation. This is, admittedl:-, a ra, her ,$imole sketch; how£_er, the reflected energy
can be simply handled as is d_picted. A more detailed sketch i._ shown in Pdrt II. As shown,
the received radiation wi;i consist of two components: a steady state or dc component, and a
point-to-point variation in energy. It is this point-to-point variation that provides the vast
majority of information that _an be obtained with a microwave radiometer, and discussions of
the signal will refer te this point-to-point variation.
' The abilityof a microwave radiometer to det,_ctth':spoint-to-po':ntvariation is usuaL._
expressed in terms of an equivalent value o: temperature for which this signal-to-noise carlo
is equal to one. The noise, in this case, is primarily generated by receive" noise. The
simpler equation in Figure 3 expresses this xevel of internal noise as a function of the various
parameters of the radiometer system. In this c-_se the K is a detection .:,ons,'ant (generally
considered ,]2 for a switched (Diekie) system); F is the overall noise figure of the radiometer
system; B V is the video or signal bandwidth of the systen-; _nd Brf i_ the predetect_on or rf
bandwidth of the system. This, again, is a relativvly simplHied :.4lation which adequately
descr_.es the operation of the radiometcr sys_.cm. The mcre complicated expression for :T,
also shown in Figure 3, refers to the point-to-point signal saris,ion prewousIy discussed. In
•Z"-I
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thiscase ,_e script ¢_s are the emissivities, the T_s rc_er to the temperatures encountered
such as sky and terrain background, atmosphere and target. The squared tern',with the D's
apd R refer to the case when the target does not entirelyfillthe antenna bearnwidth. The
apparent temperature difference in thiscase is reduced approximately by th_ ratioof areas.
This equation is not presented here as a basic equation of radiometry, but as an example of
how the various parameters involved in the detection scheme are handled.
Space-General Corporation became interested in microwave radiometry almost five
years ago. At that time the primary applicationin mind was development of a mapping
sensor tc bc used in a position fix system. As a portion of the system's development pro-
gram, a scanning airborne microwave radi-)meter was flown over a variety of target areas.
Figure 4 shows s:,,ne of the pertinent data associated with this program. The most signifi-
cant information here is the number of target areas that were examined and the number of
individual ru_s that were made. This flight test program lasted over a period of almost two
years.
During this flight test program it was determined that the significant information was
the point-to-point var_,ation in _ner_ levels that was previously discussed° As a result, all
of the steady state information was discarded and, thus, was not processe_. This type of
operation has been referred to as gradiant radiometer operation. Figure 5 shows a sample
of the type of map obtained by this airborne gradiant radiometer. An interesting feature of
the maps are their repeatability as demonstrated by the correlation curve shown on the right
side of the figure. A more complete discussion of this fhght test program has been presented
at a Univcr_'ty of blichlg_ Sympo ium on Remote Sensing of Environment. 1
Several other organizations have also been interested in microwave radiometry, and
--_igure 6 presents a short summary of repre _e-Ltative programs. It is interesti5._ to note,
here, that the programs are a mixture of flight test programs and ground test programs.
Having successfully conducted a flight test program, Space-General came to the con-
clusion that a ground test program should also be conducted to gather the basic, rigidly
controlled, data that is necessary for prope r interpretation ana prediction of flight test data.
Figure 7 shows a short summary of th_ program that SGC is presently conducting. It should
be noted that the primary emphasis is on controlled exl_riments.
Figure 8 is shown to indicate the extent of frequency coverage that is being considered
and a further elaboration on the types of measurements being made. The two dots on the Ku
and V Band instruments indicate that it is these frequencieg that will be primarily discussed
in the remainder of this paper.
Figure 9 shows some o_ the representative measurements of terrain background that
have been made. It is interesting to note here that there is a difference between tbo vertical
and horizontal polarization apparent temperatures for ail materials except metals.
A variety of information had been previously obtained concerning the apparent tempers-
ture of materials as a function of incidence angle. Figure 10 shows some apparent te,npera-
tures that have been measured for a variety of materials as a function of incidence angle.
The most interesting material for _he purposes of SCK_s military program is metal a-zd it
was not available.
: A method of measurement was required that would allow separation of the metal radia-
tion from the background radiation. This was accomplished by allowing the metallic s_ rface
to rotate about a fixed axis; in this way, the only variables are the plate incidence angle and,
unfortunately, its area; however, since the plate is a simple rectangle, its area is relatively
east to account for. Figure I1 shows the test set-up and some of the data obtained, in this
chart, the effect of the area of the metal plate has not been removed and the raw measured
data is presented.
1. "A Gradient Microwa¢e Radiometer Flight Test Program," W. H. Conway, et al. Secc.nd
Symposium on Remote Sensing o._ _-nvironment, Universit.y of Michigan, October 1962
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On? claF_ of targets are Targets of opportunity. For a metallic surface targe: of
opportunity, -tothit:g wa._J more opportune than a series of measurements on automobiles.
Thi-_ _.s esp,.c-ially ti_e sir __e the experiments were being conch, cteJ. on the edge of the cc m-
pany's par_ing lot. F".gure 12 shows two of the measurements that were" r_tadc on automobiles.
L'_this c_ se it is interesting to note that even though the beamwickh o." *.he antenna was con-
sidcrab'y larger than the s_c of the automobile, almost by a factor ,_f ten, a dtfference can
be seen between the small, almost s;rmmetrical cars and the large, station wagon, indicating
the s,gnamre possibilities available with this kind of sen_or.
Concurrent with the r_etailic surface measurements, a measurement of the sky tempera-
_ares being refi,_c-_d by the metal is necessary tc- be sur_ *hat the measur£d temperatur:-s
cou:d be correlated. Figure 13 show_ a representative series of sky _emper_ture measu_ e-
m£DIS.
A problem that confronted the data analyst, in this it:stance, was the dep'_, of the surface
which would be adequate to mask the effects of the uqder!ymg materials. A series of measure-
ments were ran to ascertain this value by measuring an aluminum plat_ under a variable
thickness _.f materials. Fi_Jre 14 shows some of :he information that was obtair, ed at 16 Crc
from these meavcrements. The materials that were chosen for this initial measurement
were, of necessity, dry, very powdery., ea.sy to handle substances. Subsequen_ measu-_ements
at 70 Kmc indicate that the depth of penetration is directly proportional *-o the wavelen_--;n.
Anothe:" in,eresting series of measurements were ran using a thickness of ic= w. ur _ _,oCy
of water, and this will be discussed in Part H of th_s paper.
With the background just 21scussed and having an interest in findingJ:._-wapplications
for microwave radiometry, several poter,tiai ,_pp_ca_ions, directed particularly to ocean, ano
waather problems, have been investigated. Figure 15 shows five of these possible applications.
The fol!o-_-_ng paper will consider some of them in more detail to examine tl_eir fe_sibili_',
di_cuss so,me of the possible metho_ of implementation, and draw some conclusions about
the time __cale L'_which some definitive measurements might be accomplished.
PART It" APPL.ICATION OF MICROWAVE P,ADIOMETERS TO OCEANOGRAPHY
A. Mardon
INTROr_UCTION
The following material is intended to compl_ment my colleague's paper with a more
spcr_ificdiscussion of the applicationpossibili-_.ejt,._r,_.'iomcterstc oeeanog_-aphic melsure-
msnts. Fortunately, the experiment_l and analytiea_work already .-i:t-dcan be directly related
to such a IxSsibility.Parameters of specific interest o oceanographers which we are con-
fidentwill be ultimately r:_.ea_v_red with radiometers in_-lude:
I. Thermometric temperature of the sea (th--ough fog)
2. Distribution of water vapor above the sea
3. Deterr,_ination of the sea state and sea ._well vector
4. Distribu'Aon of ice {through fog)
5. Thickness of level ice over water
6. Distribution of condensed water vapor _ver the s_a
7. Atmospheric temperature as a func_.ion of altitude
It is noted that all material bodies, above abvolute zero temperature, generate therm,_A
energy. This energy is related to the random motion of the elementary particles of electro-
magnetic energy postulated by Planck. It can be shown that the spectral distribution and
_.xttensityof ¢hisenergy is such thatsensitivemilllmicrowave receivers can detect it. These
receivers are usually operaied in the r::aiometric or Dicke mode, e.g.the inputcircuit is
alternatelyswitched between the antenna and a known therm_l reference in ordex t_,preclude
the drifts in receiver gain,which limit the performance of _tandard receivers. This t_chnITae "_
is comparable to the common practice of using choppers in dc amplifiers to stabilizegain.
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The resultingnarrow band video output of the receiver is _tltered,allowing the detectionof
effectivetemperature changes of a few degrees. R should be noted at this point +_.atsensitive
laboratory-type radiometers have been fabricated ior most of the millimlcrowave rang,.-r...
interest. These. receivers sre capable of detectingchanges of ten degrees or ]ess with Aircater
than 95_ cert:dntywhen using an effectivevideo bandwidth of one cycle (or an observation and
integratinn time nf one _erond).
R: :o engineers are familiar wit}-,thermal radiation,n the microwave spectrum because
solar, _ eilar or galactic noise background P.olvelimits the performance of even the most
sensit_._ receiver. The radio ascronomer studies this noise and its distmbution in an attempt
i.e.Je ve the structure of the universe. Lr,the millimierowave spectrum from 10,000 to
_00,( .0mcs. the atmosphere becomes important tc the microwave engineer. For example,
oxyge,_gas has magnetic dipole moments centered at 60,000 and 120,000 me, water vapor has
electric dipole moments at 22,000; 183,000 me, etc. The result is an altenuationof an rf
wave of appropriate wavelength and random radiationwithin these bands. By ,malogy with
the radio astronomer the meteorologist is interested in the degree of attenuado._tha_ can be
measured at 22,000 mcs for possible der;.vatio,of the distributionof water vapor in the
atmosphere. Furthermore, condensed water _apor in the form of fog, rain or snow is com-
parable in size to ",hewavelength of m.dlimlcrowave energy and also tends to attenuateth's
energy. It,too,may be anal}zed wi'_ radiometric equipment.
GENERALIZED EQUATION ,_OR THE APPARENT RADIOMETRIC TEMPERATD'RE OF
SEA WATER
The apparent t_mperahu-e oi an op_.que object is con-parable to the absolute "emperatt're
of a black b_dy which would radiate the same power; this apparent temperature is n.aae u_
of the following terms:
1. An absorption term to account for *.he attenuating medium between thc_ observing
instrument, the object and the sky. It will include an absorption component from water vapor
gas and oxygen and an ag,_dtional scattering component from fog or rain.
2. A radiation term which is Cue product of the thermometric temperat,_e of the object
or gas and its emissivity (e).
3. A reflectivity term which is the product of the apparent temperature of the reflecteo
surroundings and its reflectivity. This x _'flectivity coefficient from elsmentary thermo--
dynamics must eqaal (1 .¢) asouming zero trP-nsrnissivit).
In the case of sea water, a fourth term might be added to at-count for the apparent ternp-
erature due to the sea state. This complex term presumably is a function of the wind force
and vector and ocean current force and vector.
From these considerations we can establish a simplified f,cueral expression for the
apparent temperature (T a) of the quie*, sea as observed through water vapor, as presented
in Figure 1:
T = T e (i-¢)L _L 2(l-e _4 T ¢ L +T _
a V V W V V "J4 V.' W V VV
Where T are the apparent temperatures with sz_bscripts v and w tha" refer to the wat.._r
vapor cloud and the water, respectively.
LV is an absorption loss term related to 8 the zenith ,ingle.
e are the emissivities with subscripts v and v, that refer to the water vapc.r cloud sad
the water, respectively.
_is the absolute temperataz e of th_ sky (above the atmosphere).
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If there is a fog bank over the sea, the absorption term Lv of water vapor may be lumped
with a scatterhlg loss term and using the subscript f. the equation becomes:
• '.,]• • ]
_is close to absolute zero. This means that the second term in th.c _bove expression is
extrvmely small and may be neglected
T - Tf, w)Lf+T Lf+Tf.fa . w w
An antem_ at sea level pointed up to the sky will record the Tfcf tern. which tb_,q
beromes the a_E]Barent temperature of the sky Ts.
• Ta Lf T s(l-¢ w)+ Tw¢ w
Settingv_lues to th_ terms in the above equation:
I. A plotof apparent zenith sky temperatare (Ts) as a function of frequency has beer.
calculated and is _resentea in Figure i.
2. The emissivity terms for sea water over a range of water temperatures s.nd fre-
quencies have been calculated using the complex dielectric values derived by Sax_m.
Presuppo's£ng tha'_ there is no fog or rain and that the sea is calm, the apparent water
temperat_re can be calculated from the above vquation foz some typical cases. These appar -
en* water temperatures are presented as a i_,mctlon of zenith angle for horizontal and
vertical polarzzation at several frequencies in Figure 2, assuming one percent (7.5 gm./m 3)
water vapor a: standard _emperature and pressure and a 0° water tcmpera_re. The _ignifi-
canoe of this plot is that it leads to the first radiometer application: determination of the
,otal _vater vapor column over the sea.
D/_TERM_AmION OF THE .DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TEMPERATUREb, WATER VAPCR,
FOG AND SI_A STATE
_s Dr, Barett of Mr]? has suggested, the difference in apparent temperature between the
water vapor resonance line at 22,235 mcs and other frequency points such as 19,000 mcs or
35,000 mc_ offers a measure of the water vapor concentration in the atmosphere. As the
concentration rises so will the apparent temperature difference. A map of these apparent
temperature dt.fference_ should afford a rough measure of the total water vapor distribution
over the oceans. Changes h'. water temperature are auf_matically accounted for by this
difference technique. H_we_rer, complications arise when we consider the effect of fog.
Fortunately, the attenuation in fog follows a welt defined law and analytical techniques permit
us to correct for it. In add:,tion the effect of sea state on apparent temperatures is required
but very difficult to resolve. However, analyt__cal work on this problem has brought to light
interesting results.
The sea st_tte cases so far considered are the relatively simple ones where the sea sur-
face has the ctx)ss-section of a saw tooth. Depending on the observation angle, multiple
reflections of _e apparent sky temperature wi_t occur. The second graph in Figure 2 shows
how the apparent temperat zre changes as a function f zenit_t angle. Note that there is a
pronounced change in apparent vertical polarization temperature where the zenith angle is
the compler- nt of the a._le of tilt of the saw tooth (grazing angle). This implies that a
surveillance radiometer ,.,ca._ing in azimuth as well as zenith angle coula measure the aver-
age vector or set of the so.a swell.
Again, by selecting an appropriate set of pJl.orizations, frequencies and viewing angles
we expect to be able to determine the water vapor column. Definitive measurements on za,_dels
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of typ.cal sea swells _z"s,.ates arc planned. For the moment, we can make *.he fo_..lowing
generalizations"
I. The _hermom_tric ".emper-_ture of the sea in clear wea'-h_r can be derived from the
al_parent water t._mpe"amrr, at 19 Gc; in fog _'e measurement :c.ust be made.as lo_v as 6 C,c,
_s_ming a quiet sea.
Z. The set or ve-*_r of tbL"sea swells can be determined with a sca.-mis-array of
tad ometers at se_ er_.l frequencies.
3. the fog column car,be mea._urcd at P4 _: a_ter der':;-in__he water .'evn.oerature_,d
se-_- state.
4. The eater x-apor column can be ,JeterraineJ from ",_,e apparen- tempt:ratur_ dlff_.r -
ence betwee._ a 22.235 Cw:and eiLher a 35 Gc cr 19 Gc signal
EMISSI'.'IR_ OF MULTILAYER SPECULAR _-w_rRFACES
.At. 3na_vsis .has been comp_'cted of tA_.eemissiv_*-y of mu|tilayered sp_-cuiar surfaces. It
can be shown that if the pz-Lnc;pal frequencies lie within a small frequency in'.erval the
amplitudes and phase of radiationcan be represe,_ted by"
i" " - 2"_ft-V(t) = Ai0e ._t,
where t]ze A and Ib aJ-,: real valued l_.tnction._ of :ime. B_cause the spectral am_li_-uaes are
a._s._medto be app,-_'f'iably differentfrom zero on!y L_ some small neighborhood of C itcan
be shown thatA and _ are slowly varying compared to 2_-ftar.d_(t}is a random function_f
time. Ifthe thickness of the layered media is su_iciently small then, in the time ittakes
the radiationto reflectback and forth at ".heboundaries, the functien A and _ willhave
changed by _nly a small amount and an interference phenomena n_ay be expect-cato oc_-ur.
The en_iss_:ity may be def'_ned as fo_ows:
2
--- = I-R
t
where R_ is the overall voltage reftection _-oefficient. For a _.ase where a plane (TE._ wave
impinges on (h-l) semi-infinlte parcel sheets, R t is most easily obtained by a transmission
line analogy° A paper is being prepared by Space-General showing the derivazion of reflee-
•.ivi_" for thin specular mu_t'_yers, thick specular multilayers, t_o laycrc-d media of un_.form
temperature with no i'tcident radiation, two layered media wi:h z:o incident radiation and non-
uniform t=mpera.tare and three layerea mz,:ia with no incident radiation and uniform _empera-
ture. The case for ice has been deri_ed and ehezhed experimentally.
From the general equation and assuming a quiet sea, the apparent differential tempera-
h_re (_T) between ice and the sea under a bank o_ fog is given b)_
using the subscripts f,w, s and i for fog,wa*..-r,sky and ice, respectively. Assuming that
Tw = T i -- 273 ° Kelvin,
-_ .._
_T ffi Lf (273-T s) (_w z
The apparent d_.fferential temperature is equal to th_ difference between the thermo-
" metric temperature _nd the apparent sky temperature multiplied by both the difference in
emissivities between water 4nd ice and th_ sca_._r_ng]absorption loss through the atmos-
phere correc*-ed _or zenith angl. _ _. The effective difference in emissivity between ice and
-:_3
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water is shown piotte_ as a function of incide_._e an_'-e in Figure 3.
._ snticipated, ea!cuLa-i¢-n- _ of emissivity showed that as the ratio of ice-thi_:kr.ess to
wav.-leagth (_ I;) increase, the reflc-._tivity r and hence the zppsrent tempc ratu_ e ,-'xhibits a
damped osc_11alor7 effect. Assuming T = 273_K, a sky temperature of 11.9°K a:id a fre-
quen.-y el 18 Gc. the apparent temperature oi ice as it thickened w_ caicuJated. Results are
presented in /fiflure _. A compieted c,_ci|into-':¢ cycle _.a¢_ oblained between 4" = 0 and
= °48 cm and th:s was subsequeat_- ver_.fied by cooling a bath o'. water v'lth liq'ai _. _a;rogen
a:d recording the :,pparent temperature _f t_.e surface w_h an 18,000 m_ radior_,eter as ice
_orm_.. _ and :hickened.
Since apparent _._m.->eramre is de_endem on e':ti_r (_) _ick-lcss ,_r(_.) wa:-elen_h, an
estimate ,_f thickness can be ma¢:e from values of apparent temperature at several fre-
quencies, tYlthough caution *,vo_tid be necessary in interpretatlo.n for c_.ses of lmmmc, ckea
ice, ther_ is a definite possc.uility of indirectly determininc ice thickness with multffrequev.cy
radiometers. The economic importa:lce o.* such a capa._iitv, particulars- in the Baltic,
goe_¢ .without saying.
It can. be shown tha" ice covered w|th wet ._uow measures warmer than smooth ice.
.-Lnalytieal work is continuing to estimate the depth ¢,f sl_ow over ice an.d a_so i_,_ liquid water
content.
Typical values of apparent _ky tempera!ures for a ser_es of weather ,_ondit;.or.s at 18,000
_-_cs; 35,000 mcs; 70 0_0 r,,._s; 04,000 rues ar.d 140,000 mcs have been ca!culate,.t analytically
a._d checked at se-_e.-'al discrete frequency ._ints with existing radiorr.eters. In the table in
Figure 3, v_iue_ are presented for typical arctic eondilions at a frec_zency _.-: _5,000 mrs.
It _,t_ould be noted that early test measurements, at 10,000 mrs, of the iceberg to water
temperature d_i_ference, __T, indicated that the ana!ytica1!y determined differential val_aes were
rougly t._.e those actu_l]y observed. This discrepancy can be at_-ibuted to layers of slush a,._d
pools o._wa*.erwhich form )n top of the icebergs resulting in lower values of emissixity for the
iceberg anu hence a smaller ._¢term in the apparent temperp.mre equ_tic,n. Even so. the pro-
spective system margin in heavy fog is such _.l_taccurate radiometric maps can be consL"ucted
tod_ showing the distributionof ice in the arctic. Tb!s is parzicularlyimportant when itis
tee.ailedthatice obse__-ations(visual)from aircraf: is already the most _,uportantmethod of
ice cover study, allowing examination of huge areas of the arctic in a shor_-time. For example,
survey flightsare {1own by the USSR along the _u-cticcoastlive .nr.mghout the year. By du-
plicatingflightpaths from season to _eason, the chauges in ie--conditions and coverage can be
followed. This detailedinformation is then used for navigation courses when shipping begins
its seasonal move a]o:_g the coast. As A. K. f._k_._nov no_d, these aircraft obse_ati-.us are
greatly hindered by short dayo and frequent fo_ since _ey are visual. Effort_ by bo_h the
USSR and USA shipping authorities to use rada_ have met with limi_.ed success. The reason is
that icebergs are poor radar targets because Cuey ,we _.igh£:, absorbent to microwaves. The
smaller bergs, kpown as growlers, are danger.)t:s to navigation as they are v;rRtally undetect-
able by radar.
However, the very property which n-._tkes th_ ic____,_.,_ em unattractive target to. a radar,
its absorptivity, makes it an excellent o_._e for a microwave radiometer. The Iceberg shows
_,p nominally 10G ° hotter than the sea. State-of-the-art radiometers would b," powerful and
valuaole recording instruments fo_" ,_eterminatio_ of ice distribution and for setting accurate
quantitative values to the scale of ace closeness n'_mbers suggested by Ya C .kkel. This scale
is reproduced in Fi_n_re 3.
With a_.,:urateice ma_s o_ the Eastern Greenland littoralextending roughly from Iceland
north to the Char.nelb_tween Spitsbergen and Gre_.nland,some long range weather predictlo._s
_or Europe and Northe_ste_'n United States ar_ suggested. Good correlation has been estab-
lished by Rodewald PaldMcrtins _etween the _._currence of ice in this zone and meteorological
conditions in the Eorth Atlantic. Visual obscrvatlons are difficultbecause of !og and over-
cast but a mier,Jwave radiometer would serve irrespcctivs of fog conditions.
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With the _dvanc_d solid state rr._om_ter arrays now under development, having
- ffective sens'ti_ities up to one hundred fold better than present day radiometers, complete
radlometric strip maps _-an be taken from a satellite in conjunction with the Nimbus weather
an_i _.)ud cover camer_ data. Ice closeness numbers could be determined for the entire
polar region making possibl2 _.he continuous up.dating of an. ice dlstr_.bution Atlas of the Arctic.
EFFF,__.~T OF RAIN ON APPARENT SKY TE]_IPERATURES
When a plane polarized cave passes over a spherical drop of -:ondensea water vapor, it
induces osillating elect.tic and magnetic dipoles within the ".irop. Energy is absorbed from the
fielu; pr.rt is abso_-bed as heat and part is reradiated with .+he drop _ctlng a._ the spherical
r_diator, i.e. the energy is scattered.
At the h"ghe£ frequencies in the F-HF band. the $catterLng crosi'-sect_on of precipitation
p_rticles beeomee sig_ "_Ificant and modifies, thereby, the apparent sky temperature. S'._ace -
General has performed an analysis to set quantitative values to the ml _!_ude of the s_attering
L_sses for a series of representative cases. The basic transfer equations for two orthc_.._;ly
polarized beams of radiation ".raveling at an angle e w._.'threspect to the normal at height 7. _,'ith
Tp(Z,6) and Ts(Z,e) representhlg _.he apparent tempera_.ires have been derived. Because the
effect of scattering is expressed as an integral in the equations for adiat;ve transfer, *_ese
basic equations have an integral differential form which complicates the i olution. Moreover,
polarization effects arise over specular reflecting surfaces because of tho difference in
reflection of horL_ontall.v and vertically polarized radiation. A paper is now being prepared
at SGC to present this analysis and The results of the computer calculations. It win be pub ~
lished in the very near _dture.
RADIOMETERS FOR LAB, AIRBORNE AND SPACE APPLICATIONS
Dickie radiometers may be conveniently compared in t_-rms of the noise power sensi-
tivity for an integration time _r.
.,Jo 7 (signal-,o-n<iseratioequone>
where F is the receiver noise figure
T O is 290°K
B is the total rf bandwidth over "._hich noise iS received
-_ _ is the post detection Integ_'ation time
A number of excellent radiometers have been built by radio astlonomers, research
, physicists and others. The symbols in Figure I are representative of the performance that
.. has been secured to date with equipments designed for laboratory or ground field measure-
ments. The majority of such equipments are capable of suitably de_ecting temperatures in
:h_. t-10 ° Xelvin range and are quite adequate for most purposes. Airborne equipments
si;c/_id be 1 _ghly m."order of m&gnitade more sensitive because of the less favorable inter-
_: ccpt conditim.s encountered and satellite-borne equipments must be lO0 fold more sensitive.
- Such an improvement is well within the state-o_-the-art.
Representative lab/field radiometers are shown.ln Figures 5 and 6. The breadboard
_. pack,.._es are no par_cular handicap for lab or groined field work and standard design will
• pr _duce sn overall ,_ckage l_ke the unit shown in Figure _, This radiometer is designed to
me_sure _'ound geo_)hy_,ical parameters, at I000 mcs, from _.n aircraft. Apart from the
antenna, the size of n_ost radiometers is directly related to the c_ibration oivcuitry power
supplies needed. Note that the local oscillator, e_9ential in a superheterodyne receiver,
- could be a solid state source in which case the entire receiver package would occupy no more
than, 1 cu .*t, while retaining an overall system AT of better thmi 1° Kelvin. Uit!mately, all
,-,
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airborne-type equipments with operating frequ( nc_es up to 100,0C,? "mes will be of this
type o
The ne_'t step would be to an int_ grated qu_si-stripline low noise radio frequene)" head
an¢l integrated module amplifiers and phase det, tors. The package size would then be less
thzm 6 eu in. and the temperature sensitivity wnuld be of the order of 0.1 ° Kelvin[cps.
St_ch a pRckage would be ideal for si.zgle or array radiometer payloads in satellite sur-
veillance systems.
[
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/ % APPLICATIONS FOR RADAR
. ,_ OCEANOGRAPI_tC
Bernard B. Scheps, U, S. Army Engineer
Geoaesy, Intelligenceand Mapping Research and Development Agency ,
Fort Belvoir, Virginia
The purpose of these brief obs r_rations is to give a rapid appreciation of the present
unclassified state-of-the-art In side-looking radar hnaging and to suggest broadly the oceano-
graphic applications of this teehnolugy. An initial viewing of severed radar phc Js
establish for you the context in which these remarks are made.
shows a radar photo of a large tear fault northwest of Knoxville in +:_e Virginia-
Tennessee border area. The geomorphology of the area is easily appreciated. The differeu-
vial dissection of areas of varied slope and composition is quickly regianalized. At the next
lower order ¢_ detatl, specific _ult lines, fractures and probably fracture traces are visible.
This radar photo represents about 2400 square m_tes of terrain. L was obtained with a Ku
band radar as also were the next three photos.
shows a transition area in Missouri near the Lake of the Ozarks, southwest of
Jefferson City. The transiflon from steerJ slopes and thin soils to the deeper soils in the
Missouri River bottom lands is evident both in change of tone and in the obvious difference in
L_d utilizatlon. Below where the dam hold_ the lake, the river is visible as an almost dry
channel.
is s radar photo of the Berks Garden Dome of western Virginia which shows
portions of the Alleghanies, the Appa]_chians and the Blue Ridge. Differentlaldon of structures,
! ....
[ rock classes and drainage systems is readily apparent and a numLer .of fault lines and sys-
tematic orientations of lineaments ar_ suen.
_re 4 shows the Chesapeake Bay shoreline just north of Newport News• The York
:: and Rappahannock Rivers drain the area. A number of interesting features may be obse_'ved.
There appears to be a ___riodic wave-form in the water area offshore and in the estuaries.
Waveleng_h is about 3000' to 4000'. This may be a awe,1 with some cross-currents a!Jo
4. being expressed. Note that _ number of shore features are oriented the same way. Specula-
tion is dangerous in view of the lack of control data for this photography, however, lack of
cloud shadows tend to eliminate this possibility (Note I). Sandy areas show bright - in fact as
. bright as the bridge. There are also persistent orientations which _eem to indicate structural
controls beneath the deep soils. These are noted in the linear_.lies and angularities of the
river banks. A history of old meanders can be read further upstream. Note the very specular
. behavior of quiet water in the back bays and elos,_ in-shore as contrasted to the reflectzvity
of deep water which is presumably rougher and thus more of s diffuse reflector.
Figure 5 and the two which follow are an example of what may be done when thex e is
' sufficient knowledge of ground conditions to permit a donee of quantitative analysis. The
acca is in New Mexico between Vaughn to the north and Carrizzozo to the south. Th_s southern
portion is characterized by sedimentary rocks into which massive igneous intruslona were
_: thrust in tertiary and quaternary times. Except for these lavas in the southwest, most of the
slopes are soil covered and vegetated, in ra_, cases by a dense tree cover. In the no.'th
:! somewhat deeper soils are mixed ,._ith windblown sand. These are the only areas to ha_e
been cultivated. Complete field aud photo-geologic mapping for this area was done by U S.
Geological Survey. William A. l_,scher of tha_. gency _,bsequently ran a densitometer trace
" across this portion of the radar photo.
._' Fibre 6 is an aerial photo across a portion of the densitometer trace. It shows much
of the area as being so densely vegetated tha _ geologic interpretation would be difficult.
)
" Note 1: Comment by Dr. K. O. Emery, WHOI, tends to confirm this phenomenon as probable
sand waves. Such waves do exist in that area with the same m ientation.
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Fibre 7 is the set of curves indicating Mr. Fischer's highly interesting densitometer
analysis. The top curve is the topographic cross section sbowi_ug the geologic units. Beneath
this is a plot of depth of soil cover. _e third curve is the densitometer trace sealed in
arbitrary units. It can be seen that all igneous rock falls above 8 in this scale. Between 5 and
8 axe contained all ferruginous sandstones. All other rocks and soils fall below 5. This raises
the point of p_rforn::ng additional work on a more controlled basis to develop adequate gray
scale - material relationships.
Fi rg_Lre_8 is a final example. This very fine radar photo of Baltimore Harbor is left to
your own imagination to establish a figure for res-_lution and detection.
Having established the context of what side-looking radar photography is, and presented
some broad notions of its geologic and oceanographic potentials, we may now proceed some-
whet backwards to explain the mechanics involved in obtaining such photography.
The normal radar presentation with which most are familiar is the dou._hnut shaped
Plan I_osi,'ion Indicator (PP/) display. This is generated when a transmitter-rec_iver antenna
is rotated 360 ° in time synchronization with a sweep line on a cathode ray tube. Professor
C-Rmeron's images were of this type and I have used them to good advantage in reconnaissance
mapping of ice features in Greenlan.t and Antarctica. Such systems have proven too unwieldy
to permit their techni¢al growth in the important factor of increased resolution. Resolution
for radar, as with any other electro-magnetic sensor, is proportional to wavelength and _o the
size of the aperture, which in this case should be translated to mean antenna. The analogy
with photography, however, is complete in that pl-.otogrephy st shorter wavelengths with
cameras of large physical aperture yields higher resolving power. Side-looking radars have
overcome this problem by firmly fixing the antenna to the side of the aircraft and propagating
the energy broadside in a fixed beam. The ground is scanned by the forward motion of the
aircraft, The sweep of the cathode ray tube is then t3me synchronized with the speed of
propagatio_ of the radar energy and the recording film is traced past this week line at a
properly scaled down ground speed, thus recording the radar echoes as strip images which
you have seen. The physically _rge antennas are easily carrind flush against an aizcraft
fuselage in the side-looking case, though an antenna of like size could not have been rotated
beneath *.he aircraft.. Physical limitations still apply, although not so strongly, and a 50 foot
antenna was actually flown for about two years by a B-58. Operating at X-band, this equip-
ment produced some very remarkable resolutions though it must be admitted that liftir, g such
an antenna was a difficult chore even for such a powerful aircraft. Manipulating, therefore,
the second variable, airborne radars have been pr,_duced to operate at wavelengths from the
.85 em range through the 15 cm range. Resolution would indicat_ a preference for the use of
the shorter wavelengths. However, these can be seriously attenuated by clouds and storms.
The shortest wavelength at which little appreciable attenuation occurs is about 3 cm. This
wavelength also appears to be least affected by transmission through therznal boundary layers
and strongly ionized layers. Fortuitously components for this wave band _re more easily
ava_.lable than for others and they are generally cheaper and more reliable. For these rP:
s_ns most developu,cnt has occurred in this wave band. Other techniques for improv-_ng
r_solutton by syntheslziz_K an antenna of very great length are also being utili e¢_ bu_ will not
be discussed. However, as with any gain a price mu_t be paid. In this latter _.tse £t "-J in
terms of additional e .qulpment complexity and an: cnna _.nd vehicle stabilization requirements.
Depression angles for the radar beam have ":'ptcally been 25 ° to 60 ° f -ore the horizontal.
/.t such angles most incidence of radar energy w:t_ the theoretical plsne of the earthts surface
is sha]_ower than 45 °. This is the dominating factor in the appearance of the radar photos
and accounts tor flat smooth textures being specular and therefore dark while elevated and
rough surfaces reflect diffusely and sho_ bright. Smooth and rough are relative terms and
linked to wavelength. Thus while grass is somewhat rough at ,85 cm it is smoother at 3 cm
and absolutely mJrrorlike at 15 cut. The effects of this geon_.etry on refleettvity "_re, of
course, very angle dependent. Wherever facets in the terrain are so angled as :.o form corner
reflectors, these geometric effects are helgh_ned.
The second factor which strongly affects the image quality is the dielectric constant of
the reflecting surface. An e_npir_cal relationship which "iemonstrates the magnitude of this
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parameter is that there is a factor of ten spread in grey scale values on 3 cm radar photos
between average earth and metal, with wood and brick or stone intervening. Smooth water
and very flat terrain, such as in a dry lake bed, probably extend the scale by at least another
factor of 10. Inclusion of geometric factors further extends this scale. Received signals
from terrain will probably have a totRl spread of about 40 db, although mere sensRive re-
ceivers may actually detect as much as 90 db. Rather severe compression cf the dynamic
re_ge or grey scale _cc.urs in all the subsequent processing steps, through amplifiers,
displays and film recording. For this reason the 40 db figure appears to be a more realistic
one. Dielectric eons::ants of natural materi_.[s may be rapidly _ltered by cinmges in moisture.
The moist soils of tt.e humid east are better reflectors than the dry soils of the arid areas,
where much initial radar flight testing is done. Test crews trained in the arid areas almost
always set their radar gain and contrast too high when flying a humid area for the first time.
'l"ne factors o£ geometry and dielectric constant may combine to give an object a greater
or smaller effective radar cross section than its physical dimensions. At 3 cm wavelength
a 1 meter tetrahedral metal corner reflector focuses and returns energy equivalent to a 1000
sq meter area. Thus it is detected and imaged by radars whose resolntion in terms of abi!fty
to separate objects a given distance apart is several orders of magnitude poorer.
Penetration is a third, but poorly known factor. Theory would seem to indicate that at
useful wavelengths penetration is so shailow that it should be dismissed from further consid-
" eration. P__Jrly understood indications of structure overlain by softs seem to contradict this
wew. Work in progress :Lt U. S. Army En=_neer Waterways Experiment Station at Vicksburg,
Mississippi also tends t¢, indicate penetrations to greater depths than previously suspected.
Regardless of cause, radar photos frequently appear _o indicate subsurface features in a most
" useful manner. It is already apparent, however, that careful work will be required to separate
out direct and parasit/c effects and to avoid semantic difficulties in ascribing causes to
t effects. In connection with NASA geoscience radar programs, GII_t,ADA %v.H1design and
install a series of well controlled test patches on the floor of Wilcox Dry Lake, Arizona.
This very smooth, specular surface has already been equipped with a radar resolution range.
The inten_ now is to augment it with patches of natural rock materials which are laid out on
the surface and under the surface to _own depths.
With this very brief, basic understanding of the more important processes which go into
the making of a radar photo, it is now possible to explore the utility of this sensor for oceano-
graphic research.
Greatest applicability appears to be in the study of shore and estuarine morphology.
Th_ is the area of strongest contrast in a radar presentation. Radar can give data day or
right, in any weather. With its very rapid acquisition rates, large areas can be imaged almost
:. simult,_neously. The 'tbefore and ,alter"data regarding catastrophic Ptorms can be rapidly
!l, compared. In fact GIMRADA has under development a Change Detector for comparing sequen-
tiai ccver,_ge and displaying only the changes. The small scales and the generalized nature
of radar photos enhances interpretability of large scale features, lineaments and overall
_. trends.
; It would appear that a: the shallower angles of incidence some information concerning
.. sea state may be available. In a manned satellite it would be an easy _,ask to change the radar
- gain sett'r, gs over a/l-water areas to optimize the low level signals from the sea surface.
• -=
Y
Radar can work cooperatively with ships at sea and urmanned buoys. The radar, in it6
passage, could L,zterrogate transponders which would respond with not only position but ai_o.
by encoding and modulating the response, such data ._s temperature of air -,rid water. These
data are also ava._,tble day or night in all weather. Comparative cover should reveal diurnal
• trends and tide and current info_'mation.
Radar will definitely define land - ice - open water interfaces. It will also distlngulsb
_ _, several textures of ic_ and may be able t_ distinguish between snow and ice on a moderately
_. reliable basis.B i
:/
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It may be possible to utilize the shorter wavelengths which are cloud attentuated to
determine cloud b_.igh_s either by ranging or by shadow displaee:nent. Cloud morphology and
composition and presence or absence of precipitation should also be interpretable.
Satellite borne imaging radars wilt require solution of some difficult, but not iml_acibl_,
engineering problen_s connected with power needs, antenna size and antenna stabilization ,_na
p_in_ing. These problems are very closely allied with the need to carefully specify, in tel ms
cf expected signal s*rength, the nature and scale of information which must be detected and
recorded. It is to be expected that we uan only come to know these parameters well enough
through an initial non-orbital experimei,tal program utilizing aircraft in conjunction with
careful ground controls and careful airborne instrumentatim,.
In conjunction with the comments on controls and the obvious importance of knowing the
radar grey scale rather precisely_ GIMRADA with the U. S. Air Force is presently seeking
to build a grey scale calibration capability _nto an advanced airborne radar. A grey scale
will be recorded on the film in such a manner that it will be,_r a direct and unv ,arying relation-
ship to the transmitted and received radar power.
Finally, it is important to give consideration to the best use of the entire spectrum.
shows the configuration o$ a tri-sensor aircral_ whic_h will be flo_'n by Air
Force in the NASA - GIMRADA geoacience pzogram. It is the only truly tri-sel._or configura-
tion in existence in that it simltltaneoualy images exactly the _.ame ground patch in the radar,
I.R. and visual ranges and displays the images in the same geom_a-y and scale. No single
sensor is sufficient to uncover the nature of the multitude of effects which we are seeking to
study. Only well integrated systems of this sort will yield the spectral data in useful form.
The question has been asked whether the in_ruments in _uch integrated 8ystems will inter-
fere with each other electronically. With good engineering they do not. Several integrated
systems have been flown successfully.
In conclusion the Corps of Er.gineers is vitally interested in oc :anographic programs
and would like to participate in them and help make them succeed. Engineers t obvious
interests are in shore and beach 1_rocesses, a be_er understanding of eatsstrophic storms
.and waves, silting and a_ the pro,,-esses which bear on the missions of the Corpc. They are
also interested in the sensing and interpretive techniques in themselves.
There is obviously much left unsaid in a summary of this scope and brevity. A _eces-
sary next step is coordination on a specific problem basis to explore possible applications of
orbital radar systems to oceanography and the implementation of initial airbcrne experi-
mentation to sapp_rt this effo_ ;.
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_J M_ROWAVE EM]_S_ION OF _ ClA)UI_
@
c/ "_d J. K. BuettnerU_iv, rsiW _ Washington, Seattle, Washington
Rain showers atte_ate ra_o signals of cm microwaves in a rouc_ly known manner.
- "/'he attemmUon is "he to scattering and absorpUon. The ratio of these two e_tects is known
from D. E_rirmencl.janso p.pplicat/on of *.he Mie theory ",_ ,..oc!y_perse cloud. Aecord/r_y,
heavy rain clouds for _. > 1.4 cm emit sabstanU_:=y r.-:>-e than the ocean for the same ;..
Inclusion of tL_ unknown,- but l_e;y, effect of mu]_dp_e scattering lnereaees the signal differ-
e_e between_ cc._ae and a el_d. The co=n_erac_ag tempe;._teres effect is small. _ should
thea-efore be posddble to disc_te between z-a_aing e_o-,4s and ocean. Optimal waveler.gth
seen_ to be, I.$ cm. A passive system, r_.eiver could also be used to discover sea state,
icebergs, and opetflngs in Arctic ice fields.
Buettner, Konrad J. K., Reg_nortung vom Wettersat elliten mit Hilfe yon Zenflmeterwellen,
Naturwissenschaften 50; 591, 1965.
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE. PANEL'_DN LL4.RI_E METEOROIX)GY •
, - . "Woods Hole Oceanographic Institatio_
_ / Woods Hole. "*ass_chuset:s
_'_ , _ Members
_ I D.C. L_lanchard P.M. Saunders
.- _ _ H. Charn._,ck R. Wexler
.4"
_e
_. t J. Levine A.H. Woodcock
_, E.S. Merrltt R.G. Terwtltiger
• °
" _ Since a separate program of feambil_.;y studi¢:, ::-ithin the meteorological problem spher_
i._ planned by NASA, it was felt that the discussion should be limited _'_ those _aestions which
:_ "_ deal directly or indirectly with the air-sea exchange processes and _heir manifestations
: observable from satellites. It was the consensus of the participating _roulz
t:': _. a. That the techniques for rem,,te ..sens'mg an d p rSf- _g, as almost awailable fcr non-
/. military applicatior_s t_o__.d_,"_fe-r _K,mep._mising avenues for work from l_w level or i_ter-
i mediate level platforms (ships, to_ers,. ".mrp_nes). The technical p_esentations given duringth m eting provided a very v_uable so-_rce of inspi_aUon for those not in contact with the
; _ _: classified research in these fields. Indications cf greater capabilities raised demands for an
_- effort to achieye fdrther declassification of such material.
b. That capabilities in the infrared and mfcrowt:ve ranges of the spectrum seem mar-
_: ginal at the mom"_-t'_om the poi_ of v_ew of surface observations from satellites, but that the :
_. potential _e of heat flux measurements: and stress estimates is great enough to warrant an
_- appreciable development ef_crt. By cooperative arrangements between instrument developers
and informa,-ion users, the developman_ phase itself should yield value-Is results from air-
:" _ borne platforms.
-_:.
-_-_ c. That apart feom his capability of pointing a camera or an instrument at the unusual
. :" ever.., man in space seems to offer hardly any advantages but a few drawbacks, e.g. limited
_ _. endurmi_TgSmpared to oxb_:ing instrument packages. This does not mean that once he goes
:_ ._. up there ho. wo_Ic_'o_r_gf_reB _'_i_{ "o'l_-5undre_"_ad-some things to look for while he is
,:F :- orbiting.
::
;" _" Specific Comments By Chairmar-
-_ _- Our knowledge of the meteorological Fhenomena allow us to deduce only some crude
, _: qualitstive facts about fi_e ._tate of the ocean on the basi_ of the meteorological information
,_adily obtainable by ss_._llite informatimx. Dire,-tion of heat flux can to some extent be
in_erred from the character of the cloud cover. Rate of displacement of clouds and possibly
pattern character in e_oud groups may yield info creation on winds and hence on sea state and
.. _.
• _ stress (cf va_'ious lmbll,_ations on interpretation of Tiros dat'-_. A special case of this _s
_': the _oc._tion of temperature discontinuities by c_rrelation with discontinuities in cloud cover
? _ at best a delicate problem in intelligent reference since neither uecessarily involv._sor
the presence of the other.
..0-"
'
_. !. The most promising avenue for further work seems tO lie s_._ng ,_e iines suggested by
,. McAllster in terms of direct observations of the microsurface tempe_--ature gradients, |.e. the
:_- __ . upward heat flux in the mater. Coupled with the obvious _ossibilities of estlmat_ug radiative
en_Tg_.b_.anee by._hotographic estimates of cloud cover combined with lit estimates of water
'_i _ vapor in the atmospheric column, we have an important inroad to the thermodynan)ie forctng
-- _ "both in _e sea and in the atmosphere.
r: , The stress problem is much further aw,_y from solution. It seems un.likely that we shr21
•"_ _ be able to estimate mean monthly values of the stress curl significantly better than from
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.cl_a_1"_glcal maps, unless a maJo_tecl_cal advance Is made.- But, give_ a _ignlflcaat
improvement in sea sta_ detection and wind d_ter_iaatlon techniques, or the latter alone;
toge_er with the resul,,s of suz_ace level work on relations between wind speed, sea state,
and sG-es$_ which is in progress at _veral places, we may yet see the day when our
the_retlcal understanding of the oce_a clrculatlcn can be severely tested against observa-
_ons.
°,.
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:. .-.- • 2HE ROLE OF SATELLITE AND MA_.q_*EDgPACECRAt_
/ I_ MARINE METEOROLOGY
. _; Earl S. Merritt
-. I ARAGON _physic _ Con_,,_r_y
_'" _0_ . Concord, Massachusetts
Major interactions between the atmosphe_',_ cud the oceans occur continuously over a
g_ wide variety of scales. 8 The met_rological observations required for inve._tige.tion of these
i interactions (and their effects on vessels, coastal geology, and on the oceans and atmosphere
: themzelves) were adequately ava_able prior to TIROS a; only two scales: (a_ averages in time
and space obtainable from climatic _rumarizations; ant (b) mlcro-scale observations obtained
from _ceanographic research vessels and projects over very restricted-areas and periodic of
_= Transient ships and the ocean navigation and weather ships provide synoptic scale space
and time observations over the restricted areas of the major shipping lanes, but are
_. infre,,_ent in their passage outside of these areas to provide useful observations at even the
_: _yn_p_e scale. Thus large volumes of _e atmosphere have been i_adequately unobserved in
both space and time. Satellites and perhaps manned spacecraft can provide many of the
needed Gvservaflons. Some of the desired data have already been obtained, in rough form,
i _, from the TIROS otmervations.
_ Discussion of the application of observations from satellites and manned spacecraft to
_! marine meteorology may be aided by first listing some of the specific problem areas whereeso-scale or _ynoptic scale observations would be useful. _'-_-h list would i_elv_ ......
a. Surface wind wave generation. --
- b. Ocean current variability due to wind effects.
: _ c. Ocean surface temperature variability as related to evaporation, cloud cover* and
the short term local effects of precipitation.
d, Pressure aud wind effects on tidal enhancement.
_ e. Sea ice drift and erosion; for,nation of pressure ridges in polar region ice fields
_ in to the wind.due, part,
" _. f, The effects of wind driven ocean waves on coastlines and beaches.
• g, The interactions between wind driven wa_'eSo currents_ and winds which effect shtp
._ routtngs and other marine operations, commercial, military and research.
Since the atmospheric-oceanic interchange is a two-way L_teracflo_,° we can also deduce
information useful to meteorological analysis from derived and observed measures of thephysical state of the sea. For example, sea s_rface temperature variations are an tmuortant
mass modification; synoptic meteorological developments "_-e by
factor in air SO_Lt.e effected
sea surface temperatures and temperature gradients, and in some cases by the local sea _tate!
Fortunately we need not operate from a position _f complete Ignor_.lce in our cons',¢,era-
#Ion of the applications of satellites and manned spacecraft to marine meteorological pro._l_ms.
Observations from the TIROS meteorological satellites provide excellent data which can be
used to examine specific synoptic scale problems and thereby assist in defining plans of
attack. Some pertinent preliminary analyses of these TIROS data have already been pre-
pared 1, 2. For" example, low level wind velocity 1 can be estimated from certain types of
characteristic cellular cloud patterns extending over vast areas of middle and high latitude
oceans, espec_lly in the wake of cyclonic activity. These are broad areas where the wind
speeds are frequently high and the fetches are long. The spatial and temporal distribut,<,ns ci
; _ wind in these areas are essential to the re.recasting of wind driven waves. Clouds can also
SAn allied, but separate, d_scussion of the problems associated with cloud distributions over
k _ the oceans and their effects on satellite sensor design is included elsewhere in these pro-
_, eeed!ngs.
t
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provide _nformation about the existence of coas_.1 upwelling of cold water and variations
thereof; a _.'udy 2 of the s_.r_tti.,: _. cloud masses of the Canary Island region of Africa
observed by TIROS I and*JEll prov,_les some preliminary data relating.to +his problem.
Specificatic.u ._ the.departure from climato!o_.cal sea level pressures, from. TIROS obse, rva-
tions of cyclonic cloud vortices, has been tentatively-examined_; this information may be use-
"= Jul when ccnside_ng _dal enhancement and sea level variations due to atmospheric pres_vre:_.
• Specifications of the surface tempera_ur o. field from satellites and manned spacecraft
appears feasible. TTse of satellite infrared o. :, to further examine the feasibility and to
'. define the .problems aa_oclated wlth this mode of observntlon is discussed in depth eisewhere
in these proceedlngs _.
In the more _pecifie application of air-ocean effects on the navigation of ships, minimum
time routin_.s, and other msz-lne operations, the meteorological data acquired over normally
unobserved _ areas by TIROS and Nimbus satellites already provide the data necessary for
:he increased meteorological analysis accuracies required for effective appliaation. Sherr 4.
a_nong others; has shown that £ greatly increased accuracy of analysis is pern_itted by the
Tk._OS data; this can be of great value in predicting weather-relate_t operational conditions
over the oceans that wilt be. enc.mntered by commercial, military and resea_h vessels and
programs. This is an p tea of great economic impact.
There are ind_.eations § that forec_ts of the position of the prJma_-y ice fieids and fronts
in the Antarctic may be of use to the whaling Industries of the wor_.d. The whales are fre-
quently observed to follow the movements of the main ice f_'ontc, Data on the pressure and
wind distributions are necessary to prepare these forecasts..'_tellite observations of both
the ice and the presmz__e and wind distrtlmtions can pro_ide these data.
It is clear that observations from satel_Ees and manned spacecraft can be _,f a_.ststauce
in providing a fuller unders_¢anding and p_.uture of the day to day synoptic scale vaz_ations in
the atmosphere over ocean areas and, in that, wit1 contribute to an understanding of synoptic
scale air-sea interaction probterr, s and to related areas of physical oceanography. It is not
as clear, however, to wt_%%extent observations f_m satellites and manned spacecraft can
assist in the more basic studies of the several _._.icroscale processes which take place right
at the boundary between the sea and tl_e atmosphere and which hav_*, been examined at some
length in Reference 6. Detailed micro- or meso-ees!e observatior _1 programs are still re-
quired for rl_ese measurements.
In order to permit optimum use of satellite observations in operational and research
interpretations of the marine meteorological environment, a program of study should be
undertaken utilizing TIROS and Nimbus observations concurrent with periods of exter_ive
corroborating conventional data. T'he data from oceanographic programs, such as EQUILANT
: and the International indian Ocean Expedition, would he excellent in this regard.
The role of man in these observations is, at bast, unclear. He is well suited to take ado
, vantage of _uusual events, he can discriminate, he can perform specialized multiple operations
which may be extremely difficult to program into an urnnanned satellite. But h: o requires far
greater logistic suppor_ _ an _lmmr_d satellite. _ of these factors must be" w'et_ed'to
detel'_h'i_e' if n'_.anhaBa useful, ,.ontinuing role, in marine meteorological observations from . .
space.
In any event, _ will go into stmce for extended periods ./ithio the next decade, and
marine meteorologists and oceanographers wiI1 be derelict if they tic not provide the astro-
nauts with the tools and training necessary to make useful observations. Analysis of available
_Iaser, A. H., _,. S. Merr!t*., R. Wexler, and W. K. Widget, Jr.:' The Applicability of
TIROS and Nimbus Data to Investigation _f the Feasibility of Sea Su_aee Temperature
Measurements from Satellites, ARACON Geopl%vsics Company, Concord, Mass.
i **A Study by the U. S Weather Bureau showed large areas of the southern hemisphel-e with
= less than 10 ship o_servations per year.
|
|
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dam from TIROS, Nimbt, s and _mdi_r satellites can provtd_ m_tterial for _ystem designs,
r and ,'or training of the astronauts who will .make the obs_,ations ....
_u
r
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THE NEED FOR STUDIES OF OCEA_.qC CLOUD CLIMATOIX)GY
William K. Wid_er, Jr.
AP,_.CON Geophysics Company
_,/ Concord, M_assachusetts
For many of the wave]e.ngths and se.-_sors propobed for oceanic observations from a
sa_eltite, the presence of clouds will sent-,_sly degrade and often completely prevent rJ1e de-
sired observations. A _rvey of the nephan_vses published in *.he Catalogs of TIROS Tele-
vision Cloud Photography for TIROS IV-V_J has made it --cry obvious that size_ble areas
" normally completely free of cloud are comparatively rare over the ocedr_s except for spec_- I,
small areas such as that south-eas_ of Arabia. Accordlngl:_, observations requiring the
absence of clouds must be made through the sm:_L1, in_'vidsal clear patches wi*hLn areas ol
scattered or broken clouds if they a_e "_obe made with any reasonable frequeneyo
For determining the design and feasibilityof such observations, a much Improve-_
knowledge of the cloud climatology of oce_ulareas is needed. Since uhe most pertinentfactors
are the frequency, for various geographic locations,of clear patches of various sizes with/n
-" areas c."scaflered-to-broken clouds, these studies cannot be made solely from existing sur-
face observations. The TIROS cloud picture data, in spiteof a sho.-'terlength of record than
is Iz, be cli_mtologica_ly desired, could be appropriately analyzed to contribute significantly
:. to this problem area and so to the optimum design of satelli'e sensors for oceanographic
purposes.
T-
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"- NOTE ON THE CAPABILITIES OF RADAR FOR ME._SUI{ING
CLOUDS, PRECIPITATION, EVAPORATION, AND SEA STATE
•- R.K. Moore
Center for Research in Engineering Science"
The University of "-_ansas, Lawrence, Kansab
The capabilities of radar for measuring clouds and precipitation from the ground are
exploited routinely in the U. S. by a network of Weather Bureau radar stations and by all
commercial aircraf:. A side-looking radar in a satellite can map these same phenomena with
higher precisic;, end or. a world-wide basis. Dy using two or three frequencies properly
chosen, the sea state, shipping, and bergs beneath the clouds may be mappe,1 simu!taveously
with the clouds themselves, and precipitation is easy to distinguish.
:" Even a simple 10 - 20 lb. package used like an altimeter can be designed to observe
precipitation beneath the satellite. It also (with a different frequent-y) can observe sea sit re,
so that winds and evaporative rates may be inferred.
The properties of an imaging radar for 3-dlmensional portrayal of cloud a_d precipita-
tion data are somewhat d_:fferent from those for Irround and surface mapping, but the same
radar, with (perhaps) an antenna resonably larg. in vertical dimension (but not larger than
pl_ed horizontal dime_siov,) can obtain this information by having its highest frequency
operate in a cloud/precipitation mode on command. Without these complicatlon8 it can still
provide a 2-dimensi_,nal presentation with cloud thickness data from directly below.
I
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COMMENTS
Allyn Vine
, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Woods Hole, Massachusetts
Some general comments are:
I. The meeting certainly acccz,_pllshed the purpose of getting more thinking about how
the ocean looks from the air and fron-, space.
2. I strongly suggest that the final report emphasize satellites and oceanography and
try to keep the manned and unmanned satellites represented and in"perspective. I believe fail-
ure to do this will cause considerable kickback and create an unhealthy political type of
atmosphere.
- 3. Better weather predictions in the Antarctic Ocean would be of special interest. Cer-
tainly satellites can give us data on a global basis. They will drive us to thirk about all oceans
and all latitudes and they will go through the seasons every hour, I believe this will be their
"- most significant contribution.
4. I did not hear r-auch about the time scale for professional, interested oceanographers
to be in space stations. _&._at is an estimated Eta for five oceanographic trips per year?
:.
When can a good grauuate student do space field work?I
i
' 5. In retrospect, l_m a little surprl_c.d (and somewhat disturbed in my own lack of think-
[ _ ing) that there wasn't more discussion about what oceanographers might contribute to the study
i of other planets. Even though Terra may have the only ¢onventioual ocean, the hoar frost,
i lieFid hydrocarbons, underlying MOHO, or a deep dust with liquid like characteristics may
" present problems in which oceanographers are interested and knc wle_geable.
.o
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/_N,_ MEASUREMENT OF CLOUD HEIGHT
. -, {\/1 John Freeman""_ National _ngineering Science Company
A precision camera in space opens up the possibility of measur_ng cloud heights avd
cloud motion_ (perhaps winds) on a synoptic basis over much of the world.
A3 a means of making cloud m,_tion estimates, TIROS telemetry is strained to its
utmost.
I
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF PANEL O1_ MARINE BIOLOGY
Cochatrme_: Carl L. Hubbs, Scripps Institution of Oceauography
' La JoULa, Cal_ornia
George L. Clarke, Department of Biology, Harvard
Uni_ ersity, Cambridge, Massachusetts
Members
E. R. Baylor D. Menzel
D. F. Bumpus G. L Murph_
W. V. Btu-t J.H. Ryther
A. W. Collier J.F.T. Saur
H. W. Graham M.B. Schaefer
: W.V. Kielhorn W. Schevilt
-
F. F. Koezy T.J. Walker
The biologists attending the conference have had hopes ann expectations raised that much
• _ information o_ value to them can be obtained from hlgh-flying ,l!Rnes, Lom unmanned and
mamled orbiting sateUites and space craft, and perhaps from relatively stationary satellites.
-_ What type of space vehicle would be most appropriate for each objective is rather beyond our
competence to decide. For many objectives we assume that p_anes will be used for local,
detailed, and fine-grid surveys, even though large-scale features may be monitored by satel-
lites. A main function of the satellites would likely be to locate areas where more intensive
surveys by high-riving or low-flying planes or even ships would be auspicious. Some sorts of
probably obtainable information of biological concern are as follows:.
L DIRECT OBSERVATIONS OF THE SEA SURFACE
Bio]ogists as well as physical oceanogr_tphers are definitely concerned with many physi-
cal features of the sea, with large-scale and small-scale features. For example:
Sea-surface temperatures are already being surveyed by ,:shery agencies using infra-
red g_ar. Such surveys coulu be improved by increasing coverage and frequency by
-_ using hight, flying vehicles.
Temperature fronts are of great concern to biologists and fishery scientists, and call for
• continualmonitoring.
Frequent mapping of currents and water masses, such as may differin color, would be
most ,_seful.
N.B.: Whether such obscrvations can best t made visually,by lightphotography, by
Infra-red images, by radar, or by other means is hardly in our competence to suggest°
IL OBSERVATION OF BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
The biologists have agreed that monitoring of certain essentially biological properties
will be of high value. In particular:.
:, Bioluminesence would seem tobe measurable, and could help to locate jarge moving
animals and moving fishschools (alsosubmarines, the record of which sh,mld be dis-
tlnguished ifpos4ible from luminescence produced by whales, fishschools, etc.).
Discolored ar.:as(red water, etc.)need to be monitored.
Chloroph>q concentration in the mixed layer (well represented L-.the uppermoJt levels)
should be monitored by selective spectrometry.
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IIL TELEMETERED INFORbIATIQ_ I_ROM SUBSURFAC., &S WEl.J_ AS " -E CF_I_R.q
J _ -
Much information of biological value can, we hope, be obtah_,d by gca- already dev_.loped
or being developed, to be telemetered directly or on ecmmv_d to r_eeivers overhead on v_-.ious
vehicles, including satellites. The transnn_ters _.vould be on anchored and on driffin_ buoys
(also on animals, as indicated below).
Such Jnformati_._ could be sensed from a conside -able depth rai _e, at least through the
thermocline. Parameters in mind include temperature, curz'ent di_ect_o_ and ve:,Jcity, salL__ity
(by conduc_iwty), transparency (by beam transmission), dissolved oxygen, various nutrients,
particulate organic matter, acoustic properties (partic_arly biological neise).
IV. DETERMINATION OF ANIMAL LIFE
Of prime con,>ern is the identification of animals and determination of their dlstribution,
abundance, and movements. Pe_tieularty in mind are marine m_mmals (whales, pot Joises,
seals, etc.), marine birds (in larger dense flocks), sea tut_des, larger fishes and schools of
smaller fishes (showing as shadows). Presence of the animals may be !etermined by linear
or intermittent slicks, ruL'Ied surfaces, flocks of active birds, etc.
V. PHYSIOLOGICAL AND OTHER TELEMETERED DATA ON LARGER ANIMALS
For auimals large enouga _o carry telemetering equipment, either o_l the body or on an
attached buoyp much valuable information could be obtained o_
Depth of dive
Instaneous speed and rate: of migration
Course of migration (especially needed)
Body temperature, env_-oument_] fem_Jerature
Heart beat
Blood flow, etc.
At present we would anticipate t,:at planes rather tlmn satellites would be moFt appro-
prlate for most such research, but sate_-_.es might also pick up the data, especially from long-
migratL,_g creatures.
VL LOCATION OF FISHING VESSELS
Monitoring of the commercial and sport fishing fleets, off our coasts and on my- distant
waters, such as Georges Bank, Bering Sea, and the/_taretic, would also be of va_ue.
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_a (_ MAR_E BIOLOGY AND REMOTE S_NSING
S John Clark and R"-chird B. Stone
;' Sandy. Hook Marine Lal_ratory. Blt.--ea_ of Spozt Fisher_.es &,.W-:it;life
Hlgb.i_e.aso :4ew Jersey
Application in ma.-_ne biology of remote sensing from manned orbital spacecraf: lies
mostly in measuring_ characteristic_ of "-h_ physical .,nvironment at *J-e sea surface. Mea_ure-
m__. • cf the oceanic environment whir..h _ou]d be obtained from sped--ear-aft would be related to
information about r_-Hne orgamsms originating from ocher souJ_es. The objec_ of re-mot_
sensing would be _or smd)_J-.g ecology, i.e., *.o measm-e those paramete..--s of the e_v_j'onme-nt
:.- wluch most influence _:Lstxibution, behavior and abundance of marine species.
Ecology is an ._mportant field of biologica! oceaz_graphy lint b:,;msse of the high cost of
obtaining envlronmcnta _.observatlor.s by conven_onal shipboard techniques i*. is much
neglected. The result is that mc, sl oceanic eco:ogy is dc-_criptive and based _pon sparse data
frn_.-,, un_stem:ttic collection programs. There w4Ai be little encc*aragement for modern
workers to carry eeolog!ca_ stuaies to a higher level of accomplishment anti1 systema_.,
comtmting measurements of the eavL-onment are avatlabIe.
Fish studies might be given first corsideration in the design of e=ologieal programs
since fish affect tim national economy mo:e man other marine organism_, i_lo_ever, zn
: environment_nl program es-_ablished p,-hsmrily for fish studies could be designed t.3 provide
data of value in all .*ields of mambos ecoiogy.
It is at the edge of the sea that biologics] produclivL_y is h/ghest. "._is _r.cludes the
.: estuarine zone, the irmer protecteO waters, the open coast, and the contiltenta: _helves of @,e
-:\ worl_ Although the oceanic zone contiguous to the coast slwuld receive the highe_ consider-
: ation in resea-ch priorities, it ie realized that deep ses features have pronour_.ed effects, on
the coa._tal regime. Thus, an understa=ding of _uch deet_ sea phenomena as the Gulf 3tream
: is important to an understanding of the condition of continent_1 qhelf waters.
Of tho_e ocean parameters subject to remote sensing, temperature measurement is
•_: _erhaps of t_:e greatest significance to marine biology.._ ocean species are l_.mited in their
:.-_ distributiou by their temperature tolerance. In the following paragraphs a suggestion is made.
for a practical leasib/lity stud.." for a systematic temperat_ure survey m max_ne biology.
FISH AND TEMPERATURE
It is widely accepted in marine biology that temperature is the primary factor in _tmiting
" the occurrence of marine fish species. This is weii stated by Taylor, Bigelow and Grah_ I
=_ '_Ve doubt whether any marine biologist today weald dispute that tem r_.r=P,_ ,: o_. Use water is
2>;. the factor chiefly responsible for s_tting geographtc_t.._tmaaries tc the ranges of marine
• _nir_a_s along the seaboard of eastern..x._o,-m America. Consequently, any alterat_-:.n in the
_- temperature or any continuing *.rend, either upward or downward, would be of great importance
_" both ecoiogieally, and from the commercial fisheries standpoint, ff the dteratZon :at tempera-
_'_ ture is wide enough and if it persists long enough to affect successful reprodaction _f the
species or the well-being of the individual".
_.- _ the same way, temperature has short term effec,s on patterns of fish distr_.butlon.
_- For example, recent studies at the Sand)- Hook M-.rlne Laboratory indicate that the annual
"_. spring influx of warm season fishes int<, the mid-Atlantlc coastal area is controlled by temp-
erature conditions for such species as bluefish, striped bass and mackerel. Thence studies
,.'-: have been made possible by the coELec;ion of temperature data by aerial survey with infrared
_ sensing equipment. To date, the extent of the areas surveyed and the frequency of flights in the
- , sea surface temperature sorvey progr_.-n h_ve been restrleted. However, results are suffi-
ciently promising to wa.rrent extension in area and frequency of coverage on a trial basis.
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H detai_.ed thermal patterns now av "-al'al'al'a_blefrom low alti_,Ide aircraft survey can be show_
to be of value in marine ecology studies, the way w/!l be pave_ for effective use of remote
thermal measurements of the ocean from high altitude spac-_rraft.
AERIAL SEA TEMI_FAIA:varRE SURV_'Y
The Sau_y Hook Marine L_ oratory initiate_ u_e of the infrared thermometer (IRT} in a
iarge scale survey of sea surfa_.e "_.mperature pattern_ in 1962. The c_)asr_ ares rJrveyed
monthly has va.,-led lint now extends from Delaware Bay t_, _ape Cod, from the shore seaward
over the Continental Shelf to the d_ep sJ_pe (see Fig. I). _. asi-synoptic charts of sea surface
temperature patterns for 20,000 eq. miles of Continental _<_.e_ _t-c da_awn and published each
month. _ addition to ,.he thermal mapping, surface circulation pat:erns are studied from
return of free drifting current markerG {drift bottles and s_a-bed drifters) released at inter-
vain of ten m_les along the flight track. The study area is covered in three flights of
approximately five hours each on consecutive days. An in-flight "biological watch" is kept to
r_-cord occaarrence of sharks, fishes, turtles, maxnmals, etc.
The Sandy Hook Marine Laboratory .turnlshes personnel and instruments for the survey.
.Aircraft are pa-ovlded by the U. S. Coast Guard Air Stations, Brooklyn. N. Y. and _em, M_ss.
The Coast Guard's standard search and rescue plane, the Grumman UFZG (Albatross) has
proved excellent for this study altl_,_gh more speed would be advantageous. Air spee_ varies
between 120 and 140 knot_. An altitude of _J0 ft. is normally maintained daring flight. On
calm days the relatively slow speed and low altitude of the aircraft permits detailed reeon-
naflmgce of the surface waters immediately belo_v for marine life. The survey plan and
techsiq_es are reported in more detail by Clark and Frank 2.
The demountable IRT is tripod nk_n+ed i_ the aircraft at _-he rear hatch with a view path
of about 15 ° to 20 ° from vertical The _trument used is the Barnes Engineering Co. Model
IT-2S, which senses water temperature through use of a thermistor bolo_ter detector. The
ocean surface approximates a black body;, emissivity from the ocean in the region from _u to
14_t is 0.98 for radiation normal to the surface. The optical filters in the YI_-2S have a spec-
tral passband confined effectively to the 8_ to 14tz _'eglon. In this reg_c_ atmospheric
absorptloa is negligible, but water vapor in the vaew path can cause error. Correction.._o_- _hls
error can be made from the following reported by Frank 3.
4/T4- (l-et)T4"_ = .t
o ¥ I
__t
where TO = true surface temperature
TI = indicated (IRT) temperature
T a = air temperature
= emissivity o," the ocean
t = transminsivity of the aLmosphere
A more extensive exploration of problems affecting the accuracy of the IRT for absolute
temperature determinat/on is repoz'ted in '_Report: of a Workshop on Techniques for Infrared
Survey of Sea Temperature "4. The joint opinion of the Workshop was that absolute tempera-
ture of the micro surface of the sea can be estimated with present instrumentation to _0.5 ° C.
Better instrumentation and techniq-es can improve this accuracy considerably, but _c,;uracy
to _0.50 C. is adequate for most parposes in ma_ue ecology. An example of the accuracy
with which the airbor_:e IRT can measure sea surface lzyer temperatvres is given in Fig. 2.
This data is from a study comparing a shipboard IRT record with the record from a thermistor
towed 6 inches beneath the surface.
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Survey activities for coastal areas con._ucted by other laboratories reported at the
Workshop mentioned above also show promising results° Regular surveys have been made in
the Pacific by the Tiburon Marine Laboratory and for the Gulf of Mexico by the Gulf Coast
Marine Laboratory, and the results published. Other efforts, confined to the Atlantic have
" not resulted in regular distribution of thermal maps. Only one of these programs is separately
funded, the rest being inadequately supported adjuncts to regular resear-_-h programs.
PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
Improven_.ent of ecological studies in the North Atlantic area depends upon increase in
both the area and frequency of study and intensifying the collection of distributional data on
fish species. It now appears to be feasible to consider expansion of the systematic sea
temperature survey to include the Continental Shelf from Cape Cod to Cape Fear with
specific transects extending to the Gulf Stream front, as shown in Fig. 2. FoLlowing this basic
pattern the survey could be extended south along t!=e coast to the Florida Keys. The ilights,
in all parts of the survey area, should be as near concurrent as possible. The survey should
be reported at least biweekly for optimum value. The most practical approach to an enlarged
survey p!__n is through participation by several laboratories in strategic locations along the
coast. Each l_boratory would maintain a schedule of flights coordinated with the other partici-
pating !abora¢ories. Techniques would be standardized and copies of all data forwarded to a
central point for compilation. A temperature map for the whole area would then be drawn up
and distributed to all interested agencies. The coordination could best be prov_ded by the
Committee for Scientific Exploration of the Atlantic ,Shelf.
A coordinated broad su.,_rey plan based upon biweekly coverage would provide the basis
for analysis of environmental factors involved in large scale migrations of marine animals.
Analysis of migrations based u.twn the present limited survey program of the Sandy Hook
Marine Laboratory is promising, sal example given in Fig. 3, shows temperature patterns
from the May 1964 survey. The large school_ of migrating mackerel observed are evidently
restricted within a narrow temperature zone as shown below:.
Temperature Zone Number of Mackerel
Boundaries (F. °) Schools Observed
46-48
48-50 5
50-52 11
54-56 8
56 -58
58-60
80 -62
= The distribution of the schools suggests that northward migration in May proceeds
within a narrow temperature pass bounded by water of 48 ° and 58 ° F. At the time of the _ur-
vey, t]-e pass was being closed on the south by increasing temperatures. To the northeast
the fish were pressed close in to shore by colder, offshore water. Mo_t schools were con-
centra_ed in a broad 50 ° to 53 ° zone south of Montauk Poin*..
A more frequent series of flights extending t_. the east and to the south of our own
;' survey area would have _--abled us to analyze t_e ,ahole progress of the mackerel migration,
from the time they pe_ssea ,_rom the deeper ocean in over the Continental Shelf (somewhere
sout]_ of our area) until they moved over to Nantucket Shoals and off to the east. On the
Pacific Coast albacore occurrence was shown to have a close association with the position of
the 60 ° F. isotherm.
VALUE TO OTHER DISCIPLINES
: Maps of sea surface temperature along the North Atlantic Coast are of use to disciplines
other than ecology. The maps produced by the Sandy Hook Marine Laboratory are received
and studied by meteorologists interested in such phenomena as fog formation. Physical
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oceanographers interested in circulation patterns of the Continental Shelf and Slope am.d the
effect of Gulf Stream and other deep sea influences on the shallower zone have also made use
of the data. An expanded survey w_,uld provide data of far greater value to phyaical studies.
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. /i_ ill OCEANOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS FROM MANNEP.. SATELU_ ES . "| FOR FISHERY RESEARCH _,ND COMMERCIAL FISHERY APPLICATIONS
,# J. F. T. __r
I
Bureau of Commercial Fisheri_ s Biological Laboratory
Stanford, California
The broad mission of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries (BCF) is to c',nse_-ve the
Nation's fish-_y resources and strengthen its fishing industry through research, development
and services. At the Biological Laboratory, Stanford, California, our research in "fisheries
oceanography" is directed _owa- d establishing th_ effects of changes in the meteorological and
_ oceanographic environments upon the changes in ab:mdanee and availabili ` ofcommercial
fishes. Although I have sought to determine general ir._erests of BCF Laboratories in the
Pacific area, the thoughts and emphasis which are placed on oceanographic observations from
heavy payload or ma,'med satellites will naturally be colored by my own interests in physic_
oceanography.
When we attempt to establish some history of events in the North Pacific Ocean, the
glaring lack of time-space continuity in any form o-* oceanographic observations, with the
pobsible exception of poor quality sea surface ,emperatare data, becomes immediately
apparent. The use of satellites as a communication link *.o shore from ships, buoys, and fixed
stations as a method to extend and improve geographic coverage and to obtain data, particu-
larly below the surface, on a real-time or synoptic basis stands out as an obvious, and perhaps
: the most promising, benefit to be derived from the use of sat_°llites for oceanosraphv. This
su.%jec_, has received n,ucn attention, e.g., by R. T. H. Co_lis and R. E. Nagie*, and it seems
unnecessary to ._well fux_her on _ here. It is well to remind ourselves, however, that it is
: not necessary to await the per_2ction of complex oceanographic buoy systems, because there
ar _. many rocks, shoals, uninhabited islands, and inaccessible coastal regions on which a
fixefl automatic station could be constructed *_or making observations. It could even be advau -
igeou._ to have sites offshore from present .coastal stations which were tied into a single
_ommunication system.
This con._erence, however, is concerned primarily with observa':ions which would be
made with sez.. ors located in the satellite. The development of methods for obtaining cloud
cover, radiation balance, and sea surface temperature (SST) has already begun in the TIROS
serie_ of satelli.*_ s. Here I might suggest that for synoptic charts of SST the in. trumentation
goal be a resoluti(-_ of a 50-mile diameter circle and an accuracy of +0.5 ° C. Gx'°.ater resolu-
tion would be neeegsary for special studies, such as meanders in the Gulf Strear;" ,Jr oceanic
fconts.
q_arnin_ now to c'.uer observations which might be matte for oceanographic or fisheries
_' research, it seems apF t_priate only to set forth a few thoughts or brief sajzsest;-_ns for con-
" ferenee discussion. The order ,_f listing has no particular significance as to importance or
; priority.
VisuaL, photographic or televised observations of marine flora and _un_: seaweed fixed
'_. or drifting; plankton blooms, such as red tide; fish schools, eg., herring, sardine, tuna,
:. anchovy, etc.; large sharks, e.g., the basking shark and great white shark, and whales. Not
-,uly is the identification, number .and size _f schools important, but also the n,ovement or
:,igration and the bel,avioral patterns. Such observations wot'ld require resolution at so'des
.. oz ,.me meter _o one mile. Until such resolutions become available the satellite could be used
•. to relay observations from surface 6hips or, a real-time basis as noted in the next paragraph.
Locations of fishing boats and _'_.shing fleets on a daily basis: This would he._.p to increase
efficiency of fishing operations. An associated problem is the failure to receive on a short-
_Sur_ey of Requirements for a Geophysical Data Collection System. Stanford Research In_t_.-
tute, Final Report to NASA on Contract NASr-49(12), August 1963, pp. 66.
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• time basis r._any potentiallyva_,_ab_e meteorological and oceanographic obser_atic,_ ma": by
fishing boats because many are unwilling to use the marine radio and nossibly re-.-eal their
locatior.s to competitors. VHF communication to sate'-'_te might provide the "security" which
woula engender greater cooperation by the ,._s.hingboats in reporting theoe observations, it
should also b=-notca thata continuous momto-ing af the 1_cation of all ships at sea wouid be
a great f_.c_orin improving marine safety.
Marker. transponding and command buoys: In addition to the normal tracking of drif'Ang
buoy-sand ct,mnmnication of observations from instr-dmen".J buoys, some buoys, when visible
from the satellite,might be commanded to release smoke, fluorescent particles,or dye for
assessing _ _nd a_,d curr_rst Stz u_.tur_ grad fu_ making diffusion observaiio ._ in the atmosphere
and ocean. Deep currents might also be measured over long periods of time by adapting
Swallow floats with time-release pop-up markers to be detected by satellites.
Laser radar or LID_R (light detecting and ranging): Thase devices have shcwn promise
for detectingclear air turbulence and atmospheric pollutantsbelow the level of detectionof
the human eye. Po:en-'.ialuses which might merit iurther investigationare (1) for the deter-
ruinationof corrections fGr name spheric absorption to _mprove the accuracy of sea surface
temperature charts ar._(Z}for observations of turbulence .':.ear*.hesurface to assist in the
evaluationof evaporation and heat transfer,and _hereby increase accuracy-of heat budget
crreputations,
Productivityof the ocean: The possibilit-."-d assessing and monitoring the productivity
seems indeed remote, because Lhere is difficultyeven now in standardizing and intor.oreting
observations which c,m be made from ships. Nevertheless, the-reare a few possibi}itiesfor
making qualitativeor send-quantitative observations, such as color and c_,anges in color.
Perhaps itwould be I_ ;sibleto use L!DAR instruments at several _ifferentfr_.quenciesto
determine the back sca_te_.ng_n the surface layers and thus obtain a measure of particle size
ajadconcentration.
The above comments indicate thatI Pave corre to thisconference as a user of data,
seeking information on instrumentation and mete.otis9f obtainingd_ta of interest to me. I can
assure you there are other scientistsof the Bureau oi Commercir_ Fisheries Laboratories in
*,hePacific area who are also deeply inlerested ir obtaining the types of data Ihave mentioned.
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POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS OF MANNED {AND UNMANNED)
! _._)/ SATELLITES TOWARD ADVANCING T]IJ_ FIELDS OF
r/_.RINE BIOLOGY AND BIOIf_zICAL C_L'EANOGRAPHY
__ Sidney R. Galler
Office of Naval Research
. Washington, D.C.
Orbi,_ng sate _l!itcs both mar.r, ed told u_rnacm=d could provide oce_ic oioiogists with an
opportunity to transmit comparative ecological Informatior. simultaneously from several
environmental stations to selected laboratories throughout the world.
The Biology Branch in the Office ot Naval Research is supporting a program of hydro-
biological (oceanic blolo_l.._ research. Th_s progr_n has inc--uded a plan to construct
underwater audlo-video s'._tlo.'Is and teleme_r the field data to ]aboratorles on shore thereby
providing scientists wit}: unique opportunities to o_serve visu_]Jy and _ousticallv the
behavior of unrestralnee -nar:.-le ani_ in their native _r_-ircv._ent_. The first successful
underwater audio-video research facility dras constructed at the Lerner Ma_,-ine Laboratory of
the .-_aner_can Museum of Natura_ History located on Bimini In the Bahamas. /n fact. th_s
project, under the direc_on of Dr. John Steinberg of the University of Miami has been
suecess_l beyond our expectations. The esiablishn_ent of a vetwork of observation stations
Iocatud In other scientifica_y interesting m_--ine environments with the data telemetered to
several assoc!a:ed marine laboratories represeu.*a a logical next. step. This system wouid
provide _.n intellectual focusing lens enabling our most competent scientists to join in and
:: particis_te In aC_._SLIliel_l research programs of world wide significance. For example, it
woul,i facilitate international coo oera_on o-_ fundamentally important premieres of 1_.iological
behaviox- and prodactivity o ¢ th_ sea. It is our considered ,':';-'.on _a_ed on discussions with
scievtists and er_gineers ¢ onversant with "_rbitkng satei]ites that these vehicles could be
_- i_eaZZy sui{ed for re_a_-_,_g the d_ta derive_ from ground stations __L-_kedwith the underwater
ooserva*.ion st_ions.
Although the novelty of observing the bottom of the sea by means of a space veh_.clc ._ay
"- _bscure the scientific merits of this system a compelling case can be made for a world wide
_omparative environmental observational network; one designed te facilitaCe the acquisi,_on
of basic oceanh- biological ix_ormation of interest to many scientists.
i
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_ TRANSPARENCY, BIOLUMINESA_ENCE AND PLANKTON
/_ George L. Clarke
Harvard University, Cambridge, _lassachusetts
The ioilo_:-ing ]s & _::_ .:_cy nf the conditions of light in the sea, especially in relation to
bioiog,.'¢ _ ph_nomzna, t _ ._-.r :e z.s a basis for a consideration of possible obsez_ations to be
made fl :-m high-flyir__ craft by f_'.&SA.
Li_'ghtstudies in the o_.oa _ were greatly r.__¢elerated and extended when the photomultiplier
robe became available. (Y,_r d, c.p-sea photo_ne_.r contains a RCA phototube nu_zber 5819
placed in a wa_er-:i_.t, pre _sure-resistant tubt- with a plextglasa receiving window. The
photometer is lowered fro:n ", four-eon_-_uctor ._.merooTaph logging cable. A depth sensor
containing a Bourns poten_i'_me=er is attached to the photometer. A _.wo-charme.l Sanborn
recorder provides a record in the deck laboratory of the changes in l._ght and depth.
For :_ea_tring tra__sparency t_.e photometer is used with the receiving sin face upwards.
• T'ne response of the photometer i_.self :s logarithmic and can be used over seven decades.
_'hen used above water and in th_. upper ]avers a neutral filter is placed over the receiving
w_v.dow to reduce the light reaching the photomultiplier by six decades. At greater depths
measurements are made with this fil'_er removed. The total range of the instrument with
and without _he filter is tlms thirteen decades.
The spectral sensi_vity of the photometer _:xtends from 320 to 650 mu with a maxL, uum
a: 480 muo It thus includes the whole of the visible spectl-dm and peaks in the region where
ocean water is most transparent. The instrument end the meaeurements which have been
made with it are described in the publications which are referrea to at the end o£ t_is report.
_- As radiation from the sun and from the sky pass into the sea the infrared is removed
vccy rapidlyo The ultraviolet and violet at the short wavelength end of the spectrum and tho_
re_, yellow, and green at the longer end of _,e visz'bler_g_on are attenuatedat faster rates
•-han d_e blue region in clear ocean water. Accordingly, the attenuationcoefficientin the
_pper layers for visibleLightas a whole is ;arge because of the high rates of at'.enuationat
both ends of the spectrum. Below a depth of about 30 meters nc further significant narrowing
of the spectrum takes _,laceo After this selectiw: -_bsorption has essentially come to an end,
only blue light remains, and it is this radiation _'- :he photometer measures at the deeper
levels.
Using 105 r_:/em 2 as :In a_proxJmate ma_:imum figure for visible radiation reaching
the seaZs surface, we may plot the reduction in ener_/with depth. In regions where the sea
water is optically uniform a semilogarithmic plot relating light intensity to depth gives a
strai_, t line. In the very clear water of the Bronson Deep, north of Puerto Rico, the presence
:" o._ daylight was detected at a depth of 1.000 m. This water, and the slightly clearer water
found south of the equator in the Indian Ocean, have the highest transparency values ever
reported (except for a fsw instances of shallow strata reported b v Jerlov). Attenuation
• coefficients as low as k = .021 were obtained in the indian Ocean.
.\
l_elow a depth of about 600 m in clear water during the middle of the day flashes of
iumlnescenee began to appear on the records of downweLllng light. As the photometer wan
lowered to greater depths the ambient light was reduced, with the result that luminescent
flashes stood out more prominently. In some instances luminescent flashee overlapped to such
an extent as to raise the general level of the illumination above the ambient for many second_
at a time. The patt ,_rn of luminescent flashing was found to differ markedly from place to
place, from depth t¢ depth, and at different times of the day. The differences in intensity,
frequency, and duration of the flashes indicated the presence of very different populations of
organisms. Below 1,000 m the amount of luminescence began tc drop off rather rapidly but
some luminescence was found at every level tested aown to the deepest recording of 3750 m
where an average of one f/ash per minute was recorded. During the night luminescent flashing
:'i* 317
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in great profusion was detected in the upper levels. On many occasions I00 to 200 flashes
• per minute were observed. Flashes could be detected at depths up to the very surface dul-ing
periods when there was no .'_oon mzd the night sky was dark.
Observations or, transparency and on luminescent flashing were made at a variety of
stations off the northeast coast of the United States, across the continental shelf into r_he slope
ware. _ and the Gulf Stream, as well as on George's Bank and in the deep basin of the Gulf of
Maire. In addition, observations were made off Greenlapd, in the Caribbean, in the Mediter-
ranean Sea, and In the western Indian Ocean. At every station at least some iumlnescence was
found at every depth below that at which ligl:t _rom the surface interfered. The Bodens work-
ing ___om ,Scripps Institution have reported luminescent flashing in the Pacific off the coast of
California and off the Hawaiian Islands as well as in other localities.
A chsz't summarizing the relation between lif_-ht penetration and b:_logical activities in
given by Clarke and Denton (.t962). In the clearest ocean water sufficient light for p'nyto-
plaz_ton growth extends to a depth of only about 180 m, but lio_ht of sufficient intensity to be
detected by ",he eye of man and probably by m_y marine ar=hnals with eyes extends to a depth
of 1,000 m. Probably many deep-sea fishes can tell the difference between day and night at
this depth in the clearest ocean water. In clear coastal water animals with eyes could prob-
ably see at a depth of about 200 m but vision would be correspondin_ly curtailed in less
transparent waters nearer shore or in other regions of turbid water. _ moonlight is about
10 -6 of noon sunlight, and light reaching the surface on a dark night with no moon is about
10 -3 lower than that of _ moonlight. However, even on the darkest nights enough illumina-
tion exists in ¢_e clearest ocean water for animals to use their eyes in the upper few I00 m.
Many kinds of a_imals in the sea carry out a diurnal vertical migration in relation to
the change of light daring the course of the day. Animals of the aczttering layer appear to
flash more frequently during periods of rapid migration at sunrise and s'.mset.
LumL-/escent flashes may have an intensity a_ high as 10-2rm_/cm 2 and are thus wee
above the visual threshold for man and probably for many marine animals as well A very
great variety of organisms are luminesceut. Included are animals of many kinds and sizes
from the fishes down to the protozoans. In the plant kingdom it is primarily the dinoflagel -
lates which are luminescent. Ar_.ong the more primitive organisms luminescence may hr_ve
no value today. It ma T be a useless byproduct or it may be an evolutionary survival fr<'m an
earlier period when it _=ad some phy.,siological significance..A_oztg the multicelinlar animals
luminescence may be useful in providing illumination, in attracting prey, in spec_o.s or sex
recognition, in keeping member:_ of a group in contact with _._ch other, in countershading, or
in distracting potential enemies.
Our observations have indicated that most luminescent organisms produce their light
only when stimulated. Since the vessel from which the measurements are made is always
rolllng to some extent the motion is transmitted to the photometer at whatever depth it may
be. The moving photometer may sometimes strike the organisms but more frequently it
causes a turbulenee which stir_ulates their discharge of light. Sin_e there is Some difference
in the amomzt of _i_ i._--_flon from time to time, a method has been developed for stau0_trdtzing
the amount of turbulence by pJ_acing an agitator in front of the photometer window. _is
device consists of a centrifugal pump which draws in water through a one-inch btbe of black
rubber, spins it in front of the window, and discharges it at the other side of the photometer.
Since the intake and outlet tubes were bent in a complete circle, no ambievt light from the
surface can enter the instrument. Thus, it was possible to make measu:.ements of lumines-
cence at all depths from the surface downward even during daylight v_riods. With this light-
tight agitator added to the photometer, luminescent organisms were shown to be present in
the surface layers. Organisms which had been exposed to brigl"._ daylight were found to flash
after having been in the dark only for a fraction of a second -dhile moving through the intake
pipe. Many more near-surface organisms were luminescent during the night period. The
ability of many of them to flash pers:sted until about ? ,_telock in the morning, when the light
at the surface was almost as bright as in the middle of the day. Thus, a diurnal periodicity in
the tendency of these organlems to flash was der_.onstrated. The most pronounced difference
between day and night was found in the upper ._(_ m but a noticeable change in amount of
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flashing in respos:s- to agitation was recorded down to 200 m at a sta_on in the slope water
about 200 miles southeast of New York.
A large amount of information is now available on transparency, reflection, and scatter-
;, ing in the sea. We also have records of the intensity, frequency, and duration of flashlng
produced by luminescent organisms. Calculations may be made of the attenuation of radiation
paesing upw=rd through the water and then through the overlying r.!r to a height suitable for
detection by airplanes or spacecraft. Of course, light from objects of interest wiil have to be
distinguished from other radiation. It is hoped that, using the foregoing information, instru-
ments can be designed for use from h_._h-flying vehicles which caP. respond to light reflected
from or emitted by living organisms. Also instruments in the air should be able to detect
the moveme :t of schools of fishes, Lg.rge animals, or underwater craft by means of the
luminescence produced by the disturbance of the water. It should be possible to map the
occurrence of bioiuminescence and the positions of large objects rapidly over great areas
and probably'to considerabl, depths.
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• _ t DE_'ECT]ON OF MARINE ORGANISMS BY AN INFRARED MAPPER
T. J. Walker
/_" The Applied Oceariography Group of the S_ripps Institution of Oceanography
I University of California, San Diego; I__ Jolla, California
Detection of marine organisms by infrared scanners is limited to those anhnals whic,_ are
near enough to the surface to generate gravity waves or turbulent eddies. The magnitude of
these features depends upon size of the animal, its speed and orientation to the surface,
,_d_rine mammals must surface frequently to breathe, and these range in size from a few feet
to over one hundred feet in length for the largest, the blue whale. Fish also can b_ seen at
the surface, parti_,,flarly school_.Lng fishes which may even momentarily leave the water in an
effort to avoid their predators. Cne should not lose sight of the fact, however, -,hat marine
birds which prey on fish when they are near the surface, tend to keep the fish submerged during!
r daylight hours, Nonetheless, _ish surface when under attack by predatory whales or fish.
: The situation at night is different inasmuch as most marine birds are at rest, and the multi-
tudinous fishes, partially protected by darkness from their other predators, have moved up
• . near the surface to feed on plankton.
-; " Detections of organisms by infrared re_Jires the surface of the water to be either warmer:
or colder than the layer just below. &zch conditions resuL from influx of solar radiation during
the day and evaporatiorml cooling and out-radiation at r._.ght. Air, sea temperature, wind, and
relative humidity determine the i_.tensity of the temperature difference. All that is theoreti-
: cally needed for a detection is a propulsive jet of subsurface water directed upward to shove
aside the topmost layer to expose the subsur'lce wa_er as a temperature discontinuity. In the
: paper by McAlister & McLeish, a serie_ of infrared maps of the sea surface were shown to
" illustrate the temperature patterns obtainable over different par_s of the ocean. These patterns
represent the natural background on which may be superimposed patterns generated by organ-
• _ isms. How does one with certainty identify patterns so produced? Daytime flights were
scheduled out over the ocean from San Diego in order to observe biologically generated dis-
: .. turbances. These were photographed at the same 81titude as the line scanner. Also, the flights
were needed in oraer to determine the moa*_ likely locations ,'or concentration of fish and whales,
and on the basis of these results, followup night flights were scheduled.
Schools of fish were seen'occasionally.. Our search for these was facilitated by watching
-.: for circling birds which soon congregate around a school of _r_aced fish. The smaller
_ whales which feed on fish are gregarious and can often be pithed rp at distance, and when
approached are found herding a school of fish at the surface. Ftgure 1 shows a number of
_- submerged schools of anchovies found in the. _astal waters of Baja California. Note that the
_' schools are not all circular. Figure 2 shows a portion of a fish school that extended much like
r a doughnut around a school of porpoises. The porpoises were actively feeding on a small
schoo:, of fish in the center of the doughnut. Of course we were at too low an altitude to photo-
..
graph more than a bit of the total perimeter. Figure 3 shows the area of roughened water in
; the center where the pol'poises were feeding. This water is stirred violently by the fish when
:. they jump clear of the water, In the lower left hand corner of this l_totograph will be noted a
" school of fish _,hich have broken away from the melee. Figure 4 shows another school of fish
:"' under attack by porpoise. Note the number of white marL_.e birds, probably sea gulls, cirehng
the site to feed. This _.ype of disturbance also frequently happens when a group of predatory
fish such as tuna flna a school of bait or forage fish. Fishermen keep a sharp lookout for such
_" disturbances which they ca]/ "breezing". The identification and location of fish schools at
_' night b3. fishermen is done by watohmg for their turbulence shown by the excitation of phos -
phorescent organisms. Unfortunately, these populations vary widely in space and time, and in
fact the light produced cannot he seen except in the dark of the moon. We have at thu AOG
t, noted fish schools at night from the air by phosphorescence, and the shapes of the scbools
_. range from those pictured to cloudlike nebulosities. It was accidentally noted on these fhghts,
•, _: that the aircraft noise drove the fish downward to excite the bioluminescence, and above 700
f feet, the fish were not disturbed nor seen. Similar effect was noted in a daytime Dight with
:'_ Dr. Gifford Ewing, when a school of fish breezing at the surface promptly disappeared
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F_'ure 3. Disturbed Sea Surface Produced by Surface Escape Reaction of Potage
Fish Under Attack by a School of Por_Ises. Viewed at 10000 Feet.
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whenever we attempted closer scrutiny, at 300-_00 feet, -#hereas observa-ions at 1.000 fcet
had been carried on for over an hour. This effect was noted several _.imes, and was not be-
lieved :o be visually prcduced at the plane merely circled them. Figure _ is a line scanner
map of the sea surface at night showing pa*.*-e'.'ns of cold wa'.er intruding on the surface. These
patches Rre very suggestive of schooling fish. Figure 6 is a similar map obtained by a night-
time flyover of a purse seiner with its net set out around a school of fish. Note ",he very strong
warm patch o.e water in the. net. One is inclined to suspect from the patterns of similar dis-
turbances outside the net that there were more fish out of the net than in.
Whales, of course, _= addition to produc_og a vls_ble wake, break the surface of tl'e water
to breathe, and the exhaled ._ eath is visible by the moisture condensing from it by its sudden
expan._ion. There are droplets "n the breath which .rail oack on to the sea surface around
the head cf the wlmle to pro_c_ a ma_'ked calming of the sea surface. It is suspected that
this is due to surface re-'..ctive material, wh!o.b spreads to produce a sizable circle. Figure 7
shows the fall-out of droplets onto the surface jus_ _tter a whale (California Gray) has exh-,ded.
Figure 8 shows how conspicuous the_e circ',,flar patches of smoothed water are from the air.
A pair of migrating gray whales have fL'flshed blowing and are diving, leaving the patches
astern and to one side. Note also the foam marking the edge of th_se patches. Figure 9 is
another aerial photograph of a school of 5 Cal:*ornia Gray Whales on migration on and near
the surface. In order to interpret the event more properly, one must know -'.hat the whales
generally surface one after another. The spout from an exhaling whale shows strongly. Note
also the breaking waves and the turb,tlent wake churned up by these 40-50 foot specimens.
Figure 10 is an oblique view of a surfaced Gray whale showing how conspicuous the whale is
when surfaced.
Ordinarily the whale generates a surface _vake during the minute or two it is at the sur-
face for breathing. After this olas been comp_.eted, the whale submerges to greater depth for
var-y-lng lengths of tame, depending on whether it is just travelling or feeJing. In our studies
of this specits, we attempted to follow the migrating groups by ship in d_ylight hours up to
dnsk in order to facilitate infrared detect.ions at night b.v the plane. In the course of doLng this
it .vas note-= that the California Gray _._hale shordy before dusk stops chvi.-_g deeply, and swims
along just below the surface, leaving a continuous wake, _ee Figure 11. Figure 12 shows the
in_rared map of the same group obtained slightly later. Each wake is warm, and coniinuous,
and the _:h_les have spread out in a more open formation. Small whales should also produce
surface sca..-s aitd wake_. Figure 13 is an infrared map of at, area in which ._wo groups of
porpoise can be detected by their wakes. These wakes are interr,-pted frequently by the diving
and surfacin&" of the animals, and the tracks are not necessarily str,tight.
Infrared mapping d_-vices do under appropriate conditions detect wh_!cs, and fish at or
near hie surface. The detection of "ish schools of all sizcs at the surface is practical,
whenever the surface .has an adequate temperature contrast with the underlying water. The
system as operated from moving aircraft does best at 1,000 feet and this al_.itude permits
resolution of at least the larger biological targets.
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Fig_re 5. Schools of Fish Reveal. d at Night by an Infrared LLne Scanner. Disturb-
a_ces Are Cold. Elevation is 1=000 Feet.
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Figure 6. Purse Seiner Adrift Inside a Purse Seine. Note the Intense Black Center
Caused _y Fish Within Net. Elevation is 1,000 Feet.
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Figure 12. Same Group as Figure 11° Viewed by an Infrared Line Scanner at
1,000 Feet.
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_Igure 13. Two Groups of Porpoises Surfacing Leaving Discontinuous Wakes.
Scanner at 1,000 Feet.
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A FEW COMMENTS ARISING FROM THE NASA CONFERENCE
Gsa'th 1. Murphy, Coordinator of Marine Research
California Co-operative Fisheries Investigations
Scripps institution of Oceanography. La Jells, C_,lifornia
insofar as biology is concerned it appears to me that the most important, and feasible,
space programs are those concerning phyf ical parameters. Among these are temper--.mre,
,:urrents, and therl locline depth. If we had these on a routine basis, say monthly or weekly
situation maps, for _.he world ocean, they would certainly provide the basis for exciting and
significant advances in our understanding of the ecolo85 of the sea, an('. this would certainly
result in enhancing man's ability to use the resources of _.he sea.
With respect to te-nperature we would like a measurement that compares we]/with
"bucket temperature." However, among the most critical uhenomena of interest are masses
of uuusuall.y warm or unusually cold water, unusual in the sense that they differ from the
climatic expectation. Such masses are more likely to be out o _. equilibr'um with the overly'ing
air and thus have a good chance of being undetected by ordinary infrared measurer_ents. I
can't suggest a solution, but simply w_ut to emphasize that the temperature phenomena of
greatest interest may in fact be the most difficult to measure.
Turning now to biological phenomena_ I have asked myself the fo]/owix, g questionS:
1. Are we considering rare events or curiosa, or important continuing processes?
2. Can they be measured directly or indirectly?
3. Can meaningful _ntp"pretations be made of the measurements?
4. Is there need for continuing measurements?
/
I.
/ Most of the biological programs that came to my attention failed one or more of the
above questions.
The only suggestion that really seemed worthwhile was measuring the chlorophyll con-
tent of the world ocean. This possibility has been elaborated e/sewhere, and I'll not comment
further except to note that the "laser technique" outlined by Dr. Duntley was most appealing.
Stemming from this problem is a suggestion for an experiment, an experiment that
assumes we can measure the chlorophyll content of the upper layers of the ocean. Let us first
pick an interesting ocean area in terms of circulation. Then let us ageertain a saason when
•_ some or several nutrients are limiting the size of the standing crop of the local phytoplankton.
Then aupropriat,_ quantities of the limiting nutric,.:tR would be added. This would serve to test
all of our previous hfformation and theory on the relations aeb, veen physiology, the physical
and che-',_,-al environment_ and productivity. If we were correct and l_ad added the correct
substance(s) in the appropriate amount, a local bloom should be created. The _ppropriate
observations from space an(l the sea suefaee should elucidate the net motion and eddy
dif:asivity of the surface waters, i.e., the nutrients added would be self-enhancing dye marks.
This may be enough on this as in all likelihood the suggestion isn't practical. It intrigues
me though, because if feasible, it would test and bring together an important spectrum of our
conceptual and factual understanding of the sea.
MANNED VS. UNMANNED VEHICLES?
I think this is a divisive question. We don:t even consider it in surface oceanography,
excepting that for reasons of economy, objec:lwLa, and reproducibility we try to get man out
of the picture as much as possible. Our judgment is based not on any philosophy but rather
on the pragmatic situation at hand. The same problem existed in the days of the Challenger,
i.e., whether to send a scientist or let t_ e bridge record observations.
33?
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#RECOMMENDATIONS OF PANEL ON SEA ICE
LCDR. Richard ._.._rse, USCG, Chairman
• " Members
Trevor _ood George Prehrnus
Austin Mardon H.L. Cameron
W. K. Widget Edwin Shykind
h was previously pointed out in plenary session that the statement of requirements, a
review of actual and predicted TIROS and NIMBUS satellite prcgra,ns and a summary of the
results of Project TIREC _ is av_]able in the June 1963 report of a Conference on Satellite Ice
Studies (U. S. Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau, Meteorological Satellite Laboratory
Report No. 20.) It was further noted that Mr. R. W. Popham of the U. S. Nations/Weather
Satellite Center has provided a s_ff study to the Na,-al Weather Service on satellite vs.
aerial and surface vessel ice reconnaissance. This panel's report upon requirements for an
ice-study program to be conducted from _ polar orbiting vehicle constitutes, for the most
part, a restatement of previously noted requirements.
l_.esearch involving studies of the world's sea ice will have ramificat-c, ns in many asso-
ciated _.ields of physical oceanography and meteorology. Researches of the nature described
will have immediate application in commerce and withh'_ the military establishment. Four
general p_'oblem areas are recognized. First, and perhaps least complicated, is the study of
the sea ice of the south polar area. The study will be simplified because loca]/y formed sea
ice rarely, if ever, exceeds one year in age, thus _llowing its thickness to be closely approxi-
4- mated. Thus the ice volume, brine entrapment and, upon melting, the fresh water discharge
,"_ into the Antarctic system can be calculated. Simple measurement of the geographic extent of
the sea ice boundary will provide basic information on the winter formation of the Antarctic
Deep and Bottom Water and the contribution ot the intermediate waters. The distribution and
movement of the hugu, tabular Antarctic bergs from the ice shelves ca._ readily be determined
as an aid in the understanding of the surface circulation contiguous to the continent.
:' Second!y. we consider the north polar pool, the Arctic Ocean. The wa_er system here is
nearly a closed system except for the transfers across the sills between Gre¢,_d and Nor-
way. The basic problems of o_eea_ic circulation in this area are really little different than
:hose of Antarctica, but appear in a considerably more complicated fo:'m. Research into the
brine entrapment, seasonal discharge of great quantities of fresh water, lateral extent of ice
fields, formation and dissolution of winter ice is greatly complicated by the fact that much of
the area is covered by a relatively permanent sea ice field whose thickness is a seasonal
variable. Observations of the geographic extent of this cover throughout the year will need
to be coupled with spot sampling of ice thickness, oceanographic measurements of seasonal
"_" transports° etc. to provide the correlation parameters to a]/o_, long-range forecasting of ice
conditions as well as those oceanographic features of the North Atlantic Ocean which are so
dependent upon the Arctic circulation.
Thirdly. the area of the Grand Banks of Newfoundland should be studied in some detail.
This area, so important to world fisheries and trade, will benefit directly from the studies of
_,he Arctic Ocean mentioned above, through Imowledge gained of the fresh water contribution
to and the circulation patterns of the East and West G_',,enland Currents, the lrminger, Baffin
:_ and Labrador Currents. Independent studies of the spe,:ific circulation m The Grand Banks
area should be provided to specifically define the presence, extent and movement of sea lee
and of ice bergs, the latter occurring in the area during the season of historically semi-
: per_._anent fog.
: '_Projec_ TIREC - a joint U.S.-Canadian effort to investigate t _ugh TIROS) the use o¢
satellites for ice reconnaissance and surveillance.
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Finally, consideration must be given to, those inland sea, gulfs and estuaries _,.
which are characteristically ice-clogged d,_ring portions of their winter seasons. As the_e
areas are inherently of lesser geographic extent than the areas previously mentioned they are
more amenabic to s_dy by airborne me,hods and there is a lesser ne_.d for such sophisticated
studies as may be carried out from sa'_ellites.
L'_consideration of the general problems delineated,more specific requir_rn..entscan be
se* forth. First,the satellitesensing systems must have an all-weather capability,i.e.,_nu_t
not be significantly attenuated by the presence of cloud or water va.._r and must not be depend-
ent upon sunlight as they must operate seasonally through the long polar nights. Secondly, the
orbiting frequency (90-1e0 minuTps) _f a single sateli/te v.,ii! provide an adequate sampling
frequency. Ti.:'rdly, the system must rr-eet the resolution requirements stated beio_'.
a. For general polar research, a 5 mile resolution and complete polar coveraFe in 48
hours or less of the areas 70 ° N to the pole and 60 ° S to the ._le. Coverage of lesser
latitudes is not required at the 48-hour frequency.
b. For specific researches, operational m._ _actical needs in the arctic areas, a resolu-
tion which w'_l detect, identify and position a polynya, lead, or lake having a width of
150-200 feet. If possible, special equinment should be developed wiub a resolution
sufficient to determine the structure of the sea ice, i.e. puddles, pressure ridges,
rafting, etc.
c. For the gulf and inland sea areas, a resolution of less than I000 feet, preferably of
200 feet is recr,2ired, - sufficient to prr, vide an operational delineation of ice loca-
tion, concentration and movement.
! d. For the Grand Banks of Newfoundland area, additio.,ud capability of detecting and
positioning individual pieces of floating ice of 100' diameter and preferably of t5 foot
diameter. Inherent in this requirement is the capability of distinguishing ice from
any other target-type such as a ship or boat. Fallout from this type of detection
system will be of great assistance to the maritime agencies of the world in position-
ing surface vessel traffic and greatly simplify the 'Zsearch_'problem of search and
rescue activities.
In conclusion, it _s to be noted that discussions with instrumentation personnel lead us
to believe that the present sta_e of sensor art is very :lose to being that which has been stated
above as required. It is therefore to be hoped that systems for the detection of sea ice will
be among the very first to be incorporated into £uture satellites.
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4H. L. Cameron
•. Acadia University, A.F.CoR.L.a..J D.R.B. of Canada
INTRODUCTION
The theme of the present meetings is the possible oceanographic applications of da_._
*" obtained from space vehicles. The most obvious advantages of obtaining data from space are
speed of acquisition and great areal co_erage. The present paper is based on _.he same
advantages obtained by the use of high altitude aircraft _nd high aefinJ_on radar. The added
advantage of _11 w_ ,her
-- "" a. capab.ility suggests that radar must be considered in any projected
oceanographic, or earth science satellite, or manned orbital laboratory. Fi_a!ly, i_ is
suggested that regardless of Patare space developments, radar can be applied in its present
form with existing aircraft to extensive polar ice studies.
TIREC
Tiree was a _olntU.S.-Canadian project involvingthe U.S _eather Bureau Tiros
Satellite Group, the U.S° Navy, the Canadian Department of Transport, the Canadian Defense
Research Board, and _he Royal Canadian Air Force, it was designed to test the _ossibility of
- using Tiros photography for ice surveys in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and off Newfoundland.
The first phase was carried out in Feb_mry 1962 and the second in March, 1962. Excellent
Tiros photos were obtained and extensive high and medium altiinde photography was carried
out by USN and RCAF aircraft. Radar photography w.as also obtaineo -_ud was sufficiently
interesting to indicat_ _hat further tests should be carried out. It was of parff.cular signifi-
cance that the radar gave ice cover data when cloud and od_er weather condit_;._ prevented
com, entional photography and masked the Tiros cover.
Because of lack of =-_uitable radar and aircraft in Canada, the Royal Air Force was
approached, and wi_h their usual keen interest in new- projects, kindly consented to obtain
radar cover of the Gulf of St. Lawrence on practice missions _n the area. These were obtained
daring the winters of 1962, 1963 and 1964. The radar was the standard RAF radar installed
• _ in one of the V bombers. Operating altitudes were approximately 41,000', and radar scope
_hotos were taken using 35 mm black and white film. The results were exc _=llent and _.he
_:- photos were readily worked up into ice cover maps. These were compared with the visual
_ce reconnaissance maps obtained on the same, or nearest day, by the Canadian D.O.T. The
._. reader may judge for himself as to the value of radar for such ice r Jver surveys from the
_ illustrations which accompany this report.
The writer wishes to thank the Royal Air Force for their great interest and cooperation
Jn this work. He is especially grateful for their permission to publish the photography and
.: hopes that this good example will be followed by other groups and services.
GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE
_._ Fig. 1 is a reduced copy o t. the Canadian Department of Transport Ice ._e,_onnalssance
-- Map of the Gull of St. Lawrence _or March ;5_ 1963. This map was the result of two, flights
:. of DC-3 aircraft from Sydney, Nova Scotia, _md Baie Comeau, Quebec. These wer_ of
_= appro_rr.ately six hours duration, ,_,ring which trained observers made visual observation_
i.., _ which v.ere recorded on maps. Positioning was approximate and based on elapsed time be-
_ rweeu land falls. Flying heights varied but were _etween 1500' and 2000:. _, and_rd ice type
,rod _ove_" symbols are used: These are not given here, hut earl be obtaineu from the ¢_rious
., _-_encie_. It should be noted tha_ the entire area of the Gulf of St. Lawronce, Northumberla_=d
", Strait, aria Strait of Belie Isle is not covered, though the main shipping routes are traversed
:-_: several times.
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Fig. 2 is an ice reconnaissance map prepared from radar photography for March 14,
1963. It is not as detailed as the visual map but it covets the entire GuLf. Fig. 3 is a radar
cover map showing the actual coverage of the flight. The scales used were 1,1,000,000 and
1: 3,000,000. One is struck at once by the great areal coverage of both scales, and the ease
with which ice data can be related to land masses by simple projection of the photo onto the
map.
Fig. 4 is a radar scope photo from the group used to prepare the map (Fig. 2}. The
spectacular spiral is a slob ice-slush feature off _e south coast of Anticosti Island, and is
believed to be the result of current and coriolis effects. The dark areas on the ice near
the open water are l_9____.a_. This was confirmed by conventional tri-camera photos taken
at the same time as the radar.
Fig. 5 is a radar scope photo showing the Cabot Strait exit to the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
The fine detail of the Ice masses and streamers can be clearly seen. The curl of slush
streamers northeast of *,he Magdalen Islands suggests a spiral or eddy, formed by the
incoming tidal current working againsf the wind and current drift out of the Guif from the
West. The latter can be seen in the open water to the east of the Magdalenes and St. Pauls
Island in the Cabot Strait.
Fig. 6 is a radar scope photo showing the ice masses in Northumberl_._d Strait. Psr.s
.- of old ice are prominant as they are relatively smooth and tend to reflect the radar waves
•; off to infinity. This makes them appear as dark holes in the mosaic of ice floes
Figs. 7 and 8 are successive radar scope photos v-hieh are separated by five minutes
in time, They constitute a "time lapse" pair, rather than a ='s_ereo _ pair. If they are placed
under a stere¢,scope a topographic effect is produced due to the movemen*, of the ice masses
relative to the immovable .land masses. Using the principle of stereo time ]apse velocity
determination, the speed of ice mass movement can be determined.* This method has been
C suc_:u_;_-,llv applied to Tiros photography using successive orbits. The resohltion of the RAF
-- - radar is of about the same order or slightly better than Tiros VII so it is not surprising that
the movement of ice masses can be detected and measured.
CONCLUSIONS
It is concluded that with high resolution radar from altitudes of 40,000' it is possible to
make accurate ice cover surveys in subarctic and arctic areas. With suitable aircraft and
radar a complete surve,, of the arctic ice conditions is now possible at a reasonable cost.
Tt is further cot,= .uded that with .time lapse photography and successive covers it should
be posS_OZ °. to determi_e the speed o-" ice field movement and to plot the seaso._i pattern of
such movements.
The relative all weather and all season eapab._lity of "his sensor is also of great import-
ance. This could be ¢ f particular value in operations [rom satellites or manned o:-bttal
laboratories as so much of the earth's surface is obs_:ured by clouds.
_Water Current and Movement Measurement by Time--Lapse Air Photography-An Eva'-.uation;
' H.L. Cameron, Photogrammetrin Engineering, March, 1962. Ice Cover Survers in the GuLf
of St. Lawrence by Rauar; H. L. Cam_ on, Photogrammetric :.lngineertng. (In Press)
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Figure 5_ Gulf of St. Lawrence, February 11, 1964
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: __. Figure 7
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:" _:e:-co oz ]elm_ Lapse P.J: Si'.=-"m_ _'-"_otStraitand Gulf _f St. Lawrence to Madgalen Islands.
- lc_ Movement Shows by Sze:_o Effee" ana by Open Water Areas in I_:eof Land Masses.
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_i_re 8
."Stereo" or Ti,ne Lapse Pair Showing Cabot Strait and Gulf of St. Lawrence to Madgalen Istands.
Ice _ovemen _.Shows by Stereo Rffect and by Open W_._.er Areas ill lee of Land Masses.
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OCEANOGRAPHY FROM St'AGE
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-_" RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE PANEL ON WINDWAVES AND SWELLL*
.-.'{
Ch_/rman
_ W.J. Pierson, Jr.
,- Members
F. T. Rarath W. Marks
_: T.W. Godbey R.K. Moore
I.Katz D.H. St._-'lin
A. Mardon H.B. Stewart: Jr?-
_-d
_. MEASUREMENT FROM A_tCRAFT AND SPACE VF_HICLES OF
_. QUANTITIES __SSOCIAT_D _VITH WINDWAVES AND SWELL
" SCOPE OF M__.TERIAL COVERED
"_, This pane] considered the probi_m of obtaining data pertinentto describing features of
_ the fulldirectionalspectrum of _.indseas and swell, the frequency spectrum, the alope
_" spectrum, and integrals of the f:-equency spectrum o__ the waves.
-.--.:::
i:- An assortment of radars, all within the capability of pre_ent technology, was dircussed.t.
_,.-_'_ _iicrowave radiometry was considered. Optical techniques, though useful in areas of good
_:: tisibility, were judged to be of limited ._nterest because important wave-g_nerating storm
_'_t" a-eas are masked by storm clouds.
.::..
P_'_A_
._._._"-
_\ It possible to build radars thatwillyield data on the windwave of the wave
seems part
_pcctrum as d_ -'inct from that portion due to swell. For high frequency radar the variation
_.. m scattering c_.,,,s section with antenna zenith angle depends on the rough, ess of the sea m
_,_ the short wavelength region of the wave spectrum, and this region appears to vary dir_,-tly
_ with the local, w-:ndwaves. Verification of this relation for winds over 30 kRots is still nee._ed.
_ A lower frequency radar, or a frequency sweep radar, should .give information on the
_ area under ths whole wave spectrum. Th£s radar would yield a wave heigh_ great¢.- than that
_ obtained from tn_ high frequency radar, and the difference w-)uld lie in the: long wavelength
_: part of the ocean wave spectrum. _'!'ne two combined would give a procedure for _etermining
_- swell and dead seas.
Lastly, side-lo_k_ng, high resolution, image producing radars offer the promise of datadn ;he directional wave spectrum. One such radar presently offers the e:_sentials of stereopsis°t
Wtth further development of radar tecta.elegy it should be possible to collect from air-
_'- borne vehicles information needed to describe the state of the sea completely. With thv
_" advent of larger payload space vehicles, we believe that by using appropriate radars in a
!_ satellite or spacecraft the following measurements can be made of the surface structure of the
_. ocean:
I. _-oot mean square wave height
_.. the wave spectrum
3. pictorial presentation of major wave structures, including _rection.
Four possible technique_ are considered feasible for obtaining the foregoing items.
_, These are described briefly in terms of their capabilities and in increasing order of com-
_,_ plexity.
_-' _. NEAR-VER'_ICAL SCATTERING CROSS SECTION SENSOR -_ Th, s would be a low-
power r,tdarwith anterma directed vertically,but with an s_gular beam pattern
_ 85t
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permitting reception along the or]dt to abou_ 45 °. With such a device the scattering
coefficient (or a related paramet_.,.) can be measured as a function of angle. The
angular response d_pe_ds on the r 0ughness of the surface. The optimum radar
frequency has not been determine(_. The average power required will be les.3 than
15 watts.
2. VARIABLE OR DISCREET _REQUENC_ LOW-POWER VERTICAL RADAR -- Be-
low a certain frequency _eterm'.Jaed by the rms wave height, the sea reflects
ie_tl_omagnetic waves essentially as a mirror. Above +.his frequency it is a
scatterer. The transition point can be determined by varying the radio frequen-.y
and determining the re_!lt_.ng degree of fading. The critical frequency fc, r dete_-min-
_.ug the long wavelength components of the sea lies in the region from 109 to 400
megacycles. For an operational system a narrower range, probably would suffice.
Peak power requirement is probably under 10 watts in the low frequency range but
may reach I000 watts near the high frequency extreme. Average power requiremt,:,t
is under 10 watts_ plus what may be required by the recording system. The sho_%e..-
wavelength components of the local windwaves would require a radar in the kilo-
megacycle range.
3. SCATTEI_ING CROSS SECTION SENSOR FOR ALL ANGLES OF INCIDELTCE - By
elaboration of the near-vertical sensor to include all angles o_ incidence, the com-
plete scattering cross section vs. angle curvewould be obtained. With ti:_ed fre-
quency this should permit evaluation of several parts of _he ocean wave spectrum.
With multiple or scanning antennas the upwind-downwind ratio and consequently the
directional properties of the sea may be obtained. It is possible that polarization
properties of the return can be observed with l_ttle additional complication, i-u: their
interpretation awaits fu,'_her research now under way. Average power of the order
of 100watts appears appropriate.
4. HIGH-RESOLUTICN IMAGING RADAR -- High-resolution radar can, with minor
:" modification, yield all the information obtainable from the simpler radars. In
addition it permits imaging the surface features with a resolution element perhaps
better than 100 fee_. This altuws studying long ocean waves quantitatively a.nd pJc-
toriaUy. Power requirements will probably be several hundred watts, and space
requiremen:s will be several cubic feet.
All of th _- abov .- types of radar incorporate an altimetric feature permitting one foot
resolution of mean sea level by appropriatv averaging techniques. Such accuracy appears
obtainable over distances of hundreds of thovsands of miles. This topic is discussed by H. B.
-. Stewart, Jr. in the section on Tides and Storm Surges.
,- MICROWAVE RADiOMEtRY
_" Passive mierow£v_ radiometry hr.s a history of technological development that lags
_ behind that of ra._,r. It employs a receiver wi-,hout a transmitter and receives the signal
- radiated fron. the sea surface _nd the atmosphere. The properties of this signal are not so
well understood as those of the radar-re_rn _ _gnal, but it has been claimed that microwave
• radiometry can duplicate, for less logist:c c,,s_, some of the things that radars can do. High
:_ precision altimetry is, of course, _ot po._s_ble by passive mea_s. This ;-nportant capabil_.ty
would, of itself, justify the oceanographer's preference for radar over m_crowa_,e if they were
in all other respectr eq_,al.
The brightness temperature of the sea as measured with a microwave radiometer de-
pends on three parame'ers: (D the reflected brightness temperature of the sky (which is
related to the absorpti._n of the atmosphere); (2) the skin temperature of the 6ea; and (3) the
emissivity of the sea _.urface (which varies with the angle of incidence, the polarization and
_. the sea state).
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_ A simple case has b_.en _c._sidered analytically, and it wou_d appe_" that the slope distrz-
bution of the sea surface can be estimated from comparison of +_e vertically &,_d horiz,mtally
polarized brightness temperatures st the higher microwave frequencies.
. i;: Because of the 9bvious logistic advantages in terms of size, weight, and power require-
.._: ments enjoyed l)y this technique when compared to radar, fur,"ler investigation of the
_. feasibili_ of passive radiometric determination of wave parameters wotlld be of value.
The implications of the abil/W to measure wave parameters from satellites haust be
stressed. If the world ocean can be kept und6r day-to-day surveillance storms in r_mote
areas_ n-_w sometimes co_npletely missed by conventional coverage, would be detected. It
woutd thusbe possible to observe the generation of swell systems that in recen_ studies have
heel. trackea halfway around the earth. The ability to forecast waves a day or so in advance
would be evhanced. Such forecasts feed into the day-to-day affairs of mankind-in many ways
- in science, military operations, ship routing, fishing, and so on. Nor is the ability to fore-
_ cast waves the only benefit derivable f.-'om the world-wide ocean reconnaissance herein. envisioned. It is conc ivable th t the information -brained may also be of use in long range
_ _ weather forecasting and ocean prediction.
_5 -:.
,T'--
Reference: Moore, R° K°, T. W. Godbey, and W. J. Pierson. August 1963. _Proposal for an
• Electromagnetic Active Sensor of the Earth for Pogo-3" submitted University of
_ Kansas. CELMED Proposal No, 23-036-3A
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SATELT-/TE RADAR AND OCEANOGI_APHY_ AN INTRODUCTION
._ ° _ RichardK, Moore
_b 5 The University of Kansas, Lawrence Kansaso_ '"
Radar techniques have progressed a lot_g way since World War II. Radar applications
! for military purposeb, fo_- air _-_dfic control, and for operational me_e.,rology have also
._r,_gressed a Iong way, _e of radar in ecisnUfic investigations, however, appesrs to have
lagged, possibly because it _.s ruch a powerful operational tool that its potentials as a
scientific instrument have oft,m been overlooked.
All of you are familiar with _he use of radar for navigation aboard sh_ps and aircraft.
We hoper how':x, er, that you "_rill e_pand your thinking about radar and ..oalize that it is a
type of remote sensor of the envh-onment that has many possible forms and uses that may
be less familiar.
The oaly.radar flown to date in a Satellite was intended to look at the ioncsphere, not
the gro_nd. This is on the A_zuette Ca,nadian satellite. We at the University of Kansas are
examining its ground return sit_ns/s. Its frequency is low and Rs pulse length is lo_,.:_,
that it is _r from an ideal instrument for ea,._h science.
Today we shall tatk abcvt t_.ch_c .all/rofeasible radars that,,an be_ed-as r.emote sensors
when D.o.v_. in satellites: We shal_ attempt _-_in_-o_ some ways these radars mtgh.' be of
help to the oe_mop_raphic community. These"ideas, however, are intended primarily to
stimu/_Te_'_'_u_ "_a--g_-_a_6n's"5"_t'_'_ may hel.u us in identifying the significant oceano-
_- graphic experiments.
I shall star': by going quickly through the geometric description of ra_lar return so that o
I pertinent paramezers may be defined and identified. This will be followed by _ discussion of' "
the radar parame,ters that may be separ_..te_7 adjusted in any experiment, and of the surface
parameters that "may cause differences _ the radar response of earth, sea or cloud. A brief
: description of th,- types of radar displays available and the '_orts of systems one might use
in a satellite will follow along with a discussion o_ some of the possible oceanographic uses
of satelllt,, radars.
This introduction will be followed by a series of talks related to certain oceanographic
problems as spelled out on the agenda for this meeting. Mr. Isador Katz will concentrate
especially on simple radar techniques for sensing of properties of surface waves. Mr.
Bernard Sc_.ep_ will concentrate c._ecially o_ the mapptr_ aspects of high resolution radar
and their application to coastal geography and shore processes. Mr. Thomas W. Godbey
; will c_escribe the evolution o_ a sea-state sensor altim ter. Each will alJo describe some of
the properties of modern radar systems, and of the returns and imagery obtainable from them
as determined by his own personal experience.
• SECTION 2. RADAR RETURN PRINCIPLES
The w:de variety of rauars ,rodsonars are allmodifications of the same basic Idea.
_hey use some m_thod to measure Lhe distance to some object which returns a s|gnal after
they have transmitted it, They may a_eo measure the amplitude or strength of the reiurn, its
polarization, its Doppler frequency shift and other prouertiss. Radars are distinguished from
passi_'e sensors such as microwave radiometers, infrared radiome_ers and cameras by the_.r
observation of a known and controllable trausmit._ed signal which permits use of time and
p-,aseinforr_atlonto m_asure range and to determine res_IvaL1e t_egionsann targets.
,_ f]_ur_ i shows the basic elements of any radar or sonar, T_e transmitter ;s the source
"" of the za._lation.Itis modulated In some fashion so thattravel time for the w._.v,'smay be
t utilizedto determine range or to separate signals at various ranges. ;_ome of *.hesimplest
35b
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radars _uch as proximity fazt-s arod velocity meter_ used by police do no _.nave ._ny modulation.
The output of the transmitter i_ coupled to some sort of transmitting "_ntenna (tran._ddeer in
",he ¢ _ze of sonar) and travels 0.rough spa_;e to the target (object. s_nsed). The targct re-
racii_:_s the energy (it may b_ a b_con that amplifies it and mock.dates i t. as weld _ta _encls
it to ,he receiving par_. of the radar. It is picked up on a re_civ__ng antem_a wh'_ch may or
may not be the same as the transmitting antenna; in fact, _-o called "bistatic radars': have
transmitting and ree_vLug sta._ionsin differentlocationv. The received signal is sent to a
receive.--an:ipr_cesso -o"_hleh m'r.p_'Zfiesit and otherwise,processes i*.to -_etcrminc informe-
r.ionthatis desired from the signal. Precessing may occur before any amplification or at
various stage_ through the amplification and detectionin the receiver. The outpvt of the
pl -cessor is presented to some sort of a display and sometimes to an actuatnr,as in the case
: ,..r an altimeter to fire retro-rockets on a 1,.mar landing vehicle. Information about the modu-
lation is supplied directly to the pro=c_sor and display units. This direct link is not avail_l,-
for passive dev_.ces.
Although transmi*.tershave be_n made larger and more efficientin power a #ell as
smaller in phy_:icalsize and there have been :imerous improvemeuts i;iantennas, the biggegt
improvement L'lradar since World War IIhas been in modulation techniques and in the type
of processing thatis used at the receiver.
The radar equation is the basis for oper-_tioaof any radar. Itwillbe reviewe_: here for
"-heb,..a_fitof ".hoseof you who d_)not work wiT.hi'.dailyas some of us dr.
TABL _- 1
L_velopment of the Basic Radar Equation
{Receivedpower_ = [Power per unit ] P-ffecti_,e area of
w_ j [_,-saat receiverJ x Receiving Antenna
.-- _r
FPowerkarea a _.perreceiverun'it = (Po#er scattered4_R 2inall directions.) x A_elativedirectionPOWerofre-in
ceiver f
) Frr, ct:on of pow. r
[Power sca-_ered] Power received at target ;:
Lin all directionsJ = not abserb_d
S
at Target J Ltarget - x taraet a
( ) ._tenn_a_inxdirection of
." I Power Fer uni*- I Power radiated in ,tl] directions
" _[area at target i = k,R 2 target
• # Gt
_" ,_,. C't a fA r
r _R
7_.bh. 1 shows the development of the basic radar equation. The power received is
de:_rr,_ined by :he _roduct of the power per unit area at the receiver and _ne effective area of
the :-eceiving antenna. Tbc p_wer per unit area is the total power scattered in all directions
by the za_ get divided by 4wR the area of a sphere c_ntered on the target and passing through
the receiving antenna. If power were scattered uniform.:;_ iu all dircetioa_ by the target, there
would t)e ne nmllplying face.or, but it is no'- scvt_.ere_ uniformly so a factor f showing the
relstive power in th£ direction of the receiver mus_ oe inserted. This is a property of _he
: target. Thc power that is s,'attered in all directirns is a product of the total power received
by me target, and the fraction o_. lx, wer not at;sorbed or tranemitted into the ground or sea.
35'."
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This fraction we call s. The power received at the target is the power per unit area at the
target multiplied by the effective area of the target a. The power per unit area at the target
is power radiated oy the antenna over 4t_R 2 tim_s the an.tenna gain the direction of the
target. This chain is indicated in the equation at the bottom of the table.
It is customary to combine all three properties of _e larger in this equation into one
qt_antity called th..arget cross se, :on.
-_ asf
The effective area of the receiving antenna can be shown to be related to its gain and to tt- _,
wave length, ),, as indicated by
G ).2
r
r 4g
Making these substitutionsand combining terms gives us the radar equation for a single
target.
2
WtgG
W "= 0
r (4_'}3R4
If we were con,,erned only with shi_s or aircraft, or icebergs for that matter, this equation
would suffice if mooified to t-_ke care ,,f the effects of atmospheric attenuation and refracticn.
Mo-_t surface targets consist of numerous facets. If the _luminated area is large enough,
the powe_ received on the average is the sum of the powers received from individual fa,'ets,
althdugh for any particular p_!se the signals received from the different facets may add more
or less in p_a._e so that this value is not the level for any one purse. Thus:
= W +W *W +...
r rI r2 r3
Since time fluctuationsof tr_msmitted power are translatableinto distance,and since distance
and directionfor each of the various target facets may be differentfrom thatfor another, the
mean received power is indicatedby
if we had to determine the scattering (-r._ss sectiorl for each in_ivic_dal tal0_et facet to
deecribe radar returns, there would be no h.-_pe¢.f describing *.he signals lrom most complex
targets. Tb_ usual teehni_e is to t,_lk about a mean scattering cross section per unit area
fo," these targ-.ts. We obtain this as follows: Suppose we pick a small area bA a over which
W t , the antenna gains, and the range are essentially constant. The mean power received in
this area is therefore given by
ffi WtaGtaGra aa I _ + +4 °a2 °a3 " " "
ra (4_)3Ra L
: We defins t.,e ll_an scattering cross sec*Aon per unit area as t_at number which, when multi-
plied by the area, gives the sum of all *he components from ;he scatters in the small area.
Actually, :his definition must include an average over a number of comparable areas. The
next equa*,inn indicates its form for one particular area.
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If we designate a series of these areas with subscripts a, b, c, the total mean return is
given by the next two equations
+ Wrb + W + ...Wr = Wra rc
)2 [WtaGta%a°oa_A WtbGtbGrb°ob_ +la + ...W = -- 4 Rb 4r (4_)3 Ra
.:.
It is customary to replace a sum of th_ sort by an integral on the assumption that *h_
sm._/1 areas may be de-_rc_tsed without lim_,, in fact, of course, this is not strictly le_timate,
for shrinking the ar =as to the size of a wavelet gtb will violate the requirement of many
scatterers within a given area. Nevertheless, -t i_, a convenient description that ordinarily is
applicable. The result is shown it. the _inal equation,
• r (4:,)3j R 4
f area con_
returns taken together
_,. This is ine radar equation for an area-extensive target. Note that the integral or summation
._ is ca-. ried over the are,_ contributing to the returns considered together. This area may be
_.:__; ,Jet.ermined by antenna beam width, by pulse l_ngth, by modulation wave form of a freq,_ency
modulation or a noise modulation character, by some pcoperty of the process!._g system, etc.
Table 2 shows the factors determining this area for some simple rauars. For au
ordinary pulse radar, it is determLn.e8 by the pulse length and/or the beam width. For an F._._
radar, p-.zlse length is replaced by wi_h of a f_.l_er determining a selection in the difference
| frequency between transmitted and reeelved signals. The beam wid_'h is again a factor. For
Deppler radar, a filter width may be pert'nent. The beam width is,. s always, pertinent and
• the radar may involve s pulse which also can determine the area contributing. Other types
of modulation result in other factors determining the properties of this equation.
TABLE 2
i
Parameters Which Set Area Contributing To Radar Return
Type Area set by
: Straight p_lse radar Pulse length, beam width
_" Frequency modulated raSar Filter width, beam width
' _-_ Doppler radar Pulse length, fi" tot width, beam width
I
[ _'
[ .: O_her types Set in other v_yu
•_ i should like to reitcrzte tha_ the signal ,_.alculated using the radix equation is an aver-I
.. age signal, and individual signal_ fluctuate widely from this value. Figure 2 is an exar_le ¢,f
: _ the fading that can take p'ace at a par,.ic,.,|_r range from a single ._rea target as a rsdar flies
past the target. This fading occurs in distances t]'a: are quite short.
[ _
_. The radar equation can be readily modified from an area integral to a volume integral
[', tO take into account the type of scatter that occurs tu precipitation or elou_-.
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In the radar equation, the only thing that cannot be controlled _n the systems design and
operation is the scattering cross section _.tself. It is this scattering cross section per unit
'- area that, by its fluctuation, makes it p_,_sible to detect ships on the sea, rivers in the land,
buildinFs in cities, and all the numerous other th_ngs that a radar can show. Thus, it is
_xtremely importan_ to consider properti.:s of the scattering cross section.
SECTION 3. PROPERTIES OF SCATTERING CROSS SECTION
The scattering cross section is a function of many conditions of the u_.e of the radar as a
sensor. Table 3 indic_.tes this. The angle of incide_,ce or angle of depression strongly in-
fiuenc es the scatter':ng cress section. The azin_.u_ angle at which we look at a surface may
influence the cross section too. For example, the radar cross section uear grazing incidence
is significantly different when we look upwind at the sea at the steep slopes of wz yes coming
,. toward us or _o,_nwind at the less steep slopes of waves goir_ aw_.y from us.
. TABLE 3
Variable Parameters of Radar and T_rget _,t Determine
_. Scattering Cross _ection Per Unit Area
t-':
_"" ]. Angle of incidence 4. Frequency
2.._zimuth angle 5. Size of region averaged%.
-:... 3. Polarization 6. Distance
:.- Scsttering Cro.,m Section Set By
_- 1. Structur_ heights 3. Dielectric propertle3 of material
. 2. Slopes of surfaces 4. Orientation of structure
_- Scattering is a function of the polarization of the wave transmitted, and in some cases
_.- one can receive a quit_ different lx_larization from that transmitted, depending upon the pro-
perties of the surf_.c-% Scatterir, g cross section varies with frequency, the variation with
;.-- frequency being ,iifferent for different types of _arget. The effective cross section depends to
some extent _:pon the size of the region _veraged. For example, the effective scattering crosr
__.. section of & city would be quite different from that for a single streeL building roof, or park.
:.
_'_ . A scattering cross section may be a slowly varying function of distance as individual
._ facets that appear large at close range become relatively small _t greater ranges. No sys-
r_ ' temati _. study has been made of this.;.,--
_-'_. Given any set of conditions that we may control, _-uch as those listed, the scattering
_ _ cross section is determined by properties of the target surface. At radar frequencies com-
.-- monly used, L_truetural properties of the surface are most important, both structural heights
and _lopes. Surfaces one would describe as rough do not return as great a signal at normal
_-:-- incidence as smooth surfaces, but they return r.mch stronger signals at grazing incidence.
:_._ For -_ given set of structural properties, the dielectric prope_ies of the material can make a
_"_ big difference in the signal returned. With the ocean, dielectric properties are essentially
_.. constant as _" as radio waw:s are concerned, but there would be a big _difference in signal
_:_ returned from .:ce and sea having the same relief.
--- Sca:cering properties may be quite strongly influenced by the orieutation of structures
_.. and their regularity "_r irregulari_:y.
b More informcW,_:- is availabl_ about the variation of scattering cross section v'ith angle
_': of incidence than with respect .o auy of the other parameters. Figure 3 indicates ro_ghly the
_ort of variation of scattering with s.ngle one observes for smooth and roagh s_as ;rod for
smooth sand having the same struc-ure as smooth sea. The ret_.rn from a smooth, sea is very
_: strong near the vertical but weak at large angles and, in fact, it becomes very w_-ak only a
_ short distance from the vertical. W_th rougher sea, the signal iv not a._ _trong uear the
._._ vertical, but is considerably stror, ge_ out at angles. We are familiar with this from shipboard
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radar. When the sea is smooth, the "sea return circle t' is small because the signal at the
large angles from the vertic'_t is so weak that we cannot see it very far. When the sea is
rougher, the "sea return circle" is larger because the signal near the horizontal is stronger,
and therefore detectable at longer range.
The curve for sand having the same structure as the smooth sea, has the same shape as
the comparable sea curve, but the dielectric properties cf sand cause a smaller reflection
:oefficient and consequently a weaker echo.
" The structure of the curve of scattering versus angle near the vertical _s determined by
large scale properties of the surface (in terms of wavelength). This has been ascertained
experimentally and theoretically. Y-Tear the horizontal, the scattering is more likely to be
...; determined by the small scale structures. Furthermore, near the horizontal the effect of
' aspect angle is more important so that, for example, in this region the scattering coefficient
; may be quite different for upwind and downwind echoes from the sea.
The effect of polarization as a function of angle has not been studied nearly so widely as
_nt:" the scattering coeffic .... Near 9.e ver:ical, polarization has little effect, although a cross _
:: polarized component can be observed from rough surlaces. Near th_ horizontal, polarization
_: can be quite significant, but the effect depcn;is upon the type of surface, For example, on a
relatively smooth surface near the Brewster angle one does not expect much re.+urn from
_erttea! polarization, but the Brewster angle does not exist for horizontal polarization ._o it!"
is not so affected. On the other hand, one _.xpects a strong return from vertical polarization
with a forest where there is a great deal of .'ertical structure and not so much horizontal
_: structure.
__ SECTION 4. RADAR DISPLAYS
_, Various types of radar displays have been known for some time. Figure 4 shows some
.-_ of these pictorially. A meter may be used to show di_t._nce as in an altimeter, speed as in a
velocimeter or directio.,:. An A-scope shows amplitude: of return as a function of time and
-* therefore distance for a fixed position of the antenna. "_can be quite useful in such applica-
,_ tions a6 the landing of aircraft using C_CA (Ground Con_ "led Approach) or even in locating
'" ships at sea from an aircraft. Certainly, it is not much help in handling interpretation of
'" signals from a complex target _uch as a city.
_: The B-scope is a distorted map with range as one coordinate, antenna angle as the
other, and signal intensity appearing as light intensity on the screen. It is distorted because
g it is a rectangular presentation of a p_-lar plot and also because it uses slant range rather
_ than ground range. The PPI (Plan Position Indicator) is a less distorted picture of the s,-tme
type. By computing ground range from the: slant range and applying this as a distortion
"_ correction prior to the application of the s_rnal to the cathode ray tube, it is possible to make
_ this essentially an undistorted map,
,: Accuracy has been improved since the war so that range measurements at quite long
distances can be made to only a few feet and quite small areas can be resolved on the PPI or
B-scope. The biggest _mprovement in mapping has come with the use of side-looking radars,
especially those having synthetic apertures.
_. A side-looking radar map is generated by flying parallel to the strip to be mapped
and
_. pointing an antenna directly to the side. A presentation of one line at a time on an oscillo-
_" scope, with intensityas a function of range, is photographed continuously with motion of the
__" fiIm corresponding to motion of the aircraft or satellite. This, if the difference between slant
_. range and ground range is compensated for electronically, this presents a true map of a strip
_ of terrain to the side of the flight path.
._ tt has ,_w_ys been relat._vely ea-_y with radar to resolve in range because it ha_ been
_: easy to obtain short pulses or to achieve the same effect by other modulation schemes.
• " Resolution in angle, on the other hand, has always been difficult, although for partie_la_".
k 3e3
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: _ tsolated targets such as aircraft or ships, such resolution has been possible by nulih.g
• systems.
,,
J The angular resolution of an atenna is determined by it_ length in wavelenb_hs. To get
i _ a realy narrow-beam one must use a really long an'_en:_a. Thus, al_tennas used for radio
: _: astronomy get to be quite monstrous. Carrying these monsters aloft in an airplane or a
_- satellite is another matter!
_. By the end of World War II some really la-:ge ante_mss were carried aloft m the AEW
(Airb- _ne Early Warning) systems. These are still in use in modif_.ed and improved versions,
and we have all seen the pregnan_ Constellations that car_y these antennas out to sea.
_ For a given size of aircraft or satellite, it is easy to make a fixed antenna long in the
_; direction of the length of the aircraft so thet i_ can look _o the side easily with go_d resolutL_n.
_. So called "brute-f_rce" high-resolution rad:_rs u3e this technique to generate very high
_" quality maps. For example, a 10 meter long antenna at I centimeter wavelength has a beam
: _ width of less than 0.1 degrees. This means that at 20 miles '.t can i'esolve about 150 feet.
i'" _ By combining pulse and frequency modulation, it is possible to gt-t i_s rs_uge resolution down
to 5 or 10 feet at quite long distances.4,.
_r In recent years, synthetic aperture techniques have been developed which permit e_tend-
_ ing the effective length of the antenna far beyond the length of the airplane or satellite ard
_: separately focusing at different ranges so that the width of the resolvable patch is tndepend-i
• _.._ ent of range and, in theory, about equal to the physical length of the antenna. The practical
i _ resolution capabilities of these radars is classified. I have carefully avoided learning any
of this classified information prior to this meeting so that I may speculate on the bas_s of
unclassified information, l/seems reasonable to assume that practical resolution as good as
_ twice the physical length of a fairly large antenna may be achieved from i anges as far away
___ as those of sateLlite_. Thus, it should be possible_ for example, to resotv- patches 20 fee_
_ on a side from satellite altitudes. Even if the mechanization of the the ry is not nearly as• good as I think it is, it wo ld certainly s em that resolution of patches less than I00 feet
___ from satellite altitudes should be feasible." When we talk about mapping to an accuracy of a few tens of feet from a satellite on a
_:" worlr, wide basis, we are truly discussing a kind of accuracy that permits radar performance
greatly superior to anything dreamed of at the end of World War IL
_..
_; SECTION 5. POSSIBLE SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS OF OCEANOGRAPHIC INTEREST
:-'.,.- Two quite different r_.mote sensing experiments using radars in satellites have been
_ proposed by The U_,iversity of Kansas. The first uses a 10 pound package on an unmanned
satellite. _'["nesecond uses a much larger package, of which the size is not ye_ deturmined,
_ on a rammed Orbiting Research Laboratory.
_ Th_ simplest experiment involves a radar that is basically an altimeter. Its antenna
patte,'n is narrow _n one direction (perpendicular to the flight path) and about 45 degrees wide
along the path. The signs/returned to this sensor is sampled at various time delays so that
_ a curve of scattering coefficient versus angle can be determined from the information tele-
_ metered to _arth. In addition, altitude can be measured to an accuracy of about 10 feet.
Table 4 shows some possible uses of this simple radar. Recalling the difference between the
If. scattering coefficient variation for smooth and rough seas, you can see that the curve
obtained should allow world wide mapping of sea state. The accurate altitude information
- permits determina ion of mldocean ea levels,or profiles of the mean se level across a
_. tropical storm (where one expects the sea level to be highest near the periphery and lowest
in the middle). Difference in the amplitude of re'.urn as well as shape should permit detvctioz_
_ of the boundaries of sea ice ani the boundary between frozen and moist ground. Heavy pre-
•_' cipitation over a sufficiently wide area (20 or 30 square ,rifles) should also be detectable.
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TABL_ 4
Possible Uses of SLmple Satellite ±:ltimeter-type Radar
Sea state
Mid-ocean sea levels
Profile of r_.e-au sea level across a tropics/storm
Boundary of sea ice and open spaces
Bounaz.ry between frozen and moist ground
Heavy precipitation
Rac_u" weight - i0 Ibs. Radar v'_l'_me350 _m. in.
The second proposed expe_-imentuses a "Rolls Royce ot _ad_r" - a mapping radar
obtaining its high resolution by syn+hetic aperture techniques, _sing several frequencies, and
presenting th _. re._-_lts for the differf.nt frequencies on a polychrom_tic dh_p_ay. The next
slide shows some of the types of oceanogrzphie work that might be done from s,,'.h a radar.
It can of course do anything that the altt._aeter-type radar can do, but it can ,_lso map icebergs
and shipping (even indicating the size of :_hlps and icebergs). With its increz_sed sensitivity,
precipitation in much smaller cells can be di_'inguinhed f_om the non-precip_tating clouds.
It can make accurate maps of _oast lines around the world, including quick surveys after
large storms. It can map floods in re-mote _Lreas (and it raight be the best way to map floods
even in this covr--.try). It has been su._gested that it might track buoys in various oceanic
currents, probably using some kind of transponder on the buoy rather than del_mdtng on the
radar return from it.
SECTION 8. C_TCLUSION
Radar in satellites, we _elie_, rtas great I_tentts/for oceanography. I have tried to
stimulate your imagination _th some ex .amul_s. No .to_bt many more intel-esting ones will
turn up during thisweak.
•_ • ,t
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/ / IsaOore K:-:=
: _" A?p'L:+.d Ph:;s:_.La_>cratory, Job_-_ Hop_-'-nsL'ni:-.,-rs_4y
.-'N_RODL'CT _O.N
......: t.;=_ F_p_-.- -_ . w'_h ,_'- _.+o_a_"- - ,J;v : _:_tioc._n_p be*.w,:en ra-_- x;_.f_c_:tt_r1_g f._om -he
_.-a:ter.-c in a .',.artr.-.r :ependen I upon ¢.he :;'.r'Jctur-: of ".-_- st.r_ace. _-._en *.he ocear, _s s.,r.ooth
:hr :;c_:-:er;ng ._q ,_s.sen'..al;, a ._Fe_ul'-r _e,_e_-:ion. Wh.-: -':t- surfa:'e is roagh, _ca:*,ering takes
?lac_. in all d-;rcc:_on_; _3nt_ of the e=._g: reU;rns 1o _ne ra-'_- ."e_viver a_d .s de*._cled j:s_
-,s an:- :arg_. "nou'd be at :h_.: _,_n_ range. Gen-.-rally, re:._rns "_.'_;'. s=a and ]and surfaces
cc:r.pe:-.o wi'..h s" _._'.._ iF:Win d':sc: ere _arg=.z and ::..-,- re_-ocdtd a._ & .iuis_._e; _l is referred to
ii . _s
:_-_ _.'-'-:-'.,'- . Ln :ha'. there ex:;ts a d_rect re_'.i_-- ;J-:,ween "_-: -._:.ksca_e_'lng and some
_::._,-:s .of ti:e wa:-_.- _:ru_:Jre it .s the thes_.s here -:ha*. _,-e can employ -'-'re characteristics of
--- :_.-- :;-::.-n f._or_; clutt,--r tO r_ea._r-_, -xares.
W,_-"_¢,sh :o d¢-_; -ibe _,:,, "he ocean appears > a r_,.d,_r mom:te_ ._n _n _ti.,'1_:_n_-_'i_.g
ab._v.-- --h,: s*z:._ace _,-;d _._,w Lqeb_ retur_c.': s;gn'-.J.s at, "nt=r_-reted. Yhen w¢ w;_i discuss our
.:,r,:scr.- p:'ogram ,o !_arp ..-n-Jre ab_+t this problem ._n,i we wili ck, se "aRk a s,.atement S_gges:-
i..'_%,".P---.... bas's on whirls. _r.e co_Id bu.I_ ._--satei:ite-:_rr.e "--adar :_ aet---rmi,".e the ace.to s,Jr_ace
._trj.--ure.
SEA CLUTTER
Leg _s t_jrn our a:tem.or, to ".he clu*.ter problem (I|. A smooth, ,:c_ducting surz_ace back-
scz--'._-rsonly a: normal incidence. For all ar.glesoth-Jr :__'_'__ degrees *.hi-reis no back°
s,:att_-rcaenergy. A rough surface, hc.w_-ver,also _catter_ _nergy in other directio_-s.Radars
abc#arctship: and aircr_d_.,are frequentlylimi'.edm their operat--'._nbecause of such c,stter. If
" :h--- ciur'.er s:gnRl ts larger tY_.n the re_urn from a :_;-_ Lhe _arge_ wili he oasc,-rcd. _.ile
:h,.- ahysie_.: ,,.z,'ure of the ba:kscattering problem is not )'_t corr,_plet_-ly dnc*_rstood, d-.er _ ar__
,_.--_a:-, f+:ztures of t.he _roblem which are £T.a _-mally r,ecoming clear a._.d "#hich we c--n _;sc ,o
:-,',,r a:,v'_nt_.ge in _ manned satell:_e.
Sea cL;:*.-.-r _s genera_y ._escribed in re=ms of th. _ _a6ar cress section per uni: are_ of
"h:- sea surfac-, c o. This is a dimensionless mea._arc_ of the refi,:,-tlve property of the cur-
:_ :e and i: depends on g--az-ing or -_epressicn angle, polarization, sea r_ughness and orit nta-
:;on .,f the radar with re._pe.ct to the sea.
:;CATFF, RING VERSUS ROUGHNESS, POLARIZAT!ON AND WIND DIRECTION
An example of soch scattering is sh-:_'n in Figure 1. This is a pair of curves oo_un-_d
b.v tht. Naval Resear:h [_bora_ory in fligh,s _:'er I._.k_ :-_.chigan. Her_ we see _J_e normalized
radar cross _ection plottedagainst depression angle _0 degrees means normal incidence,
;.,:.,the eaaar is looking straight down at the watez"surface). Thes-. are two curves drawn
:hrough the _-xp_ctmental points,one fog-horizontal polarizationand on_-for vertical. At larg,
, :.'epr,.-ssionangles the-reis no significantdifferencebetween the two polarizatic,ns; a*.sma].ier
ar.g_.s;he returns on verticalpolarizatio_are larger than on horizontal. Tl_ere is a large re-
turn at th,:large depression angles _,I the anal-'*.icals mpe of th_ curve follows exp _.-k:ot2_)
where _ is ,.i,c aepression angle. At the smaller angles the curves may be fitted with a
curve whose form is eye(- k eat _). At the larger angles we think of the s_atteri_g as
coming from groups of rvth.cting facets on the sea, each facet acting as a mirr_r. The dis-
trihution of the slopes of these facets determines _hc shape cf the peak of the curve. At the
Jower angles the scattering is more "difi_Jse" and we think of the individual scattering element3
" as sr_allerand hence more isotropie. For rougher seas these curves become ;'flatter"and
appr(ach a sin P dependence. At the same time the difference-between the two polarizations
tends to d_sappvar. We illustratethe specular (directive)scatteringand the dfffase(less
e..
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d;rectiv,-) scattering in 1_igu_c 2. At the very sinai...dep:ession angles there may be yet a
t-_:rd:r,echanisn_ sea::or'rigeaa._edby vertical ._t;'uctureswhich yield a rise in --L-_aering
will _. decr_asla_ "_-'.gk-. This _-pe o_ a._g!e dep.:n._Y_-nze ha_ Leen men.cured over land but not
ow-r we;or, Io o_'-r .tmowlc_-dge. Hn_ce-.-er, "_ lile sI_t_ depression angles •here does _-_--n ;o be
a reversal be-ween the *.w_ v_)larizations. If, Figures 3 and 4 we see ,'¢. vprsus _ for _,.r_o,Jth
_r.-e somewP.at -:mgher conditions. Th_.se are resu!_._ of e-.periments performed by hhe R_yal
Raear Esta/_iishmea: at Grea'. A_:,!ver'_, Englm.-d. Note, that C"o fo- horizontal .v_iartratlon is
_reater :nan f_r ve.'_.ical and ,.h=; "Re cu:'_e_ are perhaps 10 db higher in reflectiviLv for the
L:_.h_r sea sta;_s. These curt- ._ arp ,v. -_, iv _-:h,_t_=+_v.. ,.¢ *_o f_ct "_'at the rc_arn is dece_d-
--;.: on t-ought -ss. There now cx'-s*d :-n imposing array of curves frc, m experinzents per-
fo-z..=d _-: :'-- rio'.:"s laboratories which.... indicates the sawe qualitative kehav._or. There is edso a
c'z,..-r-cu_ :eper.-_ence on ;'ave (or :v-_nd) 3irection, upw_.nd sca_.ering i._ greater than down-
i w.,.d. There ":s mr.pie proof of d'e aepende:_ce of rada_ _-'._:.ter on wave height, polariza_.,on
2 wind a_rection.
Y. has :_t-e,.: known for a long time tha- th_ small irreguiarP.ies on =he v:at_r surf,-co a_ e
_mpo,. an-'.in _:_:-nfini_,gbacksca_e: ing. Gages r,fvarious kinds are av_i_h_ t.)measure
•xa:,_r k__ight a_ one poin', on the ocean, but no_e cO'Jld yield the two dimensior_ ,..'..._.r:-
• spec'.rum of :he small ga,'_5 The methoa veir_ used for the vrevcnt v_; pos_ was doveloped
by Oceanics, Inc.und._rcot,franc:wihb ONR which was supervlsed by _kPL. itco-'_simsof a pair
o._ _p_ciallym_dified _ire._ saP.toocameras mouvt..d 20 feetabnve the wa-er an,1aboJ: the
:a_.,- a:stance for#card c.¢ L_e shiiPs bow. The morn,ring is shown :.'n Fiw_re 5. The ship moves
fo,-'_ard a_ a s_w speed while ste_o photographs a_e -'.aken of the water.
These stereo ._hotograph._ _ure processed by Aero Service Corpora.,uu t_ "_:_nwave
heigh.t._ for any dtsignated portions of the water sucf_.ce. During fl,e l_d3 tests .'Yhesa--
[--.__.keBay and in the ArCtic C_ean, it was found that with clou,.-'y skies the ster phov_grap.hs
w_-re of excellent quality. When the sky was clear g__o_ u_ua!_¢y st.--too .photogr .a could be
oh:sine:! only @_ring eariy morning and lat_ afternoon hours, when the s_Jr.."_s ; . a relatively
_. :Jw angle in th_ sky. Ur-der optimum lighting conditions wave _eignt rae_.--urements to a
sen_i-:ivityof 0.03-i_.cl:ha:-'ebeen made. To ou_-knowledge thisis ,],e"e.iiie._trcs:_]u'ionyet
achicvvd in an."".,'avem asure:nent progra_ anywhere.
Sea reflecr/vitymeasurements are beiog mane by NRL with their multi-band air-
borne rsdar :nstalledin a Na-_" WV-2 airplane. In Figure 6 is shown a photograph of the a_r-
plane in flightduring one c.fd_e cxp-:_ments. The r_dar has a 5-.ieoO,ree beamwidth, a pulse
!,-n._.hof 0.3-m_cros_:ond, and a r_p.-titi)n rate o_ 1000 per sec. Both polarizations are as _.d.
SCATTERING V/£RSUS _LECTRO,_,LAGNETIC WAVE LENGTH
: Who'.her the sea surface can be considered smoo_.h or rough, of course depends on the
wavJ 1_n_h of _;-- radar. One criterion o_ rouEr, n._ss was g_ven by"Rayleigh. He showed that
a surface was rough "._hen
h sin "- I
wi_erc l_i_ the roughness clement height, _ the depression angle and ).the electromagnetic
_:. -raveiength. Clearly, one may postulate thatifthe radar wave length were varied or ifone
coald build a multi-frequency radar (po].'.'._hromadc)one shonld have a good toolwith which to
: probe the nature of the surface. Such _ r_dar has been proposed (2)but to our knowledge not
yet built. Theoretical analyses have ind,<at_d(3_ that.'.hebackscattcring should vary inversely
with _ and the dependence should be between _ -2 and _.-6. To date, there is insufficient
organized exp,-rimental aata to yield a clear-cut answer to the wave-length dependence.
EXPERIM_'-NTAL PROGRAM TO STUDY RADAR REFLECTIVITY
Experiments to find radar sea ref]c.'.t',-_ty at miceowave f-eq_-,enc_es have been For-
formed for many years at various laboratories. Although some progress has been made,
th_,r_: remained a gap in our knowledce. This gap was a result of our inability to describe the
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sea in a quantitative manner. Rach_tr measurements with no simultaneous sea -e, easurements
are relaticely meaningless. A series of tests was designed to measure clutter and the sea in
- a quantitative and meaningful manner.
The attack on the problem has two main directions: a shipborne system designed tor,
measure the ripples and waves on the wa_er, and an airborne catibratec: radar to determine
_: the reflection characteristics of the sea.
z -
•" During the operation the airplane flies in the vicinity of the ship making reflectivit d
_ measurements, while the waves are being recorded with the stereo cameras and a spar-buoy
wave gage.
:_ A POSSIBLE RADAR FOR MANNED SPACE SHIP
" Although the problem of scattering from a rough surface has yet to be solved eom-
-_- pletely we know that a radar can be designed which will yield information regarding the state
..-.
of the roughness of the surface. Figure 7 illustrates this point. We p!ot _o versus depres-
•_: sion angle over the entire angular r_gion. Three curves are shown for three different sur-F
_. faces: smooth, inte_..mediate and rough. The smooth surface as discussed previously,
_.- results in a curve with a large peak about 90 degrees but small reflectivity at the lower
-,_ angles. When the sea is rough the curve is flat as indicated. For the varying sea states be--
tween these extremes we obtain curves of different shape. On this basis alone (disregarding
_. polarization and wavelength dependence) we can determine the wave roughness from a single
set of measurements from a satellite.
_:-
;_;'. A radar whose parameters are:
":_'. Transmitted peak power = 106 watts
_ Pulse length = 10 -4 see
, Antenna gain = 4.5 x 103
_., Wave length -- 3 cm
_" Noise factor = 3.2
Losses = 10
_' Beamwidth = 2.5 degrees,
_- can give a signal-to-noiseratio of unityat a disl:anceof about }000 miles on a surface _vhose
_ reflectivity is 10 "6. This means if our radar is in a satellite whose orbit is about 200 miles
_: above the earth it is able to obtain information 20 db below the lowest value shown ia Figure 7.
• 14
._. The average power of such a radar transmitting one pulse per second is about 100 w_,._.
_: CONCLUSION
_._
Radar reflectivity of the ocean surface depends on the structure of the surf_.ce. It de-
_, pends also on th_ wavelength and polarization of the electromagnetic energy transmitted A
_ satellite-borne radar could be used to determine the water surface roughness of ocesn below
by measuring radar cross section as a _eunction of depression angle.
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.4_ T_HE APPLICATION OF AIIiBO_NE R:tDAR BACF.SCATTL_R TO
p_ ME.ASURE.MEN'T OF rH£: STATE OF THK 3;-'-A*
I Wilbur Marks
: _h_=,_ Oceanic.% lncorDc-r_t_-c+Te,:hn_cal1_._dv:_tr-._.iPark, Plalv.vie*.;,New i_rk
_MSSrRACT
T.'*.i_;J,Ipetcxplore_ the !r,J_io'iity_;iusing ra',ia.,-bac_scatt*-rir_m _.hesea .-,'uria-=eas a
measure of +-hewaves pre._-r:,..Wave profi-'esreau from stereo-p.hotog.-aphsof the waves,
oblaine-;on a ship.ar_. reaucea to stali_t-csof z kind thatmay be ce-.-np_redwi*.hrR,iarback*
s_a-.termeasure _ simultaneously The wave statisticare al_o co:r..,:_-recwith model tank
da,.z..Itappears, from these prchrnir.ary experiments, *.ha,..ge.oacorrelation c_n be ob::,med
bclwee;,wave and radar s'atisti_s,C'_ebesl s*.atis'i¢for eorrehttion =-emains to be -:-eterm_r.ed.
The u.-.:_iaeness of correlatic.r, _ ill ,_cper.,1 on further ar._.'.,ys._s in t,--:.'f_rcn: states vf sea.
.:tCKNOWLEDGMENTS
The work presented her_m was sur.po_ed b'--*.heOff_.ceof Naval Research and admi-lis-
_cred by" ".he Geophysics Branch. H_ipful d,.scussion in t_he organization of th-_ p_gram, was
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.A_n_r,t_acarriea out the calcula-Aonsa_._ Louis Muller prepared the figures. : a.
-
IN'/'RODUCTION _¢"
The destructive effect of oceax, w_ves oi_ strucrares a_; beaches _-long th-_ coasts of the
world*s land masses needs no elabjration here. For day-to-O_ty operation as _-ell as for ]_,ng-
range shore-protection pla_,'_-ing, it is as necessary to pre_,_ct way, s as it is :c forecast
me:_.¢,roio_cal variables a: any inland point. Unlike the meteorologis-', who _s able *._ collect
._..an:f hundredg of weatl;er reports as input _._ta to his prediction technique, the wave analyst
-- s, in .-.ffcct, starved for inF-_t. His basic wave data derives from wind fiel_s inferred f.--om
.:p_'_.e _bserva'.ions at sea; the occasional visual wave repor, is v_.t much help.
The m e_, for ocean-wice wave information, on a routine basis, is apparent and consid-
erable '-hc,,:ght and effort is row going rote schemes that w_ll provide such data. Among the
ideas be.ng considered for synoptic wave-c.overage is at. ocean-wide buoy network and the
po_.ar-orbiting satellite.
Another possible source of synoptm wave informati::n may come _ a by-product of re-
search that is er.tireiv unrelated to wave pr_di-'tion. "L'_is _s the study of radar baukscatter
from the sea surface and its relation to wave characteristic. _ (Katz+ 1963).
The developmeu*, of the radar zs an instrument for detection and cla_sifica¢ion has beer,
considerably hampered as regards targets in the sea, because the backs, attcred radiat,on
- from waves often obscures ".he :--:tu.-n sought from the target. This "c1_ .ter" f.,-eq'._ently hmi.s
: the s:.arvh capability of ships "-nd plaueJ. If the physic d nature of the backscatter were well
understood, it rr.lght be possible to set, rate a weak target signal from such background noise.
C3nsequevtly. ",_uch effort is being spent to determine the relationship between the electro °
magnetic radiatiov, observed by a radar and the _,-Pan-,a.ave _rface from which the radiation
is reflected (M_cdon_d, 1963). Since the reflt, ctivity of th6 surf4ce depen:is on the state of the
sea, it is also necessary to relate change_ in radar backscatter to changes in _ave oevelop-
ment. It is :herefore Iogic_l to conclude that a necessary feature of ultimate radar detection
will be a reasonable correlation of radar backsca;ter with state of ._ea. By the same token,
successful achievement o: such a correlatior_ will permit identification of wave conditions from
radar measurements.
*Sponsorea by ONR under Contract Nonr 3961(00). Thi_ paper submitted to: Proceedings
IXth Conference on Coastal F_ngineering, Lisbon, 1964.
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This paper discusses .*h_;way in which prof -:es _f th, sea surfac _.are c,_._.-terted into
wave stat;s:-ics ;ha_ raay be compared with ra.iar statist'-'c_ oi the s_n_ kind. :-_._.c o[ the
L_'--'ial experiment.=, w.ll be described and some wave-radar corrclat-:,_n_ w_ll be _._Jwn. The
ultimate appli_:lo,i of such a s.Jcccssful co:.-e!ation might be :he _ys'._-matic rep_;n:_ of
sea state along l_f;es of flight ol aircraft eq lipped with. appropr'-ate radar or f,',_._'. _-._-biJng
satellites. -
CONVERSION OF WAVE DAT." TO RADAR STATISTICS
"t'he radar ob_e_es reflections from facets on the surfer> of a wave; ,..he streng*-h of the
:'_cted s;_. • -.'_p¢,Jd_ on the size and or,-entatlon of the facets ._-itn respect, to the a_.gle of
i;ictdence and free,zone 7 of the radiated signal. For the purp'Jses c.r this exl;erl_.,ent, -'.be radar
scanned ,.he wave surface in 8 direction generally perpend!_:_i_r to tht wave crests, first up-
wind (against the wav_-s) and then _-_,wnwind (with the waves). Fig'are : -L_ows a _'pical record-
_ng of radar backscat_.er. During the run, dire:$ion, polarizaiion, _u_d "s',_ are hdd constant
:-.-bile *,he return at d_fferent power°input levels is recorded as a fuucti ,_. of .-'_da." depression
angle (that is, the angle with respect to _he hor-zon_ _"or perio _tL_of 30 -_., secoh.ns. On succes-
sive runs, the experimental parameters are varied one at a time. Fr¢_:_.. data such _ _:hown
in Figure I, the average amplitude of the radar return, at the 50% le_oel, :._ t_J_alated for each
depression angle in terms cf the .)ther parameters, the ratio o¢ the ap_-.:-d-downwind return
¢_-c,m the sea surface is a measure of the backscattered radiation and is on_ _-'f the statistics
that might, successfully define the state _f spa. Since the upwind-downwind r_tti¢_ will change
wi*.h radar depression angle, the final _radar signature" of the sea surface _.:11 be a eur,_e of
;=pw-Lud-downwind ratios versus depression angle.
Ln this section, the way in which wr.¢e profiles are converted to radar sta _.stics is de-
scrthed. This method was introduced by Schooley (1961. I_62) who studied the problem, in -_
model ta_k. Schooley also provided partial justification ,_or the basic assumption of thi_
study; that is, ;hat the wind speed is the prim:,ry factor that influences *.he roughness and
slope distPibutions of the tivy wavelets h_ the sea and the*. _hese distributions a:-e significantl7
'.mique in different sia'.es of sea. By carr:_-ing cut a dimensional analysie, ":twas shown that
alr momentum (.M} and air visc_.s_tv (_') acting on a wa:er st_rface that resib_ts d ._rmity
through g:awty (g), water density (0 w) z_d surface _.-nstioL (T), pro&.tces a roughness condi-
tion (P,}, cha_ acterized by a slope distr'.button (s)
go _ lw a
s = t LR,--_.._(Fhv
L'_this expre ;-.:ion, the air mv..'ventum is expressed in terrnz of _r density (On). fetch (distance
over which wind blows) (F), the effectiv_ height oi the _ind (h) and the wind speed {v). The
term
_w0a .
T_
is considnred to be constant. The fetch determines the state of wave development for any given
wind speed and the effective heigh¢ prescribes uniformity in correlation of wind speed with sea
_tatc. Therefore, it is the wi_d speed tha_. primarily governs the slope cha£acteristlcs of the
waves, The successful application of the method proposed here will depend upon significant
changes in the slope distribution with changes in wind speed and corresponaing significant
changes in the radar signature.
Figure 2 shows some portions of wave prc_files (originally 6 meters long) obtained from
different stereo-photographs of waves made in the same sea condition. Figure 3 is an er.large-
meat of a small section of a wave profile. This profile lies in the dominant direction of the
waves as well as in the path of the NRL* radar plane which w2s overhead at the time the wave
information wa_ obtained. Some basic definitions can be derived from Figure 3, Flatness
_Naval I_;._arch Labo.'at_ry, U. S. N_vy.
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Fi_ure 3. Facet Length As Determined ]By Flatness Tolerance
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tolerance is Jefined as l/10 the radar wavelength. In these experiments, the ra,_r wave-
length was about 3 era. so the flatness tolerance is 3 ram. At any point c._ the v,ave profile,
the slope is found by a line drawn tangent to the profile at that point (A). The ang:e 0 of the
tangent line with respect to the horizontal will be referred to as the _lope of the tar._ent. The
flatness tolerance is then drawn pars_ 1 to the tangent line and equidistant from it; that is,
1.5 mm. on either side. The two lines representing the flatness tolerance will intersect the
wave profile and thereby define the facet length azsociated with the slope 0. "At the point B,
the facet length is obtained by intersec*.ior of only one parallel of the flatness tolerance with
the profile. The ratio of flatness tolerance to facet length is called roughness factor (R).
If the p,_hle _s now _ampled randomly (equally-spaced intervals will do). a sequence of
facet lengt.hs appropriate to each slope is obt _ined. The facet lengths are collected m 2-
degree intgrvals and averaged. The result is a relation between average facet length and
slope as shown in Figure 4. Negative slopes orrespond to the downwind direction of wave
_ravel. In each of the cases considered, abo_,, 200 slopes were read.
The contr_ovtion to the radar return or backsc_._er depends not only on the slopes of t::e
facets and ",heir size, but upon their frequency of occurrence a= ,'ell. _nsequently, the next
step is to obtain a relationship between probability of occurrence of average facet length and
associated slope. -Such _ relationship is shown in Figure 5.
•_ order to estimate the quantity of radiation reflected from the irregular wave sur-
face, it is necessar_ to consider the effective radar scattering area of the facets. This wa_,
done by first considering the return of radar waves impinging on disks of known area
(Schmitt, 1957; Katzin, 1957). If the wave facets are assumed to be circular then the face_
area is known and _,he theor-etical resists of Schmitt may be used to infer the effective radar
scattering area for the real condition. Furthermore, the information i _ Figure 5 permits a
table to be calculated ",hat describes the probability density of effective radar scattering area
with respect to sloI_e.
Each facet receives and reradiates ener_, over a limited angle which is greatest at
normal incidence (90 °). This effective beamwidth (or beamwidth at half power in radar
terminology) is a function of facet size and radar v,avelength (Silver, 1951). The effective
buamwidth thus obtained relates also to the effectiv¢ radar scattering area.
The radar d_-presslon angle (_} is the angle the radar beam (center) makes with r_spect
co the horizontal. For a constant radar depression angle, the facets that have sufficient beam-
width to eontribate to the total radar r_turn from the wateL- surface are known and so is the
probability density of facet occurrence. Thus, the total effective scattering aroa for diff-,rent
depression angles may be obtained for all th_ facets oriented in the upwind and downwind
d_rection. If the ratio of effective scat#-r_ng area in the upwind and downwi:', i directions is
plotted (in decibels) against the depr_ ; n angle (Figure 6), then this statistic is e_ivalent
to the radar me_.surements and a dir_- • _rnparison can be made.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The calculations presented here are the first of this type ever made from actual sca
wave data. (Schooley_s work was based on model tank experiments.) Consequently, this
initial effort is basically exploratory and should not be regarded as a proven technique for
treatment of such data.
Each profile provided approzJmatel.v 200 slopes with its associated data..all the profiles
were made in ._he same sea state where the waves _vere about 1 - 1.5 feet high. Figure 7 shows
a =omparison of the average facet-length distribution with distributions obtained in ih.,"water
tunnel (for 50 slopes). The agreement is fairly good as is Figure 8 which shows comparisons
: of the slope probability distmbutions. These comparisons are not to be judged on the basis of
the reported wind speeds, but rather on the general shape of the distributions. Figure 9 shows
the upwind-_wnwind ratio of 3 sets of data with radar observations and with model-tank
,neasurements made by optical means superposed, as well as the water tunnel results that are
382
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appropr!z :o this si*.uation. The important feature to note is the agr_emf, nt of positive
•,aiues at lcw depression angle and negative values at high depression angles.
_tre6 10 and 11 deal with averages of the rer, llts from different profiles and
generally confirm *,.he observations alrea._ made.
!n general, i_. can be said at this _.arly stage of the study that rada.- observations tend to
confirm the positive P.ature of the npv_,nd-d_wnwlnd ratios as calculated from wave profii_'s.
The negatlve ratio _. axe colaflrmed by opti_al experinlents in the tank. Calculations .*rom
•_tnk-generated waves are also In general agreement, with the exception of the are-- _*. v;r$
low depression angles where the t_real-wavc_ calculations tend to zero, while the tank wart=
_:alculations ,_ppear to be increasing positively. Also, it appe_trs tha_ horizonuti polarlzation
produces results -,hat _re in be_er _greement _th calculation than does vertical polariza_!:,n.
For the particular sea-state condition studied here, it is evident that *.he ratio of effec-
tive radal backscattering areas in the upwind and downw__nd directio.*,z Is related to the radar
return as observed by aircraft. The question is whether this re_atinnsl_p Js unique as regards
change of sea scare. In order for radar backscatter to ko applied as a sea-state indicator it
would be neces_;ary for the curves (thatis, radar dr_m)in Figures 9-11 to challgesignificantly
a_ ths wa-.-esbuild up. In particular,the aegrce of variation of the amplilr_desof the positive
and negative lobes and fl._depress#on angle of crossover will determine whether thistechnique
can be successful.
At present, wave profiZ_sfo_ a sea of 3 - 2.5 feetare being prepared. IfsigrJ_Icant
departure fror,,the '_rad_--signature"for the I - 1.5 foothigh waves results, then there is a
good chavce of success.
Ex_.._riraentsplanned for the future wil__provide for radar observations of depression
av_i__si,_exces._ _f 30° in order to verify the crossover angle :iswell as the magnitude ol the
neg_,tiveare_.
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,.L_ _" WINDWAVES AND -SWELL
= _ _f" Willard J. P_erson, Jr.
New Yo,,-k University
I_q'RODUCTICN
Probably the first waves observed by msn were waves on water:, the concept of wa,,e-
length, sl-eed, and period (or frequency) probably arose with stud 7 of these waves, The
physical laws of truly p_riodie long crested waves were understood more than a century a_-o.
The spectrum o_ waves on water covers a r_-nge from wavelengths comparable to the
circumference of the ."a_h to fractions o_. a centimeter with certain frequencies coi respond-
ing to periods of years, a year, a lunar month, a lunar day, a solar c!_ty, a half lunar day, a
half solar day, various fractions of these, and on ck,,.:n to hours, mir-tes, seconds, and tenth_
" of seconds.
Waves g_:er_ted by the action of wind on the water will be the first subject of di:Jcus-
s_n. "Fre subject of storm surges also caused by wind, tides, ana the _Iope of the sea m_rface
due _ currents will be dis mssed by others.
Waves caused by the wind on the water can be interpre*,ed by a combination of vh_sicai
and probabilistic concepts. "Fre irregumr moving bumps and hollows that make up waves can
= be represented as a large sum of different superimposed waves propagnting in different direc-
t. tions and with different wavelengths, where
2_ _2 42
(1) k ......
L g 6rz
:. Such probabilist models are described withiu a linear theory by a function of the form,
; S (w, 9) which r_solves the tt,tsl variance (the square of the departure of _ (x, y, t) at some
: " fixed time) int_ the frequencies that c_nt_ ibute to this variance and the directions toward which
•,- these long crested elements are traveling.
If _he rise and fall of the sea surface at a fixe_ point as a function of time is considered,
: then one can obtain only the fre .c_ency information, anJ not the directional information, @,at is
: (2) S(w) = [ s(®, O)dO
: I_.nally; the total variance is the one number of probably maximum usefulness. Deriv-
able from the total variance is the significant wave height which c_.n be defined to be the
:. average of the crest to trough heights of the one third highest w_ves t_ pass a given point.
::. The significant height is given by
_ = 4_arianee(3) 1;s
i Variance - N_ld_
L.
- SAMPLING VARIABILITY
_ When ocean waves are measured, and they can be measured in qui+,e a v_riety of ways
"' such as _,',ereopl_togrammetry., radar altimeters, and assorted wave recorders that out out
electrical signals representi._g the waves as funetion_ of time at a fixed point, one ends up with
a sample in the s_;atistical sense. By techniques due to time, series methods and statistical
393
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concepts, this sample can be converte_ to a spectral estimate. We worry about resolution,
aliasing and the degrees of freedom of the indivicfu_!-bands of the spectrum. A selected
bibliography is appended. A good place to st_-r_ is the book tCcean Wave Spect---a' published
by Prentice Halt.
A STORM AT SEA
To obtain sx. idea of what waves are like in the open ocean consider the sequent-a of
figures that follows. These .¢igures show what happened at a particular point at sea as an
extratropical cyclon,: passed a British Weather Ship that recorded the waves by means of a
ship borne wave recorder.
WAVE FORECASTING
If the win_i has a co;lstant velocity, U, and blows for a long enough time over a large
enough area, a fully dex-elopeo wind sea at that velocity shoul_ occur. If the frequency spectra
for various wind spee-,s are properly combined according to a theory of Kitaigoro_kii (1961), and
if _ = 2wf, and if the quanti_y
(5) S(f) = S(_g3/T.T 5
is plntte_at
(6) f -" f u/g
then the function
(7) S(f) should have the same shape for ar_, q.
Fig'are 6 shows that indeed, _ithin ot_r present accur_cic_ i: :_urin_ wivd over
water, this is the case. Given a small percentage difference b_,wccz, *h_ nomina" v_.tlues of
20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 knots, these spectral shapes coincide. When put back into a dimen-
sio:ml form, this spectrum can be represented by:
S(=)d= = [=gZe_i_(w°/=)_//'= _' "_
where ¢ = 8.10 x 10 "3, B • 0.74 and m = g/l] (where U is measured at 19.5 meters).
,_i,_ :--iud over the water varies in _pe¢.d with height. There are a variety of different
theories as to exactly how this variaLion is d,-_scri_..ed. Uder the assumptions of 3ne theory as
to the variation of wind with height the si_nifics_lt wave height in a _.']ty developed _ind sea _.s
shown in Figure 7 as if the mean wind were n, easured at different elevations.
SATELLITES
One lonely British Weather Ship provided the data described above. Our U. S. Weather
Ships should soon provide similar d_.ta, But the vastness of th,: oceans makes these data not
enou_. From a synoptic wave forecasting point o£ view, Jt would be uiee to get data from all
+.he oceans once a day say from e polar orbiting vehicle, that could measure something about
the waves every 200 miles (or so) aloug its path. The ultimate would be enough data to pro-
vide an estimate of the directional spectrum at each p_int. The frequency spectrum alone
would be extremety useful Even so,nethtng like the variance, needed to coml_.zte th=_ significant
height would be most useful.
Radar altimeters and optical stereophotographs are possibilities. The new side scan-
o_ing radars point down with a long narrow illumination path remind one of an early paper by
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Fig. 1A. 6 hourly major frontal po_i-
-- *,ionand r.,}sitions of the OK'S '_'_'eather
he Dorte =_ ({8)) for 16 DecP,nber 1959
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41 Fig. lB. 6 hourly major frontal posi-
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: given in the wave, the significant wave height will be found on the left band axis
if the waves are fully developed. (After Pierson (1964))
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Mr. Marks in _hich a directiunal spectra could be gotten fr:_m similar averaging tech-
niq.es.
Th_ cr_enge of satellites is that it is i.ossible to survey the whole worh! oce_ on a
synoptic scale from day *.o day and to keep track of what is happening from day to day as an
aid t_ snipping and commerce. These data can serve as an initial value input to the problem
of fore-asting the waves a day or so into the future.
There are other wa#s beginning with the wlnds o-.-erth,-"oceans to d._scribewavt:_ and
to -orecast them. Large parts of ,he world ¢,ce_tnare poorly cov-eredby ship re.t,o,_sand wave
data and the techniques presently under development sufferfrom thislack of data. Wave fore-
cast:ng data and satellitedata can enhance e:tchother to provide a better understanding of
waves on _.he sul face of the sea.
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SATELLrFE R.a.D._ BEAM t_. .r__
,I
Y/i_,!iam Ko W!dger, Jr. ._. }j_.
ARACON Geophysics Company
Concord, Massachusetts
When considering ract,_r obs_,ations of the ear_=s surface from a satellite, certain
_dverse _spec+.s of beam geome-:rv as n_dir angle increases should not be overlooked. Since
the earth curies away from the satellite ,mbpoint, range increases, inclination angle at _e
target decrc_ses, and resolution degrades far faster than for a plane surface.
The resolution, d t, along t.he Greet Circle irom subpoint to target is given by 1
d! = r# cosa - _ + -_- sin_ o
where r is the slant range, # is the beam width, R the radius of the eart._., H the satellite
height, a *.he nadir angl._, c the speed of light, and _ the pulse duration, as shown in Figure I.
The resolution in height, h _, is given by
: Many aspects of satellite radar observations have been invest=gated by sa:e_Cite meteor-
o_ogists and. are _eussed, for example, in Reference 1, wl_ich also has a rather eomprehensi re
bibliography.
REFERENC 1_.
1. Dennis. A. S., 1"363: Rainf'_l Determinations by Meteorological S_tellite Radar, Final
Report, Project 4080, Stanford Research Inf.tituteo
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Figure I. Vertcal and Horizontal Resolution Components For a Pui_ed Satellite
Radar.
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• AN AIRBORNE WAVE METER
gb5"_. John J. Schu_.e, Jr.
:". Uo S. Naval Oceanographic Office. Washingto._, D. C.
Use _ FM CW radar for measuring waves began at the British National Institute of
Oceanography. Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute initiated work in this country by evaluat-
ing one of the British instruments. The work "#as Iater continued at the Oceanographic Office
and then at the Naval Research Laboratory. The Oceanographic Office has recently revived
-_ the work by awarding competitive contracts on two syJtems. One system is modeled after the
-. most recent system developed at NRL. The other is a modified flareout altimeter. The sys-
:_ terns were designed to measure wave heights between 2 to 50 feet with an accuracy of 10,%
: from _n aircraft flying at a 500 _ altitude and a speed of 180 knots. Flight tests were made at
- Argus Island near Bermuda. The aircraft measurements were compared to fixed wave staff
_" located at the tower. The analysis used for the comparison is the Tukey method for comput-
.-. ing power spectra; estimates of waves energy are then p}otted as a function of wave length.
-- The aircraft energy esfJ.mates were .mapped in wave number space to correct for the doppler
effect resulting from aircraft motion. Figure 1 shows the results of the NRL type system.
This system responded welt at the short wave lengths, but failed to reproduce the energy
peaks accurately. A large amount of energy was introduced at wavelengths of 2,000 feet and
._ longer. This was due to failure of the aircraft motion compensating circuitry. Results of
the modified FM CW ultimates are shown in Figure 2. W._.h th:s instrument the effects due
tc aircraft motion were minimized and the energy peaks were well reproduced, however the
• instrument demonstrated a lack of sensitivity at the higher frequencies or shorter wave
.r_.
lengths.
_ Work to improve both instruments is ._ow underway,
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Figure 1. Comparison of Wave Spectra from Records C4_tained by ARGUS ISLAND Wave Staff
and First Airborne Radar System
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._-- . THE IMPORTANCE OF LOW ALTITUDE WORK
i_'°_ ¢
_-: Harms We_steln
_.
:_ • Institute of Naval Studies, Csmbridge, Msss.
_-'.".: Throughout this cor_erence it has rightly been implied that experiments performed from
'- aircraft are merely pilot models of experiments ultimately to be performed from satellites.
" . Nevertheless such pilot experiment_, whether performed from fi_ed wing aircraft, blimps,
kites, or balloons, employ advanced and costly instruments. They shoz_ld be made to advance
_i/' oceanography ._en if the radius of rapid reconnaissance is small when compared to the
: global scale anticipated in f.be case of orbiting satellites.
,
_-" '_s, exploratory instrumentation should, if possible, be planned with this low altitude
-._ use i_ view as well as the ulf4maie satellite application. Perhaps as an expansion of o_eano-
_.._
;_ grsphic research capability low altitude elrborv.e h_strument_ should, in some cases, be
_._-." designed for this use ,tione. Funds should be made available to encourage the develJpment
"_" of the maximum sensitivity and resolution that available t._cbnology permits.
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)_ MIC_tOWAVE REFLEC z-_YrJ_ MEA_LqEMENTS
I _ _,= _ .LWe_ein
• __ Impute of N_,'al Sm_, 54_ T_cimolce:-S_are
Camb idge, _assachusetts
.as an ex_.ea_m of Dr. McA1ister*s m_ggestio_ for sea surfa,:e temi_ratQre measure-
ment by passive microwave radiometry I would like to suggest the_ following.• As Dr.. McAhster responded daring qu_ion thne correctly the la_k cf quanta ee_tted
._. /n the mie_-o_ave r_gion requi_'e$ a long Integra_lon t/me and large irregular field of view,
hence _oarse reso]ntion.
/_._ .As IAeberman states in "The Sea", Vol. I, page 473, "a 1 C ° change in sea surface- zemperaiure causes a 2.4_ change in conductivttyn which _ perha._s b measured by -
: _," active microwave reflectivity measurements..As changes in salint,y hkely to be en_tere_
produce less pronounced c_.amges in conductivity this will be an :adirect way of measuring
_=" s_ ,,n-_¢e temper.
" . _-
' _'_" I-"may offer:.
_ a. Higher resolutlon -:f the microwave radiometer "optics" can be made 1,_ge enough.
" b. Penetration of the order of n_ll/im.,2ters centimeters be obtained
or even D_ay
: _ depending on the wavelength used.
_; From satellite altitude however
: _ .- ," The optics si_,e for resolution mentioned under (s) above will be a problem.
_=. -o
_ E_pecially if due to _ dielectric constant of water one. is forced below 800 mega-.
: _- cycles in frequency. However the use of synthetic aperture techniques _or this type
-_.-" of somewhat statto,mry target may help with the resolution problem.
_'-" d. Power requirements .Cot active techniques ar_ like!y to be a problem for some time.
" _::" Perhaps a alow*' altih_de aircraft illurrtinator for certain regions could be used
"_=-_. L-_itiaily, and then its use as a receiver also is pos_,-'ble.
@_-: M_ny _-z:niflcations may be W._ssible The above brief _-emarks _re in the nature of a
-- - suggestion for thought.
_- Prof. W. Richar,l,wn of the University of Miami informs me that _r. the past he has sug-
• gested a ver_, low altih_de (50 ._eet) sim:-Itaneous s_zrface temperature and conductivity mea-
_. .,mrement to determine saliv.iLy ir, dire_-tly, withov_ water conta_-t.
f_
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°_" RECOMMENDATIONS _F THE PANEL ON-COASTAL GEOGRAPHY
. _-_- K.O. Emery, Chairman
_-" Woods Hole Oce_graphic Tnstitution, Woods Hole, i_ss_ehrsetts
Me_ar_
_-- A. Ayala-Castanares D.L. Inman
._._
__- F. Boner R.L. Miller -
__.-- P. Braun F.B. Ph!eger
_. J.M. Caldwell E.L. _r_ruitt
_--'_" H.L. Cameron G.P. Salas
P. Cloud B.B. Scheps
-.. J.F. Cronin W. ThompsonK. O. Emery. S.D. Tattle --
: R.W. Fa!rbl idge E.L. Winterer _
5-: R.A. Geyer J.M. Zelgler
. -_-:
_-- We .--T_wtwith two pl emises: (i) that manned satellites are to be placed in orbit and
-.. will be a_-_Jtable as a tool for stadi_s of coastal _grapby, and (2) that satellite observations
_" have their chief v_ue for large-area studies, s moptic Studies, and monitor_ at hourly or
. _:_!,_ longer intervals. Detailed precision st, ldies and studies in water depths of more than about
_.: 20 meters are probably best left for other platTorms. The term coastal geography includes,
_: but is not ]imited tO marshes, beache_, deltas, estuzries, lagoons, ohmic, offshore bars (their
_- topo_rar-hy, water cover, and air cover) for beth marine and lake en_rir_nments.
-_.- Recommendations are in three groups: gener_l, small calibrationsites,and large-area
_-- problems. For general aspects, there are three recommendations.
_ "- I. An album should l#eprepared to d_.seminate information on the kinds of data avai_1--_:
able now, and to recruit full-time workers and casual users of satellite data. The
.." album should contain the best available images by photography, infrared, and radar
" :_ from rockets, U-2 planes, and TIROS. Fifty to 200 images should be reproduced by
_ lithograph in a 3000-edition printh_g, _ach image accompanied by some interpretation
_--_ or brief discussion. NASA should h_-ndie compilation a_d distribution, probabl:_
_-* through John F. Croain (AFCRL). Declassificatiou of images is required for the
:.;: national interest in providing experience in evaluation of existing images by the best
_-_-. qualified people, in recruitment, and iv. trair_ing.
_.=--
2. Based upon experience-gained from TIROS, ship-board geophysics, and other large-
_.. data-prcducing activities, plmm must be made for rapid scanning of satellite data for
•" - immediate -:issemination to c_mpetent interested workers, and for storage and re-
• trieval. Mue:_ of th_.s scanning is routine and can be done by trained technicians. It
_" must be don_. to insure _.a) that use can be made of the data, and (b) that worker_ not
be deluged by t:onopertine_t data. Obviously, these plans must include the attraction,
:.°_ training, and hiring of competent technicians and scientists. This should be a NASA
_".. responsibility.
--..:
3. The need for precise and accurate positioning and timing of all records made cannot
_:_i be overstressed, for it has in the past been frequently overlooked. Images or pat-
e:-_ terns whose precise coordinates in apace and time are not known have only esthetic
"_ or illustrative value. If they are to serve as the basis for maps or for evaluation of
:,_ processes and their effects, the locality and time must be known as closely as it can
_.- be specified.
_:-
._. RECOMMENDED PROGRAM FOR NEAR FUTURE
:. CALIBRATION AND EVALUATION
_:- A problem that should be attacked immediately is the calibration and evaluation of the
v imagery from available sensors. It is not clear at present how useful the data from various
: _.
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sensors will be, that iso whether _nific" _ absotu_,, values will be obtainable on objects of
-" interest izf coastal research. One of the first steps, _herefore, i_ to attempt to calibrate some
: or an available sensora, and this can _? done by using test sites of knowu properties, such as
known types of beach materials, kncwn ,-_rrents, known tides, _te. qr_uown s is here used to
mean that the absolute prope;'ties are ineasured on *he ground at the time the sensor is flown
across the area so that numbers can be attached to the sensor records or images.
"" - " "' In addition to c_llbrattn_ _he sensor- J, tl_e resultaut imagery or records should be evalu-
ated to determine their total information content so that better, more precise specifications
can be formulated concerning scale and object resolutirm, object e/flmncement, aud other
characteristics and-capabilities of the instruments to obtain the kinds of clsta in useful £orm-
for coastal research.
TLere seems to be e'¢ery likelihood at present flint available sensors, properly ca_'-
brated and possibly redesigned or modified for specific coastal purposes, could be used to
provide needed data on beach _idth, beach slope, characteristics of waves, angJes Of wave
approach, climensions of surf zone, and water cia_tion near shore an_ in rid I mars,_es and
lagoons. Calibration and evaluation to obtain useful data on the_e and perhsps other coastal
properties could best be accomplished by using as test sites (I) the beach at Scripps Institution
of Oceanography, (2) one or more lagoor-s along the Gulf of Mexico (such ac Laguna de
Termluos in Campeche), (3) Cape Cod. (4) Virginia Beach, 3Fxrginia, and possible other sites
where an abundance of data is avatlable and where interested scientists are available to
obtain critical groutd truth daring tests.
REC_ONAL _ I'UD'_.ES
Delineation M Surface Chz:cacteristies: Information about the structure and composition
.of coasts and _oastal waters, bo_h of the sea and of large lakes, and over large distances, is
an obv'ous ear!y objeetive. Such regional data could be of g_eat valse in classifying, economic
evalaati_n, and selecting bmaner areas for future intensive study. Chlrre4itly available radar
and infra-red sensors c_uld probably discrhninate between beach _urfaces of quartz sand,
calcite sand, rock, or organic mats. Heavy mineral sands of econon-_ic significance might b e
detectable. Moi_,t.lre content of the beach and back-shore,..and-sgnes of fresh-water seepage,
could probably be detected. Submarine springs and hence r.pproxlmate traces of outcropping
aquifers below sea level might be detected. Coastal currents and zones of up,yelling should be
mal.pable. Coastal zonatlon w_uld be mappable m n_.ny places, especially from alrcraftand
especially around tropical reefs where it should be possible to discriminate between concen-
tration of red and green algae, living and dead corals, loose sediment0 pools _ud chanuels cf
water of varying salL-.ity and temperature, and a ;-ariety of reef-front features related to
prevailing winds and currents.
Synoptic (Yoservation of Processes and Effects of Such Processes: The action of waves,
cqu-rents, gravity, slumping, aerosol transport, etc, along beaches and coasts co._ld be moni-
tored on a global or orbital basis and ".heir progress and effects with time obscrve_ and
r.Jssibly reisted to generating ._actors. For example, wave trains might be traced from off-
" shore storm centers and slumps correlated with i._hore events. Slumps or flooding rivers
may genera',e turbidity currents and upwe ']ling of cold, matrient-rieh waters from such causes
oz as a result of offshore winds may produce plankton blooms, colored water, and fish
mortaliiies. All of these processes and events are interrelated in space and time and w_th
other sedimentary, circulatory, and blologic processes, and many of them should he O._.tectable
with available sensors.
LISTING OF USEFUL MEASUREMENTS RELATING TO COASTAL AREA
Listed below are a number of factors which are under active study in the coastal zone. i
A brief description is given of these factors together with a statement of the degree of '_z
accuracy (or discrimination) which is needed to make the measurement highly useful. Lesser -:"
degrees of accuracy would still be helpful and an attempt has been made to indicate the lowest __
degree of accuracy,(or discr-,nination) which _hould be at all helpful. Whether or not it is
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_Pp
_E pre_tical to make these observations i,'_m sate JLites (or high-altitude aircraft_ is not con-
_- sidered in the presentation.
_-_'. A. HYDROGRAPHY AND TOPOGRAPHY
_.'-.
z{'_ Be_ch Widtl_ This is probably the most u_.ef_ single measurement in the short area,
r_,_:i: as it (coupled with the elevatiou) determines to a large degree the protection given the back-
"_'-.. shore from storm action. TI_e measurement of beach width to the nearest five feet would be
_: very useful; measu_-ement of width to th_ n_arest 25 feet wc_j!d he helpful. The change in the
_-_: beach wid+.h from week to week during storm seasons would be desirable.
: Beach Elevatio_ The beach and o_ane eievations also enter into the degree of protection
_,_.- " give-_ the bac_hore by the beach. The v.easur_ment of beach elevations to the nearest one
;_-_-_ foot win be very useful, while measurements to the nearest five feet would be helpS. _1.
_:_. Nearshore Hydrograph_ T _ r_.arshore area is in many ways and to a large degcee
._:W determines the uses to which the adjacent shore may be put. The topography of this area
_. (MSL to -100 ft.) is a _minant feature of this area and it is useful to know the depths to the -
_'-: . nearest foot. Partlcu_arly in the area slloreward of the -12 ft. conWurs. The absolute
_'_._: - accuracy needed of course decreases sebward, but is in the order of 3 feet at the 45-ft.
contour. Accuracies of i_3 of these values would be helpful for many areas of the world.
_, Offshore H_-drography:. Botto m topography often influences water circulation patterns_
'.-_7. both horizontal and vertical, and th_s -_interactio._s might _herefore be studied as a means of
.._ detecting certain kinds of bottom topograpl_y. Sand waves, for example, may reveal th_m-
_-•: . selves even in turbid waters by Fertar.bations in the s =rface. currents that could be measured
i or bystereo-photographsorer aps The ,ences of"= - . canyons on surfac currenzg desc il_ed in an appendix to this report by F. P. Shepard, provide
._ another subj_-ct for study. Banks, reefg -- perhaps even some s_amounts -- may affect sur-
_ face currents sufficiently to be detected and studied.
_-
_:_ Fresh Water Irflow: Contrasts in temperature or turbidity can be used to map the points
_ of entry and the'patterns of dispersal of fresh water. Sediment-laden stream waters (dis-
.._. •
_. cussed in an appendix by P. 1:'. Phleger), nearshore springs, or even submarh-e springs, cm_
_ be tJlus studied by photographic or infrared means.
_" Wave Spectrum: The characteristics of the wave spectrum in the beach zone are of
_ considerable interest as they determine the or
accretion erosion of the shore. Determination
,,_ : of the spectrmn to the degree presently possible with fixed surface gages would be very useful.
_ Measurements comp_rabl_ .o those presently obtained with radar or sun glitter from aircraft
would be useful
_ii" B. CURRENTS AND SEDIMENTATION
_:- Longshore Currents: The longshore wave-generated current_ (littered currents) deter-
_i_ mine the rapidity with which sedi_,_-ent (chiefly sand)-is moved aloug the _hore face. Thesecurrents h ve velocities of significance varying from 5 feet per minute to 180 feet per minute
_._Z or more. Rip currents with velocities to 300 feet per minute may aiso be a factor in the long-
i shore current p:'.ttern. It would be helpful if velocities as low as 5 feet per second could be
measured to the r,earest 1/2 ft./see, with the higher velocities measured to a comparable
• degree of accuracy in per cent. Measurements of velocities ot 20 ft/min, with a fair degree
of accuracy won] J be useful
' t Tidal and Fresh-Water Currents: The velocities and directions of t_ded and fresh-water
"" _"' currents in the eeastal zone are factors in sedimentation, tiushing, pellutions, and navigation.
:. Concurrent measurements of these currents as well as successive measurements in time at:,
_. needed. Velocity measurements as low as li2 ft/sec, would be very useful while measure-
_ ments as low as 2 ft/sec, would be helpful. In deeper water in offshore approaches, velocity
- _' measuremunts as low as 0.1 feet per sec. would be u_eful.
....... - ............. ' ' I
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Sediment Trans____ Se "_d_nent transport causes the massive changes (erosion,
accretion, and shoaling) occurring in the coastal a,'ea. Two important sediment movements
are (I) _.he transport on th_ shore face by waves and inshore currents, and (2) thesediment
load brought down by the fresh-water streams. While it would be most useful to know beth
th. quantity and size distribution of the sediments being transporze_ even qualitative informa-
ti,,n on either quantity or siz_ would be helpful. It should be recognized that the sediments
may L_avel as both bed-load or suspended load, though the dx_inction may be rather sma]I in
the surf zone. The sediment concentration usually does not exceed a few parts pe'..- thousand
: and in many cases is much less than one par_. per thou3and. ""
Shore Ice Shore ice or grounded ice entrains sediment and carries it offqhore The
: . details of this process, especially its quantitative aspects, may fruitfully be studied by
frequent surveys of the extent and morons of the ice.
,_laciers: Glaciers bring huge amounts of sedim_ut to the sea, and icebergs cal_-ing
from gi, ci_rs may carry the sediment thousands of miles from its source. Periodic surveys
of glaciers in Antarctica and Greenland from a satellite should indicate rates of addition of
sedime it-laden ice to the sea_ and more frequent surveys would show the patterns o_ dispersal
of the ice. It might even b_e possible to get a measure of the sediment content of the ice by
spectral analysis.
Biogenous Sediment:. The biogenic contributions to sediments are cflantitatively impor-
_m_ut, not only in warm.shallow seas where carbonate deposition is prevalent but also in the
deep seas and in the cold seas, where the remains of planktonic organisms such as diatoms,
radiolarians and foraminifers settle to the bottom. Naturally, then marine geologies are
interested in means of determining patters of distribution of these creatures. Our interests
thus coincide here with those of :he m:.r'.ne biologists.
C. GEOLO_,.-Y AND GEOMORPHOLOGY OF COASTAL ARF_u%S
Cqmposition of Beach Face: The type and size of the material composing the beach face
determines to a large degree the stability of the shore face. Also, in _-drtauL areas, the silica
sand or other components may have commercial value. It would be helpful to know whether
beachers were domin_tly silica or calcium carbonate, or some other ruiner'el. Percentage
definition to the nearest 5% would be useful, but evrn qualitative information would be helpful.
It is also useful to know the mean grain size of the beach, i.e., mud, fine sand, eoars_ sand,
gravel, or boulders.
Composition of N_arshore Area: The composition of the offshore area (from MSL to
-60 ft.) is of an importance similar to that of the beach face. Of p_mticular importance is the
o_.esence or absenc. _ of sand in quantities suitable for dredgillg and placing on the beach to
restore and stabilize the beach face, or for building construction.
Covstal Vegatatiom The type of vegetation or the backshore and dune are_ is of intet'est
and any definition of this cover (grass, scrub, or forests) would be useful. Also knowledge of
the density of the cover would be helpful.
Coasta:, Geology:. Besides the regional coverage of the subaerisl parts 9f the coasts,
where older beaches, terraces, reefs, etc. e&n be sb,died, high-altitude phoLography will pro- ;
vide especi_&ly in the clear waters of many of the tropical and desert coasts a view of the sea
floor, where we may expect to see the patterns of underwater rock outcrops.
Geological Controls of Coastilnet3: The grand scale of images obtained from satellites
may show much more clearly than we now know, what relations maintain between large
_eolog_c structu, • s -- great lineaments for example -- and coastlines. The scale of some
of the ge-Jlogic fee.t_res may be so large that they have so far escaped our attention.
D, WATER CHARACTERISTICS
Temperature: Temperature distr_.bution in surface water often provides useful data on
circulation patterns, both horizontally, as iu rip and longshore current.'- and vertically, as in
416
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i_;" upwelling. An ability to measure differences of 0.1 degree Care desirable but 1° C differ-
: ences would be very useful.
....
The salinity of coastal watel f aetermines to a large degree the fish and shell-
.._
_.._.=-, fish !fie which will be found therein. It also influences the rate of intermixing of thp c ,astal
_-" "xater with the infloHing sea water and the inflowing fresh water. The s .alinity gradients in
.___ such cases may determine the shoaling pattern or the flt, shing patterh of an estuary. Deter-
_ _ " ruination of the differeneds between fresh water and sea water in twenty •steps would be very
_-. useful. Even the ability to identify salinity fronts would be helpful.
- _ Pollutiom Pollution has a great influence on the usefulness of coastal waters t_ man-
_"_ kind. Fish and shellfish life, recreation, and even human habitation of the shore, are affected -
:3_ by the degree of pollution. The pollutants may be man-made or may be the result of unusual
"- _' blooms of diatoms and the like. An ability to define the source, degree, and extent of uollution
_--_-: wo :ld be yery useful. Although quantative information would be most use0al, even qualitativ.s
. _-,
._ data would be very helpfal in many cases.
_: _.._:
• _.. _:.
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_ _'- &_ USE OF ORBI._ING RESEARCH L,.BORATORIES
, _OR EXPERIMENTS IN COASTAL GEOGRAP_ -"
"_) Evelyn L. Pruitt, Head, Geog_ _phy Branch
•-- 4
/
Many challenging and exciting possibilities suggest themselve6 for the use of orbiting
laboratories in conducting research experiments in the field of coastal geography. At the very
-minimum, this offers opportunitie_ for the first time to obtain _ynoptic coverage o_*coastal
•_ areas throughout the zone of ._rb._*. _nd io obtain repeated detailed coverage of par_cular
__ coasts. The value of such co;-erage to coastal research would be tremendous. The ability
_.
_ to observe in detail the conditions in mauy areas almost simultaneously would permit re-gional comparisons that are now out of the question because the data are stretched across
"_ months and even years, thus blotting out variations occurring on a lesser time scale.
SAMPLING PROBLEMS
i The matter of time-scale has traditionally posed s_rious problems in coastal geo-graphy, problems which might be solved through the use of orbital platforms. One such
• fundamental question is, how fast do conditions change in the coastal zone? Obviously, differ-
ent phenomena change at different rates, and undoubtedly rates of change vary on a regional
. _._ or seasonal basis. These rates of change Deed to be measured, not only with regard to _r_l
_ time for each phenomena, sue_ as waves, currents, and sediment transport, but alr.o in ' '
• relative time with rates of one phenomenon cor=pared with other phenomefla. An experiment
_: should be designed that would measure the significant rates of change. The experiment would
include attempts to discover if there is a best time-scale for making observations of individual
-_ pheuomena and of groupa of factors, a time-scale that will assure acquisition of information
_-,
_ on all critical changes in conditions that effect coastal processes of erosion and sedimenta-
._- tion. Part of the experiment will certainly concern determination of which sensors can
best detect these changes, and detect them in real time so that the data can be handled.
The p_'oblems of time-scale for observations are closely related to problems of spatial_
;_ scale in the coastal zone. For example, assuming that details of the surf can be .detected,
possibly at the sacrifice of area of coverage, there is the question of what is the best resolu-
tion scale to detect the essential character of the surf, and how far areall.v can this local
: detailed data be considered as valid or representative of conditions? In other words, what
_'" should be the areal spacing of these detailed samples to assure validity of interpolation
I"-- betwcen saml J.es.
4: Experiment¢ from an orbiting laboratory designed to solve, or at least explore these
" basic problems of time-scale and q::.at!.al-acale of nearshore and coastal phenome_ would be
_. broadly applicable as sampling syste_ - guides to a host of other studies, such as those con-
_:. cerned with particular phenomena or particular coastal places. Some of these latter studies
are suggested in the following paragraphs, and in all ca_es it is assumed that the experiments
_-_ will include tests to determine which sensor or group of censors is most suztable to detect
._- the needed informattnn.
_._
_. ENVIRONMENTS OF SHOI:,_,SHELF AND BASIN ZONES
_:" A question _hat wou_, be p "ticularly suitable for examination from an orbiting labora-
'i _ tory concerns the nature and extent of differences in conditions in the three zones: the shore
zone, continental shelf, and ocea_ basin. Is there some real change at the edge of the shelf
"_ , in current and wave patterns? A_'e there discernible differences in water and sediment
;.. behavior or. the shelf vs the basin? Are there, in fact, clear and _etectable zones? Are there
; identifiable differences that validate the assumptions that environments in these three zones
_ are distinctive? To what measureable extent do these &ones influence each other? W_at is
_. going on in each zone?
, -:
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: NEARSHC*RE-CIRCULATION AND SEDIMENTATION
z
; With regard to the near.,_hore zo_e, it would .be valuable to determine major _ir_-ulati_n
: patterns, such. as eddies from the G if S_re_m, and to define their diffusion pat:=rns,
: especially as the_ influence sediment transport. Measurements should also be made of tidal
; eu._wr.':;, "_ndof the" effectiveness of these currents as comF_r,.d with. longshore wave-
produced currents in regard to coastal erosiov and sedimentation. Related to this would be
an effort to trace :he sediments from rivers --long coasts. Under non-storm conditions _'ivers
car1"y very iit_e secant to the coast _z¢ _uring storms which F_ood rivers, large volumes of
fresh t_ater and sedimeDts outflow. By c.hooslao _ a me_..eorolog-.cal situ_,_ion in which a ct-_age
"basin receives abundant r._infall, entrained sediment_ could bc traced as they disperse along
the coast. Pa_erns of dispersion and deposi "riChare poorly known and beclouded by a lot of
misconceptions. A sensor could be selected wb_ch wc_ald most cleariy dis._ingt_ish the s,_diment
laden waters, although even ordinary photoK.-aph-, if well-taken can provide considerable
/nformar[o,'_ as shown by CooperXs MA-9 photograph of the Ganges River l_asin. Uudou._tedlv
sensors _--o_tldbe selected or designed that wou!d detect at least certain kinds of poUntavis
in coastal waters, and ".he spread of the pollutiun could be tracea. Y_e orbiting laboratory
also offers an exceilen _.opportunity tc obse.--v _. and measure sedimenz dispersion around an
entire trop/ca_ island, pa,"_icularly to discover bow it relates tr- reef development and to rio" is
across the sandy bottoms. Through the use of ir.frared or sirdar se .n_ors, much neede_
information could be obtained on the extent and character of coral reef_, both alive and d_ad.
SURF ZONE
Since the surf zone is the active area where deta_Is of beacL morphology are detcrm/ned,
it deserves attention in several experiments. Many coasts are characterized by having one
or more _-u_merged bars in or near the surf zone. These bars change outline frequently, and
it has been suggested that tidal rips determine the gross p_._erns, but more closely spaced
L-re_.,_Lq_rities e-_s_ and tt, eir explanation sbould be the subject of an experiment. Re oeated
sensing should he made along short segments, say one quarter mile, of sandy beaches such as
ulor, g the Oute: .-__nks of North Carolina, and on the ends and middle pa--ts of cove beaches
such as Half Moon Bay, California, in wa'.ers not over 7 fathoms deep. Bar shapes should be
sensed _'- time_ of both high an.3 low tldc_. This would yield some greatly needed informal/on.
In addition, an experiment should be designed to locate and measure the properties of a new
- storm at sea, and then trace the generated wave train to the shore to measure the changes in
wave dimeusions and patterns as the waves move _nto increas_.ngly sboal water end "o the
breaker zone. Sever_tl such studies of " .crete stor_s would _'z_ z,-_aterial!y in cur under.-'tand-
hag of transformation from deep-wate. _o shallow-water waves, it wo'.dd also be especially
valuable _ synoptic data could h._ obtained on the width of the surf zone throughont the area of
orbit inasmuch as the _vidi_ of _he surf zone is Lndicative of n_any other nearsl-or_ environ-
mental eb.aracteristics .and processes.
CO_',P_I'I ION OF B,h_ACHES
Another series of e_'periments should fo"u_ on identification of gross m_neral composi-
tion of beaches, and, of course, on the selection of the most suitable sensors fo.- such
identificatio._. If beach morphology is related *.o the minerals present, then _': would b_ of
extreme interest to find ways to sense the minerals. I_ would be desirable to be able to
"- differenti,-W the beach_s composed of'.
I. Predon,hlantly _u_u'tz
t: 2. Predominantly calcium carbonate
_. Considerable amounts of magnetite
:/ 4. C.'_nsiderable amounts of ilmenite
£. 5. Considerable amounts of epidots
: 6. Considerable amounts of maflc miner _Is
?. Considerable amounts of non-calcareous organics
The Lesser Antilles would be a g¢od locale for such inve_zg_tions because their beaches dis-
play .-zwide variety of mineral gro:aps, and the mineral composition of many of these beach_.s
" 420
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is already _own so a certain amount of ground tr_th is available for calibrating the sensed
data.
C-_uROLINA BAYS
There is a good possibility that a long-standing scientific controversy over the or._gln
of Carolina Bays could be resolved through information gained from _,n orbiting laboratory.
One hypothesis attributes the Bays to the impact of m_teorite fragments. This thesis could
be substantiated or refuted by taking advantage of the high altitude of the laboratory to obtain
regional geomagne- "c data, with a resolution of one mile or less. It would he essential to
e _tablish strong geographic or ground control to tie down the geomagnetic data. The hypothe-
.- sL which attributes the Carolina Bays to ground water movement could also be checked
; through the use of infrared or _ome other sensor to detect the ground water patterns in the
_, Ba3 s section of the A -tlantic Coastal Plain.
TIDAL STREAMS
i _ If it is possible to detect the difference between fresh and salt water, very useful data
:_ .: co'-_]d be ob:ained on the extent, timing aug pa+.+.ern of incu:°sion of salt water in the tidal
i _- streams of c,)_stal lowlands, and also of the outflow of fresh water. The distribntion of
:'- sedin,.ents in _hese waters might also be detected, azLd thus provide important information
relating to tlda_ channel erosion and "_epos_ticn and to the whole problem of development of
drainage systems in coastal marshes.
i : REGIONAL STRUCTURE AND _OLOGY
-7
Tiros pho+.ography, as well as Project Mercury pictures taker, by Cooper and other
Astronauts, show the great l_tential of a space platform for obtaining new inforr_.ation on
iii: broad regional ground patterns that are not easily discernib. _o on convenfion_ 1 photography
_ from airplanes. From at_ orbiting laboratory, big sectio_q of the earth can be covered in a
_ " single image or on a very few, easily handled images. The area represented ou a photograph
• from a satellite is many thGusands of square miles (MA-9 flight photos were at a scale of
1:800,000) as compared with a few tens of square miles on conventional aerial photographs
:_ 'average scale of 1:20.000 to 1-40,000)o This potential of acquiz-Lng broad regional coverage
should be exploited to discover :he extent to which regional, structural and lithologic condi-
' " tions influence shorelines and coe.stal forms. Studies of maps and aerial photographs,
_. even of Recent alluvial surfaces, _.ommonty display numerous lineations, a large number of
: which trend northwest or northeast. It would be especially useflll if Iineattons for broad
;_:. regious or continents could be detectL-d, for this might shed new light not only on problems
of coastal behavior, but also on fundam_.ntal questions of the structural history of the earth,
:"" and on hypotheses of continental drift an_t migration of poles. If both the tineations and the
_ypes of bedrock along coasts could be det.._cted, any relations of these factors might be dis-
" . covered which could help to explain the moLuholog7 and world _'.stribuflon of certain coastal
i-- forms.
_.
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EFFECT OF SUBMARINE VALLEYS ON WATER MASSES AI_'DCURRENTS
.[,..i_t Francis P. Shepard
i
..:.- The University of California,San Diego
Scripps Institutionof Oceanography
J
Experience in the investigationof submarine valleys indicates thattheirexistence has
_,_"_m.Dortanteffecton water masses and cu- _ents. Itis well known, for example, thatthe
cold deeper waters up well from time to tLne along the axis of the J__-Jolla _4bmarine canyon_.
The trough-shaped continentalshelfvalleys off the Ganges _.-,Indus deltas have indications
of the importance of thiscurrent relation to valleys. In A#_y f thisyear in approaching the
margin of the Ganges shelfval/ey on the Pioneer we were repeatedly _'_seov_ringa chmxge in
.'hewater color so that a bluer shade or a less intense brown sh'_dew_s found over the valley
" z-itb._ sharp contact at the break in slcpe of the valley margin. Similarly the Paldstan
Navy in surveying the Indus shelfvalley found streaks of foam running parallel to the bo_md-
ari_s on both sides. Features of thistype can be photographed from the air.
We know thatfrom time to time there are mass movements of sediments along +he axes
• of submarine canyons, very likelyproducing turbiditycurrents. Itis likelythatthese move-
ments stirmud up intothe surface waters above the canyons and thatthese movements could
b_.detectedby aL- photographs. In this way the frequent crossing of the large submarine
canyons by camera equipped satellitesmay aD-_w us to keep a record of the major _anyon
flushingepisodes. This in turn could give us a bettercor_eption of the causes of these
• movements o
.Among other indications of the importance _f submarine valleys in influencing ocean
currents ha_ been the rather frequen_ observation that a ship positioned over the axis of a sub-
marine valley will remain over the axis during a pored of drifting amounting to as much as
'- several hours. In view of the narrowness of th, usual canyon axis there seems to be little
doubt but what these cases of adhering to the axes, always with movement down or up the axis,
are related to currents controlled by the canyon d_rection. This phenomenon was observed
.'.:_,ce over the canyons off Baja California, once off La Jolla, twice in the Bahamas (over a
.- canyon 1,900 fathoms deep), and once offthe east side of Ceylon. As yet thr,.reis no eviden,_e
".hatany of these currents thatare influenced by underlying valleys have surface phenomem_
=-'" thatcould be detected by air photographs, but further investigationmay show that thisis the
" case. For such an investigation the combined use of ships _nd air pho_ographs would be
necessary.
_J
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STUDY OF RIVER EFFLUEN._J FROM SPACE VEHICLF_
Fred B. P.',leger
_ The University of California, San Diego
o -*:_-_-#- Scripps Institution of Oceanography
-_ aJ
_, -Use of space v_hicles _o study the Earth s oceans should be planned to take advantage of
_he following potential abilities of such vehicles:
i..World-wide surveillance.
2. Quasi-synoptic obse_.-ations.
3. Frequent surveillance.
l'he suggestions made below are based on these unique capabSities of space platforms. It is
urged that priority be given to large-scale applications instead of £s+,_iled invest:gations which
may be more efficiently pursued by other techniques.
It is assumed that the .oresent instrumentation, or at least improved instrumentation
anticipated within th_ next five to ten years, is adequate for this proposal. It appears that
- _ photographic t_chniques are now excellent and can be improved, considerably with little effort.
Infrared sensing can map water temper _ture differences and future improvements may in-
clude determining actual temperatures.
,__-_
Two problems cor, cerning runoff from rivers have world wide implications. Reliable
quantitative estimates of the total supply of fresh water and sediment would be of considerable
" importance in many areas of study involving the world ocean. Few rivers have accurate flow
_--, metering equipment and thu. total runoff of f"_ _h water from the land is not known. The
total _ate of supply of sediment to the ocean _,_o is unknown, E_sentially all sediment fur-
_t_r, ed from "_he land is from river flow, with minor a_aoun_s from coastal ei_sion and by wind
•.nd ice transport. These two problems are interrelated and can be investigated essentially
as a single problem.
River effluents seen from above are characterized by one or mcre of the following:
a) muddy water, b) differences in apparent color or shsding, and c) lines of foam or floating
debris. These are easily photographed by color or black and white film. River effluents also
are usually characterized by water temperatures which differ from those of the surrounding
: sea water. These differences can be detecte_ by temperature sensing techniques.
" R'ver effluents are generally wedge -shaped in cross-sect_on, thinning upwards on the
seaward edge and composed of water less saline than sea water. This water is less dense
:_" than s _a water and thus floats on top of the more saline water.
The _urface area of g river effluent can be mapped from an airplane or space vehicle
¢
_- - using photographic and temperature sen_ing techniques, the next stage is to determine th2
:: exact _hape of the wedge of river water and to make a realistic estimate of the volume of
_-, fresh water and quantity of _ediment .n suspension, This can be done by depth surveys of
>. -
rater satinihes using recording salinometers and by direct measurement of sediment con-:,
• " ccn,+rations. Total fresh water and sediment load can be estimated from such surveys.
_
The three cdmension_l shape of the wedge of river water and sediment will be a function
• • of a) the amount of river r':noff, b) the submarine topography at the location of the effluent,
c) wind and wave conditions, d) surface currents, e) tides and f) ice. The submarine topo-
graphy underlying many areas of river discharge is-fairly well known or can be easily mapped,
and tidal regimes _tre sufficiently known at most locations. It appears that waves and _ur-
rents can be surveyed by remote satellite sensing and wind can be inferred f._om wavc
_,. patte:ns. The dynamic _nterrelationships of these various factors must be understood, how-
,: ever, before reasonable estimates of volume of fresh water and sediment load can be made
._, _ :,y mapping of +-he surface.
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It #ould be impractical to make a detailed ar_lysis of even a large percentage of the
world's river effluents. It is suggested that as an alternative river effluents may be divided
into a sma/t number of classes and that studies be made of a representative of each class
selected. River effluents may be divided into classes using the. following criteria:
a. Total f_pw. The actual iLuw is known for many .'tvers. Relative flow of others may
b_ estimated by size and rainfall re._ime of the drainage basin.
b, Ephemeral or perennial. Many ephemeral rivers have significant flow during times
of runoff, as in some areas surrounding the Arctic Ocean.
c. Marine conditions at the effment, such as wind, waves, tides, currents and ice,
insofar as known or estimated.
d. Sediment load. Sediment load is measured in some rivers, such as the Mississippi°
In others relative sediment load may be estimated by coler denaity of the outflow°
e. Size and shape of the efin_ent.
Close correlaU_n of ground analysis and overhead surveillance will be required for
this s_dyo There is essentially no pertinent information available on the nature of river
efflnents, and basic ground studies will be necessary before sensing from high flying air-
planes or satellites can be used.
A suggested beginning in such a progr_ is to study one small, muddy r_ver plume sucho
as the Rio Balsas on the Pacific coast of Mexico° _l_nls should be mapped at various tim£s
from an airplane. Ground studies would be determination of the three dimensional shape of
the plume and calculation of the am-#unt of fresh water and sediment load at different times
and under different conditions. The effect on the effluent of tide, topography, wind, waves and
currents would be analyzed_ An attempt would be made to determine whether the volume of
water and sediment can be estimated by surface mapping techniques alone.
The second stage would be study of the more complex effluent of a large, relatively
well-known river such as the Mississippi. Procedures would be modified based on experi-
ence. If both the studies were considered successful the next stage would be classification of
the river effluents of the world and ground studies of representatives of each class. ,&fter
completion of this stage it should be possible to determine, total volumes of water and of
s._df_:nent being supplied and their variations geographic_,_Uy and with time.
There are several probable by-products of such an investigation. Among these are
effects of catastrophic events such as floods _nd hurricanes. Considerable insight into the
dynamics of river effluents and processes of deposition in a delta is expected. There is now
little understanding of these processes.
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_ !_-.__ ESTUARIESAlfred C. Redfield
Woods Hole Oc ._anographic Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts
Estuaries are usually relatively small bodies of water which display however, and often
in an extreme form, the variety of surface conditions observed in the open sea. Thus, there
are present marked gradients i_. salini_y temperature and turbiaity, drifting ice, and varied sea
state, all of which display characteristic and changing pattern under the influence of strong
currents due to tidal action. Most estuaries are sufficiently small to be readily surveyed
synoptically from conventior_al aircraft, and the data so obtained may be easily checked by
observations on the Srgroundl_. From these considerations it would appear that their value in
the present connection may be in the pr 4el_n_9_'y testing of techniques to be subsequently
employed over oceanic areas from high flying platforms. Some of the larger estuaries such
as the Gulf of St, Lawrence or the _lf of California are sufficiently extensive so that the
transient phenomena they display may be profitably studied from satellites as the contribution
of Dr. Cameron amply illustrates.
r
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POSSIBLLlq'IES FOR USE OF SPACE AND OTHER HIGH
ALTITUDE VEHICLF_S FOR GATHERING OF COASTAL ENGINEERING DATA
Per Bruun
Department of Coastal Engineering, University of Florida
The various kind of data needed for use in Coastal Engineering are mentioned briefly for
_ach specific type of information.
METEOROLOGY
The distribution of winds, barometric pressure and humidity is responsible for waves,
short as well as long period and certain type of currents. The more me*eorological data which
cmu be secured, particularly from areas which are not easily accessible, the better possibility
exists for prediction of waves including normal storm waves as well as long period waves as
storm surges, barometric pressure waves and waves caused by large scale irregularities in
wind fields. Little is known about wave action penetrating from the arctic as well as antarctic
regions. Space vehicles seem to offer excellent opportunities for gathering of such data as is
?
;- already proven in specific cases. The recent experience with hurricane DORA demonstrated
- the need for more adequate data on the hurricane structure which may be picked up from
space vehicles.
WAVES
Short period _ave forecasting is based on knowledge about wind fields and/or barometric
•. pressure wbich must be • ecorded. As outlined by ,Mr. W. J. Pierson, it should be possible to
:. observe wave characteristics iz_cluding sea roughness and actual wave dtn_ensional and
[: - directional spectrum by the use of radar. Certain types of radar seem to be useful for studies
_ of detailed nature requiring wave heights with 1/2 to 1 ft. accuracy and details on the direc-
-," tional spectrum. Evaluation of the sea state o--er larger areas usin_ space vehicles provided
• x_ith sensor of high resolution will be valuable in the forecasting technique as well as in esti-
_nation of the relative wave energy input on shore% particularly such shores as would be
very difficult to observe otherwise. Propagation of long period waves including tides and
waves of surge character observed from space crafts or other high altitude vehicles will be of
large scale economic importance by providing data useful for accurate forecasting and thereby
for an adequate wam-ing system.
_;-
-.. Two examples should be mentioned, the March 9-11, 1962 swell activity in the At!Rntic
Ocean which caused considerable damage on the Eastern Seaboard and the March 26, 1964
• , tsunami caused by the Alaskan earthquake.
_'-
, CURRENTS
_ _oastal Engineering is mainly conceru_ _ with _idal and longshore currents caused by
_ wave breaking. Some studies 2:_o include pollution problems. Aerial photography of current
pattern in estuaries has proven very useful but the same technique may be possible for opera-
;_-" tions rovering much larger areas if space or other hi_ alto.fade vehicles with sensors of high
_- accuracy and penetration can be secured. Data on densi+.y currents and internal waves may
;_ be secured thereby.
_::
Information on wave induced longshore currents must be fairly accurate (1/4 to 1/2
ft/sec) in order to be of value. Radar has been used in Holland and in Canada for such pur-
pose. High altitude stereo as well as infrared photography seems to offe," excellent opportuni-
., ties for detailed studte_ of current pattern and velocities in the surface. This technique has
-_ not been developed in any detail. It should be noted that longshore current_ csused by wave
'_" breaking usually carry water with higher temperature than the water outside the breaker
_' zone. UpweLling currents which may occur with strong offshore windG will normally carry
water of lower temperature. Possibilities of penetration for observation of currents t_,
1"7: 429
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deeper, layers seem to exist. For computation of sediment transport, cu _,- _t data within _'.e
1 ft. range from the bottom are needed and may be s_cured by a combi' .cchnique using
dyes.'staffs, drift bottles or simll_-r _e,,ice_ to be observed from airc ,r obser_,a_ion
of open ocean currents, a ;nuit_ple-look techniqde using satellites m:L> Josible.
TIOES
Observation of the propaga*_on of long period w_ves was mentioned above and tidal
currents may be c,bserved by infraredand stereo-photography. Observation of tidal heights
along shores is do._e by photography. A more developed technique may _ake observation in
the open sea possible ff sufficient accuracy can be secured. This will be of great _d_antage
for estimation of barometric squall and tsunami waves and their penetration from thc deep
sea into coastal waters, especially in funnel-shaped bays where the geometry may favor
concentration of wave energy endangering coastal zones.
_EDIMENT TRANSPOt_T
Sediment transport is caused by the action of waves and currents on alluvial shores.
Information of ._uantitative character on sediment transport must include data on the sus-
pended-load as well as the bed-load transport. It is possible to ob_ )rve the" pattern of
longsh_: e currents with suspension load by photography, and it seems likely that it should also
be possible to evaluate concentrations by the use of various kLuds of photography combined
with a proper calibration technique. But to be of value, it must be possible to measure con-
centration in various depths below sea surface. Infrared photograpily from aircraft or
space vehic)es may be of some value i-:..snmch as the temperature of nearshore water may
differ from the temperature of offshore waters by s_v_ral centigrade degree.s. Wave breaking
in itself causes a rise of temperature of measurable size. The difficulty with infrared is its
very low "lepth penetrstiol:. Sediment transport in estuaries has for long been studied b'y
aerial photography.
With respect _ transport of material s bed-l_d, i+ is somewhat difficult to visualize
how m_:ch transport may be observed from hiRh • _titud_.s. The-e is r. possibility that
modern tracing technique, particul,_rly _,_- f.uo_-e._cent trsccrs, may be able to furnish details
if proper light sources covering large, nreas _an be airanged, and water is sh_/low enough
to allow sufficient penetration of light a_d concc_ltration of tracers in the bottor_: material
can be made large enough. It is de;_lr'_ble to observe concentration as low as i0 -10. At the
firbt instant thls figure L-my sound absurd.
With respect to large scale transport of b_d material in mig_ ating sano w_v_ -_ on the
bottom, aerial photography is already at _his time ".,_ry useful, and even larg_- _, _L:
phenomenon may be observed from high ai'itude vehicles. The existing p_otogr_/.. ,. from
the Cape Kennedy area a_'e wry i::terr.sting in tLis respect.
COASTAL TOPOGRAPHY AND MOSPIiOLC, GY
It is now possible to undertake b:;drc graphic s'_rveys using color p_ o-. _.... :_y down to
about 100 ft. depth under favorable con._'_on_ {very clear water_. Acc_ r_ - :,-, :,_t be hlgh o,_
the order of 1 to 2 (t. It may be possible _o develop this technique _u-_-..r. _.., :_Jcularly with
respect to possibilities _f penetration in turbid v. ;_ers. Aerial _hot;-:_c, ...L:..'"._sing in_rared
spectra is already used for studies of vegetation. _>_her t-_p_:s of high .'..__".,de photography
will be very important for ._tudies of sand deposits useful for h_ach _L4_'i_hment.
Changes in shoreline geometry is observed by periodic ae_i_. _ su_,,.'ys, tt should be pos-
sible to develop this technique much further by the use of high altitu-I_ ,-ehicles with proper
photographic equipment making it possible to distinguish horlzonta' f, uctuations on the order
of 10 ft. and ver+ical changes of approximo.tely 1 ft. Such iru'crmati _n will be valuable in
evaluation of technical as well as scientific matters_ par_icula_ ty i. combined with ability to
penetrate shallow water_, thereby allowing evs/,ia',ion of ls.,'_e se _.'_ sediment transport.
Periodic surveys of shorelines and special su_,eys following storms will give _niJrmation of
4_0
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¢great scientific and economic value. High resolution photogr__.phy, f.,_om space vehicles may
be very important.
Use of buoys moored in offsl-ore waters telemetering wave data to shore would allo-# a
correi_._ n between wave data and shore movements. Longshore currents must be recorded
simultaaLeou sly.
FORCES
There seems at this time to be little .Dossib£1ity for evaluation ui actual forces on
objects by the use of sensors installed in low or high altitude vehicles. Meanwhile information
secured on sea state will be able to furnish wave data and thereby information cu wave energy
and its propagation, Current data will be of similar value, if it becomes possible to observe
currents at different elevations above the sea bottom. Low flyin% ztircraft ave useful for
evaluation of details of the wave spectrum at wave breaking and the character of the wave
breaking. This technique should be developed to secure more deta_is.
CONCLUSION
tn conclusion, it may be said that even in "a field of details" Like coastal en$ineering,
high flying vehir-les seem to open possibilities in the future of great value for coastal
engineering re_earch. At this time c£rtaln de:ails may be studied by low flying aircralt t-sing
a properly calibraCed Cechnique. Radar, stereo-photography and infrared photography seem
tc oifer ex_-ellent opportunities.
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COASTAL PROCESSES
Columbia University i
r
i. In view of the close interactionbetween COASTAL PROCESSES and such divers_
phenomenz as gravity waves, currents, tides and runoff from rivers, itwould appear thatm_y
sort oI overall observatlon or recording thatcould neip integratethose phenomena shoulclb:"
pronounced a GOOD THING and worthy of ciose study.
2. The present statusof COASTAL Gi_OGRAPHY studies liesin the area of small-sca!:,
!oral,concentrated investigations,for the most part. When considering the prob]em of Iong-
shGre sand movemem along beaches, for example, which have bL'iion-doUar economic _')rice-
:ags,we are often involv_.din complex interactions,the parar._ters of which cannot be
establishedwithin a local area. "l_nemajor swell source m_ty,for instance,originate s_-eral
thousand kin. away. Force_ wh_.ch produce erosion ane dunnage to coastal L-lstailations at one
p_int will logically lead to harbor and channel siltation in another. The' recent program of
air phot')graphic coverage along tb_ eastern U. S. seaboard fJ'em low-flying aircraft has been
a valuable step, but essentially only an extens:on of the local study viewpoint.
3. A world pilot-stuay of coas_al sediment c_ynamics has recently been issued by R.
bU_VES_'ER {at present in Berkeley, Dept. of Engineering. Calling for a concentrated effort
would be a se_luence of high-level recoros of swell-sediment motion reactions at close inter-
vals over a 12-month period.
4. In addition to .:bviousiyseasonal, repetitivedynamics, ther_ are long-term secular
phenomena thatare much less easy to observe, but which nevertheless ultimately reach
crescendo points which may have vast and catastrophic results. One may consider the case
of Dutch dike catastrophes, which reflect the coincidence of more or less predictable
-_-: meteorologic/o¢eanographic phenomena (tow pressure, high tides,_nshore winds, seiche
-: _ffects)and secular phenomena (theslow subsidence of the North Sea Basin, about 1-2 ram.
annually,and the recent eustaticrise of sea level,1-5 ram. annually). The geomorphoiogy of
such region,s,in contrast to stable or upliftareas, is very distinctive,but difficult o analyse
systematicallyon the basis of local studies alone.
"' 5. Climatologists nov"clearly recog, ize th_ existence of long-term climatic oscillations
_ (c,iatedvariously to UV _olar transmission, volca_ .c -lust/albedocontrol and other factors).
.: Oceanic circulationmast be gea_'edto these oscillations,but the relationships have yet to be
worked out in detail,notably the time or retardation factors. Since the Coriolis Force is
.:., involved, varir_tions in the energy of any major coastwise curren_ such as the Gulf Stream
will lead to variations in the tilt of the mean water surface, to be recorded by anomal.es in
" " coastal tide gauges. Any device that could be v.sed to measure the Gulf Stream velocity, for
• - correlation against the eas _.coast tide gauges would be of inestimable value.
6. Coordination with ground studies is evidently essential if any of the above projects
-_ were to be/._piemented. This has always been a sine qua non for the proper appraisal of air
_;. photography. Itwould seem thatobservations and recordings from satellites,manned or
otherwise, involve two new dimension changes:
: a. Scale, raising the mean height of the cbserver from about t0 kin. (in conventional ;
"_ photography) to i00 kin. and over, thus at least one order of magnitude in elevation bu_
two orders of magnitude fc, r the area covered by a givsn picture with a conventional
_' camera.
b. Sens_tg Equipment. R is evident that cloud and smog obliteration !_tctors must be
avoided by use of new devises. The effectiveness of radR_r photography at intermediate
: altitudes has already been demonstrated. We should explore the possibility of "seeding"
major currents, such as the Gulf Stream, with metal-impregnated cork chips or
.-_. _ ............ . , .
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plastic-ballsweighted to floatat p.'-edetermineddepths. Methnds for the large-scale
tagging of beach sands should also be invest,.'gatedo
7. Administrative Procedure. As far as COASTAL GEOGRAPHY, ENGINEERING,
GEO_tORP_OLOGY, avd OCEANOGRAPHY are concerned, a first step would be the establish-
ment cf a planning end coordination committee, to bring together existing national and inter-
national author;.t!es and study groups. Thes'. should include representatives, amongst ott_,_-rs,
of:
- in_ernationa_ Conference on Coastal Engineemng Councz'l .,_r Wave Research
- International Association for _aaternary Research (INQUA Commission on Shore-
tines)
- International Geograpniea! Union (IGU Commission on Coastal Geomorphology)
- International Union c_ Geodesy and Geophysics (Int. Oceanographic Assoc., Commis-
sion on Shallow Water Research)
- U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
- U. S. Army, Corps _f Engineers (Beach Erosion Laboratory)
- U. S., Office of Naval Research, Geography Branch
- U° S., Nv_.ional Science Foundation, Earth Sciences Division.
!
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STATUS OF MAP-INE GEOLOGY STUDIES IN MEXICO
_0_9 6 Gulllermo P. Falas*U.,J
Universidad Nacional Autonoma ce M_.xico, Inst_tuto de Geologla
INTRODUC TION
H is notable :hat the importance of Marine Geo.l.o_- and oceanographic studies in Mexico
had t_een overlooked by the Mexic,_Ln gover,lment and scientific institutions until recently.
Apparently it made no differeace that Mexico is one of the largest countries in the world with
regard to the len_rth of its coasts of lit:orals which extend for more th_ua 2,270 kms. on both
the Atlantic and the P-icific Oceans.
Moreover, the continental platform off the coasts of Mexico add up to more than 477,505
kms 2, down to the 2_0 m isobath.
With the advent of oceanography as a modern coordination of a group of marine dlsci-
Fiines in the past de,-.ades, some Mexican scientists started ocearographic ac_.ivities at the
Universidad Nacional AutSnoma de M_xico.
Thus, as shown in the text later tide observations were begun in a systematic mid
scientific way for the first time early in the past decade. Later, expeditions to study volcanic
islands in the Pacific Ocean gave rise to a series of m_.:ine and littoral observations by
; _eologists in Mexico so that, under the encouragement of Drs. F. B. PhleEer a._d Gifford
C. Ewing, of the Scripps institution of Oceanography the senior auk.hot started _he Marine
_l "_eology Department at the in_tituto de Geolog;a in the Universidad Nacional Au_Snoma de
] _ M_xico.
This new Department stimulated the use of r._arine biology studies to complement geolo-
gical surveys in _ttoral lagoons and thus marine biology came inlo its own in the last few
: years.
A selected bibliography presented at the end of this paper will contribute to fulfill the
i"
scope sought in presenting it so tha_ more information will be available to the international
¢,ceanographtc researcher.
The authors acknowledge sincere thanks to Drs. P. M. Fye, Director of Woods Hole
Oceanographic institution and G. C. Ewing, Chairman of this Conference cen-_ened to evaluate
the feasibility of conducting oceanograi;hie explorations from aircrafts, and manned orbital
or _unar laboratories.
BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Although Mexican littorals and nearby islands have been explored since the XV Century
:_ by the first Earopean explorers, as Amerigo Vespucci, in 1497, it was not until the conquest
_. of Mexico was consumated by Hernan Cortes, and afterwards, that the first systematic
- exploration fc_r strategic mapping of the Mexican littorals and islands was initiated.
On the Atlantic side in the XVI Century PinzSn, Ajamino, Grijalva, and others contributed
t_ the mapping o," the Mexican coast in the Gulf. On the Pacific side at approximately the same
_= time, Cortes, Sandoval, O_ate, Vizcalno, and others mapped along the littorals on the main-
land at the Baja Cahfornia Penfnsula.
=Director instituto de Geolog_a, Universidad Nacional ._utSnoma de M_xlco.
- _*Coordinator of th_ Marine Geology Program. Instituto de Geologfa, Universidad l_acional
Aut5noma de M_xico.
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Mapping and littoral studies continued throughout colonial times but maritime transpor-
tation did not require intensive or extensive knowledge of the Mexican coast; except Rround
the two or three harbors in use _+. the time, on each ocean.
By the XIX Cev.tttry, 5oth the B-irish and the American Admiralties, effected extsnsive
mapping of the coast of Mexico and it_ Continental Platform close to shore, so that e.-:cell_.nt
coastal maps became available after the USS Narragansett (1873-1875) and the USS Tuscv.rora
(1878-1879) expeditions on the Pacific. On the Atlantic side and in the Gulf of Mexico and
C_ribbean. excellent maps were put forth by the H.M.S. Challenger (1873-1876) expedition of
the British "xdm:ralty (1852) and by the USS Wycming (1873-1874) and the USS Fortune (1873-
1874).
Naturally, these bathirr e+rlc and geographic maps s'ere 1L-nited solely to Lavlgation
requirements and may be takel', as the predecessors of actual oceanographic studies in
Mexican waters.
With the advent of modern and more scientific equipment for the oceanographic disci-
plines, Mexican shores and oceanic waters have been explored and studied by several foreign
Institutions so that within the past two decades literature on marine geolo_T _nd allied sub-
jects has grown profusel:: in amount r_nd in quality.
Thus, it is hoped by the autO,ors that the main objective sought in presenting this paper,
which is to bring up to date the state of oceanographic and marine geologic knowledge regard-
ing Mexican littorals and oceanographic waters, will be fulfilled by the following brief sum-
maries of most of the works done in Mexican waters v.nd by presenting what is believed to be
an up to date bibliography on Mexican oceanography and marine geology, etc.
The Revlllagigedo Archipelago and the Gulf of California were studied several times,
especially in 1_21 and 1925. The basic knowledge of the physical and biological character-
istics of those islands was obtained from expeditions.
The same areas were surveyed by the vessel "Velero HI" of the Allan Hancock Founda-
tion in several expeditions. Most of the results are described in the "General Accou Lt of
the scientific work of the 'Velero HI' in the Eastern Pacific", 1931-1941, published by the
Foundation in 1943.
Cruises to the Gulf of California were organized by the Scripps Institution of Oceano-
graph},, during lS39 and 1940, in the veszel "E. W. Scripps". Results of the Marine Geology
research were published by various authors, m 1950 in a Me .r_.oir of the Geological Somety
of Ame, ica.
An expedition to the Revillagigedo Archipelago was made by the Scripps institution of
Oceanography, in 1952, to study the birth and development of the new volcanco "B_rcena",
in the San Benedieto Island, under the leadership of Dr. A. F. Richards. The islands, sub-
marine bottom and structural characteristics of the Clarion Fault vere studied. Another
xpedition to the area wzs made in 1955, in the -vessel "Crest".
An exploration to the reefs south of the T,'iangulo Island, in the northel_ portion of the
Campcche Bank and other reefs north and east of _/ucatan Peninsula was organized in 1955 by
the Politechnical institute, undO,- Dr. F. Boner, in a vessel of the Mexican Navy, the "David
Porter". General geologic observations :"_re made on the reefs, particularly concerning
their mechanism of growing, related to sea currents, especially the Gulf Stream. Biological
studie_ also were maue, under Drs. E. Caballero and C. Bolivar.
Another expedition to the Revillagigedo Inlands was organized by the Scripps Institution
of Oceanography in 1957, under the scientific direction of Dr. A. F. Richards in the vessel
"Stranger", with participation of ing F. Moo._ r of the Instituto de Geolog_a. The main
geological purposes were to study the large Clarion Fault, and the petrographic composition
of cores and rock samples of the Clarion, Socorro and San Benedieto Islands.
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Investigations in the Campeche Bank area by the Agricultural and Mechanical Un'ver-
sity of Texas, were begun m 1957, under Drs. K. H. Drummond and R. G. Bader, in the
vessel _'Jakkula t', Dr. F. Boner of the Instituto de Geolog_a participating. Geophysical, geo-
logical and biological studies were carried ou_.. Cores of sediments from the continental
shelf and deeper portions of the Bay of Campeche were obtained, 25 hydrographic st,_tio._s
were established, bathytcrmographic observations were made each hour (with plankton
collecting), and meteorological data was obtained, accompanied by information of the upper
atmosphere. Later cruises in the vessel "Hidalgo", in 1952 u_nder Dr. L. S. Kornicker, in
close relationship with the Instituto de Geologfa, were developed, with the participation of
lug. A. Y_ez and Ing. R. P_rez Priego.
A Mexican expedition to the Socorro of the Revillagigedo Archipelago was organized in
1958 in the vessel "Tehuantepec" of the Mexican Navy, by the Institute. de Geof_sica of the
National Autonomous University of Mexico, under the leadership of Dr. J. Adem, covering
geophysical, geological and biological aspects. Ing. L. Bl_squez of the Instituto de Geologfa
pdrticipated, and studied the hydrogeology and edafology. A monograph of the research
done was published by the Institute, 1960.
Although the increasing interest of Mexican scientists in oceanographic disciplines was
great, lack of research facilities and trained personnel kept them from participating
actively In such explorations until 1959, when a coordinated effort was made towards the
execution of definite research programs in the Instituto de Geologfa.
Marine geological and general oceanographic studies at the Instituto de Geolog[a began
early in 1959. Mutual cooperation programs were undertaken with the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography of the University of California, the Iustititute of Marine Sciences of the
University of Texas, and the Dapartment of Oceanography and Meteorology of the Agricultural
and Mechanical University _- Texas. Three of the members of the staff of the Instituto de
Geologfa have been on board several oceanographic cruises in the Pacific Ocean, Gulf of
"- Mexico and Caribbean Sea, and visited the Scripps Institution of Oceanography several ti:nes,
.: studying the laboratory organization and specialized methods employed, for imp---oving their
scientific preparation.
Special efforts have been made to educate a group of Mexican scientists in different
fields of Marine Geology. Twelve scientists constitute the staff working on the projects in
process, covering the basic field work, the study of inorganic and organic fractions of th_
sediments, and some experimental ecological work.
The Instituto de Geologfa initiated its first formal marine geology project in 1959
under the direction of the senior author'. With the encouragement and sponsorship of Drs. F.
B. Phleger and J. Curray of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, a program was initiated
to study the Mexican coastal lagoons on the Gulf of Mexico shores (Laguna Madre, Tamaulipas;
Laguna de Tamiahua, Veracruz; and Laguna de T_rminos, Campeche).
This work was facilitated by N.S.F. Grant No. 19105. To carry out this progra_,n
sedimentology laboratories were established a_, the tnstituto headquarters and the
Laguna de T_rminos was chosen to begin the program. Results of this work were p,_blished
"" late in 1963,
t.
General studies of the Laguna Madre began In 1962 and it is hoped to publish results
:" early In 1955. The Laguna de Tamiahua field work was completed in June 1964, had probably
the results will be pub)ished late in 1965. These studies are coordinates by t:.e junior author.
-o
A program for the Joint study of the Alacran Reff, Campeche Bank, by the Instituto
' de GemJg_a and the Institute of Marine Sciences of the University of Texas was establishe; _.
and field work done in 1959, 1960 and 1961, under the leadership of Dr. L. S. Kornicker and
the senior author of this report. Dr. F. Bonet and Ing. A. Y_ez, of the Instituto de Geolog-la
participated, _everal papers have been published and many others are in progress.
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An important research program in the Gulf of California was started by _he Scripp_
Institution of Oceanography, in close relationship with the Instituto dt Geolog:_. The vessels
"Baird" and "Horizon" were used. Studies included part of the mad'and, and some portions
of the coastal and offshore Baja California areas. Members of the I lstituto de Geologfa
participated sporadically- in the project. Aircraft, ship and land oper _tions were carried out.
A Geophysical study of the Sigsbee Deep, was organized for the L,_mont Geological
Observatory of Columbia Uni;-ersity, in 1961, in the vessel "Vema" under ¼| leadershipof
Dr. M. Ewing. The Instituto de Geologia was invited to participate and Ing. A Y'an_z was
commissioned to the cruise. At the request of the senior author seismic profiles were shot
across the Continental Platform to tie in to the Pemex wells at the North Yucatan .nainland.
Minor M__arine geological studies, have been made by personnel of the Instituto de
Geolog_a under a cooperation contract with the Mexican Navy, particularly concerning sedi-
mentary studies for Harbor development in various areas of the country.
Physical Oceanography studies have been carried out mainly by the Instituto de Geo-
ffsica in the U.N.A.M. That institute established, in cooperation with the Inter-American
Geodetic Survey, a series of tidal guages on both coasts, in 1947; some of these "_pre dis-
continued soon after for tecb,i=al reasons and others are still in use. Determinations of
salinity, temperature and other data have been made more or less continuously at those
stations. Results have been published for several years, iz may L_ b_d mat study of such
aspects of the physical regime of the sea became more appropriate in 1961 tvhen numerical
data began, to be processed by a computing mac,_ine for tide p_'cdiction.
Meteorologial, gravimmetrical and seismological studies have also been made. Their
results are published mainly in the Ar_ales del Instituto de Geofi_iea. Meteorology and
Climatology of the ocean-continent-system in the Gulf of Mexico are covered by the Institute of
Nautical Meteorology of the Directorate of Geography and Meteorology of the Secretariat of
Agriculture.
Efforts will be continued in the future, and it is hoped to obtain enough economic support
to train more speclalists, and to carry out more ambitious programs such as the study of the
continental shelf adjoining the co,_,stal lagoons already studied. This requires necessarily
more expensive equipment and larger laboratory facilities.
Marine biological studies are carried out at the Universidad Nacional by scientists of
the Instituto de Biolog_a. They are concerned with taxonomic, ecologic and e,'oh'_'onary
aspects of different groups of flora and fauna from both Mexican littorals. Results are pub-
lished in specialized Journals, particularly the Anales ae. Instituto de Biologfa. Biological
studies of marine organisms are also conducted in the National Schools of B_c'logical Sciences
of the Mexican Politechnical Instutute, and the results published mainly in the Anales de la
Escuela Nacional de Ciencias Biol6gicas. The Directorate of Fisheries and Related Industries
of the Secretaria de Industria y Comercio, through the National Institute cf Fisheries Biology,
is responsible for the technical study and conservation of marine and inland water organic
resources, mainly fisheries; this agency is publishing occasional papers on Marine biology,
and informational pamphlets.
The sudden development of Marine geological research in the country since 1959 acted
asacatalytie agent to increase interest of Mexican Institutions and scientists in the oceano-
graphic discip "llnes. The First National Oceanographic Congress, celebrated in Chilpancingo
and _ capulco, in March, 1963, with a presentation of nearly 100 papers, r,as an indication of
such reaction. The Second National Oceanographic Congress will be held in Ensenada, Baja
California, in March, 1985.
A discussion of the different regional or specific studies of _iarine Geology in Mexico,
pattie :larly those conducted with the participation of the Instituto de Geolog_a follows, includ-
ing in each ease the more significant references and a map (Fig. 1) showing the specific areas
of study.
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A COMPREHENSIVE ANOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
A short, but realistic historical description of oceanographic studies in M_.xico to 1957
was published by Maldonado-Koerdell (1958a). This author stressed the fact tha_ _.o Mexican
Institution was doing Marine GeolobJcal studies, and probably the I-stitute of Geology of
Petr61eos Mexicanos could be interested in this field.
The Panamerican Institute of Geography and History publi.,_hed two papers (1958, 1960),
including American Bibliographies in Oceanography and Geophysics, ,'espe_ti_'ely.
Alvarez del Villar et_ (1961) made a complete analysis of Hydrobiologic and fisheries
investigations in Mexico, incluaing an ex_ensive bibliography with 1831 references, some of
them concerned with papers in Marine Geology.
&yala-Casta_ares (1963a) summarized the oceanographic and M___arinegeological studies
in which the institute of Geology participated between 1959 and 1963, with special attention to
the independent programs carried out by scientist of that Institute.
GULF OF MEXICO AND CARIBBEAN SEA
REGIONAL _TUDIES
REGION ._.L _R.^_MEWORK
Geology, shore_lines and ccasts, Marine Meteorology, physics and chcmistry of the
waters, Physical Oceanography, Hght penetration and Foraminifera are discussed regionally
by Lynch (1954), Price (1954), Leipper (1954a}, Mariner (1954), Leipper (1954b), Shoemaker
(1954), and Phleger and Parker {1954), respectively. Important biological aspects are
described in the important monograph "Gulf of Mexico, Its Origin, Waters and Marine Life",
Lynch (1954).
EAST MEXICO COASTAL LAGOONB
A short contribution describing the general program of the Institute of Geology stuL_des
in the larger East Mexico coastal la_zoons was presented by Salas and Phleger (1962).
_EASTERN MEXICO CONTINENTAL SHELF
General aspects of the oil exploration studies made by Petr61eos Mexicanos o_ the con-
tinental shelf of Eastern Me_ico were discussed by Garcfa Rojas (1963). The paper refers
specifically to the area from Isla de Lobos, off the Lagana de Tamiahua, to the Santa ,_a
AreP, off the State of Tabasco.
SPECIFIC AREAS OF STUDY
1. LAGUNA MADR_, TAMAULIP&S AND MATAMOROS AREA, GENER&L STUDY
"_iela work was done in 1962-196_ The general reconnaissance of the area was made
by airc,'-_t, by Lug. A. Ymlez and the authors, laboratory studies, under the coordinazion of
the jtutior author, of the material collecteu in 200 stations will be finished this year. It %
hoped to publish several papers giving the general description of the area early in 19£#.
Bathymetry, salinity, temperature as well as sedimez,_ological h,w stigations of the inorganic
(grain size, heavy minerals and internal structure features through X-Ray exposures) and
organic (diatoms, foraminifera, ostracods and molluscs) fractions are included. An ecologic
study of the vegetation of the beaches and areas surrounding the lagoon and the islmld is being
t.- made. Experimental ecologic studies on living foraminifera are also in process. AJthough a
'-_ paper by Segura (1963) has already been published, dealing with the foraminifera of the "Playa
: Washington st south of the Rio Grande Mouth near Matamoros, Tamp_; detailed studies are
pla2med for [urare activities.
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2. LAGUNA DE TAMIAHUA, VERACRUZ, GENERAL PROJECT
F_eld work was done in June, 1964 by Ing. A Y&_ez, under the supervision of the junior
author. A helicopter was used in part of the field work, 60 stations for ecologic observations
and measurements were established and dredged and core sed_rnent samples were collected
for sedimentolog_cal studies of both the inorganic and organic fractions, covering the same
aspects ss the Laguna Madre studies. Water samples for suspended sediment content as well
as plankton tows and bottom vegetation samples were obtained.
DetaQed laboratory studies of those materials, under the coordination of the junior
author are in process, including some biological studies of bottom vegetation and plankton,
maae by specialists of the Department of Biology of the Faculty of Sciences s _.d the InstLtute
of Biology respectively.
Technical biologist of the Institute of Fisheries Biology also participated for studying
some specific biological aspects. The Coastal Studies Institute of Loni, "ana State University
began a few years ago a geomorphologie, ecologic and geographic study of this area. As part
of their results Poggie (1962) published a paper dealing w._th pioneer plants and their habitat
in the Cabo Rojo Area.
3. REEFS IN rile VICINITY OF THE PORT OF VERACRUZ
A detailed sedimentological study of *.he reefs and sand sediments in the vicinity of
Veracruz was begun in 1963, by J. Morelock of the Department of Oceanography and Meteoro-
logy of the Agricultural and Mechanical University of Texas in close cooperation with the
Instituto de Geologfa. The project is still in progress.
P.mery (I 963_ described briefly the sedime _tology of the reefs near the Port of Vera-
Cl'UZ.
4. LAGUNA DE ALVARADO_ VERACRUZ
Sedimen_ological analyses were made in this area, as part of a cooperative research
program for Harbor developmen_ with the Mexican Navy in 1963.
5. GRIJALVA RIVER DELT__
Sedimentological studies were made in this delta, in 1962, as part of the joint projects
with the Mexic_m Navy.
6. LAGUNA DE TERMINOS AND CARMEN ISLAND, CAMPECHE
A) General study. General ocemlographic and sedimentologic studies were begtm early
1959, under the leadership of the senior author and Dr. F. B. Phieger of the Scripps Institution
of Oceanogr:.tphy, with collection of ecologic data and 200 samples of sedi_nents (dredge and
core samples), Laboratory studies were done under the coordination of the jvnior author, and
papers published late in 1963, covering the oathymetry, salinity, temperature and recent sedi-
ments (Y&6ez, 1933), generic distribution of recent diatoms in the sediments (Silva-B_reenas,
1963), systematics and distribution of the foraminifera in the sediments (Ayala-CastaSares,
1963b), and systematics and distributions ,_f the micromolluscs (Garc_a Cubas, 1963L _tudies
on distribution of ostrseods and experimental ecolcgic research with living foraminifera are
still in process.
Zarur (L961-. 962) published some biological resuRs as t guest research _ellow _u this
projcct representing the Inst. Tecnologico de Veracruz.
Folk (1962) discussed briefl5 the sorting o" _he carbonate beaches on Carmen Island
]3) Advanced studies. More detailed and ndvaneed _tudies in the area were planned in
early 1963. mid Dr. F. B. Phleger, Dr. A. Ayala-Ca:_tm'mres and Ing. A. Y_Sez visited the area
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in May, of that year, to locate 17 stations for ecologic observations _zd sampling. The pur-
pose of this study is to determine the vsriabiiity vf the ecologic factors in the whole area, as
well as t.he relati-_e organic producti_-=ty and relative rates of deposition, employing mainly
standing crops, and the rate r,f total number of Hying foraminifera, diatoms and micro-
molluscs by uniform v_-b_'ae of sample parameters as _ _positionaI rate norms. This project
will be coPtir.ued during at leas_ three L_ore years. Plankton and bottom vegetation seasonal
productivity studies are carried out by )ersonnel of the Institute of Biology and the Department
of Biology of the School of SeiencPs res Jective!y. Technical bio:ogists of th_ Institute of
Fisheries Biology are also participatin[ in tbis program.
Samp'Ang and de*._led _udies of Carruen Island, which is believed to be a barrier
island, were started in May, 1963. Detailed topographic and geologic studies will be done
trying to d-_termine its origin, evolution and rate of growth. The Northern beach of the island
was carefully samp!ed by means of 30 sampling sections along the coast. Carbon 14 de_er-
zr.inations will be made for age dating.
7-10o BAY OF CAMPECH_, CAYO ARCAS, CAYO ARENAS .AND TRIANGULO REEFS
THE C__MPECHE I_ANK
A research program for shldying those areas w_s begun in 1957, by the Deparb_ent of
Oceanography and Meteorology of the Agricul,_ural and Mechanical University of Texa=; under
Drs. D. H. Drumrbond and R. G. Bader, with partlcipation of Dr. F. Boner of the L,,stitute of
Geology. Some results have been published by Creager (1958a, 19581)), covering a _'_brLzarine
canyon-like feature, and bathymetry and sediments of the 1_y c.• Ca_a_pecne respectively.
Results on wave refraction and _ave energy ht Cayo Areas, Campeche _k were published
by Walsh. Reid and Bader (1962).
At.other series ¢,f investigatton._ of the area, by the same Lnstitution under Dr. L. S.
Kornlcker was made in 1961, InS. A. Y_ez _nd Ing. R. P_rez Priego, participated. The
description of one of the cruises was published by Perez Priego (1962).
11. ALACRAN REEF, CAMPECHE BANK, YUCATAN
The integral study of phyr, ical, geological and biologiczl characteristics of the reef
complex was carried out as a cooperative program between the Ins_:tute of Marine Sciences
of the University of Texas, and the Instituto de Geologfa, under the leadership of Dr. L. S.
Kornicker and the senior author. The Institute commissioned Dr. F. Boner and Ing. A. Y_u-_ez
for the field work done in 1959, 1960 and 1961. Several scien:._-ts of different institutions in
Mexico and the United States are studying the materials collected. Marine geological studie_
of the sediments are designed to define the sedimentary" patterns. A diamond bit hole was
drilled down to 150 feet, cores and samples are being studied at the Insti*.ute. Several papers
have been publishe_, covering the general description (Kornicker, Boner, C_m and Hoskin,
1959), shallow water geolo_D" and enviror=mer.ts of the reef complex (Kornicker and Byd, 1962),
molluscs {Rice m:i Kornicker, 1962), sorting_f some carbonate beaches (Folk 1962), car-
bonate sedimentation (Hoskin, 1963), carbonaceous sand (F,)Ik and Robies, 1964) short fora-
miniferal study (Davis, 1964), and vegetation of the islands (/_onet and Rzedovski, 1964).
Sediments of the well in Isla Perez will be publishe6 shortly by Dr. F. Boner. De_ailed ecology
and distributional studies of the fora_ninffera in sediments (surface and subsurfacc_ wiil be
published early in 1965 by the _nior author and C. Gonz_lez.
12. YUCAT_A_I AND CAMPECHE PROVINCES
Hara,.=_ _._e64) published an important o,-r.t, ibutiou dealing with the petrology and
petrography of the Campeche l-tthic Suite, Yucat_,n Shelf, as _.',rt of the cooperative studies
made by the Department of Oceanography aud Meteorology of the Agricultural and Mechanical
Universi._ of Texas and the ]_stituto de Geolog.ga.
Logan (1962) described the submarine topography of the Yucat(m platform.
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13. CIENAGA DE PROGRESOo YUCATAN
Physical _-_:udies, some of them concerning sedimentation were made by the Mexican
Navy. The results arc published by the DirecciSn GenerR1 de Obras Marftlmas (1963a).
14. LSLA DE MUJERES, QUINT_Iq.A ROO
Folk, Hayes and Shoji (1962) described the carbonate sediments of Isla de Mujeres and
vicinity, as part of the guide b_ok of a field trip to Yucat&n, organized by the New Orleans
G_ological Society..
Folk (1962) discussed briefly the sorting of carbonate beaches in that area.
Shoji (1963) wrote a .detailed review of the first mentioned study.
15. SIGSBEE DEEP
Ex_.ellentgeophysical research was conductea in 1961 by the Lamont Geological
Laboratory in the Sigsbee deep, under the leadership of Dr. M. Ewing. The Institutode
Geologfa was invite._to participateand Ing.A. Y_ez (1952)published a short paper describ-
ulg the program and mode of operation of that cruise.
PACIFIC OCEAN AND GULF OF CALIFORNIA
REGIONAL PAPERS
Regional papers have been published conce;-nLngthe Eaja California Peninsula area or
with the Mexican portion of the Pacific Ocean, concerning the general geology and historical
geology of Baja California (Durham and Allison, 1950; Mina, 1956, 1957). The volcanological
and some structural features of Mexico, including some submarine characteristics, the sub-
marine topography of the Pacific Ocean West of Mexico (Heacock and WorzeZl, 1955), ths
gravimetric and Cortical Structure of Mexico (Woollard and Monges Caldera, 1956) and the
seismic-refraction results on the Middle America Trench, from Puerto Valiarta South
(Shor and Fisher, 1961).
SPECIFIC AREAS OF STUDY
16. _UBMARINE BASIN OFF THE NORTHERN PART OF BAJA CALIFORNIA
" A survey of this yew basin was published by Emery (1953), showing details of the sub-
marine topography.
17. SAN MIGUEL LAGCK)N, /3. C.
I Sedlmentary significance of depositlonal environment in this lagoon, and a general
oceanographic description of the area were covered by Stewart (I 958).
I
I 18. TODOS SANTOS BAY, B. C,
. This area has been explored by differentresearchers. Walton (1955) wrote a general
oceanographic description and discussed in detailthe Ecolog_ of the livingForaminifera, with
a view to understanding deposition of these materials. The Eco}ogy of the recent Ostracods
of the area was studied by Benson (1956, 1959).
• Emery, Gorsline, Uchupi and Terry (1957) discussed the sediments of Todos Santos
Bay.
Recently Ing. C. ObregSn of the School of Marine Sciencies of Baja California, in
i ; Ensenada has been studying the bathymetry and geologic interpretation of the Todos Santos
: s-bmarine canyon. He is also studying the sedimentation process that is sanding up Ensezzada
.:_ Harbor.
!.'
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19. SAN QUINTIN BAY, BAJA CALIFORNIA
Some aspects of the recent history of this area were explained briefly by Gorsline (1962).
20o2!. SEBASTIAN VIZCAINO BAY, OJO DE LIEBRE AND GUERRERO NEGRO (SCAM_..ION)
LAGOONS, BAJA C._LIFORNL&
These areas have been explored _urhiF_[he past several years b-._scientistsof various
instftutions, especiall_ Scripps institutio.- of Oceanography, Drs. F. B. PMeger, J. S. YSrad-
shaw, H. Postma, G. C. Ewing, et al. The authors of thi_ repo:'t participated in some fie_.d
operations either by aircraft, boats or on land. Sedimentology and Oceanography oi the Ojo
de Liebre and Guerrero Negro Lagoons was studied by Ph!eger and Ewing (1962). Phleger
(i 964) mentioned some ecological aspects of Ojo de Lieb,'e Lagoon. Some sedimentary
characteristics of Scammon Lagoon were discussed by Stewart (1958).
22. OFFSHORE AREA BETWEEN SEBASTL_N VIZCAINO BAY AND CABO SAN LAZARO
BAJA CALIFORNIA
(Studies of the genetic process of the offshore.) Recen_ phosphorites North of Sebastian
Vizcaino Bay on the western shoresof Baja California, have been completed and are a_aiting
publication. Preliminary results were published by D'Anginjan (1962), as part of tb.e
cooperative programs between the Scripps L-tstltution of Oceanography and the Instituto de
C-eologia of the Universidad Nacional Aut,Snoma de M_xico.
23. SAN CI_/STOBAL BAY, BAJA CP,J_,IFORNIA
Some sedimentological aspects of this bay were described by Emery, Gorsline, Uchupi
and Terry (1957).
2_ BAHIA MAGDALENA, E__.JA CALLFORNL_
Physical characteristics, including sediment composition were made by the Mexican
Navy, with the cooperation of the Institute of Geology. Results were published by the
Direcci6n General de Obras Mar£timas (1963).
_.5.SANTO DOMINGO LAGOON, BAJA CALIFORNL%.
Phleger and Ewing (1962) discussed briefly some of the physical oceanographic aspects
of this area as well as sedimentary patterns.
26. REVLLLAGIGEDO ARCHIPELAGO
These islands have been studied several times, as may be noticed in the foregoing b! e-
rotical review. Papers have been published relative to several e.xpeditions of "Lee California
Academy of Sciences (Ha, ran, 1926, 1927); hydrogeology and edafology of the Socorro Island
(Bl&squez, 1960a, 1960b), and vo]._anology (Maldonado-Koerdell, 1958c, l%tc ,rds, 1953, 1956,
Richards and Dietz, 1956, Snodgrass and Richards, 1956, and Williams, 1952).
27. GULF OF CALIFORNIA
Comprehensive studies of the Gulf of California have been ma_e during the past 15
years by both Mexican and foreign institutions or individual scientist_:. These inclade many
aspects of the marine euvironment, submarine basins and surrounding land forms. The
major stimulus to this kind of research was originally given in 1940 by the "E. W. Scripps"
cruise, of which the results were published some years later in a Memoir of the Geological
Society of America (vide Anderson and other authors in the Bibliography). The work pub-
lishcd is mai,Iy dedicated to the geology and paleontology of the Gulf environments.
For the purposes of this report, the pertinent papers will be referred to as follows:
a) general and Marh._ geology including submarine topography, b) Sedimentolog) and
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|; geucl,emistry, c) _Paleontology and Stratigraphy, including taxonomy.
a) The structure and tectonics of the elongated trough that constitutes the Gulf of
Ca/ifornia, as wed as the geology of its coasts and island have been dealt with by Anderson
(1°50), Byme (1957), Shepard (1950), Sverdrup (1941) and Thompson (1962).
b) The sedimentary pattern and geochemical composition of sediments have been dis-
cussed by Bandy (1961, 1962, 1963), Bradley (1949), Byrne and Emery (1960), Keen (1962,
1964), Parker (1962), Phleger (1962, 1964, and in press), "'_velle (1950), Taft and Harbough
{1964), arid Van o_Jldel (in press).
c) Invertebrate Paleontology and stratigraphy is rather poorly represented and in need
of stimulus for a better knowledge of organic remains in the area: Mention can only be made
of _wo pape-s, one by Durham (1950) on megascopic paleontology and Marine Stratigraphy,
and a_lother by Natland (1950) on Pleistocene and Pliocene Foraminifera.
d) Similarly, the general geophysical aspects of the Gulf of California have only these
references; the first by Harrison and Spiess (1961) on gravity measurements in the sub-
marine bottom, the second by Kovach and Monges Caldera (!951) on results of a gra_-ity
survey in the delta of the Colorado River, and the third by Spiess (in press) on the gravimetry,
seismology and heat flow characteristics; and general geophysics (gravity. seismology,
magnetometry, etc.), and physical oceanography. Obviously by reason of facilities and
opportunity, some of these special fields are greatly developed while others are only repre-
sented by a few contributions.
e) The physical oceanographic aspects have been reported upon only by Roden (1958)
covering oceanographic and meteorologic aspects, and Roden and Groves (! 959) on some
physical oceanograpbic traits.
However, in the four _peciai fields above mentioned, a number of papers are either in
the process ot preparation or are in print. Furthermore, within the International Upper
MP,ntle project of the international Union of Geology and Geophysics (LU.G.G.), the instituto
de C-eo._._sica de la U.N.._M., in collaboration with the University of California at Los ,_.geles
and the California Institute of Technology, in Pasadena, is conducting a seismological program
of study of long-wa_c _ropagation through a network of four stations on both sides of the Gulf.
• The codirectors of che project are Prof. L. Knopoff and Dr. L Herrera.
28. COAST OF THE STATE OF SONORA
The Scripps Institution of Oceanography has been ¢arrying out studies along the coast
and on the continental shelf off the State of Sonora. This is a part of the Gulf of California
Project and the Instituto de Geolog_a has cooperated in th_s work•
Nichols (1962) described briefly the tidal fiat sedimentation of the Sonoran coast.
Benson and Kaesler (1963) studied thf, recent marine and lagoonal ostracods from the
Eastero de Tastiota, Son.
Phleger (1964) mentioned that the barrier island and marsh foraminiferal faunas else-
where are different from the mangrove marsh fauna of Sonora and the slightly hipersaline
marsh faunas in Ojo ,ae Liebre Lagoon in Baja California.
' 29. TOPOLOBAMPO BAY AREA, SINALOA
The Institute of Geology, in a cooperative program w;th the Mexican Navy is conducting
a general oceanographic survey of this area. Detailed seaimentological studies _ill be car-
ried out to include both the organic and inorganic fractions trying to define the sedimentary
dynamics of the r_Kion.
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30. SINALOA AND NAYARIT COASTAL PLAIN AND CONTINENTAL SHELF
J. R. Curray of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography and D. G. Moore of the U. S.
Na.y Electronics Laboratory have been working for several years on the sediments and
history of the coastal plain and continental shelf of _*is area. Some papers have already
appeared as part of their results (Curray, 1962; Curray and Moore, in press; Curray and
Moore, 1964; and Moore and Curray, 1964J. T.xese studies alsu are a part of *.he Gulf of
California Project as a coventure with the Institute of Geology.
31. COAST OF THE STATE OF MICHOACAN, MEXICO
Geomorphological and geographical studies, especially concerning the n:'er deltas were
carried out and published by Brand (1957, 1958). These studies cover the whole coast of the
State of Michoac&u, from the Mouth of the Coahuayama River (Boca de Atasta) to the Barra
de San Francisco, in the Balsas River Delta.
32. BALSAS RIVER DELTA AREA STATES OF GUERRERO AND MICHOACAN
The Instituto de Geologfa under the patronage of the Secretary of the Navy has started
a periodic ecologic and sedimentologic study of this area. This study will define the modifi-
cations that the large tnf!ernillos Dam will cause in the delta's morphology. This study is
extremely important to learning about geomorphological, biological and sedimentologicat changes
in the modified strer, ms and delta. The study will continue over an extended period. Pre-
liminary results were published by the Direcci6n General de Obras Mantimas (1963e).
33. VICINITY OF ACUPULCO, GUERRERO
Isolated sediment samples for recent foraminiferal distributi_,ns were studied by Bandy
and A_nal. This paper deals with the foraminifera! distribution off the west coast of Central
America and Mexico.
De Cserna, in Fries and de Cserna (1956), described the Bay of Acap,,flco, in a field trip
guide of the International Geologic Congress XX Session, Mfixico, 1956
34. SALINA CRUZ, OAXACA, BEACHES
Fold (19_2) discussed briefly "he sorting of beach sands in the Salina Cruz, area.
35. PAREDON, CHIAPAS
Physical studies, including some sedimentologic aspects of ",he Mar Muerto and Paredon,
were done in this area in a cooperative program between the In_tituto de Geologfa and the
Directorate of Marine Works (Direcci6n Genera] de Obras Marftimas) of the Mexican Navy.
This agency published (1963b) some of the results.
CONCLUSIONS
Marine geology studies in Mexico, conducted by the Instituto de Geoiog.fa of the Universi-
dad Nacional Aut6noma de M_xico began, under modern techniq.xes, early in 1959. The first
independent project wa_, *.be study of the _Coastal Lagoons along the Gulf of Mexico. Coopera-
tive programs have been carried out with foreign institutions to improve the knowledge of
marine geological resources of the country and to train Mexican. specialists in different
oceanographic disciplines.
Efforts will be continued hopefully with enough economic _upport to prepare more
scientists to carry out a more ambitious program. This will requ:re more equipment and
laboratory facilities. The investigation of the continental shelf off tt:e coastal lagoons under
study will be the next step in the program.
Marine geological research started by the Instituto de Geologfa early in 1959, acted as a
catalytic agent to inczease the in_,;rest of Mexican institutions and scientists in oceanographic
discipline_. Celebration of the First National Oceanographic Congress in Chilpancingo,
Guerrere, in March, ] 963, v.ith the presentation of nearly I00 papers, was an indication of
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such a positive reaction. The Second National Oceanographic Congress will be hel¢. ;n
Ensenada, Baja California, hn March 15-;8, 1965.
The Institute de Geolog_a is now able to coordinate an)" geP-eral oceanographic or
_£,!ar'L_e geological study in _!exi¢o, in cooperation with interested institutions.
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OCEANOGRAPHY FROM SPACE
CHAPTER 7
SECURITY CLASSIFICATION
7
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Rr_COMMENDATIONS ON SECURITY AND DECLASSIFICATION
,,
E. D. Mc Alister, Chairma.'-[
Scripps Institutionof Oceanograp.-y
U.,iversityof California,San Diego; La _olla, California
The probl_m of restrictive security classification particularly that governing airborne
! =le,tromagneti_-seusory devices and data was raised during the symposium. In the enst_ing
discussion, seTeral scientistsbecame apprehensive that much of *.hisprop,Jsedeffort,might
become classifiedat a !_.terdate. Ifthis happ_-_d, ,many present would lose interest in the
pr_,jectsince such a,':ionwould interfere with ,,e iree exchange of ideas and information
: w.hichis basic to progress in science. To allay thisfear, Dr. Peter Bagley o_ NASA made a
: statement to ".he _ffect that no part of this effort will become classified.
,Several pa,-ticipants stated Lhat c]assification h_d not been removed hl some areas as
has been a'tthorized b3 a DOD directive and hence, cerlain da#z could rot be uzed r_ further
:he objectives of _.his N.%SA-WHOI conference. OPNAV instruct.lons, 01550.63, have done
'-his for CNO in all U. S. Navy projects.
Several examples of the benefits of this DOD directive to both unclassified and classified
;,_o_ec_s became apparent daring the s.v..'_poslum. In these cases, r:.aterial recentiy dec!Rssi-
f,_ed under this directive was interpreted by a scientist of recognized authority which resulted
in a benefit to this conference and also to the military project sponf, oring the work.
After sc, n.e discussion, it was agreed that partici.nan:s in the symposium w_.'shed it to go
on record to the effect ",.hat present security restrictions are:. (1) impeding the applications of
man)- sensory techniques to imvortant scientific problems; (2) preventing the interpretation of
existing data by scientists of reco_tized ability which resuPs in a loss to both military a_d
nonmilitary projects of scientificnature..
Cognizant security agencies are requested to act under existing directives to rt-move
these restrictions.
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CLASSIFICATION
Fred B. Phleger
Scripps lustitution of Oceanography, University of California
San Diego, La Jolla, Califo_,mia
Some of us feel that there is a danger that some or much of the oceanography which
may be done by techrdques discussed may be subject to elassffieat'ca. This has occurred
many times and prevents free exchange of informatinn an, _.ideas. This creates _.n int.o!vr -
aole si_.mtion.
I believe that most of the established workers in oceanography have "clearance" or
have had clearance in the past. Most or all of the senior people worked on military prob_._ms
_ring World War IL Many of us, however, are opposed to classification in principle -
uniess acceptable reasons can be demonstrated. I believe that many of the most competent
and expemenced oceanographers will refuse :t- be associated with classified research -
:xcept under wartime conditions.
[
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Ber_.ard B. Scheps
U. S. Army Engineer Geodesy Intelligence & Mapping
Research & Development
Fort Belvoir, Virginia
A typical payoff from declass_ieat!on was my experience in having Dr. Emery support
what, for me, could only be speculation.
I refer to the _,robable sand waves of the York & Rappahannock Rivers in Chesapeake
Bay. This was a very u3eful and gratifying encounter for both Dr. Emery and myself in that
it illuminated new possibilities for radar ut'X!zation - both civil and military in implications.
The information content of an image is not a function of lines/mm ressiution, or bits
per square cm - rather it is a function of the knowledge of the interpreters. I use the plural
advisedly because the information content varies with the background of the observer.
It is apparent therefore that the greatest payoff to the military capability for image
interpretation will result CT-om ma_g imagery available for interpretation to the widest
range of experts in various fields.
This is the way we developed our photo-interpretation capability - unclassified.
Within reason - this is the best way to develop radar and infrared interpretation.
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C LASSIFICAT ION
W. V. Kielhorn
Lockl_,:ed California Company, Burbank, California
It has become apparent during the NASA-WHOI conference that many scientists not
directly involved with modern radar and ¢.ther electromagnetic detection techniques are
suffering from inadequate information as to how these may be profitably applied to their
specialized field.
It is implausible to expect learned opinions -rod accurate, quantitative forecasts from
expert people who are deliberately denied either access or use of kn--wledge of the tools
they must use now, or can expect to use in the fore eeable future.
Classification as a philosophy is defensible only when its employment is relatively
detrimental to an _nemyo The criteria for the several degrees of security control of
information are generally reasonable, but rarely followed. We believe that these criteria
s'_ould be e._:amined, and that wherever possible information not meeting them fully should
be at once released to those requiring it for the adv_cemeu_ of technology.
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COMMENTS ON ESCLASS- r_":._.ATiON
Walter H. Bailey
_ivision of Earth Science, Natior+al Academy of Science, National Research Council
The major change in ground rules is that in all decisions the classifier must weight both
the pros and cons of secrecy and determine net value to the nation.
The NAS-NRC is esta_ lishing a Committee on Remote Sensing of Environment. The corn o
mittee likely will establish a Panel on DeclassificatJon which will, m a responsible fashion,
advocate declassification by drawing together and presenting information on the "cons" of
secrecy,
|
I The DCM Con_mittee and NAS-NRC Panel probably will develop a close cooperative
working relation.
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